
 

 

Introduction

 

Fire on the Suns (FOTS) is a PBEM game of interstellar conflict and strategy; it is human-moderated 

with assistance from a variety of computerized tools. 

Each player controls a 'Race' or other faction (depending on any specific scenario rules being used, 

which will be provided by the GM prior to the game starting. This 'Race' may be Human, Humanoid, or 

anything that you can imagine (and design) using the Race Design rules. Races’ may be ruled as an 

Empire, Democracy, or even a Hive-Mind.  

FOTS is played in turns, each turn consists of 2 months; there are 4 weeks per month and there are 8 

days in each week, giving a total of 64 days per turn. 

Each turn involves players filling in and submitting a set of orders to the GM, orders are submitted in an 

Excel spreadsheet provided by the GM. Orders include, but are not limited to, things such as 

Colonization (placing new or increasing the size of existing colonies), building planetary facilities, a 

variety of bases, defences, military forces and investing in research and espionage. 

The GM uses a tool (an Excel spreadsheet macro) to process player’s turn sheets. Some of these orders 

need to be written in a specific format that the GM tool can read and process, this rulebook contains an 

extensive FAQ on how to format turn orders. 

 

 

 

 

Race and Society Design 

Before a game of FOTS begins, players must first design their race. A player’s race is defined by its 

native environments and various natural or technological advantages and disadvantages.  These 

advantages and disadvantages are compared with what's considered normal (“baseline”) for their general 

tech generation. Advantages and disadvantages are purchased with APs (attribute points), the number of 

APs a player has available to spend on their race design is determined by the GM in the game brief. 

Race design includes the definition of the race's native environment, which consists of a selection of 

values from menus for four planetary dimensions. Various natural, technological and background 

abilities from their biology, construction or the like may influence native environments and the way in 

which a race functions. Any race design purchases made  may include disadvantages, such as restrictions 

on environments that can be colonized, profound natural handicaps, serious restrictions on behavior, or 

the unusual absence of certain basic technologies. Disadvantages provide AP back; a disadvantage 

represents negative AP spending. 



 

 

A player first needs to choose their native ecosystem from the choices below; 

 

Home World Ecosystem 

 
Climate 
___ Plutonian climate (5 AP) 

___ Freezing (3 AP) 

___ Cold climate (3 AP) 

___ Normal climate (0 AP) 

___ Desert (0 AP) 

___ Hot (3 AP) 

___ Venusian (5 AP) 

___ Molten (10 AP) 

 

 

Gravity 

___ Zero gravity, 0-0.25g (8 AP, extra agility) 

___ Low gravity, 0.26-0.5g (5 AP) 

___ Normal gravity, 0.51-1.3g (0 AP) 

___ High gravity, 1.31-2.5g (5 AP, extra strength) 

___ Jovian gravity, 2,51+g (8 AP, extra strength and durability) 

 

Atmospheric pressure 
___ Zero atmosphere (10 AP) 

___ Low atmosphere (5 AP) 

___ Normal atmosphere (0 AP) 

___ High atmosphere (3 AP) 

___ Jovian atmosphere (3 AP) 

 

Atmosphere Type 

___ Acidic (3 AP) 

___ Sulfurous (3 AP) 

___ Normal (0 AP) 

___ Methane (3 AP) 

___ Hydrogen (0 AP) 

___ Vacuum (10 AP) 

 

 

Once the native ecosystem has been selected a player needs to select their race’s body type. This doesn’t 

provide an in game benefit in that it does not contribute to game mechanics but adds to game flavour or 

“color”. 

 

Body Type/Morphology 

___ Arthropod (spider-like) 

___ Avian (bird-like) 

___ Canine (dog-like) 



 

 

___ Crustacean (crab-like) 

___ Feline (cat-like) 

___ Humanoid (human-like) 

___ Insectoid (insect-like) 

___ Marsupial (kangaroo-or platypus-like) 

___ Mustelinae (otter-or weasel-like) 

___ Piscine (fish-like) 

___ Pithecine (ape-like) 

___ Ratite (ostrich-like) 

___ Saurian (warm-blooded lizards) 

___ Ungulate (hoofed cattle, deer, camels) 

___ Ursoid (bear-like) 

___ Other (including non-terrestrial forms) 

 

 

A player may now begin to “flesh” out their race’s abilities, or inabilities. This helps determine how a 

race functions and interacts with other races and in some instances allows for game flavor. Each trait or 

natural ability incurs a unique AP cost, reflective of its in game influence. 

 

Racial Traits/Natural Abilities  

 

 

___ Radiation resistant (5 AP, can colonize worlds as if they were +1 Class “better” (i.e. Class X as 

Class V, etc.); the maximum effect of this ability is to convert a planet's class by +4 Classes (for 20 AP); 

minimum colonization multiple is 1.0x) 

___ Adaptable (10 AP), Adaptable functions as 3 levels of radiation resistance, but only on habitable 

worlds (Class S and under from a race’s native environment). This is not compatible with 

technological equivalents (where technologies allow players to colonize at classes lower than 

indicated by the mapgen), additional levels of radiation resistance are not permitted 

___ Carnivore (0 AP) 

___ Chameleon (1 AP, allows some defending ground units a first-strike effect) 

___ Combat reflexes (10 AP, +10% targeting) - Incompatible with Battle Computer Technology 

___ Defensive tactical aptitude (5 AP per level; 5 point DEFENSE bonus) 

___ Ergovore (0 AP) 

___ Extra Agility (2 AP, Allows DEFENSE 5/10 tag for gunboats/fighters, limited to two levels) 

___ Extra Durability (1 AP, Allows +1 Hl/3 base hull for non-mechanized ground forces only) 

___ Extra Intelligence (5 AP, Allows +20% to RPs spent on R&D) 

___ Extra Strength (1 AP, Allows +1 Bm or Tp rating/3 base hull for non-mechanized ground forces 

only)  

___ Flight, advanced (2 AP, psionic or gravitic ability, reduced drop-capability surcharge for non-

mechanized units to 0) 

___ Flight, natural (1 AP, wings, gas bags, swimmers, reduces drop-capability surcharge for non-

mechanized ground units without equipment to 0) 

___ Fruitivore (0 AP) 

___ Fungivore (0 AP) 

___ Herbivore (0 AP) 

___ Hivemind (15 AP) A hivemind does not function as a state in the traditional sense; it cannot make 

use of economic policies, civil rights or political rights. Hiveminds cannot conquer other species colonies 

without Assimilation. It cannot engage in deficit spending or raise graded entities; it cannot make use of 



 

 

individuals such as graded entities, instead, Hiveminds use nodes, areas of the collective assigned to a 

specific function. Nodes are the equivalent of graded entities, with one major difference; they do not 

provide any sort of bonus. Hivemind nodes can be assigned to R&D, Colonization and Intelligence 

projects, they cost 16 RPs. Hiveminds cannot enter into joint search or free communications agreements 

due to its lack of ability to work with autonomous individuals. It does enjoy a 20% bonus against all 

types of hostile espionage attempts and all units gain a 10 point DEFENSE and TARGET bonus. A 

100% break off level is set for all ground units when defending colonies; colonies cannot be conquered 

but only exterminated. Hiveminds are not subject to rebellious uprisings. Hiveminds operate at a 40% tax 

rate. 

___ Assimilation (10 AP, available only for races with Hivemind)  Assimilation allows a hivemind to 

conquer other species populations, through either biological or technological means, conquered 

populations are treated as normal populations of the hivemind species) 

___ Metamorph (2 AP, can shift into many forms at will, provides a 10% bonus to intelligence 

operations, IWU’s can remain in supply for a 15% surcharge) - Note: Metamorphs also require the 

Chameleon advantage. 

___ Mutation (This 10 AP natural ability allows the species to create new forms with research. Any 

biologically-based natural ability of 4 AP or less may be Developed in-game, and abilities of more than 4 

AP require no Discovery stages. Research of mutation in-game requires biotech, Medical Tech, or 

nanotechnology. If purchased pregame, mutation includes one eligible 4 AP or less ability; this is not 

included if researched in-game. 

___ Natural armor (1 AP; Game effect is to allow +1 Sh/3 base hull for non-mechanized ground forces 

only)) 

___ Natural bureaucrats (5 AP per level; +1 to graded administrator skill rolls; limited to two levels) 

___ Natural colonists (5 AP per level, 5% off colonization costs, included in Expense Management Tech 

limit) 

___ Natural factory workers (5 AP per level; 10% bonus to factory build rates or output) 

___ Natural fighter pilots (5 AP per level, maximum four levels, 5 point target and DEFENSE bonuses 

for fighters) 

___ Natural gunboat crews (5 AP per level, maximum four levels, 5 point target and DEFENSE 

bonuses for gunboats) 

___ Natural mecha pilots (5 AP per level, maximum four levels, 5 point target and DEFENSE bonuses 

for mecha) 

___ Natural officers (5 AP per level; +1 to graded officer skill rolls; limited to two levels) 

___ Natural researchers (5 AP per level, 10% off R&D costs, included in Expense Management Tech 

limit) 

___ Natural reverse engineers (5 AP per level; provides a 10 point R&D bonus for reverse engineering) 

___ Natural scavengers (5 AP; can recover RP’s from battle sites) 

___ Natural scientists (5 AP per level; +1 to graded scientist skill rolls; limited to two levels) 

___ Natural shipwrights (5 AP per level; +3 to shipyard build rate) 

___ Natural soldiers (5 AP per level, maximum two levels, 10 point target and DEFENSE bonuses for 

ground troops) 

___ Natural spooks (5 AP per level; +1 to graded spymaster skill rolls; limited to two levels) 

___ Natural starship crews (5 AP per level, maximum four levels, 5 point TARGET and DEFENSE 

bonuses for starships) 

___ Natural tinkerers (5 AP per level, 25% funding bonus to Development R&D) 

___ Natural theorists (5 AP per level, 25% funding bonus to Discovery and most Research R&D) 

___ Natural weapons (1 AP; Game effect is to allow +1 to Bm or Tp rating per 3 points base hull to non-

mechanized ground forces only) 

___ Omnivore (0 AP) 

___ Psionic ability (10 AP – see below for list) 



 

 

___ Psi immunity (10 AP) – This species is immune to Level II and Level III psionic abilities, and 

cannot itself be psionic. 

___ Shapeshifting (1 AP, single form) 

___ Sneaky (5 AP) (+20% to espionage spending) 

___ Tactical aptitude (5 AP per level; 5 point target bonus, 5% boarding combat AR and DR bonus) 

___ Wartime researchers (5 AP) (+40% to R&D spending, but only during wartime) 

___ Nasty (-5 AP) (Any race engaged in relations with a “Nasty” state suffers a 10 ER penalty 

 

Biology/Physiology 

___Additional atmosphere nativity - one additional atmosphere type is treated as native per 3 AP spent 

over the most costly base value included; zero pressure must also be native for Vacuum type; at least low 

pressure must be native for any other atmosphere type nativity . 

___ Environment intolerance (-1 AP per environment) – One environment class (e.g., jovian gravity) 

simply cannot be colonized by the species at all. Except in the case of atmosphere types, if several 

environments of a given parameter are disallowed, all those more extreme in a given direction must be as 

well. For example, any species that is high g intolerant must be either jovian g intolerant as well or zero 

through high g intolerant. 

___Extended temperature tolerance - one adjacent temperature value is treated as  native per 2 AP spent 

over the most costly base value included 

___Extended gravity tolerance - one adjacent gravity value is treated as native per 2 AP spent over the 

most costly base value included 

___Extended pressure tolerance - one adjacent pressure value is treated as native per 2 AP spent over the 

most costly base value included; Vacuum atmosphere type must be native in order to extend tolerance to 

zero pressure 

___ Mechanized (0 AP) – This species is mechanical. This has no strict effect on colonization or other 

basic mechanics, but is usually combined with various others to represent the species' particular 

mechanical nature. 

___ Radical metabolism (-10 AP) – 50% of otherwise habitable worlds count as uninhabitable Class Z 

worlds instead 

___ Worse natives (-2 AP per level) – Raises the colonization multiplier by one class per level 

 

Psionic abilities 

___ Psionic ability (10 AP for the first ability, which may be Level I, Level II, or ESP; 5 AP for 

subsequent Level I or ESP abilities, 10 AP for subsequent Level II abilities) 

Level I - Listening 

___ Translating (communication bonuses) 

___ Linking (psionic datalink) 

___ Calling (interstellar psionic communication) 

___ Intercepting (taps into Calling) 

Level II – Interfering 

___ Shrieking (psionic ECM effect) 

___ Cloaking (hides units prior to attack) 

___ Masking (psionic disguise talent) 

___ Casting (generates illusory duplicates) 

___ Burning (increased ground combat ratings due to psionic torture of enemy) 

___ Hushing (counters Shrieking) 

___ Illuminating (counters Cloaking and Masking) 

___ Reading (mind-reading) 

___ Scattering (counters Casting) 

___ Quenching (counters Burning) 



 

 

Extrasensory Perception (ESP) 

___ Dancing (DEFENSE bonus through spatial awareness) 

___ Finding  (psionic security/counter-intelligence operatives) 

___ Seeking (psionic attraction to unusual phenomena) 

___ Echoing (psychometry) 

___ Dreaming (precognition, though not reliable) 

 

Once a player has fleshed out their races abilities they will need to establish its attitude toward 

interaction with others. 

 

Racial Attitudes 

Merely political attitudes - any attitude below may be taken so as only to have the political and 

diplomatic restrictions without those on break off levels or unit design for one half the AP bonus 

___ Total Pacifism (-10 AP) (may never arm any units, conquer anyone, or engage in hostile activities; 

must always attempt diplomatic solutions to conflict, retreat at hostile action, and set any break offs at 

25% or lower) 

___ Pacifism (-5 AP) (may not arm more than 50% of their units, conquer anyone, or initiate hostile 

activities; must always attempt diplomatic solutions to conflict, retreat or surrender at hostile action, and 

set any break offs at 50% or lower) 

___ Peaceful (-2 AP) (may not arm more than 75% of their units, conquer anyone, or initiate hostile 

activities; must always attempt diplomatic solutions to conflict, retreat or surrender at hostile action, and 

set any break offs at 75% or lower) 

___ Cautious (0 AP) (no particular attitude-based restrictions) 

___ Neutral (0 AP) (no particular attitude-based restrictions) 

___ Belligerent (0 AP) (no particular attitude-based restrictions) 

___ Hostile (-2 AP) (must arm 25% or more of their units, and set break offs at 25% or more always; 

will usually fire first and rarely attempt peaceful diplomacy) 

___ Very Hostile (-5 AP) (must arm 50% or more of their units, set break offs at 50% or more always, 

and attempt firing first in first contact situations and conquest or genocide before peaceful methods in 

diplomatic situations) 

___ Xenophobic (-10 AP) (must arm 75% or more of their units, set break offs at 75% or more always, 

and attempt to conquer or destroy all other species without any peaceful option under any circumstances; 

may not back down from any confrontation) 

___ Totally Xenophobic (-20 AP) (must arm every single unit, set breakoffs at 100% always, and 

attempt to conquer or destroy all other species without any peaceful option under any circumstances; 

may not back down from any confrontation) 

 

Background Abilities/Racial Starting Bonus 

___ +25% starting fleets (10 AP) 

___ +25% starting bases (10 AP) 

___ +25% starting colonies (10 AP) 

___ +25% starting ground forces (10 AP) 

___ Additional starting surveys (1 AP per additional 10 non-empty sections surveyed, 1 AP per adjacent 

sector mapped, 10 AP per standard sector fully surveyed (i.e., every non-empty section in it is either 

colonized and surveyed or not colonized and surveyed)  

___ Canny Traders (10 AP, allows trade through war zones; trade blocked only by war on your state 

itself) 

___ Natural general economics (5 AP per level; +5% to RP production, limited to 2 levels) 



 

 

___ Natural traders (5 AP per +1% of partner’s base income in trade relations) 

___ Psionic latency (5 AP; race counts as psionic for later research or trade, even without pregame 

psionic abilities) 

___ Sneaky (5 AP per +20% to espionage funding) 

___ Societal resignation (15 AP - all SR penalties halved) 

___ SRP source homeworld (10 AP) 

___ “Tight lips” (5 AP - The race has a native sense of civic responsibility that complicates espionage 

attempts against it which come into any contact with the natives. Such espionage attempts receive a 20% 

penalty to effective funding. Counter-espionage funding receives a bonus of 10% to effective funding. 

However, this sense of civic responsibility tends to insure an active public participation in government, 

which will translate into more effective popular protest of unpopular government policies.) 

___Labour camps: Costs to colonize uninhabitable worlds are reduced and hostile espionage efforts are 

decreased in effective funding by 10%. (10 AP) 

___Secret Police: A state with secret police inflicts a 20% penalty to the effective funding of any hostile 

espionage attempts. (10 AP)  

___ Virulent isolationism (5 AP - + SR bonus from avoidance of trade relations) 

 

 

A player may now select what technological achievements their race have achieved pre-game. 

 

Technological Achievements (10 AP ea.) 

 Each technological achievement costs 10 AP. Many technologies may have some prerequisite 

technology which requires obtaining that (by spending 10 AP) before the follow-on technology may be 

purchased. 

 There are far too many Technological Achievements to be fully listed and or even party defined 

here. Players are encouraged to consult on the technological achievements they wish their race to possess 

in order to obtain full definitions and functions or to obtain any (or all) of the Fire On The Suns New 

Technologies handbooks (Volumes 1-5) which are available for purchase as pdf files.  

 Advances in certain point-per-space systems may include two advances for 10 AP. For examples: 

___ +2 points per 1 space beam (10 AP) 

___ +2 firings per round beams (10 AP) 

___ +2 beams per space (10 AP) 

___ +2 points per 1 space energy torpedo (10 AP) 

___ +2 firings per round energy torpedo (10 AP) 

___ +2 energy torpedoes per space (10 AP) 

___ +2 firings per round missile launchers (10 AP) 

___ +2 points of damage per missile warhead (10 AP) 

___ +2 points per 1 space railguns (10 AP) 

___ +2 firings per round railguns (10 AP) 

___ +2 railguns per space (10 AP) 

___ +2 points of damage per railgun shell (10 AP) 

___ +2 points per 1 space shield generator (10 AP) 

___ +2 shields per space (10 AP) 

___ +2 points per 1 space structural reinforcement (10 AP) 

___ +2 structural reinforcements per space (10 AP) 

Racial Disadvantages 

 During the species creation process players may choose to give their races additional 

disadvantages for an AP bonus. There are general disadvantages, and then there is the selling off of 



 

 

acquired technology, taking instead a lower tech level. Where +xx AP is shown, this indicates the 

number or AP a player is receiving for taking a disadvantage. 

 While all race design is subject to GM approval, disadvantages can make it very easy to create a 

seriously unbalanced race. These are often of the sort that either can’t sensibly have made it to space at 

all, or would represent long-term un-playability that a player might not realize. 

 

Racial Disadvantages 

___ -50% starting fleets (+10 AP) 

___ -50% starting bases (+10 AP) 

___ -50% starting colonies (+10 AP) 

___ -50% starting ground forces (+10 AP) 

___ Bellicosity (+5 AP; -5 SR penalty, if not at war) 

___ Blasé society (+5 AP; trade income divided by 3) 

___ Compulsive traders (+5 AP, suffers a 5 SR penalty for failure to get trade agreements with all 

possible trade partners) 

___ Compulsive interventionism (+5 AP; suffers 5 SR penalty for non-involvement in known wars) 

___ Cultural mercantilism (+5 AP; cannot have any trade or free communications relations) 

___ Cultural pessimism (+5 AP ; -5 SR penalty, the future looks bleak!) 

___ Culturally “tight” (+5 AP, cannot assimilate conquered colonies into own state (not available to 

Hiveminds)) 

___ Exceptional activism (+5 AP; -2% tax rate penalty, activism impacts the local and national 

economy)  

___ Free Society (+5 AP, susceptible to spying, +20% to hostile espionage funding) 

___ Highly Territorial (+10 AP; 50% or more of fleet must remain inside borders; 75% or higher 

breakoffs inside territory; no defensive alliances; no free trade agreements or free trade agreements 

traced through one’s territory) 

___ Irritable society (+5 AP; 5 point SR penalty) 

___ Limited psionics (+2 AP; available only to races that take a psionic ability; race does not otherwise 

count as psionic for later psionics research or trade) 

___ Linguistically “impossible” (+10 AP, alien races simply cannot learn to communicate with race) 

___ Loss sensitivity (+2 AP per type; -1 SR penalty from loss of fleet units, ground forces, bases and 

infrastructure, or colonies – applicable in the sector the loss occurred) 

___ Low Industry (+5 AP, colony RP output reduced by 20%) 

___ Low Military Initiative (aka Clueless) (+5 AP, any enemy has a first-strike effect in combat)  

___ Poorly trained graded entities (+2 AP; graded officers, administrators, scientists, etc. skill level is 

reduced by 1, to a minimum of 1, upon recruitment) 

___ Non-academic (+5 AP, RP's dedicated to R&D funding are reduced 20%) 

___ Obsessive expansionism (+5 AP - -5 SR in any turn without a 10+% increase in base economic size 

from previous turn) 

___ Obsessive researchers (+5 AP; 5 point SR penalty if less than 50% of available RP’s in spent on 

R&D) 

___ Poor starship crews (+5 AP; 10 point target and defense penalties for spacecraft with crews) 

___ Prime directive (+2 AP; cannot have relations with non-space-faring cultures) 

___ Unstable government (+5 AP - -10 SR) 

___ Weak (+5 AP, -20% on ground combat die rolls) 

 

Technological Disadvantages

___ Armor: Race does not possess Ablative Armor Technology (+2 AP) 

___ Basic Datalink: Race does not possess Datalink Technology and suffers a handicap researching it 

(+2 AP) 



 

 

___ Basic Multitargeting: Race does not possess Multitargeting Technology and suffers a handicap 

researching it (+2 AP) 

___ Basic Point Defense Systems: Race does not possess Point Defense Systems Technology and suffers 

a handicap researching it (+2 AP) 

___ Beam Weapons (+2 AP, Race does not possess simple beam weapons, species has a 0 Gen beam-

type weapons systems) 

___ Cargo Bays: Race does not possess Cargo Bays (+2 AP) 

___ Fighters (+5 AP, Race does not possess the capability to construct space-capable fighters, limits race 

to Aerospace Fighters only) 

___ Graded entities (+2 AP, Race cannot raise graded officers, administrators, or scientists initially) 

___ Gunboats (+5 AP, Race does not possess the ability to construct gunboats) 

___ Heavy Industry: Race does not possess Heavy Industry or Light Industry (+2 AP) 

___ Magazines: Race does not possess Magazines (+2 AP) – no missile stowage, one round worth of 

missile combat only. 

___ Minefields (Small & Large): Race does not possess Mine Warfare technology (+2 AP) 

___ Mining Technology: Race does not possess Mining Technology (+2 AP) 

___ No FTL (+10 AP, this species has not achieved FTL capabilty, each section traveled requires 50 

turns to cross; Note: This is one of the most fundamentally crippling disadvantages in the game and, 

though it should probably be worth 20 AP rather than only 10, has been set at this level intentionally so 

as to not encourage players to take it) 

___ No Missile Technology: Race does not possess simple rockets, missiles, missile launchers – this 

means species has 0 Gen rocket launchers and missile weapons (+5 AP). 

___ No Non-Biotech - +5 AP; A species with this disadvantage has simply not developed conventional 

spacecraft systems. It does not have the technology for conventional starships, fighters, gunboats, bases, 

or any system for any such unit that cannot be used on the biotech equivalents of such units. (Note: this 

disadvantage assumes the race does have biotechnology.) Most likely, the general look and feel of that 

culture will also be radically different, but this is not strictly reflected in game mechanics. 

___ No Nuclear Technology: Race does not possess nuclear technology -- this means the race possesses 

0 Gen weapons and power system (+10 AP) 

___ Railguns/Mass Drivers (1000): Race does not possess Railgun/Mass Driver Technology (+2 AP) 

___ Reduced FTL Speeds (+2 AP per –1 WF equivalent, Race's Cruise/Max speeds reduced by 1 WF 

equivalent, if this is taken to 0 then use the no FTL disad instead) 

___ Suppressed Science: Race does not possess simple R&D Technology (+2 AP) – i.e. no labs, science 

stations, etc. 

___ Shields (ablative): Race does not possess Shields Technology (+2 AP) 

___ Ship/Base Construction Rate (standard 1st Gen starting rate is 3 hull points per turn (2nd Gen is 6 

hull pts/turn)): Race's starting Construction Rate is reduced (+1 AP per each –1) 

___ Shipyards: Race does not possess Shipyards Technology (+2 AP) -- race cannot build ships until 

Shipyards Technology has been developed. 

___ Smaller Bases: Maximum base hull sizes reduced (+2 AP per 15 hull pts reduction in starting sizes 

allowed) 

___ Smaller Ships: Maximum ship hull sizes reduced (+1 AP per 3 hull pts reduction in starting sizes 

allowed) 

___ Training Bays: Race does not possess Training Bays (+2 AP) -- Ground Forces cannot be produced 

without Training Bays. 

 

Satisfaction Ratings 



 

 

In FOTS, the satisfaction or Satisfaction rating (SR) of the people plays a significant role in controlling a 

State. Each state has a universal SR value, determined by a number of factors including but not limited to 

Tax rate, Economic Policy, Civil Rights and Political Rights. The higher the SR value the happier a 

population is. Each colony has an independent SR value; it’s made up of the universal state SR rating 

and any other SR influences affecting the colony. Should the SR value of a colony fall beneath -60 a 

rebellious uprising begins, should rebellion on a colony go unchallenged for three consecutive turns, a 

state loses control of the colony, that colony becomes independent from the state. Should numerous 

colonies rebel at once, the rebellious colonies collaborate to form a sub state, at this point a state of civil 

war exists. The only way to regain control of a lost colony or colonies would be to land forces there, 

whereby normal rebellion/pacification rules apply to conquered colonies. 

 

 

 

Society Design 

 

In addition to designing their races, players must also design their race’s society, player need to select 

one option from each category.  

 

Economic Policy 

  

 

Communist: A Communist state has extreme centralized economic planning and regulation. Total RP 

income from taxes is increased by 10% due to the organization of the state's resources tightly around 

government usage. (-10 SR) 

 

Socialist: A Socialist state has above average centralized economic planning and regulation. Total RP 

income from taxes is increased by 5% due to the organization of the state's resources largely around 

government usage. (-5 SR) 

 

Moderate Economic Control: A state with Moderate Economic Control has no special economic or 

penalties or bonuses for it. (0 SR) 

 

Free Market: A state with a Free Market has below average centralized economic planning and 

regulation. Total RP income from taxes is decreased by 5% due to the structural limitations on deploying 

public resources to government usage. (5 SR) 

 

Radical Free Market: A state with a Radical Free Market has virtually no centralized economic 

planning and regulation. Total RP income from taxes is decreased by 10%, due to the structural near 

inability to deploy public resources to government usage. (10 SR) 

 

General Civil Rights:  

 



 

 

Despotic: A state with a Despotic government has virtually no sphere of individual rights or authority. 

As a result, colonization costs for uninhabitable worlds are reduced by 10%, all hostile espionage efforts 

suffer a 20% penalty to effective funding (-8 SR) 

 

Loosely Despotic: A loosely despotic government similarly offers virtually no sphere of individual rights 

or autonomy, but some very modest bounds on ill treatment of individuals by the state are occasionally 

recognized. All hostile espionage efforts suffer a 15% penalty to effective funding. Uninhabitable world 

colonization has a 5% discount. (-6 SR) 

 

Limited Civil Rights: A state with Limited Civil Rights has only a seriously curtailed sphere of 

individual rights or autonomy. As a result, all hostile espionage efforts suffer a 10% penalty to effective 

funding. Uninhabitable world colonization has a 2.5% discount. (-4 SR) 

 

Restricted Civil Rights: A state with Restricted Civil Rights has a generally below-average system of 

individual rights and autonomy. All hostile espionage efforts suffer a 5% penalty to effective funding. (-2 

SR)  
 

Moderate Civil Rights: A state with Moderate Civil Rights has some system of civil rights that 

represents a sort of average among alien cultures; the details will vary very greatly. There are no special 

bonuses or penalties for this option. (0 SR) 

 

Fair Civil Rights: A state with Fair Civil Rights is one with reasonable accommodations for personal 

autonomy and individual civil rights. All hostile espionage efforts enjoy a 5% bonus to effective funding. 

(2 SR) 
 

Generous Civil Rights: A state with Generous Civil Rights is one with considerable provisions for 

personal autonomy and individual civil rights. All hostile espionage efforts enjoy a 10% bonus to 

effective funding. (4 SR) 

 

Progressive Civil Rights: Individual autonomy and freedom under Progressive Civil Rights are just short 

of all one might want. All hostile espionage efforts enjoy a 15% bonus to effective funding. (6 SR) 

 

Republic: A Republic is a state with a broad, extensive allegiance to personal autonomy and individual 

civil rights. All hostile espionage efforts enjoy a 20% bonus to effective funding. (8 SR) 

 

Political Rights:  

 

Empire: An Empire is a state in which political power is extremely centralized. All hostile espionage 

efforts directed at changing political directions or leadership, or relying on internal political factions, 

suffer a 20% penalty to effective funding. (-10 SR) 

 

Benevolent Empire: A Benevolent Empire is an Empire with some traditional, popular, or similar 

expectation that the political authority will be nice, gentle, thoughtful, caring, or something of the sort. 

All hostile espionage efforts directed at changing political directions or leadership, or relying on internal 

political factions, suffer a 10% penalty to effective funding. (-5 SR) 

 

Monarch: The political power of the state is relatively centralized. At this time, this government type 

has no special game mechanical bonuses or penalties. (0 SR) 

 



 

 

Constitutional Monarch: The political power of the state is relatively centralized, with its extent defined 

by law and/or by tradition. At this time, this government type has no special game mechanical bonuses or 

penalties. (0 SR) 

 

Parliament: The political power of the state is spread out over some body with not especially small or 

politically homogenous membership. At this time, this government type has no special game mechanical 

bonuses or penalties. (0 SR) 

 

Limited Democracy: Political power in a Limited Democracy has a roughly popular basis. It might, for 

instance, exclude large ethnic, religious, gender, or similar groups, but does still include a significant 

fraction of the members of the society. All hostile espionage efforts directed at changing political 

directions or leadership, or relying on internal political factions, enjoy a 10% bonus to effective funding. 

(5 SR) 
 

Democracy: Political power in a Democracy has a fairly direct and very broadly popular basis. All 

hostile espionage efforts directed at changing political directions or leadership, or relying on internal 

political factions, enjoy a 20% bonus to effective funding. (10 SR) 

 

  

Tax Rate: 

  

During the game a player’s tax rate determines the amount of RPs he is withdrawing from his nation’s 

economy for support of government projects, wars, repairs, construction, new colonization, etc. RPs 

should be considered an abstract measure of a nation’s entire economy, not a specific commodity or 

currency value. Thus, a government imposes a tax rate to draw a certain, finite number of commodities 

and capabilities out of an economy each turn. This tax rate reduces what is available to the general 

civilian populace while making these commodities and capabilities available to the government. The Tax 

rate is given as a percentage of total RP Production. 

 

Tax Rate 

Tax rates form the majority of income a player has available to spend in a given turn, the available 

tax rates for a turn is as follows; 

20%    (20 SR) 

25%   (10 SR) 

30%  (0 SR) 

35%  (-10 SR) 

40%  (-20 SR) 

 

  

 

  

 

The Game Map 



 

 

 

The game uses a 2-dimensional map of the playing area which represents a portion of the game galaxy; it 

is generated by the GM mapgen tool. The game map is defined by sectors, each sector measures 40 light 

years on each side and is separated into 100 individual sections (10 columns and 10 rows) measuring 4 

light years on each side.  

Each sector is separated into 100 distinct sections as shown below, blank sections represent empty space 

and detailed sections contain stars and other objects, the details of which are revealed when a player 

surveys a specified section (see Scouting & Surveying).  

Players begin a game with a map of known space and detailed information (surveys) about pre-existing 

colonies. The map is referenced by reading across first, and then down to determine the sector, and then 

across and down again to determine the section number within the sector.  

 

Example map 

In the example map below you will see a red star, the co-ordinates of the star are 385x414/84, the map is 

referenced by reading across first, and then down to determine the sector, and then across and down 

again to determine the section number within the sector.  

 

 
 
On this map Colonies for Empire in dark green are depicted by the use of a Gold colour. The green 

colour extending out from the gold colonies represent the supply and communication grid or comm grid 

for short. The comm grid is usually representative of a player’s control of that space and is generated 

through the use of very long range sensors (VLRS) which is established through the establishment of 

colonies or units equipped with them. The comm grid allows for the automatic resupply of units and acts 



 

 

an invisible infrastructure to allow for the distribution of resources around the empire (survey and 

freighter pools) 

 
 
Stars and other objects such as "weather" and "terrain" are shown on the sector maps, solar systems and 

the planetary bodies contained within them are not, survey missions are required to obtain this 

information. 

 

Each sector on the map contains a roughly 25- 35 objects, most of which are stars. Stars are represented 

by a letter designation which roughly corresponds to their spectral "type". The spectral types are as 

follows, 

 

O Blue spectral class; Young, hot, brightly luminous stars  

B Blue-white spectral class; Stars which are slightly older than Type O stars 

A White spectral class; Stars which are entering the Main Sequence of stars 

F Yellow-white spectral class stars; Stars slightly younger than our own sun (Sol) 

G Yellow spectral class stars; Stars approximately in the middle of the Main Sequence like our sun 

K Orange spectral class stars; Stars which are approaching middle-age, burning their nuclear fuels 

at slower rates 

M Red spectral class stars; Stars which are older or have burned large portions of their nuclear fuel. 

Astronomers estimate that 50% or more of the stars in our galaxy are small, dim red stars of this class. 

 

 

 

 

 

Weather & Terrain Effects 

 

Fire On The Suns has a variety of special weather and terrain on its Sector maps. Most of this weather 

and terrain is destructive or at least damaging if ships fly through them at warp speeds. The following is 

a brief description of some of the weather and terrain and its effects on ships running through it. Terrain 

and weather is generally applicable only when a ship flies through the terrain or weather at FTL speeds 

or when it is fighting in or around the terrain at real space speeds.  

 

Asteroid Field (AST) 

Asteroid fields are navigation hazards that limit a ship to a maximum speed of Warp Factor 5 in a 1 

lightyear sphere in the centre of the section. Routing around this is not considered to reduce speed for 

units passing through the system. Units may use asteroids within the whole section for concealment, and 

may get a surprise effect on attackers if the attackers come to that combat area while the unit remains 

concealed. 

 

Asteroid fields in open space are far larger and resource rich than the asteroid belts found in solar 

systems. Asteroid fields are also a source of Asteroid base hulls. There is no practical towing 

requirement to build asteroid bases in a colonized asteroid field. 

The total RP value of any planets assigned to an Asteroid Field is taken as a single PZZV (plutonian, 

zero gravity, zero pressure, vacuum) asteroid belt environment for colonization. The use of mining 



 

 

stations, core taps, or the like is not practical in an asteroid field, as it represents a cubic light year sphere 

of roughly equal density of very small bodies. 

 

Brown Dwarf (BRN) 

Brown dwarfs are the “missing link” between the largest gas giant planets and the smallest red dwarf 

stars. These objects did not quite accrete enough mass to begin nuclear fusion in their cores. In FOTS 

terms, they are treated as gas giants with very hot temperatures. 

 

Brown Dwarfs do not affect movement through their Section. 

 

Solitary brown dwarfs may be habitable by races native to gas giants, or may have their own frozen, 

stillborn solar system. If a Brown Dwarf can be colonized, it will have prodigious natural resources and 

ample living space. 

A Brown Dwarf has a 50% chance to be treated as a cool star and a 50% chance of being treated as a 

molten rock temperature hydrogen gas giant.  As a cool star, the assigned RP value is divided into 2d10 

equal size Freezing, Zero Gravity, Zero Pressure, Vacuum (FZZV) environment planetoids. As a very 

hot gas giant, it is a single MJJH environment. 

 

Hypermass (HYP) 

A stellar hypermass, commonly called a “black hole” or a “singularity”, is the gravitationally collapsed 

remnant of very massive star. 

 

Hypermasses do not affect movement through their Section. 

 

A ship can choose (in order notes) to move close to a Hypermass' event horizon, using the distorted 

space-time to hide from enemy Long Range Sensors. This is risky; the vessel may be destroyed or  

trapped in time• relative to the rest of the universe, emerging some number of turns later. The GM will 

make a d100 roll modified by crew grade; STL thrust value, and graded officer skill level if any to 

determine the unit's fate. Fighter-scale units may not attempt this outside a carrier. Gunboat-scale units 

receive a -10 on the Fate Table roll. 

Fate Table: 

1-40:  Trapped or destroyed 

41-50: Overcompensates – manoeuvres away from hypermass, cannot use it for hiding this turn 

51+: Hiding safely this turn 

 

A roll of 1, whatever the modifiers, is treated as a trapped or destroyed result. 

 

Modifiers: 

Crew Grade: -20 for Poor, -10 Green, +/-0 Average, +10 Crack, +20 Elite, +30 Guard 

Thrust: -10 per thrust point below 6; +5 per thrust point above 6 

Gunboat: - 10 

Graded commander: +5 per SL 



 

 

Trapped/Destroyed Table: 

1-40: Destroyed 

41-50: Damage equal to 50% of base hull value and trapped 10 turns 

51-60:  Damage equal to 25% of base hull value and trapped d10 turns 

61-70:  Damage equal to 10% of base hull value and trapped d10/2 turns 

71-80:  1 point of damage and trapped d10/2 turns 

81-90: Trapped d10/2 turns 

91-100: Trapped 1 turn 

Nebula (NEB) 

Nebulae are immense clouds of gas and dust, the remnants of stars that have exploded into novae or 

supernovae. In the heart of nebulae, infant protostars form. 

 

Nebulae are navigation hazards that limit a ship to a maximum speed of Warp Factor 3 in their Section. 

While in a Nebula, a starship's Shields cannot be used; Long Range Sensors are limited to range-0 (8 

light-days' range); and fire control targeting is degraded (-25 target for all weapons). 

 

However, ships hiding within a nebula cannot be detected by ships passing by outside. Fleets hidden in a 

Nebula have a 75% chance of gaining Surprise against an enemy that enters their combat area. Given the 

size of a nebula relative to a single combat area, an interception assumes that the enemy has more or less 

detected the hiding unit, or that the hiding unit is nearby another target that the enemy is intercepting. 

Neutron Star (NEU) 

A neutron star is the gravitationally collapsed corpse of a star, its matter so compacted into a solid mass 

of neutrons. Neutron stars do not affect movement through their Section. 

 

With technical advancement, Neutron Stars can be mined for the Neutronium SSRP. 

 

 

Pulsar (PUL) 

A pulsar is a rapidly spinning neutron star that emits radiation from its magnetic poles. Pulsars do not 

affect movement through their Section. 

 

With technical advancement, Pulsars can be mined for the Neutronium SSRP. 

Wormhole (WRM) 

Wormholes are Hypermasses held open by “exotic matter”, • an unimaginably dense substance that 

exerts antigravity. Wormholes are “tunnels” through the fourth spatial dimension that allow 

instantaneous passage between disparate locations in three-dimensional space. Essentially, a wormhole is 

a naturally occurring “jump gate”• style non-linear FTL drive. 

 

Wormholes may be one-directional (15% chance), or allow back-and-forth transit (85% chance). Many 

are unstable in various ways, and can damage units transiting them. They appear in a variety of sizes. 

Wormhole Size table (d100 roll): 
1-5: Tiny (only Small Craft and Gunboats can transit) 

6-10: Small (only vessels up to 10 Size can transit) 



 

 

11-20: Medium (only vessels up to 20 Size can transit) 

21-30: Large (only vessels up to 40 Size can transit) 

31-100: Huge (anything up to a planetoid or small moon) 

Wormhole Stability table (d10 roll): 

1: Harmless Transit 

2: Nearly Harmless (0 points against ships with shields, 1 against unshielded ships or any gunboat) 

3: Minimally Hazardous (1 point damage) 

4-10: Typically Hazardous (1d10 damage) 

 

Wormhole Destination table (d100 roll): 

1-25: another galaxy 

26-80: this galaxy, random sector (d1000xd1000/d100) 

81-100: this galaxy, nearby (d21-11 east/west distance, d21-11 north/south distance, d100 section) 

 

Radiation Fields (RAD) 

Radiation fields are areas of intense and deadly radiation. Ships with biological crews and bioships 

cannot pass through these areas without active shields - they are 100% fatal to normal races otherwise. 

Races with Radiation Resistance or native to molten rock temperature, thin or no atmosphere 

environments may pass, but will suffer Crew casualties of 20% per turn in a radiation field. (Any single 

portion of a turn will count as that turn spent inside.) Drones and other unmanned vessels may pass with 

no ill effects, as may ships crewed by machine races. 

 

Magnetic Storms (MAG) 

A Magnetic Storm is a large pocket of hyperspace that has acquired a static electric charge. This charge 

is released on any nearby conductive material, such as a starship hull,  in the form of enormous bolts of  

“lightning.” Any ships passing through such a Section will suffer d10 damage. GM's may use the 

BattleEngine to resolve this if more convenient (as for a large fleet), using a FIELD attack for the 

magnetic storm. 

 

Ion Storms (ION) 

Ion Storms are intense waves of high energy ionized particles sleeting through space at high velocity. 

Machine races and unmanned drones cannot pass through these areas - they are 100% fatal to their 

systems.  Resistant shields, resistant armor, and some other effects may neutralize this. In addition, any 

conventional tech starship will suffer d5 damage with a DIS modifier. GM's may use the BattleEngine to 

resolve this if more convenient (as for a large fleet), using a FIELD attack for the ion storm. Bioships 

pass through ion storms with nothing more than, perhaps, a mild itching sensation. 

 

 

Gravity Well (GRV) 

A Gravity Well is a localized pocket of gravitons intense enough to rip apart ships attempting to travel 

through it. Gravity Wells are impassable without technological development, period. Any attempt to pass 

through them results in the destruction of all units. 

 

Realspace Hypermasses are dense enough to create permanent Gravity Wells in hyperspace.  



 

 

 



 

 

Turn Example Overview 
 

Here's a description of what a turn involves, from the player's point of view, along with a thin basic 

example.  

 

A turn's activities divide up into (1) what goes into the turn orders submitted to the GM, and (2) 

everything else. 

  

In the turn orders, you provide directions for how you're spending your resource points (RP's), and what 

your units are doing. RP's are spent primarily in the following activities; 

 

1. Building a variety of units 

2. Laying down new colonies or adding to pre-existing colonies 

3. Conducting research into new and additional technologies. 

 

Those aren't all the things to do with RP's, but they're the basics. Ships, bases, fighters, troops, etc. all 

get built at certain places with certain requirements – as explained in more detail in the unit construction 

section of the rules.  

 

The cost in RP's for such things is determined by their design - a huge high-tech battleship will cost far 

more in RP's and in yard use than a tiny low-tech corvette, naturally. 

  

Colonies will require a certain amount of space aboard freighters, with those freighters moved in the turn 

from a colonized world to the target world. The cost in RP's of a colony is determined by the RP income 

potential of the world and the sort of world that's being colonized. Most species have worlds that are 

more easily colonized than others - we humans would have an easier time on another Earth-like world 

than on Mercury, for instance, and therefore cheaper to colonize. 

  

Research into additional technologies requires a RP investment, which results in a certain chance of 

making a research breakthrough in the following turn, the more RPs invested the likelier the chance of 

success. 

 

Units are ordered about to do various things. As FOTS is a wargame ultimately, this is often a matter of 

invading enemy territory, patrolling one's own, reacting to invasions going on, and all the movements’ 

war can lead to. They can also be ordered to perform survey missions to find out just what's in new star 

systems, nebulae, radiation zones, and other phenomena within sectors. This should lead to discovery of 

new places to put down colonies primarily, but also strange monsters, ancient ruins, alien derelicts, and 

new life - new civilizations! You may then conquer, chat with, ignore, or some combination these new 

civilizations, and deal with the rest however the GM and the rules lets you. 

  

In between turn orders being sent to the GM and results being sent back to the players, lots of diplomacy 

can go on between turns, triggered by the results. You can form various forms of alliance with other 

nations (player-run or NPR's), conduct differing levels of trade to generate more RP's for you both, 

declare wars, strive for peace, end up in unwanted wars, end up in unwanted peace, exchange 

information, exchange technologies, exchange worlds and claims to sectors and stuff and who knows 

what else. FOTS diplomacy is a very free-form thing. It can be conducted completely publicly which is 

good for grandstanding and plain fun; it can be conducted among a limited number of players, as when a 

group of allies are attempting coordinated military and/or diplomatic action; or it can be conducted just 

among the GM and one other player, or even just with the GM in case of interaction with NPR's. 



 

 

 

 



 

 

Movement 
 

Movement of ships or fleets in FOTS is conducted using faster-than-light (FTL) and real space engines. 

While warp drive is the standard game drive system, warp drive is not the only type of FTL drive 

available. The speeds of most drive types are rated in warp factors (WF). Each warp factor allows a ship 

to move a specific number of sections each turn.  

 

Movement Table: 

Warp/FTL Factor   Sections/Week 

1   0.0625 

2   0.125 

3   0.25 

4   0.5 

5   1 

6   2 

7   3 

8   4 

9   5 

9.1   7 

9.2   9 

9.3   11 

9.4   13 

9.5   16 

9.6   19 

9.7   21 

9.8   24 

9.9   28 

9.95   32 

9.975   36 

 

Warp Factor 9.975 is the maximum possible FTL speed. Real space drive speeds are limited by the 

number of engines a ship has on-board. A speed/thrust of 29 hexes per turn (97% c) is the maximum real 

space speed. 

 

The Starting baseline WF speeds are; 

 

WF 3 – 1
st
 Gen Standard Cruise 

WF 4 – 1
st
 Gen Emergency Max 

WF 5 – 2
nd

 Gen Standard Cruise 

WF 6 – 2
nd

 Gen Emergency Max 

WF 7 – 3
rd

 Gen Standard Cruise 

WF 8 – 3
rd

 Gen Emergency Max 

WF 9 – 4
th

 Gen Standard Cruise 

WF 9.1 – 4
th

 Gen Emergency Max 

WF 9.2 – 5
th

 Gen Standard Cruise 

WF 9.3 – 5
th

 Gen Emergency Max 

 

Emergency WF speeds are available for use for up to 1 week, to be used when fleeing or reacting to 

intercept orders. If Fleets or individual ships attempt to use emergency WF speeds beyond the one week 



 

 

period, their engines fail and all units are considered dead in space and requiring towing back to a 

shipyard or repair facility for repair. If units are dead in space inside an enemy comm grid for more than 

one turn they are considered captured. 

 

 

 

 

Plotting Starship Movement 
 

All ships must have their movement speed plotted for them for each week of each turn. If a ship remains 

in a Section during a week of a turn, no WF designation is necessary. Any orders written for Starships 

and units on board them are entered into the Fleet & Exploration tab on the player’s turnsheet.  

 

The following is an example of how movement should be plotted; co-ordinates are entered in the same 

way the map is read; 

  

1st Fleet 

Start Position: 410x420/50 

Orders: WF 5 to 410x420/46, 410x420/46 to 410x420/24, 410x420/24 to 410x420/14, Patrol 

End Position: 410x420/14 

 

Where a player does not provide specific co-ordinates but simply a WF5 to 410x420/14, the GM will 

plot the most direct route to the intended destination. This may cause the player issues depending on the 

“weather and terrain” in that region of space or because units might cross into territory held by other 

races’. 

 

Using the Orders above, the information should be entered into the cell next to Orders as shown below. 

 

Fleets 
          

           Fleet Name:  
     

Fleet Name: Officer Bonus: Rds Fought: Supply Range (Turns) 
 Composition at Start: 

     
        

 Start Position:  
          Orders:  
  

 

       Breakoff %:  
          Fighter Hl total: 

          Fighter hangar capacity: 

          GB Hl total: 

          GB hangar capacity: 

          Safe WF: 

          Max WF: 

          End Position:  
          Composition At End: 
           

 

FOTS does not have a set of specific orders that players need to use or memorize with the exception of 

“Survey”, for use when ordering a ship to conduct a survey of a stellar object. Survey orders are entered 

into the survey pool orders section as shown in the example below. 

 

FLEET & EXPLORATION 
   



 

 

    Exploration Pool 
   

    

 
Survey Points Points 

 
Pool Used Remaining 

 
    0 

Composition at Start: 
 

  Survey Orders: 
   Breakoff %: 
   Composition at End: 
   WF Capability: 
    
    

 

 

Some orders and other terms must be very carefully entered in very specific areas on the player’s 

turnsheet to ensure the GM understands what the player is attempting to do. Orders may be given for 

individual ships, groups of ships (usually called squadrons or task forces) or for entire fleets. For 

example a player may wish to enter reactions orders “react to if x happens” for defending fleets. 

 

Orders should be written out in plain English. Once turns are submitted and are being processed 

additions to ship movement will not be accepted by the GM. 

  

 

Starship Endurance & Maintenance 
 

There are no maintenance cost requirements for ships, bases, or ground forces in FOTS. There are, 

however, supply requirements that do not directly involve RP expenditure. These requirements reflect 

the costs for fuel, the costs for repairs and maintenance, and the costs of such mundane things as crew 

payrolls, canned air, etc. 

 

 

Starship Supply and Endurance Limits 
 

Starships, among other units, have certain supply requirements. These may be food, maintenance parts, 

fuel, and various sundries, but for game purposes, all such items are combined into RPs: Resource 

Points. Starships may also require resupply of munitions such as missiles; these are carried in cargo bays 

or by colliers. 

  

Units inside friendly territory (a friendly comm grid) get the supplies they need and the munitions 

they need automatically, provided they have been built by the player’s race. A ship is in friendly 

territory for supply purposes if it is within the empire's control range of; 

  

 (a) One of the empire's colonies or one it has captured, 

 (b) A section with units with both a VLRS (Very Long Range Sensor) and a deployed   

      communications center or, 

 (c) One of (a) or (b) of another empire with which the empire has Refueling rights. 

  

At the end of a turn any ships that are not within friendly space, as defined above, are considered out of 

supply unless they are provided with supplies in some other manner. Ships that are out of supply do not 



 

 

automatically get missile reloads that the player pays for and suffer additional effects due to the lack of 

food, maintenance parts, fuel, and/or other non-munition expendables. 

 

Ships operating outside of friendly space may be provided with supplies by cargo bays of supplies 

transported from friendly space to them, usually via specialized ships, freighters.  

 

A ship requires 1 cargo bay of supplies per turn. There is no RP cost for these supplies themselves; that 

is figured into the economy already. Each group of 4 gunboats or 8 fighters counts as one ship for this 

purpose. Thus, in order for a ship with 8 fighters on-board to remain outside friendly space for 4 turns 

without suffering out-of-supply effects, 8 cargo bays worth of supply would be required, either internally 

or through some fleet train freighters (which would themselves also require cargo bays for their own 

supplies). Gunboat cargo bay spaces have ½ the capacity of ship cargo bay spaces and so count as 1/2 of 

a cargo bay each for supply purposes. Fighter cargo bay spaces have 1/8th the capacity of ship cargo bay 

spaces and so count as 1/8th of a cargo bay each for supply purposes.  

 

Without supply provided to units outside friendly space, the following consequences apply; 

 

 1) On the 1st turn out of supply, a ship (or ships) will automatically be forced to reduce its speed  

     to one FTL speed rating below what their current engines allow.  

 2) On the 2nd turn out of supply, a ship (or ships) will automatically suffer 10% crew casualties    

     (crew members down sick due to malnutrition or one reason or another). 

 3) On the 3rd turn out of supply, a ship (or ships) will automatically suffer 25% total crew    

     casualties (33% of these are dead due to starvation) plus 1 random critical hit. 

 4) On the 4th turn out of supply, a ship (or ships) will automatically suffer 50% total crew  

     casualties (33% of these are dead due to starvation and mutiny) plus 2 random critical hits.  

 5) On the 5th turn out of supply, a ship (or ships), along with any units or munitions being carried 

     will automatically be destroyed. 

 

Note that gunboats and fighters pull supplies from tenders, carriers, or freighters designed to supply their 

needs, Gunboats and fighters may suffer out of supply effects even if they have access to a tender, 

carrier, or freighter if the ship they are operating from is out of supply itself.  

 

Gunboat Endurance and Tending 

 

Gunboats have limited endurance. For this reason, gunboats must operate from gunboat bases or tenders, 

returning to the bases or tenders following a mission. The maximum endurance for a gunboat is 1 turn. If 

a gunboat is out of contact with its home base or tender for more than 1 turn it is automatically 

destroyed. 

 

 

Towing and Tugs 
 

Units with maglinks and/or tractor beams may tow other friendly units, or in some situations enemy 

units which have surrendered or which have been crippled or otherwise rendered unable to resist the tow. 

The maglinks and/or tractor beams must have sufficient strength to tow the units’ under tow. For each 

100% increase in the hull total of the unit’s under tow over the hull size of the towing unit, cruising WF 

and sublight thrust points drop by 1. For instance, a hull-6 frigate with a WF 5 drive would be limited to 

WF 4 towing one other hull-6 frigate; limited to WF 3 if towing two and so on. 

 



 

 

Tugs are starships built specifically for towing units. Tug modifications cost a tug a 25% unit surcharge. 

Tugs have an advantage over non-tugs for towing purposes they may include as equipment tug 

reinforcements. These increase the effective base hull size of the tug for purposes of maximum speed 

while towing other units. A tug reinforcement occupies 1 equipment space, costs 1 point (3.33 RPs), and 

increases effective hull size for towing by +5 points. A hull-6 tug with 5 tug reinforcements would have 

an effective hull size of 31 for determination of towing capacity. Assuming tractor beams or maglinks in 

sufficient number and strength are also installed and a WF 5 warp drive, it could tow 31 hull points of 

units at WF 5, 62 at WF 4, 93 at WF 3, and so on.  

  

Towing may not be used on standard bases. Mobile bases are specifically reinforced for being towed 

(this is the chief advantage of mobile bases). Gunboats or fighters under tow do not count against the hull 

total for speed purposes for starship tugs. 

  

Gunboat tugs cannot tow starships or bases at all. They may be used to tow gunboats or fighters. Towed 

gunboats limit gunboat tug speed just as towed starships limit starship tug speed. 

 

Carrying Units 

 

Some FOTS units carry other units. 

 

Fighters are carried in fighter hangars, at a rate of 4 base Hl of fighter per fighter bay at 1
st
 gen baseline 

rates or 8 base Hl of fighter per fighter bay at the final 2
nd

 gen baseline rate. (Fighter hangars on 

gunboats have half the carriage per bay.) Aircraft and oceanic attack craft are fighter-scale units with 

their own bay types with equivalent rates. 

 

Gunboats are carried in gunboat hangars, at a rate of 4 base Hl of gunboat per gunboat bay at 1
st
 gen 

baseline rates or 8 base Hl of gunboat per gunboat bay at the final 2
nd

 gen baseline rate. Gunboat crews 

also require one barracks or crew quarters, for decompressing from the tight gunboat living 

compartments. This does not interfere with other uses of the barracks or crew quarters space at the same 

time, nor is there any strict limit on the number of gunboats that may enjoy the use of that space. 

  

Ground units are carried in barracks or cargo bays. Carried in barracks, the ground units are ready for 

combat immediately; carried in cargo bays, they are ready for garrison duty only during the turn after 

being unloaded. Ground units require one barracks, 2 base HL, or cargo bay space, 4 base HL as 2
nd

 Gen 

baseline capability. Ground units may be transported for interstellar trip travel durations only on 

starships or similar scale units. Gunboats may transfer them from near-orbit to surface for planetary 

invasions.  

  

Mines and automated defense platforms are carried in minelayers, at a rate of 6 base Hl of mine/ADP 

per minelayer at 1
st
 gen baseline rates or 12 base Hl of mine/ADP at the final 2

nd
 gen baseline rate. 

Minelayers on gunboats have half the carriage per bay. 

  

Boarding parties are transported at a rate of 30 BP's per barracks in starships, and delivered in fighter-

scale breaching pods to targets at the rate of 1 per breaching pod barracks. Starships may carry boarding 

parties without a barracks requirement up to one BP per 5 base hull, rounding down. For example, a hull 

6 destroyer would be able to carry one boarding party without a barracks requirement; a hull 20 

dreadnought, 4 BP's. Excess crew complements double this figure. Bases may have such casual BP's at 

twice the starship rate. 

  



 

 

Wet navy ships may be transported as cargo and require a turn’s reassembly time at a wet navy yard. 

Wet naval units built with a towable ability for a 15% unit surcharge may be towed by starships in an 

inactive state and deposited gently into the waters of a target world after a planethead is established 

there. They are available for use immediately at that point.



 

 

Resource Points & Economics 
 

Resource Points (RPs) are the universal monetary unit used in Fire On The Suns. RPs come in three 

categories, standard RPs, strategic RPs (SRPs), and special strategic RPs (SSRPs). Standard RPs are 

automatically generated by any colonized planet in a randomly determined amount. 

  

There are 22 types of strategic RPs. These are, 

Food/Agricultural Products 

Drugs/Medicinals 

Wood/Construction Materials 

Iron/Steel 

Aluminium 

Unrefined Fuels 

Power Generation/Focusing Crystals 

Armor Materials 

Explosive Materials 

Abrasive Materials 

Lubricant Materials 

Acids/Acidic Materials 

Magnetic Materials 

Magnetic Monopole Source Materials 

Gravitic Source Materials 

Radioactives 

Volatiles 

Organics 

Oil/Plastics Sources 

Fuel/Energy Sources 

Antimatter Sources 

Gasses/Life Support Materials 

  

Any world that is a source for strategic RPs produces 50% of its total standard RP value in strategic RPs 

in addition to the number of standard RPs the planet generates. In FOTS, SRPs are converted into RPs at 

the rate of 3-to-1. Thus, a planet producing 100 RPs and the SRP Iron/Steel would produce an additional 

50 SRPs which would convert to 150 RPs for a total world production of 250 RPs. 

  

There are also 14 different types of special strategic RPs. Special strategic RPs are extremely rare, but 

are also extremely valuable. Certain special strategic RPs may be necessary for certain Research & 

Development projects (e.g. neutronium might be necessary to develop certain types of hulls or armor, 

etc.).  

The 14 types of SSRPs are, 

Neutronium 

Special Armor Materials 

Special Gasses 

Synthetic Materials Sources 

Naturally Explosive Materials 

Special Electronic Applications Materials 

Special Abrasive Materials 

Special Lubricant Materials 

Special Acidic Materials 



 

 

Naturally Refined Fuel/Energy Sources 

Naturally Magnetic Materials 

Natural Magnetic Monopoles 

Natural Gravitic Materials 

Extraordinaries 

  

Special strategic RPs may be converted to regular RPs at the rate of 9-to-1. Standard, strategic, and 

special strategic RPs may be freely traded between players. 

  

Economics is abstracted in FOTS, players do not have to transport RPs between locations in order to 

build things. An empire’s RP’s is accumulated into a "pool" which may be used to build anything on any 

inhabited world that has the appropriate facilities for such construction. For example, a player receives 

2210 RPs from taxes from his worlds every turn. That player can spend 2210 RPs at any point in his 

empire that he controls. He is not limited to spending only a few RPs here and a few RPs over there. 

There are, however, some specific limitations as to where RPs for some specific applications, notably 

R&D and ship construction, can be spent. 

  

A player that wishes to colonize a new planet, build a base in deep space or at a location that does not 

have a factory, shipyard, or other construction facility capable of handling that construction, or send 

foreign aid (in the form of RPs or technology) must send a freighter that can transport the RPs necessary 

to build these new things. Sending a freighter may mean a specific freighter ordered to perform that 

mission or a sufficient portion of the freight pool assigned to that function. 

  

Example 1: A player wishes to build a new colony within an area of his empire that is currently 

surveyed and within his empire's communication (comm)/supply grid. He must send a freighter or 

freighters to the location of the new colony with the necessary RPs, Administrator and Colonists needed 

for the new colony's construction, or assign a sufficient portion of the freight pool to that colonization 

mission. 

  

Example 2: A player wishes to build a factory on a previously colonized world. The player does not 

have to send a freighter to this location. He simply pays for the new construction. Any transportation is 

organized via the “invisible infrastructure” that currently exists within the state. 

  

Example 3: A player wishes to build another colony within a system he has previously colonized (on 

another planet within that system presumably). He does not, in this case, have to send a freighter loaded 

with RPs to the site of the new colony. As per example 2, this is covered via the “invisible infrastructure” 

of the state. 

  

Each turn, each player will be expected to submit a report of his empire's expenses, expressed in RPs in 

the areas of Ship Construction, Base Construction, New Colonization, Ground Forces Construction, 

Research & Development, Repairs, Refits, and any other area the player wishes to expend RPs in. 

Following a tally of these expenses, the GM will report back to the player his total production in RPs for 

the next turn. 

  

With the exception of pre-game build RPs, RPs are never lost (though they may be destroyed or stolen) 

and may be accumulated from turn to turn in a player's treasury. This treasury is assumed to be a part of 

the empire's economic "pool". Conquered, devastated, or destroyed colonies and worlds will deduct 

points from the turn-to-turn pool of RPs available to a player. By the same token, if a player conquers an 

enemy's planets, he will gain RPs from it through his occupation of the planet. 

 



 

 

Deficit spending is allowed, but discouraged (as in real life) as the deficit will continue to grow from 

turn to turn and accumulate “interest” until it is paid off. The GM Tool processes spending and calculates 

the RPs available for the next turn, deficits, total expenditures, etc. automatically. 

 

 

Income 
 

Normally, a player receives each turn RP’s for expenditure. The largest single income source is 

generally taxation. Taxes in FOTS represent the regular, sustainable diversion of resources from the 

national economy for use by the government for certain expenditures, i.e., those modelled in the game, 

such as starship construction, colonization, R&D and so on. These may well not represent all the 

government’s actual functions, and may have only a complicated correspondence with literal, simple tax 

collection. 

  

Taxes range from 20% through to 40%. That percentage, times the RP Production of the state’s colonies, 

determines the player’s RP income for that turn.  

 

 

Deficit Spending and Debt 
 

 

Spending in a normal FOTS economy can exceed the RP’s normally available. Put another way, deficit 

spending of RP’s is possible. This represents public sector demands on resources outside normal 

channels: sudden forced work periods, nationalization of private assets, cash levies, and the like. Unlike 

taxes, these can cause progressive economic breakdown, in addition to even worse effects on public 

content. Deficit spending causes a national debt. (Note that states may or may not have cash budget 

deficits and national debts; these are not strictly represented in game mechanics and will not necessarily 

correspond to this RP deficit spending and debt.) The debt grows by 20% each turn. Game mechanics do 

not force a state to pay off the debt, but this debt will eventually kill an economy if it grows unimpeded. 

   

Each turn, a state with a debt over 200% of its RP production total incurs a permanent RP production 

penalty according to the following table: 

 

Debt as a percentage Permanent RP Production 

of RP production penalty incurred: 

201%-250%  -1% to RP production 

251%-300%  -2% to RP production 

301%-350%  -4% to RP production 

351%-400%  -8% to RP production 

401% or more  -16% to RP production 

 

This is applied cumulatively each turn; seven turns spent with 401% or more debt will eliminate 

effective productivity of a nation. RP production cannot be reduced below 0% by penalties. Note 

specifically that RP Production reduced through debt will make it more difficulty to pay off the debt, 

making snowballing, irrecoverable debt a possibility. Accumulated debt RP production penalties may be 

reduced or eliminated through Development stage research projects – representing various clever public 

financing and economic recovery initiatives – at 5% production penalty removed per success. 

 

 



 

 

Freighters 
  

Freighters are needed to move RPs from one location to another for specific purposes (i.e. for repairs, 

foreign aid, colonization etc). Freighters are specifically required for the colonization of planets in 

systems that do not already have a colony in them. Freighters are not necessary for the colonization of 

planets in systems that already have one or more colonies, or for regular commerce between planets; this 

is handled by the invisible infrastructure of an empire. Freighters, in this definition, are specialized ships 

configured for use by the military only. 

 

Freighters are required for military use in the following areas; 

 

1) Transport of fuel, supplies, and material (in the form of RPs) required for repairs, 

2) Transport of crated and/or uncrated fighters from fighter factories to carriers at other locations, 

3) Transport of foreign aid (in the form of RPs) to other empires, 

4) Transport of mines and minefields to and from locations outside of colonized systems or outside of 

the comm/supply grid, minelayers, and minesweepers, 

5) Transport of component parts (in the form of RPs) to any installation being constructed in deep space 

6) Transport of supplies and material (in the form of RPs) for the establishment of new installations on 

uncolonized worlds and/or the establishment of new colonies in uncolonized areas (i.e. new worlds) 

7) Transport of missiles, crated fighters, ground forces, and various other items such as supplies from 

factories, supply depots, and other facilities to various locations including fleets and individual starships. 

  

There are two specific freighter types: Military (or fast freighter) and Standard (Slow freighters). 

Freighters may be constructed from any type of hull and to any hull size within a race’s technology base. 

Each cargo bay has a storage capacity of 20 RPs or 12 crated fighters or 1 size point worth of ground 

forces. 

 

Fast freighters are denoted by F#, where the # corresponds to hull size, i.e. F10, F12, F4, etc., they are 

constructed as normal ships and move at normal starship speeds, they do not receive a discount, unlike 

standard freighters. 

  

Standard freighters are constructed as normal ships, however, their FTL drive speeds are reduced by 1 

WF but receive a 25% discount for their reduced speed. For example, for a race with WF 5 tech, a slow 

freighter has a WF4 capability.  

  

If a cargo exceeds one freighter’s capacity, then multiple freighters may be used to haul the load. 

Multiple freighters must move in "convoys" as a single fleet. Individual freighters and convoys may be 

followed, attacked and destroyed by enemy starships. Freighters can be purchased in pre-game or 

constructed in game.  

 

 

Types of Facilities & General Rules 
 

Colonization is fairly simple in FOTS; however, colonization and industrialization are two entirely 

different things. While non-industrialized colonies will produce RPs, industrialization enables them to 

conduct a number of other operations. Until a colony has Heavy Industry purchased for it, it is a non-

industrialized colony. 

  

Non-industrialized colonies are limited in what they can construct. They are assumed to have orbital 

capabilities and may construct the following; ground or orbit-based facilities for the production of 



 

 

ground forces and minefields. Non-industrialized colonies may not construct starships, shipyards, or 

orbit-based defences other than minefields. Non-industrialized colonies must construct heavy industry 

before they can construct shipyards or shipyard bays which allow for the construction of starships. 

  

Industrialized colonies, colonies with heavy industry, may construct any ground facility, unless 

otherwise specified, any available base, and shipyards for the production of spacecraft. 

There are several different types of facilities that will boost the production of a planet. These facilities 

are; 

 

Agricultural Stations 

Core Taps 

Heavy Industry 

Light Industry 

Medical Centers 

Mining Stations 

Refineries 

Naval academies,  

Ground academies 

Civil academies 

Basic universities 

Training Bays 

 

Descriptions can be found in the baseline technologies appendix. All facilities are constructed in 1 turn, 

unless stated otherwise; this is the rate of construction of any facility. The number of facilities that may 

be constructed on any planet during a turn is limited by the planet's current production level (e.g., a 

world that is producing 200 RPs per turn may only have 200 RPs worth of facilities constructed on it 

during a turn) – this is a limit on the number of facilities that may be constructed at a time on a given 

planet. Planets that do not have production (such as a planet on which a player wishes to place an Early 

Warning Station) must have all of the RPs necessary for the construction of the installation transported to 

the location by freighter.



 

 

Unit Construction 
 

During a game of FOTS players will want to build new units to expand their fleets, ground forces and 

their empires in general. Each player starts with a list of hull sizes for a variety of units that they can 

build. As the game progresses, this list of hull types and sizes can be expanded through Research & 

Development. 

 

All construction orders are placed into designated areas in the construction tab off a players 

turnsheet. 

  

All new construction in previously un-colonized or unexplored areas requires transportation via 

freighter(s). 

  

The costs for construction are always calculated in RPs. The size of the hull points determines the time 

required for construction. The calculation for construction time is as follows: 

  

Construction Time = Hull Points divided by Build Rate 

 

Construction time is normally calculated in the total number of turns required for constructing the ship 

or item. In all cases, incremental amounts of a turn more than 10% of the entire turn should be counted 

as requiring the entire turn (i.e., if the calculation shows that a ship or installation requires 3.2 turns then 

the actual construction time would be 4 turns).  

 

Incremental construction time is allowed only in the case of fighter construction and for items which 

would be completed in the first one or two weeks of the turn, if there is an emergency need for the item. 

The extra time required should be considered as "shakedown time" for ships and installations.  

  

Construction time is also required for ground forces. In the case of ground forces only, the construction 

time should be considered training periods for the men and their equipment. Ground forces may be built 

as untrained (Green unit grade) in 50% of the normally required construction time and at 50% of the 

normal cost. 

 

All 2nd Gen empires (except where specified in setup files, modified in race design, or otherwise 

modified by the GM) begin FOTS with a build rate of 6 hull points per turn. Build rates can be improved 

through R&D, with each successful development increasing the build rate by +3 hull per turn. 

 

Unit Type Where is it Constructed Construction Limits 

Ground Units Training Camp/Training Stations Limited by the number training 

bays available 

Fighters Fighter factories 200 Hl per turn per factory 

Gunboats Gunboat Factory 200 Hl per turn per factory 

Starships Shipyards Limited by the number of 

shipyard bays available 

Space Stations At a Colony with Heavy Industry N/A 

 

 

 



 

 

The Role of Shipyards 
 

All starship construction must take place at a shipyard with the capability of handling a ship of that hull 

size. Shipyards are bases with shipyard bays or free-floating facilities. The number of shipyard bays 

determines the capacity of the shipyard. The time to build the shipyard is simply the time to build the 

base containing the shipyard bays. 

  

Free-floating shipyards are not attached to bases, but do consist of shipyard bays. Each shipyard bay in a 

free-floating facility costs 5 RPs per hull point of capacity. Note that this is different from the method of 

calculating the cost for a base with shipyard bays. Building times for free-floating shipyards are 

determined at one effective hull point per point of shipyard capacity. For example, with a build rate of 6 

hull per turn, 6 free-floating shipyard bays could be built or added to an existing shipyard complex per 

turn. 

  

Shipyards may be placed in orbit, in deep space, or on a planetary surface. Once placed, a shipyard 

cannot be moved unless it is completely disassembled. Starbases, fortresses, and/or space stations all 

have the ability to act as shipyards as long as they are constructed with shipyard bays as part of their 

equipment spaces. One shipyard bay will hold 1 hull point worth of starship under construction (i.e., a 

ship of 11 hull points in size would require 11 shipyard bays to be constructed).  

 

The homeworld of any empire has the capability to act as a C-40 shipyard (i.e. a shipyard with 40 hull 

points of capacity). Shipyard capacity may be pooled within the confines of an empire. While specific 

shipyards should still be located at specific locations within an empire, it is not necessary to track exactly 

what ships are being constructed at what shipyards. It can be assumed that the empire's invisible 

infrastructure handles the mundane tasks of scheduling and routing components parts. So long as the 

total shipyard capacity is not exceeded, the pool of all shipyard spaces within an empire can be used for 

construction. 

  

When and if necessary the GM will average construction across an empire to determine what ships are 

being constructed at any specific location that comes under attack or is destroyed by an enemy. Players 

may specify build locations themselves as well, and may find this useful for planning the starting 

location of the builds. 

 

The Role Of Subassembly Plants 
 

A Subassembly Plant is a specialized facility for boosting a shipyard's building rate. Subassembly Plants 

are attached directly to shipyards and function by assembling subsystems and modules for bulk 

installation on starships. Each Subassembly Plant costs 200 RPs. A maximum of 1 Subassembly Plant 

can be attached to any base or shipyard. 

  

Each Subassembly Plant boosts a shipyard's build rate by +1 hull points per turn. Subassembly Plants 

can be constructed according to the rules for heavy industrial facilities. 

 

Wet Naval Construction facilties 

 

Wet naval units are built in naval yards. Naval yards are built at a rate of one 5 RP slip per hull build rate 

per turn, and construct wet naval units with the same rules for capacity and build rate as shipyards use 

for starships. 



 

 

 

 

 

Unit Design & Construction 
 

Players begin FOTS with a list of hull sizes that can be built, ships for example can normally be built up 

to Hull 20 as a 2
nd

 Generation standard. In all cases, the build rate of any type of unit is exactly the same 

as the player starts with - there are no special build rates for individual unit types. All unit construction 

must take place at the appropriate facility; for example ship in a shipyard or a shipyard substitute in some 

specific cases. If adequate space is not available then constructin may not be started. Ships may not be 

constructed using asteroids or planetoids unless and until the player has discovered a method of doing 

this through R&D efforts. 

 

 

Any number of any type of unit hulls may be constructed during a turn (i.e. there is no limit to the 

number of any specific type of units that a player may build during a turn), limited only by a player’s 

economy and facility capacity available. Each unit is constructed in accordance with a strict design 

template recorded on the player’s Unit Roster page of his turnsheet.  

 

 

The time required to build a unit (in turns) is determined as follows; 

 

Construction Time = Hull Points/Build Rate (round up) 

 

 

The calculation used to determine the cost of a unit is as follows; 

 

RP Cost = (Total RP cost of all items of equipment, including base hull value) x (total unit 

surcharges if any) x (total design cost discounts where applicable) – See examples below 

  

 

For example, 

 

Heavy Cruiser (CA) - Hull: 13; Equipment: 26 (6x1-pt beam weapons, 11x1-pt shields, 4x1-pt energy 

torpedo launchers, 2 cargo bays, 1 LR scanner, 1 survey bay, 7x-pt armor, 3 levels improved firing arcs 

(beams only), 20% improved fire control, 3 levels improved FTL mobility, 2 levels improved tactical 

mobility); Stats: 6,11,4,20,[6 target 15][4] DEFENSE 10; Crew: 520; Cost: 258 RPs 

 

In the example shown above, the ship is 13 hull pts in size, has 26 equipment spaces, and costs 258 RPs 

to construct. The ship requires 13/6 or 2.1667 turns to build as at 2nd Gen baseline construction rates (6 

hull/turn). If the ship is started in Turn 1, the ship is deployed at the end of Turn 3 (6 hull pts constructed 

in Turn 1, 6 more in Turn 2, and the final 1 hull pt is completed in Turn 3). 

 

Any ship constructed has a specific number of equipment spaces dependent upon the ship’s technology 

level and hull size. Standard 2nd Gen equipment spaces are two times the hull size. Units may get 

additional equipment spaces by reducing the Hl value their base hull size normally confers. For every 1 

Hl point lost, the unit receives one additional equipment space. Armed Units may not sell off more than 

20% of their base hull value and unarmed units any more than 50%. Units that have sold Hull for space 

incur a VOLATILE tag for combat purposes; this reflects the units’ reduced structural capacity to 

withstand incoming fire. No unit may sell off hull points below 1 Hl. Base hull size still costs RP's, even 



 

 

if some of it is used for more equipment spaces instead of Hl rating. Construction time is based on base 

hull size regardless of Hl points lost this way or gained through armor. 

 

All units in FOTS are constructed with a number of assumptions that do not have to be accounted for in 

the design sequence. These are primarily as follows; 

 

1) All mobile units have both FTL and real space drive systems (engines) 

2) All units have crew quarters and life support systems sufficient for their full crews and missions, 

3) All mobile unit FTL and real space tactical speeds are established primarily by the unit’s 

technological generation plus any special mobility options. 

  

 

Baseline Equipment Spaces and Costs 

 

 

Full descriptions of these systems can be found in Appendix A. This is a short listing of basic 

components and their space and cost requirements for easy reference. Cost is in points; each point is 3.33 

RP's before modifiers. 

 

 

 

System: Space each:  Cost each: 

Ablative armor  0 .5 

Base hull   0 1 

Beams    1 1 

Labs    1 1 

Repair bays   1 1 

Barracks   1 1 

Shipyard bays   1 1 

Training bays   1 1 

Long range sensor  1 1 

VLRS (base)   1 1 

VLRS (non-base)  5 5 

Survey bay (gunboat)  4 2 

Survey bay (starship)  2 2 

Hangar (any)   1 1 

Cargo bay   1 0 

Structural reinforcement 1 1 

Energy torpedo  1 1 

Collier magazine  1 1 

Missile launcher  1 1 

Magazine   1 1 

Railgun   1 1 

Liner quarters   2 2 

Communications Center 10 20 

Minelayer   1 1 

Shields    1 1 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Unit Types and Notes 

2nd Generation Units Sizes 

 

As a point of reference only, units are usually are designated classes dependent upon their size. 2
nd

 

generation unit size examples are as follows; 

 

Fighter Hull Type/NameHull Pts Equipment Spaces 

Light Fighter (Ftr) 1 1 

Medium Fighter (FtrM) 2 2 

Heavy Fighter (FtrH) 3 3 

 

Gunboat Hull Type/Name Hull Pts  

Gunboat (GB) 3 5 

Gunboat leader (GBL) 4 6 

Scout Gunboat (GBS) 4 6 

 

Ship Hull Type/Name Hull Pts Equipment Spaces 

Corvette (CT) 4-5 8-9 

Frigate (FF) 6-7 12-14 

Destroyer Escort (DDE) 8-9 16-18 

Destroyer (DD) 9-10 18-20 

Escort Carrier (CVE) 9-10 18-20 

Destroyer Leader (DDL) 11-12 22-24 

Light Cruiser (CL) 13-14 26-28 

Light Carrier (CVL) 13-14 26-28 

Heavy Cruiser (CA) 15-16 30-32 

Strike Carrier (CVS) 15-16 30-32 

Battlecruiser (BC) 17-18 34-36 



 

 

Attack Carrier (CVA) 17-18 34-36 

Dreadnought (DN) 19-20 38-40 

Pocket Battleship (PBB) 21-22 42-44 

Battleship (BB) 23-24 46-48 

Carrier (CV) 23-24 46-48 

Super Dreadnought (SDN) 25-26 50-52 

Heavy Carrier (CVH) 25-26 50-52 

Monitor (MON) 27-28 54-56 

Titan (TTN) 29-30 58-60 

Super Titan (STN) 31-32 62-64 

Super Carrier (SCV) 31-32 62-64 

Star Destroyer (SDD) 33-34 66-68 

Super Star Destroyer (SDS) 35-36 70-72 

Battle Moon (BTM) 37-38 74-76 

Planetoid (PLT) 39-40 78-80 

 

Base Type/Name Hull Points Equipment Spaces 

Probe 5 11 

Drone Base 6 14 

Outpost 7 16 

Defense Platform 8 18 

Monitor Station 9 20 

Mobile Base 10 23 

Cordon Station 12 27 

Defense Station 14 32 

Space Station 16 36 

Base Station 18 41 

Ward Station 20 45 

Guardian Station 24 54 

Battle Station 28 63 

Fortress 32 72 

Deep Space Base 40 90 

Titan Station 60 135 

Starbase 75 169 



 

 

Death Star 100 225 

 

 

 

Starships 

Base hull range: 1-6 (0 Gen); 1-12 (1
st
 gen); 1-20 (2

nd
 gen) 

Equipment Spaces per hull: 1.25 (0 Gen); 1.5 (1
st
 gen); 2.0 (2

nd
 gen) 

Notes: may be built as freighters (see freighters in Appendix 1); may be built STL for 25% cost discount 

and 25% equipment space bonus; can use ablative armor; may not use XO racks before Developed for 

ships/bases 

Gunboats (GBs) 

Base hull range: 1-2 (1
st
 gen); 1-4 (2

nd
 gen) 

EP per hull: Starship rate times .75 

Notes: may be built as freighters, though not used for colonization; may be built STL for 25% cost 

discount and 25% equipment space bonus; can use ablative armor; may buy XO racks to 1x base hull at 

.5 points (1.67 RP's base) each; use half the starship capacity for cargo bays, collier magazines, fighter 

hangars, and other “container” systems; may not carry troops for more than a few hours; require tending 

Fighters (Ftr) 

Base hull range: 1-2 (2
nd

 gen) 

EP per hull: Starship rate times .5 

Notes:  must be built STL for 25% cost discount (equipment space ratio assumes STL already); may not  

use ablative armor; may buy XO racks to 8x base hull at .25 points (.83 RP's base) each; use 10% the 

starship capacity for cargo bays; may not carry troops, mines, other fighters, etc.; operable away from a 

carrier for no more than 6 hours; receive up to 3 levels of improved maneuverability free (minus 1 per 

hull size over 1, minus 1 in case of ground attack bombing runs) 

Bases 

Base hull range: 1-30 (0 Gen); 1-60 (1
st
 gen); 1-100 (2

nd
 gen) 

EP per hull: Starship rate times 1.5 

Notes: immobile and have a 50% cost discount as a result; may be built without use of shipyard space; 

suffers 30 point DEFENSE penalty by default, improvable with increased signature masking; can use 

ablative armor; may not use XO racks before Developed for ships/bases; maybe built as mobile bases for 

a 15% surcharge for transfer by towing instead of as disassembled cargo; may be built as asteroid bases 

(see Asteroid Bases, Appendix 1). Bases are also constructed at 2.0 x the current baseline build rate 

per turn, for example a race with a 6 HL/turn build rate can construct bases at 12 HL/turn. 

 

 

Ground Units, types, notes and Special Rules 

 

Ground forces personnel are recruited from planetary populations. Ground units require training time. 

The training time required for any type of ground force is 1 turn. Psionic units are an exception and 



 

 

require 2 turns. Regardless of construction time, as soon as a unit is paid for the ground force is 

considered to be on the ground and armed at the specified location, albeit untrained initially. 

 

Ground units are raised in Training bases; training bases are built in the same manner as shipyards, 

they contain training bays, each training bay can train 1 HL of ground units per turn. 

 

Trained ground forces begin the game as regular units with a standard DAMAGE level of 45%. Morale 

grade may be bought to crack (DAMAGE level=40%), elite (DAMAGE level=25%), or guard 

(DAMAGE level=20%) status by paying 1/2 the unit's initial cost in RP's for each level above regular. 

For example, a Guard Space Marine division might cost 32 RP's for regular grade plus 16 RP's for crack 

grade plus 16 RP's for elite grade plus 16 RPs to guard grade for a total cost of 80 RPs. 

  

Ground forces may be bought as untrained for 50% of the normal RP cost. Untrained units have only 

50% of their normal beam, shield, and torpedo ratings, and all of their base hull rating. Untrained units 

have a DAMAGE 70 tag. Ground forces that have not completed their training when attacked are 

considered untrained if they have completed less than 75% of their total training time.  

 

Once ground unit construction calculations have been completed, in addition to any discounts 

received in the calculation costs, ground units receive a 50% discount on their final cost and can take 

an additional 25% discount if they are recruited as untrained. 

  

Natural bonuses for non-mechanized troops are added on top of the calculated stats for the unit and are 

received free of any RP cost. For example, if a race has 2 points of natural weapons, a hull-3 non-

mechanized unit will receive a 2-pt bonus on top of whatever value it has for beam or torpedo strength (2 

pts total, not each, but the 2-pts could be distributed between the two stats). Only non-mechanized troops 

receive any sort of natural bonus. 

 

Ground forces may influence starship combat only when the combat occurs in orbit, and then only if the 

ground units are capable of orbital fire. Orbital fire capability carries a 15% unit surcharge.  

 

Ground forces may influence any boarding actions that occur during starship combat. In this case, the 

ground units are counted as defensive boarding parties of equivalent beam/torpedo values.  

 

Ground forces must be transported to any planet they are intended for by starship, freighter, or troop 

transport.  

 

Ground forces do not have any form of intrinsic transport capability with the exception of those ground 

forces that are space drop capable (and they can transport only from their troopship(s) to the planetary 

surface from orbit). Drop capability carries a 15% unit surcharge. 

  

Ground units are carried in barracks or cargo bays. Carried in barracks, the ground units are ready for 

combat immediately; carried in cargo bays, they are ready for garrison duty only during the turn after 

being unloaded. Ground units require one barracks, 2 base HL, or cargo bay space, 4 base HL as 2
nd

 Gen 

baseline capability. These values can be increased through R&D, a research and development stage 

per level of increase up to a maximum of 6HL for barracks and HL 8 for cargo bays. Untrained troops, 

without a real grounding in the soldier's lifestyle, require double the transport provisions but no more for 

training. Troops transported in cargo bays are unavailable for combat for 4 days after unloading, but may 

do garrison duty in that time. Troops transported in barracks are available immediately. 

 



 

 

There is no limit to the number of ground forces a player may have on any single planet. Nearly 9 

thousand hull points of non-mechanized troops would constitute only 1% of the population of a planet 

with a modest 4 billion inhabitants. 

 

Ground forces equipped with missile launchers and/or hangar bays follow the same rules as starships, 

bases, and gunboats regarding these systems (e.g., missile launchers come filled if bought pre-game, 

unfilled if bought in-game, etc.) 

Standard Ground Units 

Base hull range for all standard ground units: 1-20 

 

Ground unit type: Non-mechanized 

EP per hull: 1.0 (0
th

 gen); 1.5 (1
st
 gen); 2.0 (2

nd
 gen) 

Notes: Receive natural bonuses; may not use ablative armor 

 

Ground unit type: Mechanized 

EP per hull: .5 (0th gen); .75 (1st gen); 1.25 (2nd gen) 

Notes: may use ablative armor; additional features by subtype 

 Basic mechanized units may use any equipment plausibly used on a planetary surface by a 

collection of vehicles. Ablative armor for them is half cost and up to double the normal cap. 

 Artillery units may use only shields, armor, magazines and weapons, and may use long-

range weapons, with any weapon type without additional technological advance. 

 Missile mechanized units may use only shields, armor, magazines and weapons. Missiles 

and magazines enjoy halved space requirements; other weapons require double spaces. 

 Powered armor units may use only shields, armor and weapons. They receive .25 more 

equipment spaces per hull point and are drop-capable for free. PA units are usable only at 1st gen 

and higher as a baseline technology. 

Boarding Parties 

Base hull range for boarding parties: 1 

 

Boarding party type: Non-mechanized 

EP per hull: 1.0 (0
th

 gen); 1.5 (1
st
 gen); 2.0 (2

nd
 gen) 

Notes: Must be made EVA capable for EVA boarding actions; receives natural bonuses; usable 

exclusively for boarding actions, offensive or defensive 

 

Boarding party type: Powered armor 

EP per hull: 1.0 (1
st
 gen); 1.5 (2

nd
 gen) 

Notes: Automatically EVA capable; usable exclusively for boarding actions, offensive or defensive; not 

available before 1
st
 generation baseline 

Wet Navy Units 

Unit Type: Wet naval ship 

Base hull range: 1-6 (0 gen); 1-16 (1
st
 gen); 1-20 (2

nd
 gen) 

EP per hull: use FTL starship rate 

Notes: May use ablative armor; 75% cost multiplier 

 

Unit Type: Oceanic attack craft 

Base hull range: 1-4 



 

 

EP per hull: .75 

Notes: may not use ablative armor; fighter scale unit; can be delivered to combat by dropship; carries 

FIGHTER tag; 75% cost multiplier 

Aerospace Units 

Unit type: Aerospace (aka aircraft) 

Base hull range: 1 (0 gen); 1-2 (1
st
 gen and later) 

EP per hull: use FTL starship rate x .5 

Notes: Carries FIGHTER tag; 50% cost multiplier; may purchase up to 8 times Hl in XO racks 

 

 

Repair Ships & Fleet Repair Docks 
  

Repair ships and fleet repair docks are special craft that can repair damaged ships. Repair ships and fleet 

repair docks are basically large mobile shipyards that have the ability to handle repairs, but not new 

construction. Repair ships and fleet repair docks are starships built around repair bays. 

 

Refitting of and New unit Designs 
 

  

Players may shift the beam, shield, and/or torpedo values around on any ship they possess in any fashion 

they desire through a process called refitting without the need to run a development stage R&D project. 

All refits cost the difference between the new cost of the unit being refit and its original cost, assuming 

the cost increases. In case of a same cost or lower cost new design, there is a minimum 1 RP refit cost.  

 

The hull size of a unit may not be changed once the ship is completed. Refits require 50% of the time 

required by new construction. Refits may be performed in any facility capable of building or repairing 

that unit. 

 

As the game progresses and as players conduct Research & Development programs, their maximum 

values for beam, torpedo, shield, and hull may increase (probably will, in fact) and the players may 

develop new capabilities to add to their units. As these new systems are added to existing units, the cost 

for these units in RPs may change.  

 

The addition of these new systems and technologies is considered to be a refit to an existing starship and 

must be paid for. Refits may only take place in a shipyard and the full RP value of any such refit must be 

paid in full on the turn the refit is conducted. Software upgrades such as sensors or sensor related 

technology do not require a refit and upgraded at a unit’s current location. 

 

New unit designs may be introduced at any point within the game, each advance of power systems 

tech, for example 2
nd

 Generation to Late 2
nd

 Generation, are assumed to have tested multiple designs 

and eventualities in the development phase of the project. New unit designs do not require any 

additional research efforts. 

 

 

 

Scrapping and Mothballing Units 

  



 

 

Units may be scrapped when they become unneeded or obsolete. Scrapped units return 75% of their base 

cost in RP’s. Units may be scrapped anywhere, without need for special facilities. RP’s from scrapping 

are available for spending in the turn after the unit is scrapped. 

  

Spacecraft can be mothballed. A mothballed unit returns 25% of its base cost. A mothballed unit can be 

destroyed with trivial ease should it come under enemy fire. To remove a unit from mothballs, the 25% 

base cost must be spent on it once more, and the unit must spend time in a build or repair facility as if it 

were being refitted. If the unit is getting a refit at the same time, the times may be spent concurrently; the 

unit does not require de-mothballing time in addition to refit time. 

 



 

 

Scouting & Surveying 
  

Players begin a game of FOTS with a large number of unexplored star systems; the disposition of the 

unexplored star system remains hidden until surveyed. Ships (survey units) must enter a star system in 

order to survey its planets; this means that the ship must physically enter the star system in order to see 

what number and kind of planets the system possesses and what resources they hold.  

 

Players will need to construct survey units equipped with survey bays in order to conduct system 

surveys. Survey units are placed into the survey pool, the survey pool is a collection of units specifically 

used for surveying systems. The survey pool operates out of a player’s comm grid, allowing surveys to 

be ordered, one per survey unit, out to a distance of 1 turn’s movement of FTL speed from the comm 

grid. For example at WF 5 a player can order surveys as far out as 8 sections from the comm grid.  

 

Surveys orders are issued in the Fleets page of a player’s turnsheet; they are entered into the survey pool 

section in column B, in the cell adjacent to “orders”.  Survey mission orders are entered in the following 

format “Survey ###x###/##, and where multiple surveys are being conducted “Survey ###x###/##, 

Survey ###x###/## and so on. 

 

Once a survey has been ordered the results are compiled and recorded in the “survey tab” of the player’s 

turnsheet at the end of the turn. Survey results for any survey/scout vessel lost, destroyed, interrupted or 

incapacitated will not be delivered to the player as the process will not have been completed. 

 

Surveys reveal the type and number of planetary bodies in a system, they are described in two ways: by 

their environmental values, and by how well those environmental values match the preferences of a 

given species – the colonization class.  

 

Environmental values are one value along four dimensions: gravity, temperature, atmospheric pressure, 

and atmosphere type.  Colonization class for a given species is based on the comparison of the 

environmental values of the planet and that species' native environment, and are classified by Class M, 

N, P, R, S, T, V, X, or Z. A planet is considered habitable if it is Class S or better and of the same 

atmosphere type as is native for the species. 'Uninhabitable' here means that it is a clearly hostile 

environment; colonization remains possible, but will be expensive and unpleasant, and usually involves 

very limited populations. 

  

Planet Classifications: 

M Habitable; Earthlike planets with oxygen-nitrogen atmospheres, plenty of water, a nice 

ecosystem, etc. 

N Habitable; Earthlike planets that are slightly more inhospitable than Class M planets, but still 

fairly decent places to carve out a new home 

P Habitable; Planets that are on the verge of uncomfortable places to live 

R Habitable; Uncomfortable or difficult places 

S Habitable; Very uncomfortable or difficult places 

T Uninhabitable; Hostile environment planets. Not much water, lots of deserts, hostile lifeforms, 

you name it 

V Uninhabitable; Very hostile environment planets. Not the greatest place to live, but sometimes it's 

worth it 

X Uninhabitable; Extremely hostile environment planets. Not exactly the place you want to raise 

your kids, but sometimes you just have no choice 

Z Uninhabitable; Planets similar to Mercury, Venus, Pluto, Jupiter, Saturn, etc. 



 

 

 

These classifications assume human standards for habitability – life as we don't know it will assign the 

same grade of classes to very different physical world types. 

 

 

 

 

  

  



 

 

Colonization of New Planets 
 

The colonization of new planets is the only way in which a player can expand his economy other than 

conquering another player's planets; 

 

Each player begins with a very large number of unexplored and potentially habitable planets within his 

area of control. Once a system has been surveyed by specialist surey craft, the systems planets and 

resources are revealed, affording players the opportunity to colonize any number of planets within that 

system; some planets will be deemed more desirable colonization targets than others, depending on their 

environmental attributes. 

  

There are 8 types of life-bearing planets classified in FOTS. The possibility of finding any of these 

planets orbiting a particular type of star depends heavily upon the star's spectral type. The more Sol-like 

(spectral type G) the star is, the more likely the chance that there is an earth-like world orbiting that star. 

The computer programs that drive the mapping system used in FOTS have all of these formulae coded 

into them. These percentages will not be revealed to any player at any time before, during, or after the 

game. 

 

A planet's Environmental Class is determined by its values for temperature (Molten, Venusian, Hot, 

Desert, Normal, Cold, Freezing, Plutonian), gravity (Jovian, High, Normal, Low, and Zero), 

atmospheric pressure (Jovian, High, Normal, Low, Zero), and atmosphere type (Hydrogen, Methane, 

Acidic, Sulfurous, Normal, and Vacuum). Earth would have a NNNN Environmental Class. A slightly 

warmer world would be DNNN. An asteroid belt would have a class ending in ZZV, with the first 

temperature value varying depending on the belt's place in the star system. 

  

FOTS classifies planets for purposes of colonization into 8 primary areas as follows, 

Planet Colonization Multiples: 

Colonization Class Colonization Multiple 

M    1.0 

N    1.2 

P    1.5 

R    1.8 

S    2.0 

T    2.5 

V    3.0 

X    4.0 

Z    5.0 

 

Colonization Class is determined by comparing the Environmental Class of the potential colonists' 

native environment to those of the planet. Each step different in the first three values is one step away 

from Class M; an atmosphere type difference is four steps. For instance, that DNNN world would be 

Class N for humans, while a NZZV asteroid belt in a similar orbit would be two pressure and gravity 

steps each and four step atmosphere type difference away, for exactly Class Z. (Class Z is the worst 

possible, even if more than eight steps of difference obtain.) 

  

Some abilities and technologies distinguish between habitable and uninhabitable worlds. An 

uninhabitable world is one more than four steps different from home, or of a different atmosphere type, 

and generally marks the difference between a planet that people will be content living on and one that 

they tolerate in small numbers for reasons despite the living conditions. 



 

 

  

Colonization Requirements 

 

RP investment 

 

Building a new colony requires the expenditure of RPs equivalent to the total RP output of the planet 

being colonized, including standard, strategic, and special strategic RPs, multiplied by the colonization 

multiple for that planet class. For example, to colonize a Class S planet that has an RP Potential=200 that 

also produces the strategic resource Iron/Steel, a player would pay the following RPs costs, 200x2.0=400 

RPs plus 100x2.0= 200 RPs; Total Colonization Costs= 600 Rps. 

 

Planets may be partially colonized, from a minimum of 10% of their RP Potential. A partially colonized 

planet is treated as a normal colony for all purposes except otherwise noted. Income is based on the 

proportion of the RP Potential colonized. 

  

Colonization pool and Colonist requirement 

 

The Colonization pool, much like the freighter and survey pool, shows the number of available colonists 

a state has with which to colonize with in a given turn. When establishing a new colony, RP funding of a 

new colony must be matched at a 2:1 ratio, for example a player is colonizing a 400 RP Class M world, 

the colonization effort would require 200 colonists to be drawn from the colonization pool. If a player 

wishes to colonize a 400 RP SRP class N world, the colonist requirement would be as follows; 

(400+200) x 1.2 = 720, 720/2 = 360 colonists. 

 

Each turn, player’s colonies will contribute the equivalent of 10% of their RP production in colonists 

toward the colonization pool. For example, a race with an RP production of 1000 RPs contributes 100 

Colonists toward the Colonization pool.  

 

 

Time required to establish a new colony 

 

There is a minimum requirement of 4 days per colonization attempt to transport the necessary materials, 

administrator and colonists from the transport to the planetary surface for the colonization effort (see 

Cargo Bays for further details). One cargo bay can transport 20 RPs or 10 Colonists for colonization 

purposes. 

 

Once established, a new colony is tied into an empire's economic transport network automatically so 

long as it is properly connected to the communications and control net established by colonies and/or 

bases. In other words, there is no delay after establishment for a colony to function as a colony for 

detection, communication, supply, RP production and Colonist purposes. 

 

A colony’s base RP value cannot be increased beyond its maximum RP value assigned by the map 

generator through exploitative means. Naturally occurring SRP/SSRP worlds can increase the return a 

colony provides to the national economy, each naturally occurring resource can be colonized up to 50% 

at normal cost provided the colony has or is being colonized to 100% of its RP value. Additionally, 



 

 

artificial source SRPs can be colonized up to 20% of a colonies RP value either as a combination of two 

artificial source types or a single 20% source. Each artificial source SRP can initially be colonized at 

10% of a planets RP value. All artificial SRP sources both non biotech and biotech require researching, 

with each project beginning at the discovery stage of research, with additional advances of 10% available 

in each artificial SRP source field requiring a further research and development stage of R&D. All 

artificial SRP sources are only available for a race’s native homeworld environment. 

  
  

 

   

Research & Development 

In order to boost technologies during the course of the game research and development is required. In 

order to conduct any type of R&D program, the player first must assign a graded scientist to a project, 

define the program, specify its location, and spend RPs on it. Projects cannot be undertaken without a 

graded scientist first being assigned, with the exception of Hivemind races that do not possess such 

individuals. One of four results will be returned for an R&D project; miraculous success, success, 

unsuccessful or disaster. A disaster will cause the loss of all assets working on that project and all of its 

funding to date. 

 

The R&D System works on a “staged” system; it is undertaken in three related stages. These stages are 

as follows; 

 

 1) Discovery 

 2) Research 

 3) Development 

 

 

   

Discovery: 

 

Discovery is the most basic of the three stages. In this process, the player normally spends RPs 

attempting to achieve a "discovery". The Discovery phase can be achieved easier and potentially for free 

if any of the following conditions are met, 

  

1) The player's race witnesses an example of the relevant technology in action, either as a result of its 

use in combat, as the result of scientific espionage, or as a friendly demonstration.  

2) A scientist accidentally gains insight or makes a breakthrough whilst conducting some other sort of 

research (see below), 

3) The GM decides the player is entitled to it as a function of the species' history, environment, current 

circumstances, or in the case of other "events". 

  

A single Discovery also has the potential of opening up multiple lines of Research, referred to as the 

technologies sharing a Discovery stage. Additionally, for every 4 avenues of research currently being 

undertaken by an empire, there is a flat 1% chance per turn that a Discovery is made that is unrelated to 

these avenues. This Discovery is assumed to be the "serendipity" pay-off of advanced research. 

 

Research: 



 

 

  

Once a player has made a Discovery, he is allowed to open an avenue of Research on this Discovery. 

Research may not be conducted until a Discovery has been made. Research can be done "free" only 

through the transfer of technologies between players where, at the very least, the player is not paying to 

do the Research, or through scientific espionage. Multiple avenues of Research may be opened up by one 

Discovery. 

  

Development: 

  

Once a player has conducted successful Research (i.e. has achieved a success in a Research project), he 

can begin Development of that Research. Development can be aided by help from another player who 

has the item of study already, captured installed specimens of the item being developed, or captured 

industrial facilities (shipyards, repair ships, etc.) that were built by an empire then capable of making the 

system being developed. Once a Development project has achieved a success, only then can the item 

being developed be constructed and deployed by a race. All software upgrades do not require a refit 

and are rolled out to units at the beginning of the following turn provided they are in supply 

(inside a friendly comm grid), for example improved LRS detection range. 

 

 Example 1: A player wants to research Jump Drives. He must first spend the RPs into Discover 

Jump Drives until he achieves a success. Then the player must spend the RPs to Research Jump Drives 

until he achieves a success. Finally, the player must spend the RPs into Develop Jump Drives until he 

achieves a success. Only then can the player start building ships that have a Jump Drive. 

 

 Example 2: A player wants to improve his Warp Drives from WF5 to WF6. Already possessing 

warp drive technology, he does not have to conduct a Discover stage and can instead go directly to spend 

RPs to Research WF6 until he achieves a success. Finally, the player must spend the RPs to Develop 

WF6 until he achieves a success. Only after this step can the player start building ships with WF6 drives. 

  

 Example 3: A player wants to build larger ships. He already has starships up to hull size 20, so 

starship construction isn’t something he needs to Discovery or Research. He goes directly to a 

Development stage for Hl 21-24 ships, spending RP’s until he gets a success. At that point he may start 

construction of Hl 21-24 vessels. 

  

Each step on the ladder of technology allows a small incremental increase to an existing technology, 

where allowed and in some cases, a new technology can also be developed. This incremental increase is 

in the amount of 1 step or point in most instances. 

   

R&D is conducted by allotting RPs to each project; the more RPs spent on a project, the better the 

chance of success. Science stations containing lab bays, assigned to a project will yield a 1% increase in 

effective RP expenditure, per laboratory bay. The curve begins with the expenditure of 25 RP yielding a 

1% chance for success each turn the project is funded. The curve ends with an expenditure of 57,200 RPs 

yielding a 100% chance of success in a project. Each turn, the GM tool will make a random roll for each 

funded project, to determine the success or failure of a project. Success resets the amount of RPs 

expended for the project to 0 for the next successful roll; the next research stage begins with no prior 

RP's expended. In the event that a project suffers a disaster, all progress, RP’s and assets assigned to that 

stage of research are lost. 

   

Projects may require many turns to yield results depending on the random die roll made by the GM tool. 

RPs spent towards a project accumulates each turn on a project without success until the project either 

succeeds or fails. A minimum spend of 1 RP is required per turn after initial funding in order to continue 



 

 

receiving die rolls for the project. Projects that go unfunded for 1 turn have the amount of RPs expended 

for the project reset to 0 for determining the amount of RPs spent on the project thus far. Players are 

advised to keep projects “warm” from turn to turn with at least a single ‘token’ RP of additional funding. 

 

FOTS allows players to conduct multiple R&D projects simultaneously provided none of the projects 

being conducted require another as a prerequisite or there are more than one phases of research being 

carried out on a particular research area. For example a player attempts to run a Discovery, Research and 

Development project on 2 point beams at the same time. 

 

It should be noted that technology lists are far from complete and are continually being added to and 

revised by imaginative and creative people, to enable a balanced and fun game. The technologies listed 

in the Race Design section and in technology definitions below represent only starting points.  

   

 

 

The Role of Science Stations 
  

Science Stations are dedicated bases that allow a player to temporarily (or permanently in some cases) 

store the information collected so far on various R&D projects without losing the RPs spent on the 

project to-date. The Science Station acts as a sort of bank which holds the RPs spent on an R&D project 

in case a player has to temporarily suspend funding that project for a turn or so. Funds held this way are 

not lost when the project is resumed later on. 

 Science Stations also boost a player's effective RP expenditure on a project by +1% to the RPs 

spent (RPs to date) on a project per Laboratory Bay on-board any particular base or station assigned.  

  Science Stations are constructed according to the rules for designing and constructing bases, in 

accordance with a player's current build rate, using laboratory bays as depositories and processors of 

information, increasing a player’s chance at success in a particular R&D effort. 

 

 

Technology Transfers 
  

The transfer of technology between two players of equal or slightly differing technology, depending on 

the GM's permission, is easily accomplished. The transfer consists of one player providing the other with 

all the data necessary for the player to construct the new technology for himself, and is usually handled 

by the delivery of the player's favorite method of data storage (e.g. a data crystal, disk, etc.) from one 

player to another via their diplomatic ambassadors. There is also a game fee incurred by the transfer of 

one player's technology to another player. This, one off, fee per technology is 250 RPs, this is paid for by 

the recipient. One player may gift a technology or pay for the transfer(s) provided that both parties are in 

agreement. The GM may frown upon instances where a player might be using unfair leverage in order to 

get another player to foot the bill.  

 

Failure to pay technology fees for the transfer of technology means that the player to whom the 

technology is being transferred did not receive quite everything he needed to make the technology work 

for his race. Technology transfers are completed at the end of a turn and cannot be used until the 

following turn. 

  

Players with radically different technologies or vast differences in technological sophistication will 

require significant R&D investments in both time and money in order to transfer or develop technologies 

from other players. 

 



 

 

Scanned, Salvaged, Recovered and Looted Technologies 
  

Technologies witnessed in combat by surviving units with intact sensors have Discovery stages waived. 

States with free communications treaties may voluntarily provide this data to their partners. States with 

full military alliances share this with regard to military technologies in use automatically. States with 

free trade agreements or better share this with regard to civilian, economic, planetary engineering 

technologies or the like in use automatically. 

 

Research on captured units can waive Research stages on any technologies intact on the captured unit. 

Development stages are still required, and if the technology is several steps above that possessed by the 

researchers, each step must be Developed. 

  

Research on derelict units or on colonial ruins works as on a captured unit, but an initial Research effort 

is required to figure out just what the derelict or ruins contain. Players may receive bonuses to 

researching derelicts or ruins by having a unit with lab bays on site, or, in the case of a derelict, bringing 

it back to a location with lab bays in use for the project. This bonus is 1% per lab bay at the location, up 

to a 20% cap, in addition to the lab bays' normal bonus to R&D. A captured colony will allow the 

Development of the technologies in use by that colony, before the conquest by the occupying forces. 

This is like the captured unit case; no initial Research is required. Research receives a 20% penalty in 

case of an unassimilated occupied colony and a 20% bonus after assimilation. 

  



 

 

Intelligence & Counter-Intelligence Operations 
  

Some conflicts between FOTS nations are played out in a shadowy world of espionage, sabotage, covert 

and clandestine operations, intelligence and intrigue. Such operations are run much like research and 

development projects, with a certain amount of funding each turn per project, various modifiers, and a 

chance of success based on these factors. One of four results will be returned for a project; miraculous 

success, success, unsuccessful or disaster. A disaster will cause the loss of all assets working on that 

project and all of its funding to date. Before any operation can begin a graded spymaster must be 

assigned to the project. 

 

Intelligence project funding 
  

Covert ops are funded by Bureaus or Agencies, with a specific Bureau for offensive and counter-

offensive intelligence. Unlike R&D projects, Bureaus pool resources, once a project succeeds the 

resources are returned to the Bureau for reassignment elsewhere. In the event of a failure, a Bureaus 

losses any of its assets assigned to the failed project; this includes the spymaster, Intel bays and Bureau 

funding assigned. A failed project will not destroy a bureau unless the entire Bureau had been invested 

into the failed project. 

 

 

Open and Specified projects 

  

Open projects are defined by players and GM's on each occasion. Only the player's imagination and GM 

tolerance limit what they may achieve. Players should note that the more ambitious or unlikely the 

project, the higher the modifiers against success. An Open project, like an R&D project, goes on from 

turn to turn so long as it receives continued funding, with a chance of success based on RP’s spent to 

date. 

  

Specified projects have effects based on rules for each sort of project; the role of player or GM 

imagination and interpretation is limited in Specified projects. Specified projects are listed below, 

grouped by general type. Specified projects differ from Open projects also in that they do not benefit 

from RP’s or OP’s spent to date: each Specified project is attempted or not and funded fully each turn. 

   

Most Specified projects have no inherent penalty or bonus to effective funding based on difficulty. As 

such, new GM’s and players are encouraged to regard these projects as about as effective or ambitious as 

an Open project with a +/-0 difficulty modifier. More ambitious projects are likely to incur penalties; 

much less ambitious are likely to have a bonus.  



 

 

Irregular Warfare Units (IWU) 

  

Irregular warfare units are boarding-party size ground forces landed on enemy planets, or left on 

captured ones, that carry on disruptive activities on the colony. These are represented by Specified 

operations, and the irregular warfare units generate OP’s for a limited range of Specified operations 

targeted on that colony exclusively. 

  

Irregular warfare units (IWU’s) are built as boarding parties, but a normal BP is not capable of working 

as an IWU nor vice versa. A 15% unit surcharge allows a unit to work as either. Each turn on a colony, 

IWU’s generate 25 OP each, plus 25 per point of weapon strength. Bonuses to targeting become bonuses 

to funding of the IWU’s operations. For instance, 5 2,0,0,1 IWU’s with +5% targeting would generate 75 

OP each, 375 total, with a 5% funding bonus. 

  

IWU’s may perform the following Specified operations against the colony which they occupy: 

Any: 

Support Open operation (targeted on this colony) 

Military intelligence gathering:  

Discover fleet strength (in orbit there only) 

Discover fixed location unit groups’ strength and locations (at that colony only) 

Discover ground unit strengths and locations (at that colony only) 

Discover supply depot sizes and locations (at that colony only) 

Discover training facilities and locations (at that colony only) 

Military sabotage: 

Destroy military spacecraft (if landed on that colony, or in orbit if the IWU is orbital-fire capable) 

Destroy military ground units (on this colony) 

Sabotage supply depot (on this colony) 

Destroy training site (on this colony) 

Research sabotage: 

Destroy research facilities (on this colony, or in orbit if the IWU is orbital-fire capable) 

Assassinate graded scientist (working at this colony) 

Economic sabotage: 

Colony damage (versus this colony) 

Facility damage (on this colony) 

Destroy yard facilities (over this colony; IWU must be orbital fire capable) 

 

IWU units last 3 turns in hostile territory until running out of supplies. This can be increased by 3 turns 

per Development stage of research into long-term irregular warfare. 

  

Ground units defending a colony can eliminate IWU’s. The garrison has a chance to eliminate 50-100% 

of all local IWU’s figured as its chance to assimilate the population if the colony were an occupied 

colony each turn. 

 

Specified Operation Types 
 

Counter-espionage/Conversion Specified Operations  
 

 

 



 

 

Counter ongoing operations:  success means one discovered and disrupted; critical success, one found, 

turned, and put to your use  

 

General security: no roll required – OP’s are evenly divided among enemy projects and reduce their 

RP’s/OP’s on a 1 for 1 basis. If some projects are reduced to 0 effective RP’s this way, the extra points 

are not lost but instead reduce the effective RP’s of the projects with the largest remaining effective 

RP’s. 

General security development: 20% bonus to further counter-espionage/conversion operations 

Conversion: a success causes the next Find Spy Networks or Counter ongoing operations success to be 

treated as a critical success 

Support Open operation: one specific Open project in this field receives a 20% bonus to effective 

funding; project must be either ongoing or started the turn after for this bonus 

Counter-insurgency: d10 occupied colonies in a specific sector make no resistance activity rolls this 

turn   

 

Military Specified Operations 
 

Discover fleet strengths and locations:  d10 most powerful, one missed if result 6 or higher. GM’s may 

rank fleets level of power by weapon rating totals, RP’s invested, or by overall impression. 

Discover fixed location unit groups’ strength and locations: d10 most powerful, one missed if result 

6 or higher; includes minefields 

Discover ground unit strengths and locations:  d10 most powerful, one missed if result 6 or higher 

Acquire unit designs, numbers in class:  d10 most prevalent by RP’s in service, one missed if result 6 

or higher. Note: acquiring unit designs does not include getting the technologies used in them. 

Discover location(s) of occupied, rebellious colonies: d10 wealthiest, one missed if result 6 or higher  

Discover supply depot sizes and locations: includes caches of fighters, gunboats, munitions, etc., and 

mothballed units  

Discover training facilities and locations:  d10 largest, one missed if result 6 or higher; includes 

training bays, simulator craft, academies, etc.  

General military infiltration:  20% bonus to further military ops in this state  

Acquire list of graded officers: d10 most active or senior, one missed if result 6 or higher. Activity is 

based on GM impression of who’s doing the most with their command lately. 

Acquire targeting system data: acts as a DEFENSE 15 wildcard tech bonus against this state  

Acquire defense systems data:  acts as a TARGET 15 wildcard tech bonus against this state 

Acquire sensor frequencies: allows a cloaking effect against the units in a specific sector as a wildcard 

tech 

Acquire fleet orders: current turn’s orders for one specific fleet in a known location  

Acquire commerce raider plans: commerce raiders the enemy state is operating in your territory suffer 

40% penalties to victim loss rolls for d10/2 turns, 1 turn minimum 

Support Open operation: one specific Open project in this field receives a 20% bonus to effective 

funding; project must be either ongoing or started the turn after for this bonus 

Acquire sector data: includes survey data and colony locations for a specific sector  

Military Sabotage 

 

Fund rebels: 500 RP’s put in their hands; this funding is not drawn from any treasury but simply 

appears through unspecified and likely illegal means 

Fund partisans:  500 RP’s put in their hands; this funding is not drawn from any treasury but simply 

appears through unspecified and likely illegal means 



 

 

Destroy military spacecraft:  d10 attacks of 3d10 damage to some specific fleet’s ships/bases; targets 

within a specific fleet are random  

Destroy military ground units: d10 attacks of 3d10 damage to ground units at a specific planet or in a 

specific formation; targets on the planet or in the formation are random  

Assassinate a graded officer: (20% difficulty penalty) one known, specific graded officer killed  

Sabotage supply depot: (20% difficulty penalty if target is in a unit) d100% of specific known supply 

depot contents/value destroyed; includes caches of fighters, gunboats, munitions, etc., and mothballed 

units  

Destroy training site: (20% difficulty penalty) one known, located training facility destroyed; little or 

no damage to students/recruits; includes training bays, simulator craft, academies, etc.   

Support Open operation: one specific Open project in this field receives a 20% bonus to effective 

funding; project must be either ongoing or started the turn after for this bonus  

Infiltrate irregular warfare units: (100% funding bonus) inserts up to 30 IWU’s on a specific, known 

enemy colony in a given system, or up to 10 total on two specific known enemy colonies in one sector 

Research Specified Operations  

 

Tech theft: one specific technology known to be in target’s inventory copied 

Acquire tech list: full list, 10% missing or incorrect; provides the list of what they have, does not give 

the player the techs themselves 

Acquire current projects: list full list, 10% missing or incorrect 

Acquire list of science stations and similar: d10 largest concentration by expense  

Acquire list of graded scientists: d10 most active or senior, one missed if result 6 or higher. GM’s can 

determine activity through total RP’s of project under the graded scientist’s management, or through 

sheer simple impression.  

General research infiltration: 20% bonus to further research ops in this state  

Support Open operation: one specific Open project in this field receives a 20% bonus to effective 

funding; project must be either ongoing or started the turn after for this bonus 

Acquire survey data: includes d100% of survey database 

Research Sabotage  

 

Compromise research: acts as a critical failure on a project  

Destroy research facilities: d100 lab bays and their units destroyed  

Assassinate a graded scientist: one known, specific graded scientist killed 

Scientific community scandal: 10% R&D funding penalty for d10/2 turns, 1 turn minimum 

Support Open operation: one specific Open project in this field receives a 20% bonus to effective 

funding; project must be either ongoing or started the turn after for this bonus 

 

Economic Specified Operations 
 

Acquire current shipping schedules: next turn’s commerce raiding on this target gets a 40% bonus to 

victim loss and piracy take rolls  

Acquire list of most wealthy colonies: d10 wealthiest, one missed if result 6 or higher  

Acquire list of colonies, locations: full list, 10% missing or incorrect, no details  

Acquire list of shipyards and repair yards: d10 largest concentrations  

Acquire list of colonies with heavy industry: full list, 10% missing or incorrect  

General economic infiltration: 20% bonus to further economic ops in this state  

Support Open operation: one specific Open project in this field receives a 20% bonus to effective 

funding; project must be either ongoing or started the turn after for this bonus 



 

 

Economic Sabotage  

Colony damage: 2d100 points of damage to a colony  

Facility damage: one known, specific facility destroyed  

Inflict income penalties: as per steps of economic damage due to deficit spending  

Trigger shipyard strike(s): d100 as a percentage of shipyard bays suffer worker strikes no building 

progress this turn 

Destroy yard facilities: d100 shipyard and/or repair yard bays and their units destroyed 

Smuggling: 1% of target state’s RP production taken from this turn’s tax income and reaches you 

instead 

Support Open operation: one specific Open project in this field receives a 20% bonus to effective 

funding; project must be either ongoing or started the turn after for this bonus 

 

Political Specified Operations 
 

Discover society values: 10% chance of d10 values being completely wrong  

Discover basic political/diplomatic stances: (50% funding bonus) 90% chance of correctly identifying 

species attitude (Pacifism-Xenophobia) and each disadvantage or 0 AP option that affects it, plus 

linguistic disadvantages if any, jealous treaty-makers, etc.  

General political infiltration: 20% bonus to further political ops in this state  

Locate occupied/rebellious colonies: full list, 10% missing or incorrect, includes garrison size but not 

composition 

Support Open operation: one specific Open project in this field receives a 20% bonus to effective 

funding; project must be either ongoing or started the turn after for this bonus 

Political Sabotage  

 

Incite Political Unrest: d10 random ER penalty inflicted at a specified colony (the location of the 

colony must be known prior to the operation being carried out).  

Foment local rebellions: d10 random colonies in random sector beset by 3d10 RP’s worth of rebel units 

each; on a critical success, maximum number of colonies, maximum rebel forces, choose specific sector 

Encourage resistance: every known occupied colony has one additional check for resistance activity 

this turn 

Fund rebels: 500 RP’s put in their hands; this funding is not drawn from any treasury but simply 

appears through unspecified and likely illegal means 

Fund partisans: 500 RP’s put in their hands; this funding is not drawn from any treasury but simply 

appears through unspecified and likely illegal means 

Assist governmental corruption: 2.5% loss to overall government income for d10/2 turns, 1 turn 

minimum 

Support Open operation: one specific Open project in this field receives a 20% bonus to effective 

funding; project must be either ongoing or started the turn after for this bonus 

 

Diplomatic Specified Operations 
 

Discover treaty relations with other state(s): lists each treaty, 10% chance of one error or omission  

Tap communications: that turn’s email traffic with select ally handed over; 10% chance of omission(s)  

List nations with exchanged ambassadors: provides a list of states with which the target state has 

exchanged ambassadors, along with those with which a state of war exists  



 

 

 Discover basic political/diplomatic stances: (50% funding bonus) 90% chance of correctly 

identifying species attitude (Pacifism-Xenophobia) and each disadvantage or 0 AP option that affects it, 

plus linguistic disadvantages if any, jealous treaty-makers, etc.  

Support Open operation: one specific Open project in this field receives a 20% bonus to effective 

funding; project must be either ongoing or started the turn after for this bonus 

 

Diplomatic Sabotage  

 

Create incidents: next successful covert op against this state will falsely implicate a third party. GM’s 

may but are not obliged to allow a player to use a create-incident project as an Open operation strictly 

within the bounds of diplomatic damage.  

Expose faked ops by a third party: appears to be a critical failure of some third party’s covert op 

against that state  

Support Open operation: one specific Open project in this field receives a 20% bonus to effective 

funding; project must be either ongoing or started the turn after for this bonus 

 

Cryptographic Specified Operations 
 

Break target’s military codes: 100% funding bonus to all military intelligence gathering missions and 

50% funding bonus to all military espionage missions against that target state next turn only 

Break target’s intelligence codes: counts as a counter-intel success against that state’s operations 

against you this turn 

Break target’s technical base codes: 100% funding bonus to all research intelligence gathering 

missions and 50% funding bonus to all research espionage missions against that target state next turn 

only 

Break target’s governmental codes: 100% funding bonus to all political and economic intelligence 

gathering missions and 50% funding bonus to all political and economic espionage missions against that 

target state next turn only 

Break target’s diplomatic cipher: 100% funding bonus to all diplomatic intelligence gathering 

missions and 50% funding bonus to all diplomatic espionage missions against that target state next turn 

only 

Revise codes:  no roll required – OP’s are evenly divided among enemy projects and reduce their 

RP’s/OP’s on a 1 for 1 basis. If some projects are reduced to 0 effective RP’s this way, the extra points 

are not lost but instead reduce the effective RP’s of the projects with the largest remaining effective 

RP’s. 

Cryptographic advance: 20% bonus to future cryptographic operations 

Code security advance: 10% penalty to effective funding of future hostile espionage/covert ops projects  

Support Open operation: one specific Open project in this field receives a 20% bonus to effective 

funding; project must be either ongoing or started the turn after for this bonus 

 



 

 

Diplomacy, Trade, and Other Treaties 
  

First Contact and racial attitudes 

 

When races first meet each other, whether it’s a player race or a GM controlled NPR (non-player race), 

both parties are considered linguistically vague, they don’t understand what each other are saying; a 

development stage of R&D is required for races to understand one another before any kind of formal 

diplomatic arrangement can be ratified. Additionally a random d100 roll is used to determine the level of 

understanding that exists between races upon first contact.  

 

These are; 

 

 A roll of 0-33, both races have a poor understanding of one another, this might represent a 

misunderstanding, and Linguistic research between the two races carries a -20% penalty. 

 A roll of 34-66, both races have a reasonable understanding of one another, research into 

linguistic between the two races is unaffected.  

 A roll of 67-10, both races have a keen level of understanding of one another, research into 

linguistics between the two races gains a 20% research bonus. 

 

Once races have learnt how to communicate they may enter in political agreement as set out below. 

 

If a game scenario exists whereby races have pre-game contact, first contact rolls and communication 

research may not be required, this is purely at GM discretion. 

 

FOTS nations may have various treaty arrangements governing trade, cooperation in military and/or 

intelligence spheres, and political relationships. The following are the formal varieties, which carry 

certainly game-mechanical advantages, disadvantages, and (in a few cases) obligations. Players should 

attend carefully to the definitions of these formal agreements, as they do not carry less defined 

obligations that they may expect. For example, a defensive military alliance does not carry any 

obligation to defend the partner against third parties; it simply allows the partners to react to incursions 

in the other's comm/scan grid as if it were their own. 

  

Players can and should as desired, define individual, informal relationships by treaty to describe other 

obligations to which the parties care to commit themselves. 

 

Before any kind of diplomacy can be conducted between two or more races, players must establish an 

Embassy. Embassy’s cost 40 RP’s, and require a development stage diplomacy project to be successful 

before the Embassy is considered “established”. Once Embassies’ have been established, diplomacy is 

conducted via Graded diplomats. Graded Diplomats cost 16 RPs each and are raised in Civil Serivce 

academies. Graded Diplomats are located in the Embassy they are assigned to. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Political Agreements 

 

After initial first contact has been made and communication is now possible, players have numerous 

diplomatic options to explore. States with a hostile attitude towards one another, as determined by first 

contact, cannot progress beyond political agreements without first using a graded diplomat to improve 

relations to at least neutral.  

No Contact 

 

No Contact is exactly that - the two governments do not speak to each other at all, much like the 

governments of the US and Iran. Players may choose to recall their Ambassadors at any time. This is 

pretty much just a way of slamming the guy you're annoyed with, as you may still contact them through 

third parties (see next two paragraphs). States at War or Limited War fall under the No Contact 

relationship as well – their contact isn't properly “diplomatic” or “political” at the time. 

Ambassadorial Exchange 

 

Ambassadorial Exchange is the "normal" level of affairs, and is necessary for any other type of 

agreement between two powers, for example no ambassadors, no trade agreements.  

 

Ambassadors are located within the Embassy in a foreign state, the cost to establish an Embassy is 40 

RPs. An exchange of ambassadors is also a requirement for there to be any diplomatic contact between 

players. Players are not allowed to contact other players if their race has no formal contact with the 

others with the exception of agreeing to exchange ambassadors. Obviously, this requires a bit of 

discretion on the part of the GM regarding email addresses. Players who have no contact or have recalled 

their ambassadors may still conduct ad hoc relations, either through a third party forwarding system, or 

by sending out ships physically bearing their messages. 

 

Players may begin formal diplomacy the turn after an Embassy has been established. 

Empire (Metropole/Periphery) 

  A "real" Empire, in which one powerful state has control over the external policies of another. An 

example of this in FOTS is the Unspeakable One "alliance" with the Pyronians. If the Pyronians don't 

make war with those opposing the UO, the UO will squash them as well. The Pyronians pretty much let 

the UO lead the dance. In this sort of situation, the Unspeakable Ones are the Metropole, with control 

over the behavior of the Pyronian Periphery. The Metropole may require the Periphery to do anything it 

wishes, including giving them their entire budget, but the Pyronians still run pretty much independently, 

under their own player. Needless to say, this sort of arrangement will probably only occur when one 

player surrenders to another, or as a form of NPR interaction. For example, if the B'Relli are overawed 

by the sheer size of the TFR fleets, they may acquiesce to Terran overlordship. In this case, they will 

continue to run as an NPR, but the TFR player may pretty much tell the GM how he wants them to 

behave. 

 States may organize occupied colonies into a periphery state as they are assimilated. This may be 

preferred to assimilation in order to preserve certain background abilities, or because the possible trade 

agreements are considered more valuable than the bother of keeping two economies, having to cover 

both against espionage, and other possible troubles. 



 

 

Unification/Amalgamation 

 This is simply the merging of two states into one, as the Kontairu merged with the TFR in Game 

3. All the assets of the merging powers are pooled, and the powers continue to run under one player.  The 

designers expect this will only occur between players when one drops out of the game. NPR's may, in 

extreme situations, be overawed, threatened, and/or persuaded to accept such a relationship. 

Trade Agreements 

  

Empires may conduct "trade" between each other. Trade must be formalized by a treaty between the 

players specifying the "level" of the relationships between the two empires. Trade treaties automatically 

involve both parties to the agreement. One-sided agreements are not permitted (except as noted below). 

Trade treaties and statuses can be any of the following (with attendant explanation as to results).  

No Contact/Embargo/No Trade 

 

No bonus. No empire is ever required to trade with any other empire. This represents a complete lack of 

formal trade between powers due to distance, a racial isolationist policy, or conflict between the 

governments. Smuggling across the borders will, of course, exist, but does contribute to the above-board 

"national" economies. 

Limited Trade 

 

Gain 1% of your partner's Total RP Production for that turn. Limited Trade represents borders open to 

trade, but with local and federal tariffs, restricted items, etc. Limited trade agreements open up the 

opportunity for foreign states to gain a bonus of 20% when running intelligence operations against you. 

 

Free Trade Agreement 

 

Gain 3% of your partner's Total RP Production for that turn. A Free Trade Agreement is a complete 

cessation of all tariffs, restrictions, etc. Anyone may carry anything between the two signatories. Free 

trade agreements open up the opportunity for foreign states to gain a bonus of 40% when running 

intelligence operations against you. 

Most-Favored Power 

 

Only applicable with one power you already have a pre-existing Trade Agreement with. Gain 5% of 

your partner's Total RP Production per turn. Unlike other trade agreements, this is purely one-way - the 

power offering the Most-Favored status grants the 5%, but receives only the usual 3% trade agreement 

level in turn. Each power can have only one Most-Favored partner and Most-Favored trade status need 

not be mutual. (Nothing prevents players from mutually granting this status, however, and players do 

frequently agree to MFP status on that basis.) MFP trade agreements open up the opportunity for foreign 

states to gain a bonus of 60% when running intelligence operations against you. 

 

Restrictions on Trade 

 

A single (independent) planet (e.g. many NPRs) in a trade agreement cannot gain more that 25% of its 

Total RP Production from trade - there is a total limit to the amount of trade they can digest. 



 

 

 

In order to have trade with another power, they must share a border. In the case of distant powers, a loose 

line-of-supply must be established of powers open to your trade, defined as a Limited Trade Agreement 

or better.  

 

 

Military Alliances 
 

Right of Passage 

 

The most basic form of military agreement is Right-of-Passage. This is simply allowing another power's 

naval forces to transit your space. 

Refuelling Rights 

 

Right-of-Passage is a prerequisite for Refueling Rights. Granting Refueling Rights allows another power 

to use your colonies and stations to connect to their own Line of Supply and so their units are considered 

to be supplied in your comm/scan grid as if it were their own. Thus, they do not have to establish a string 

of depots across your territory, or rely so much on tanker support while in your space. 

Intelligence Asset Sharing 

  

Intelligence Asset Sharing allows the signatory powers to combine their Intel RP in joint offensive 

operations. For example, the TFR and the Kontairu could each contribute 1000 RP to operations in 

Pyronian space. Asset Sharing cannot be used for Counterintelligence or Internal Security missions in 

either signatory's space; it must be used offensively. The downside is that, once two powers have pooled 

their resources like this, each becomes much more vulnerable to each other's intelligence operations in 

the future.  

Defensive Alliance 

 

A Defensive Alliance also has Right-of-Passage as a prerequisite, and allows both sides' fleets to 

perform reaction movements to defend each other's colonies and fleets.  

 

Offensive Alliance 

 

An Offensive Alliance allows two or more powers to coordinate their fleets into joint attacks. For 

example, in the attack on the UO base in the Highblossom Nebula (Game 3), ships from the Saurian 

Alliance, Hee'Dra Republics, TFR, and B'Relli Dominance had to coordinate their strikes. Without an 

Offensive Alliance, such close timing would be impossible, and each fleet would have attacked 

separately, one by one. 

Full Military Alliance 

 

A Full Military Alliance is simply a convenient blanket term for two or more powers who wish to grant 

each other all of the following - Right-of-Passage, Refuelling Rights, Intel Asset Sharing, and Offensive 

and Defensive Alliances.  



 

 

 For example, in Game 3, the Saurians, TFR, and Hee'Dra would be considered a Full Military 

Alliance against the Unspeakable Ones. 

 

Technical/Research Agreements 

Project Co-Development 

 

Project Co-development allows two or more powers to research the same thing simultaneously, each 

contributing some of their own RPs and/or Science. The real benefit of Co-development is, for each 

additional race involved in the project, there is a +20% bonus to RP’s spent, above that accrued by 

Science Stations. This represents the advantage of combining different research methods and insights. 

This aspect of Technical Agreements can be especially effective when confronting the diminishing 

returns at higher tech levels. Each party involved in the co-development of a particular project is notified 

upon its successful development and has access to the technology. In the instance of failure, all parties 

involved in the project suffer a failure. 

Free Communication 

 

Free Communication allows all parties a +20% per race bonus to RP’s spent on every project. The 

downside is, your allies are given complete reports on everything you develop, and will probably want 

you to share the technology. This agreement does not give all the signatory powers access to the newly 

development technology/capability - they will only know that it exists, and what its capabilities are.  

 Co-development is still possible between powers with Free Communication, but will not provide 

any additional bonus. 

Diplomatic Limitations 

  

 The primary rule of diplomacy is that players are free to talk between each other as set out above, but 

that if the GM is not included in the conversation (i.e. not cc'ed in on all messages) then he can rule that 

no contact actually took place. In some cases, the GM may put limits on the amount of diplomatic 

exchanges that can occur in a given turn, at his discretion. 

 

There are no limits to the ways and manner a player may conduct diplomacy in the game, with only a 

few exceptions (that are mostly due to game design). 



 

 

Communications 
  

Under most circumstances, units are capable of transmitting and receiving orders to and from HQ, and 

so by extension, any other friendly unit, effectively instantaneously. So if fleet A encounters a large 

hostile fleet in 500x500/01 on turn 3, week 1, day 1, fleet B can (assuming its orders allow it to respond 

in such a fashion) begin moving to intercept that hostile fleet on turn 3, week 1, day 1 at however long a 

distance it might be from 500x500/01.  

  

Most circumstances are those in which the transmitting and receiving units are both within the empire’s 

communications network. A 2nd generation communications network extends 2 sections in all directions 

from each of an empire’s colonies. If an empire has groups of colonies whose control ranges do not 

meet, then the empire is broken down into multiple communications networks, each of which can pass 

on messages instantaneously within itself but not with the other networks.  

   

The borders of star nations can be considered to be the outer edge of their control ranges. Outside of 

control ranges, an empire would have to make special provisions for detecting ships or supplying their 

own vessels. While a nation might claim territory sector by sector, that claim makes for borders with less 

practical significance than ones defined by control ranges. Territory outside a comm/scan grid is not 

practically subject to control, making recognition of such claims a matter of mere courtesy. 

  

Full military allies treat their communications networks as one larger one, assuming that they are within 

range to form such a network. Empires with other political relationships might agree to pool 

communications networks as a specific treaty term. 

 

Ships outside communications networks, or communications networks separated from one another, have 

a flat 1 turn delay in transmission and reception of messages. In the example above, if fleet A and/or B 

were outside the communications network, or just not in the same one, fleet B would get word of the 

encounter and be able to begin responding to it only on turn 4, week 1, day 1. 

 

Advances in communication technology can increase the range of communications. For each advance, 

add 1 section to the allowed range between colonies for communications purposes. Communications 

ranges and VLRS ranges increase together, as the result of single R&D efforts. This range is sometimes 

in these rules referred to as control range, and also has an impact on ship supply rules. 

   

Advances in communications technology may also allow for units other than colonies to act as colonies 

for communications purposes. The first advance along this line of technology provides the ability to 

build communications centers. The basic communications center costs 20 points (66.7 RP’s), requires 10 

equipment spaces aboard a ship or base, can only be used while the unit is not in motion, and requires 1 

week to deploy and 1 week to pack back up for travel. 2nd generation powers are assumed to start off 

with this technology.  

Tech advances from there can; 

  

1) reduce the cost to 10 points (1st advance) and then to 1 (2nd advance) 

2) reduce deployment/repacking times to 4 days (1st advance) and then to capable of working while 

underway without any deployment/repacking at all (2nd advance) 

3) reduce equipment space requirements by 3 equipment spaces per advance, to 7, 4, and 1, the 

minimum.  

Diplomatic exchanges are considered to have instantaneous communications between the ambassador 

and their empire’s HQ. This is to preserve gameplay convenience; however, communications networks 



 

 

would for this purpose anyway be expected to extend through enemy territory (if you’re at war with 

someone, you’re presumably in range to talk with them and have their ambassador communicate with 

their government if you’re willing to talk at all). It can also be considered to reflect the ability of skilled 

diplomats to work much as though they had full access to certain information they can only conjecture.



 

 

Combat 
   

Combat, between starships, fleets, ground forces, and planetary defenses is a common occurrence in 

FOTS. While the avoidance of combat might seem a wise move in most other games, in FOTS it is 

virtually unavoidable. This is, first and foremost, a war game. Conflict is at the heart of change in the 

game. 

 

Combat can occur between individual starships, between fleets of starships, between fighters and/or 

gunboats, between fighters and/or gunboats and starships, or between any combination of these and 

bases, planetary defense installations, and ground forces. Combat may also take place between ground 

forces and between boarding parties aboard starships. 

  

All combat is normally conducted by the GM using the FOTS Battle Engine (BE) which is capable of 

modeling a very high number of different combat situations. See Appendix 4 for a guide to the Battle 

Engine program. 

  

At any time that spacecraft owned by 2 different players enter the same Section at the same time, combat 

may result unless the two forces are allied or the encounter is between two players who have not yet had 

contact with each other. In the second case, there will be an opportunity for the two players to try and 

negotiate with each other (though communication with an ‘alien’ culture requires research first). Both 

fleets will cease moving and will stand-to with their battle lines until the next turn or until such point in 

time as the GM determines (via e-mail or direct contact with the players) that combat does or does not 

occur. 

  

Assuming that two forces enter the same Section with the intent of bringing each other to combat, the 

GM will determine whether combat results. Intercepts and other encounters are strongly influenced by 

long range (LR) and very long range (VLR) scanning systems and detection systems. 

 

Detection - General Concepts 

  

FOTS detection rules are intended to be, in their basics, simple to grasp and to implement. If a unit has a 

phenomenon inside its detection range, it will usually detect it automatically or be unable to detect it at 

all at that range and under those conditions. 

  

Detection ranges are normally yes/no affairs. A unit’s detection capability is fairly uniform out to its 

maximum detection range and falls off drastically after that. (One would say totally, but things like stars 

remain detectable far beyond the range of sensors used to detect non-natural phenomena.) 

   

The interesting wrinkles in FOTS detection normally come from the distinction between active and 

passive sensors; technologies and practices that can force 100% detection chances to drop to 0%, or, in 

some cases, somewhere in between; and the technologies and practices to be used to counter such 

concealment. Active sensors function by emitting something (typically some form of energy) and 

accumulating data based on the return of that something to the unit. Just what is being emitted and how it 

goes about providing data back are details with which game mechanics are unconcerned. The chief 

points regarding active sensors are that  

 

1) They can provide data on targets whist they themselves emit nothing  



 

 

2) They can provide data to such units as well, e.g., someone over there is bouncing particles off our hull 

as part of an active sensor sweep. Passive sensors are defined negatively, as sensors that function without 

any emissions. As such, they cannot provide data on targets that do not themselves emit, but they provide 

no data to such targets either. Concealment techniques and technologies generally have to do with 

avoiding normal starship practices that provide emissions, or using technologies that mask such 

emissions even when the systems are in use. Cloaking, for example, is largely a matter of having no FTL 

drive emissions below a certain FTL speed threshold. 

Detection Ranges 

  

Units detect phenomena only within their detection ranges. A 2nd generation VLR scanner has a range 

of two sections; a 2nd generation LR scanner has a range of 0 sections. The basic LR scanner is more 

useful for survey functions than for genuinely longer range detection, but can be assumed to have a 

detection range of at least eight light days. The basic sensors of FOTS spacecraft, those without VLRS or 

LRS, should be assumed to have a range a bit longer than practical weapons range, or 60 light seconds. 

The basic range of any of these sensors is unaffected by the decision to “go active” with them or stick to 

solely passive sensor usage. (Players may regard this as another simplification for convenience.) 

 

Active Systems 
  

Active systems are those systems that can be detected by passive sensors within range. Anything else, on 

a smaller than astronomic scale, can be detected only with active sensors. Active systems include, but are 

not limited to: 

 

 1) Most FTL drives while in use, or for a while thereafter 

 2) Colonies 

 3) Most starship combat weaponry while in use, or for a while thereafter 

 4) Active sensors 

 5) Electronic counter-measures (ECM) 

  

Any unit, barring exceptional circumstances, has a 100% chance to detect active systems within the 

detection range of the sensors it is using. So, for example, starships will detect each other moving under 

FTL drive, or operating active sensors, when they come within 60 light seconds of each other.  

  

Most units that will be in the business of detecting other units, or being detected by them, will be using 

active systems. This includes colonies, naturally, and any spacecraft patrolling at FTL speeds. As such, 

using active sensors does not ordinarily represent any compromise of sensor security beyond that to 

which the unit is already committed. Passive sensors are generally used when the unit is otherwise able 

either to conceal the use of active systems (as through cloaking, for example), or to do without them 

(laying in ambush, without the recent use of an FTL drive). 

  

A unit using active sensors has a 50% base chance of detecting a target within its detection range if that 

target is using no active systems. This base chance is often modified by special circumstances by –50%, 

to 0% base. 

  

Detection of almost anything, including specifically cloaked vessels or other units without active 

emissions, is automatic at extreme weapons range, or around 30 light seconds. 

 

Detection Rolls 
  



 

 

Detection rolls are made when the chance for a unit to detect a target is between 1% and 99% inclusive. 

Each group of units capable of making detection has one detection roll at a time. 

  

Any friendly units within one combat area, or formation element, constitute one group; you cannot get 

47 rolls with 47 ships all clustered together. Each group of units potentially to be detected within one 

combat area or formation element represents one potential target for detection. Each group receives a 

detection roll opportunity at the time the target enters its detection range, or when the chance to detect it 

due to circumstance drops below 100% or rises above 1%, and it receives rolls thereafter against that 

target only once every game week. 

  

Example: Player A has 10 ships, each with 2
nd

 generation, 12 light hour LRS, and one with a 2
nd

 

generation, 2 section VLRS. Player B has one fleet in close formation lying in wait, drives down, sensors 

on passive, right on top of the course intelligence agents have determined player A will take through this 

section. When player A reaches a range of 2 sections from player B’s fleet – VLRS range - player A’s 

fleet will have one 50% chance to detect B’s fleet. If they aren’t within automatic detection range within 

one week, or if circumstances haven’t caused detection chances to reduce to 0% or improve to 100%, A 

will have one more 50% chance. If A diverges the fleet into 10 different one ship groups outside of 

combat range of one another, he would get 10 detection rolls on B’s fleet once they reach 12 light hour, 

LRS range. Similarly, if B were to spread out his fleet into 10 groups, A would get a detection roll 

against each of them, at VLRS range (once a week) and again at LRS range (once a week, though in 

practice closing speeds won't mean staying a week that close without combat). Spreading out is good for 

forces that don’t want to suffer surprises and don’t expect to spring them, and bad for forces with 

contrary interests 

 

 

Concealment 
  

The most basic form of concealment is turning off all active systems. It’s available anywhere with no RP 

cost or technological requirements. However, being seriously handicapped in detection with passive 

sensors and moving slower than light is usually contrary to unit objectives.  

  

A unit using technological cloaking (also known as cloaking stealth systems) has the following 

advantages: 

  

1) At or below a certain speed threshold (typically WF 5 to start), FTL drives used by the cloaked unit 

are not treated as active systems. 

2) If the unit is using no active systems, the chance to detect it is reduced by 50% (to a 0% base). 

   

Active sensor use is not hidden by cloaking; if the unit is to remain hidden, it will be using passive 

sensors. Nothing prevents the cloaked vessel from using active sensors occasionally, being detected, and 

then vanishing again by dropping back to passive sensors. 

  

Units hiding in terrain such as nebulae, asteroid fields, ion storms, or the like, receive a 50% reduction 

(to a 0% base) in their chance to be detected if they are using no active systems. Other forms of 

concealment are possible. 

  

Psionic cloaking does not use these rules, as it operates on enemy minds rather than sensors. It has 

simply no effect on psi-immune observers, observers outside its range, or targets inside weapons range 

after an initial surprise effect. It totally conceals the unit from psi-vulnerable observers inside its range 

and outside of weapons range; no rolls are needed.  



 

 

 

Target Discrimination 
  

The rules above determine likelihood of mere detection of enemy forces at range and not what 

information is determined about them. This is Level 0 target information. A target known only at Level 0 

is an active system source at a given location. At this range, the numbers of units in the target, their 

weaponry, and other system information is unavailable. Only drive type and location are known. 

  

With active sensors, higher levels of information become available, as follows: 

  

Level 1 information breaks the sensor target into a certain number of units, or at least an approximate 

one. (GM’s may fudge the number by a suggested 20% up or down). 

Level 2 information breaks the sensor target into a certain number of units, each with a given hull value 

and total number of power-using systems active. These would include all and only those systems that 

count against generational PST limits. It also identifies units as fighters or equivalent craft, including 

drones; gunboats or equivalent craft; and among starships, freighter designs versus warships.  

 

Level 3 information is the information output a player gets from a battle report involving those forces.  

Level 3 information is normally gained only through combat, although the combat does not need to be 

lengthy in duration. Level 1 and Level 2 information are gained at distances shorter than those for mere 

detection but longer than those of tactical combat.  

  

A force receives Level 1 information on a target when that target is within the range of sensors one step 

shorter in range than those it has and Level 2 information when that target is within the range of sensors 

two steps shorter in range. Range steps include tactical combat sensors, basic unit sensors, range 0 LRS, 

range 1 LRS, and so on. Thus, units with range 0 LRS would have Level 1 information on a target when 

it reaches basic unit sensor range and Level 2 information on that target once it’s into combat range. But 

in that case, it will have Level 3 information on the target anyway (and will be learning more the hard 

way). Units with range 1 LRS would have Level 1 information at range 0 LRS range, and Level 2 

information at basic unit sensor range. 

  

A target using ECM that exceeds the ECCM of the force attempting to scan the target reduces the 

effective range of those LRS by one step. In addition, there is a flat limit to Level 1 information outside 

of combat range if the scanned force has superior ECM. In sum, if the target has an ECM advantage, 

LRS can get only Level 1 information on it, and that only close enough to get Level 2 information 

normally. 

Combat Engagements 

  

Once forces have engaged, the GM will conduct the combat to its conclusion, basing the outcome of 

attacks, retreats, pursuits, escapes, etc. on the orders given to the individual ships and forces by the 

owning players. Players will not be allowed to micro-manage battles. Once forces have engaged, players 

are out of the command structure. 

  

The GM will issue a copy of a Battle Report to each player with ships involved in the action. More than 

one round of combat will probably be fought depending on the orders, break off levels, and damage 

inflicted on or by each fleet. The results of any battle action are Final, no appeals are permitted, although 

GMs should attempt to correct any obvious mistakes made. 

 



 

 

Combat results may show some ships surrendering to the enemy. The only times in which a ship will not 

surrender is if there is a track record of atrocities committed against POWs by the winning side. In this 

case, the surrendering vessel will be scuttled with her crew. 

  

Retreating forces or ships may be pursued only if the pursuing force has specific orders to Pursue or 

contingency orders that permit pursuit. Pursuit will always be conducted at the highest WF available to 

the pursuers and the pursued. No pursuit will be continued for more than 1 week without specific written 

orders otherwise. 

   

Fleets or ships attempting to penetrate into enemy (or even friendly) territory may be intercepted by 

fleets or vessels with React orders. Reaction movement is limited to one week's travel time at the highest 

WF ordered or available. No reaction movement will be conducted for longer than 1 week. Fleets or 

ships with Reaction orders will return to their base of operations before conducting another Reaction 

move.  

   

Cloaking devices allow the side possessing the device to obtain surprise or the first-shot in any battle. 

Ships may not re-cloak until the battle has been completed. 

   

Long-ranged weapons allow the side possessing these weapons to obtain the first-shot in any battle, 

except where cloaking devices are concerned. Following the first shot, LR weapons are treated as 

standard weapons. 

   

Some ground forces have the capability of engaging starships in orbit. Starships must move within range 

of these forces in order to engage planetary defense, including most bases and other installations. 

  

Boarding parties carried aboard starships may also conduct boarding party combat or defend ships 

against other boarding parties. This is factored into the BE. 

   

Each round of combat lasts just 30 seconds. Combat in FOTS has been, historically, marked for its 

deadliness, overkill, and the short duration of battles. 

 

 

The Mechanics Of Combat 
  

Each ship in a fleet file is matched with a randomly determined ship of the opposing fleet. The firing 

ship’s Bm and Tp ratings are totalled and a random roll is made to determine the total percentage of the 

firing ship’s firepower that actually hits the target ship. This random roll can be (and is) modified by the 

fleet’s ECM/ECCM or targeting modifiers, special capabilities such as shaped-charge or enveloping 

warheads, special effects such as vibrational or high energy, and many other factors. The firepower can 

also be modified by a number of other circumstances depending upon how an individual ship is set up 

(e.g. individual ships can be set to perform individual missions such as Antifighter (Flak), 

Multitargeting, etc.). Under circumstances where a ship has no special capabilities or the ability to split 

its firepower among several different targets, all of a ship’s firepower is directed against a single target 

(exception: all missiles fire on randomly selected individual targets simulating a self-targeting system 

aboard the missile itself) 

  

The firing ship’s total modified firepower number is then applied against the target ship’s Sh rating on a 

1:1 basis. If the firepower striking the target exceeds the target’s Sh rating then damage is applied to the 

target’s hull (Hl) rating on a 1:1 basis. Random critical hits are applied at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 

100% hull damage. Ships that suffer 100% hull damage are destroyed; the extra critical hit applied at 



 

 

100% damage is for game color to see how the ship died. Note: Game color is very important in a 

campaign. Without this color, many games will lose their interest for the players quickly. Game color 

cannot be easily defined  it consists of those little extra things a GM throws into the game to keep the 

players interested and coming back for more turn after turn. 

 

 

Unit Data Lines 

  

Each ship in a fleet, including all fighters, bases, gunboats, special weapons systems, independent 

systems, mines, etc. in a fleet must have its own Ship Data Line (SDL). The SDL for each ship must 

appear as follows, 

 

Ship Name or ID, Maximum Beam Rating, Current Beam Rating, Maximum Shield Rating, Current 

Shield Rating, Maximum Torpedo Rating, Current Torpedo Rating, Maximum Hull Rating, Current Hull 

Rating, Current Damage % (if any), Status Code (0 placeholder as of Bev3.9), Ammunition (0 

placeholder as of Bev3.9), Special Status Code (0 placeholder as of Bev3.9), Additional Tags (usually as 

of Bev3.9) 

  

A typical SDL might appear as follows; 

 

CA Black Talon,9,9,10,10,9,9,13,13,0,0,0,[9][9 mis0011 ammo 13] DAMAGE 30 

 This SDL specifies the following information regarding this ship, 

 1) her name and/or designation is the heavy cruiser (CA) Black Talon 

 2) she has a maximum Bm rating of 9 points 

 3) she has a current Bm rating of 9 points 

 4) she has a maximum Sh rating of 10 points 

 5) she has a current Sh rating of 10 points 

 6) she has a maximum Tp rating of 9 points 

 7) she has a current Tp rating of 9 points 

 8) she has a maximum Hl rating of 13 points 

 9) she has a current Hl rating of 13 points 

 10) she has 0% damage to her (naturally) 

 11) she has a 9-pt beam volley 

 12) she has 9 missile launchers firing 1 point warhead missiles 

 13) she has 13 combat rounds worth of ammunition 

 14) she will attempt to flee an engagement when she has taken 30% damage. 

 As a comparison, a typical fighter’s SDL would appear as follows, 

Ftr 1,1,1,0,0,4,4,1,1,0,0,0,[2 mis0011 ammo 2] FIGHTER DEFENSE 15 

 In the fighter SDL example, it should be noted that the status tags indicate 3 things about this 

vessel - 1) that the ship is a fighter and therefore takes no critical hits, 2) that it has a limited amount of 

ammunition, limited to 1 battle round, and 3) that it receives a 15 point DEFENSE bonus. 

  

 As can be seen a typical fleet file would have the following appearance, 

Saurian Alliance,1st Fleet,50,15,123,15,10,0 

CA Black Talon (flag),9,9,10,10,9,9,13,13,0,0,0,[9][9 mis0011 ammo 13] 

CA Bloody Talon,9,9,10,10,9,9,13,13,0,0,0,[9][9 mis0011 ammo 13] 

CA Ripping Talon,9,9,10,10,9,9,13,13,0,0,0,[9][9 mis0011 ammo 13] 

DD Poison Spine,8,8,7,7,8,8,10,10,0,0,0,[8][8 mis0011 ammo 10] 

DD Impaling Spine,8,8,7,7,8,8,10,10,0,0,0,[8][8 mis0011 ammo 10] 



 

 

DD Twisted Spine,8,8,7,7,8,8,10,10,0,0,0,[8][8 mis0011 ammo 10] 

DD Piercing Spine,8,8,7,7,8,8,10,10,0,0,0,[8][8 mis0011 ammo 10] 

DD Cutting Spine,8,8,7,7,8,8,10,10,0,0,0,[8][8 mis0011 ammo 10] 

DD Jutting Spine,8,8,7,7,8,8,10,10,0,0,0,[8][8 mis0011 ammo 10] 

DD Killing Spine,8,8,7,7,8,8,10,10,0,0,0,[8][8 mis0011 ammo 10] 

DD Ripping Spine,8,8,7,7,8,8,10,10,0,0,0,[8][8 mis0011 ammo 10] 

Ftr 1,1,1,0,0,4,4,1,1,0,0,0,0,[2 mis0011 ammo 2] FIGHTER 

Ftr 2,1,1,0,0,4,4,1,1,0,0,0,0,[2 mis0011 ammo 2] FIGHTER 

Ftr 3,1,1,0,0,4,4,1,1,0,0,0,0,[2 mis0011 ammo 2] FIGHTER 

Ftr 4,1,1,0,0,4,4,1,1,0,0,0,0,[2 mis0011 ammo 2] FIGHTER 

  

Note that in this example, there is not a carrier available for the fighters. Normally, this would not be 

allowable although the carrier could be held outside of combat or be shown as being in the RESERVE, 

but is done here for the sake of showing GMs how fleet files have to be constructed. 

  

The data line for a ground force would be set up in a similar manner to that of a ship, but ground forces 

also do not take critical hits. Ground forces are identified as such by a GROUND tag.  

We recommend using a spreadsheet program to create fleet files. The file is first created then it must be 

saved as a CSV (i.e. text & commas) format in order for the BE to read the file. This CSV may be 

located anywhere, but it is most convenient if the file is located in the turn folder in which the battle is 

occurring. 

  

If you have difficulty creating and editing your fleet files and then running them, please feel free to 

contact us and we will help in any manner possible. See Appendix 4 for a more complete example of 

how to set up fleet files and status tags in the BE (the BE User’s Manual so to speak). 

Planetary Invasions 

  

The only way to capture a planet is to land ground forces on it. Starships may rule the planet from orbit, 

but only ground forces can impose a player's will upon an enemy population (although starships can 

always bombard the planet into surrender or destruction). 

  

Any pair (2) of warships in orbit around a planet that has no defenses or none that are capable of 

attacking orbit can blockade the planet. Blockading a planet means that that planet’s RP production 

cannot be counted towards the total for that Empire; it can only be used locally. For this purpose, armed 

gunboats and ships with an armed fighter complement count as warships, while fighters of themselves 

and ships with neither fighters nor weapons do not. 

   

A blockaded world can produce items locally. Blockaded worlds cannot produce items in orbit, however. 

  

Capturing enemy colonies is nearly the only way for a state to gain materially from a war. Sheer space is 

almost always otherwise available, and that space includes any number of planets that are suitable colony 

worlds. Colonies are what enemy space has that empty space does not. Winning a war involves ridding 

enemy space, locally or entirely, of warships, leaving colonies vulnerable to capture. These colonies are 

essentially open to the victor at that point, requiring only reusable invasion forces, occupation forces, and 

their transports to snatch up. Enemy colonies are, in effect, free – you just pay shipping and handling. 

   

Starships assigned to the orbital bombardment role must be available in orbit to accomplish that role. If 

they're called away or reassigned they're out of the picture. Also note that standard and aerospace fighters 



 

 

must have hangar bays from which to operate and be rearmed. This usually means a carrier or a base of 

some kind. 

  

Pacification & Rebellion 

  

Each turn, a conquered world with some sort of garrison on it has a 20% chance of being pacified and 

becoming a normal colony world for the conqueror. A conquered planet with no garrison automatically 

rebels the first turn it is without a garrison. 

  

If the colony has a standard garrison, defined as one garrison battalion per 20 RP's of colonial 

production, the chance for pacification is 40% per turn. Every doubling of the full garrison will add 20% 

to that chance. In the first turn following conquest, if there are surviving defenders from the initial 

invasion, there is no chance of pacification unless there is a standard garrison or larger. 

  

A garrison battalion is defined as one base hull of standard ground unit designated as a garrison. Wet 

naval units can supplement a garrison: every 2 hull of wet naval unit counts as 1 hull of garrison unit 

when paired with 1 hull of standard ground unit. 

  

Until a colony is pacified, it produces only 75% of what it would otherwise. It does, however, serve as a 

colony of the conquering player for purposes of detection, supply, and communications. 

 

A colony that is not yet pacified has a chance of guerrilla or terrorist activity, or of plain uprising. The 

chance of such activity is 40%, or 20% with a standard garrison, with the percentage halved for each 

doubling of garrison strength. If the colony does make the check for resistance activity, the GM may 

select or determine randomly the effect, from these possibilities: 

 

 Uprising: no RP production for the conqueror this turn. All the colony’s RP's go into the 

production of militia units fighting for the freedom of their colony. Such militia units have their 

breakoff ratings set at d100 %, with a minimum of 50%. They fight the garrison force until one 

side or the other breaks off and flees or is captured. If the rebels win, the colony is no longer in 

the hands of the conqueror and may or may not rejoin its previous empire. Surviving rebels that 

break off vanish back into the population and have no later effect, subject to GM discretion. (The 

GM may or may not rule that they make later rebel units more experienced.) 

 

 Sabotage: no RP production this turn. Any single ground or orbital installation of the conquerors 

worth the colony's RP production or less is destroyed. If there are no such installations, treat this 

as another event. 

  

 Intrigue: the conqueror receives the usual 75% colonial production. However, an amount of RP's 

equal to the base production of the colony goes into an espionage attempt hostile to the 

conqueror, and generally favorable to the rebels. These may include attempts to subvert the 

garrison troops, feed the colony's previous empire sensitive information, capture orbital resources 

(including particularly ones to fire on occupying troops), or whatever else the GM can connive 

for them. Note that the player will not ordinarily know the difference between this result and a 

no-resistance result. 

 Mass Vandalism: no RP production this turn. The colony's RP value is reduced by d100%, and 

would need to be recolonized at whatever the appropriate rate is to restore production. 

  



 

 

One consequence of these rules is that a single ground unit is capable of capturing and occupying a 

colony that possesses no defending units. Thus, the minimal effort to capture a colony can be very cheap. 

However, if you don't have a standard garrison, the chance of pacification is low and the chance of 

serious resistance activity is obnoxiously high. Cheap militia units have an appropriate role: making up 

the minimum garrison numbers to increase pacification chances and to reduce resistance activity 

chances.  

 

 

Break Off Levels 
  

All players must set break off levels for their starships, fleets, ground units, and full ground forces. 

Break off levels are the percentage of damage, determined by total hull points, which the fleet will 

absorb before attempting to retreat or, if retreat is not available, at which point the ship or fleet will 

surrender to attacking enemy forces. A break-off level assigned to a specific unit determines when it will 

retreat or surrender based on damage to the fleet. 

  

Break off levels may be set as low as 0% (BREAK 0), which means the ship or fleet will run 

immediately after 1 round of combat no matter what damage it has taken, or as high as 100% (BREAK 

100), which means that the ship or fleet will stand and die to the last hull plate and will not retreat no 

matter what) depending upon the situation. If no break off level is provided, the GM will assign one at 

random. 

  

Break off levels of 0% have, historically, been extremely popular, especially when one side or another 

has a first-strike advantage over the enemy force upon which the hit & run tactic is being executed. 

However, this compromises the combat system. Thus, fleets which hit & run will not have a battle report 

issued for them. Rather, the GM will make a judgement call based upon the firepower of the attacking 

fleet, as to the damage done to the enemy, but will not issue a report to the player conducting the hit & 

run attack. The player simply has not been in combat long enough to gather battle damage assessments 

on his effectiveness against the enemy. 

  

Starships, fleets, and ground forces defending the home world automatically possess break off levels of 

90% (BREAK 90). Break off levels of 100% are not highly recommended (what if you lose?). 

 

Damage Levels 
  

An alternative to setting a break off level for the entire fleet is to set individual damage levels for 

individual ships in the fleet. This is done using the DAMAGE tag. 

  

The DAMAGE tag is used in a roughly inverse manner to the break off level. For example, a unit with a 

DAMAGE 30 tag will attempt to flee when it has 30% or less of its Hl value remaining. When a ship 

attempts to flee, it will receive a FLEE tag and will automatically gain a DEFENSE 50 tag. Any enemy 

unit firing on the fleeing unit will do so at a -50% modifier to its targeting percentage. Ships that have 

fled will be listed in the “fled att” or “fled def” files generated during the battle by the BE. DAMAGE 

values may range up to 200; in that case, the unit would flee with 100% of Hl and 100% of Sh 

remaining. 

   

Damage levels of 200 (DAMAGE 200) should not be set as this would mean that the ship would attempt 

to flee the battle instantly. By the same token, damage levels of 0 (DAMAGE 0) should also not be set as 

this would mean that the ship would not flee the battle until it had been destroyed. 

  



 

 

Untrained ground forces may not have a DAMAGE level set lower than 65% (DAMAGE 65). All other 

ground forces have a DAMAGE level predetermined for them according to their training level (see 

Ground Force Construction, above). 

   

Destroying Colonies & Devastating Planets 
  

The weaponry carried by starships in Fire On The Suns is fully capable of destroying any planet, given 

time and ammunition. Any ship firing on a planet may target civilian populations, production facilities, 

or any other target on the surface including the planet itself. Destroying a colony requires the application 

of the colony's total output (in RPs, plus any SRP’s or SSRP’s, each counting as one more RP for this 

purpose), in points of damage to the colony. For example, a colony that produces 250 RPs would require 

250 points of damage to destroy. A ship with a single 1 point beam would require 250 combat rounds, or 

125 minutes - just over two hours, a negligible period on the scale of FOTS interstellar travel to destroy 

this colony. Fleets with single round firepower in this quantity are common. 

   

Devastating a planet (which destroys all life on the planet and renders it useless for at least 50 game 

years (300+ turns)) requires the application of 10 times the world's total RP potential in points of damage 

to the planet. Continuing the example, a Class M world with an RP potential of 250 would require 2500 

points of damage to devastate it. It would be a little less than a day’s work for the example ship above. 

  

Destroying a planet (a process which leaves only asteroids and floating debris behind, from which a 

planet can never recover) requires the application of 100 times the world's total RP potential in points of 

damage applied to the planet. Thus, a Class M world with an RP potential of 250 would require 25,000 

points of damage to destroy it - a typical heavy cruiser doing 15 points of damage per combat round 

would require 1,667 combat rounds (about 14 hours) to accomplish this task. 

   

No planet may be destroyed without the express intent to do so by the attacking player. 

   

Destroying a colony does not have any significant effect on the planet itself. In particular, the planet is 

available for normal re-colonization by any party thereafter. 

   

The complete destruction of a planet is usually frowned upon by friend and foe alike. 

 

Damage Control & Repairs 
  

Ships and other units will require repair when damaged. The repairs needed may include damage to Hl, 

damage to Sh, and various critical hits. (These are enduring critical hits; some critical hits are of limited 

duration and are thus “repaired” without significant amounts of time, repair resources, or RP 

expenditure.) 

  

A ship will require a repair facility or shipyard with sufficient capacity to hold it in order to be repaired 

in the case of Hl damage and critical hit repair. Thus, repair facilities adequate to the repair of larger 

ships are going to be larger themselves. Gunboats and fighters may be repaired in their hangars. Ground 

troops may be repaired/healed in the barracks and cargo bays that normally house them. Shield repairs do 

not require any special facilities. 

  

The base repair time required for critical hits is 10% of the time it would take to rebuild the unit. The 

cost for such repairs is 10% of the RP building cost of the ship. 

  



 

 

The base repair time for Hl damage is equal to the amount of time it would take the empire repairing the 

vessel to build that much Hl of ship. For example, an empire with a build rate of 6 hull per turn would 

require a base time of 2.5 turns to repair 15 points of Hl damage. The cost of Hl damage repair is equal 

to one half the cost of the Hl repaired, with any Hl provided by armor being assumed to be the first 

damaged. Assuming standard armor and hull costs, this means hull repairs are 3 Hl for 5 RP's and armor 

repairs are 6 Hl for 5 RP's. For example, a ship with 8 pts of hull and 3 pts of ablative armor has suffered 

6 pts of damage. This would require 3x.83 plus 3x1.67 RPs or 7.5 RPs to repair. Three points of armor 

are repaired first and then the final 3 pts of hull are repaired. With a build rate of 6 hull per turn, these 8 

points of hull repair would require two turns in a repair facility. Units in need of serious hull repairs may 

well be scrapped by players if the time and repair facility demands are too extreme. 

  

Shield repairs do not take a significant amount of time to be repaired. In general, shields may be 

assumed to be repaired before a second battle, assuming the RP’s for the repairs are in the same place as 

the ship in need of repair. The GM may in some circumstances rule that sufficient time for shield repairs 

has not occurred. For instance, in the case of attacks in quick succession on bases around one planet in a 

system and then against bases over another planet in the system, time for shield repairs may not 

necessarily have elapsed. The cost for Sh repairs is ¼ the cost of new shields or 0.833 RPs per point 

(3.33 divided by 4), or 6 Sh for 5 RP's. 

   

Repair bays function at twice the base build rate for ship repairs. Hangars function as repair bays for 

their fighters and gunboats. Repair facilities do not affect repair costs. 

  

Damage control and a player's ability to repair damaged ships may be increased through R&D efforts. 

 

Organizations & Battle Tactics 
  

Although organizations and battle tactics are discussed more fully in the Battle Manual, it is appropriate 

to address these issues here as well. 

 
Organization 
  

The organization of a fleet or ground force is essential to a player's success in Fire On The Suns (among 

other things). A well-organized fleet is an efficient fleet. Players who allow their fleets or ground forces 

to become disorganized over the course of several turns will forget where certain ships or ground units 

are, what the strengths and weaknesses of the various ship or ground force types are, and what damage 

needs to be repaired before the unit(s) enter the next battle. 

  

Players may model their fleet and ground unit organizations on those used by real-world naval and 

military organizations, especially if they are playing humans. They may also opt to base organizations on 

graded officers spans of command, in order to fit graded officers into billets more easily and efficiently. 

Lastly, players may adopt a unique, idiosyncratic organization. This may do a lot to help game color, but 

it will be very helpful if the GM can keep it straight as well. 

  

Another element of fleet organization is including in a fleet the capabilities it will require as an organic 

whole for its mission(s). Sheer firepower, based typically on large, tough, powerful units and/or very 

numerous, typically small ones, is the essential element for any main combat force. At least one LRS is 

needed to keep a fleet from being nearly blind to its surroundings. A VLRS will be critical for a force 

operating outside a friendly comm/scan grid, and cargo bays with supplies will be if it is to do so for 

several turns. Some detachments may be useful for throwing out a sensor screen, for blockading worlds, 

or dealing with nearby issues that would be a distraction for the main fleet. A minelayer may be used to 



 

 

beef up the fleet with mines when it stops at a given location. Minesweepers are very handy if the fleet 

should confront mines. A tug to return units with long-term FTL drive damage to a repair facility and/or 

repair ships with the fleet may also come in handy. Players must balance the support needs of a main 

combat fleet with its sheer combat ones – it is very easy to have too much support “tail” to the combat 

“tooth”. 

  

Fleets deployed independently can benefit greatly from the command of the graded officer. While the 

targeting and cloaking bonuses are good, the crucially useful element is the flexibility of command. 

Command initiative will often mean a fleet doing reasonable things in a situation not covered by 

standard orders. 

 

Commerce Raiding Rules 

Requirements to raid commerce 

  

Commerce raiding is used to disrupt an enemy's foreign trade and internal interstellar economy, both 

public and private, and includes both raiding for sheer destruction and for piratical theft. Units to be 

used for commerce raiding must operate in groups that satisfy certain conditions. Any commerce raiding 

group requires one or more long-range sensors and some spacecraft with some weapons that do not 

require ammunition re-supply. In addition, the group as a whole has to be capable of FTL movement. 

The break off and damage ratings of the group must exceed 0% in any combat against freighters, and the 

group must have orders to intercept any targets that may be freighters. (Enemy contacts moving directly 

to intercept the raiders are an exception – no commerce raider needs to go after something that seems 

absolutely to want to meet it!) Raider range 0 LRS's will normally provide level 2 information on targets 

just prior to combat, allowing them to break off if the enemy includes non-freighters. If the player cannot 

get this information due to (e.g.) enemy ECM, the player must order non-zero breakoffs against any 

target or suffer complete interruption of commerce raiding. Commerce raiders must have a sustained 

speed at least as high as the target's cruising speed, and either a higher maximum speed or stealth 

capability. In practice, successful commerce raiders are likely to need either stealth or a sustained speed 

advantage over the target's interception forces, but this is not a technical requirement. One exception is in 

case they have overwhelming firepower, as they might in case of (e.g.) a serious battle fleet that adds 

commerce raiding orders in to its normal operations just to get even nastier at risk of distraction. 

 

Orders to raid commerce require that all applicable commerce in an area be raided; players may not 

single out sector commerce raiding, trade commerce raiding, and cargo transport pool raiding so as  (e.g.) 

to avoid ticking off third parties conducting trade, or to avoid escorts in the cargo transport pool. 

Where to Raid Commerce 

  

Commerce raiders operating as deep into the target’s comm/scan grid as the outermost colony in that area achieve 

sector commerce raiding. For instance, if the enemy has a 2 section comm/scan reach, the commerce raiders need 

to be 2 sections or more inside the comm/scan network to raid that nation's internal commerce.  

   

Trade commerce raiding against a given trade relationship occurs in sections that are either (1) in sector 

commerce raiding areas of either partner, or (2) in the sectors along the closest usable path between the 

trading partners' homeworld sectors. In case of ties for the closest sector(s), the sector closest to that of 

the homeworld wins; in case of additional ties, the sector is selected by the owning state. If you’re 

raiding trade income in an area, you’re raiding all the trade going through that area; trade commerce 

raiding can be selective only if you avoid the area through which a given trade relationship’s trade goes. 



 

 

If all of a state’s trade comes through a small region of space, it can be a critical region for commerce 

raiding – and an obvious place to defend against raiders. A state with the canny traders advantage does not 

lose its trade income if its trade with any given state is raided in that trade partner’s territory. The trade partner still 

loses their portion of the income.  

   

Freighter pool raiding may occur inside the comm/scan grid of any sector in which the pool is being 

used, in proportion to its use there. For example, a state with a 8000 RP pool using 1250 RP's of it in a 

given sector has 1250 RP's worth of it vulnerable to raiding in that sector. 

  

General raiding represents whatever normal, on-map forces the raiders intercept. For any commerce 

raiding, the raiders must have orders to intercept anything not known not to be freighters, which will 

mean interceptions against freighters operating outside the freight pool, warships that can't be told from 

freighters prior to combat, armed freighters, troop transports, etc. The results of such interceptions are 

determined by the Battle Engine or GM discretion in case of unarmed targets. 

Variant Commerce Locations 

  

The standard sector and commerce raiding locations assume the use of continuous drives that move 

pretty much where they like to get from A to B. The standard warp drive is the chief example of such. 

Even drives that operate in a different dimension, like hyperdrive A, will follow the same rules within 

that dimension. 

  

Discontinuous drives (e.g. jump drives), drives that only move from particular location to location (e.g. 

lifeforce drives), ones that avoid certain areas (e.g., hyperdrive A, voidjammer drives), and ones that are 

both discontinuous and location particular (e.g. jump primary drives) will all force adjustments. 

Ultimately, the GM's common sense must guide rulings for all the permutations of drives, sensors, and 

traffic patterns that are likely in such cases. 

Commerce Raiding Losses 

  

A raider qualified for sector commerce raiding does a base 20 times d10 RP's in damage, as modified below, 

assessed against the target's treasury, and shifts the target's Crime Rate society modifier toward the worse. GM's 

may make the d10 roll for each group or one roll for all such raiders from a given nation against a given nation per 

turn as so inclined. 

  

A raider qualified for trade commerce raiding does 10 times d10 RP's in damage to each trade relationship 

exposed to that raider. A trade relationship may not be raided past 5% of its base value. 

  

Each qualified commerce raiding group spending one half or more of the turn in an area subject to cargo 

transport pool raiding as a base 10% chance of intercepting one of the projects the pool is conducting 

there, times the number of projects being conducted in that area that turn.   

  

Only so much of the sector commerce is vulnerable to raiding in a given turn. The base cap for raiding 

damage is d100% of Total RP Production in a given turn. 

The portion of the cargo transport pool intercepted, if any, is a randomly selected project among those 

vulnerable to that raider that turn. The freighters sufficient for that mission are entered into a fleet data 

file and put in combat against the raiding group.  

 The base loss per group, the base cargo transport pool interception chance per group, and the caps 

on raiding damage, are all subject to the following modifiers:  

 

Long-range Sensors: each section of LRS range provides a +10% modifier 



 

 

Very Long-range Sensors: each section of VLRS range provides a +20% modifier, and will apply to any 

other groups in rapid communication with the VLRS-equipped unit within its range 

Speed: each sustained WF factor advantage the raiders have over the target state provides a +10% 

modifier 

Concealment: if the raiders are not generally detectable by enemy units in the same section they receive 

a +20% modifier 

Piracy: if the raiders are out to seize RP’s rather than simply destroy them, a –50% penalty applies; 

many things will get away 

Command: graded officers commanding a group provide a bonus equal to skill level as a percentage 

Numbers: a group including several units individually qualified for commerce raiding receives a 10% 

bonus for the second, a 5% bonus for third, and a 3% bonus for each thereafter 

 

 Rolls for caps use the worst modifiers among all relevant raiding groups.  

 

Example: A Jural Combine commerce raiding group consisting of one unit with a 1 WF sustained speed 

advantage over the enemy's commerce, no concealment advantage, with a range 1 LRS and no graded 

officer in command, spends half its turn in an Grand Star Republic area sustaining four trade 

relationships (two at 500 RP's each [the trade income of two trade partners of the GSR], one at 400 RP's 

and one at 100 RP's [the GSR's income from those two relationships]) and 1250 RP's of cargo transport 

pool use (in one 750 RP and one 500 RP project); the GSR's total RP Production is 6000 RP's. The 

Combine is not attempting piracy. The total modifier to the sector and trade loss figures, the transport 

pool interception chance, and the caps to sector and trade commerce losses is +20%. This is the only 

group raiding the GSR and these trade relationships this turn. 

 

The cap roll for sector commerce comes out to be 24, times 1.2 for 28.8% maximum, or 1728 RP's.  With 

just one raider, the cap for sector raiding is far higher than the Combine can hope to inflict. 

 

The Combine rolls 8 and 5 on the d10 rolls for sector and commerce raiding respectively, for 160 and 50 

RP's of base damage respectively. After the 20% bonus, these come to 192 RP's damage to the GSR's 

treasury and 60RP's lost each to all four relationships, on both sides of each, for 480 RP's lost between 

the GSR and its partners. 

 

The Combine has a chance to intercept one of the GSR cargo transport pool projects of 10%, times 1.2, 

times 2 for the two projects, totaling to a 24% interception chance. The GM rolls a 78; no interception 

occurs. 

 

  

RP's lost to sector commerce raiding are suffered by the states involved as losses to the treasury. If the 

treasury balance is exceeded by raiding losses, the remainder is accessed as deficit spending, with all the 

usual penalties. RP's lost to trade commerce raiding simply reduce the trade income from that 

relationship in that turn. 

 

9.16.4 Piratical Gains 

 Commerce raiders practicing piracy receive d100% of the RP value of the losses they inflict. Two 

modifiers apply to this roll: 

Boarders: the piracy take roll receives a +10% bonus for every 4 AR of boarding parties the raiding 

group has 

Command: graded officers commanding a group provide a bonus equal to skill level as a percentage 

 



 

 

 In addition, any raiding group that captures units during conventional interceptions or those 

generated against the cargo transport pool gains them as well, if they can and choose to keep them. 

 

9.16.5 Countering Commerce Raiding 

9.16.5.1 Closing Colonies to Interstellar Trade 

 States may voluntarily blockade their own colonies. These colonies do not count in the Total RP income 

when the loss to raiders is calculated. However, they do suffer the normal blockade limitations on what can be 

done with those RP’s. Voluntary self-blockade is considered a glaring admission of an inability to stop raiders. 

  Players may, if they have the forces and the urge, use the RP’s of self-blockaded colonies locally 

to generate supply depots, load those depots into freighters, and move those freighters in groups with 

whatever protection they care to devote to other colonies for expenditure. In effect, the player takes all 

the sector’s RP’s out of the vulnerable invisible infrastructure and into a presumably safer on-map 

freighter network. Whether this is more effective than just stopping or disrupting commerce raiders with 

those ample fleet resources is questionable. 

9.16.5.2 Conventional Interception 

 Forces with reaction orders will be able to intercept commerce raiding enemies exactly as they 

would if the raiders didn't have commerce raiding orders. Given the restrictions of commerce raiding 

orders, the raiders will be obliged to assist the contact, at least until they can rule out that the defending 

force is not freighters. Armed freighters in reaction can thus count on an interception any time they can 

reach the raiders, if they do not make a direct intercept course but simply put themselves discretely in the 

raiders' way. 

9.16.5.3 Cargo Transport Pool Escorts 

 Raiders may run into mischief raiding the cargo transport pool in two forms: warship groups 

assigned to convoy escort and armed freighters composing a portion of the pool.  

 Convoy escort warship groups have a probability to participate of 500/total transport pool RP's 

each. E.g., a group escorting a 5000 RP pool has a 10% intercept chance, a 500 RP pool a 100% chance, 

and so on. They may be assigned to the portion of the pool used in a given sector, in which case they 

have zero chance for intercepts elsewhere and 500/total transport pool RP's of assigned portion. Each 

raiding group rolls that chance for each convoy escort group in the relevant area once per turn.  

 Armed freighters will participate with chances proportionate to their contribution to the pool, or 

to that portion if assigned to a given sector. Sneaky players may devote a portion of their cargo transport 

pool – perhaps specifically that portion full of armed freighters – to work in a given sector with cargo 

holds containing no RP's, just to give commerce raiders something toothy to intercept.  

 

Example: The GSR decides to get tough with the Jural Combine raider – a single dinky 27 RP ship 

caused them and their very upset trade partners 672 RP's of sudden damage. The following turn, they 

assign five armed freighters as the entire cargo transport pool for that sector, with one dummy project 

each. They then consider assigning  four frigates in four groups to convoy escort duty. 

 

The relevant cargo transport pool is 600 RP's, from 6 cargo holds each on five armed freighters. Each 

escort group has a 500/600 chance, or 83.3%, of being there for a raider's interception. The GSR player 

realizes that, while she's very likely to get a frigate escorting something the Combine will approach, the 

raider will just break off. The GSR player instead decides to keep the frigates available for conventional 

interception and let the armed freighters draw the raider in to die. 

 

The Combine player has no change in raiding orders this turn. It has a 10% times 1.2 times 5, or 60% 

chance, of intercepting one of the GSR's cargo transport pool projects. The GM rolls a 47, an 



 

 

interception occurs, and the raider is committed to combat with a non-zero breakoff rating against a 

GSR armed freighter, which happens to have six times the raider's firepower and five times Sh and Hl 

total. The raider is... not available for raiding by the Combine in the following turn. 

9.17.0 Flag Officers and Crew Grade 

9.17.1 Graded officers 

 Graded Officers are responsible for the command, control & communications (C3) within a fleet. 

Outside of direct command authority, graded officers are the ones who provide fleets with the ability to 

operate independently (i.e. graded officers can issue orders to the fleet independent of the central 

authority). Graded officers issue and are responsible for the orders governing the tactics, strategies, 

doctrine, training, mission assignments, supply, and other factors which affect a fleet during the game. 

Graded officers should all be "named" as they are probably the closest thing to "personalities" aside from 

the government's leadership that a player is going to encounter in FOTS. GM's may further expect each 

to have some at least marginal characterization as individuals by players. 

9.17.1.1 Graded officer ranks  

 Graded officers come primarily in varieties designated as follows, 

Fleet Admiral - Politically-appointed shore commanders with the rank of Admiral assigned to command 

several or all of the fleets in a player's navy, but still classed as an experienced officer; while aboard ship, 

a Fleet Admiral can provide independent fleet command, control & communications factors (C3) (Note: 

The ground forces version of a Fleet Admiral would be a 5-star General (simply "General")). The 

standard span of command of a Fleet Admiral is 65 or more starships or starship equivalents. A ground 

force General’s span of command is 385 or more hull size points of ground units, 513 or more OAC’s or 

aircraft, or 65 or more wet naval ships. 

Admiral - Usually a shore command rank in charge of a single fleet of ships; has much the same ability 

as a Fleet Admiral (without all the political attachments); the ground forces version would be a 4-star 

General (usually Major General). The standard span of command of an Admiral is 33 to 64 starships or 

starship equivalents. A ground force Major General’s span of command is 193 to 384 hull size points of 

ground units, 257 to 512 OAC’s or aircraft, or 33 to 64 wet naval ships. 

Vice Admiral - Usually a fleet assignment rank in charge of a single fleet of ships; has much the same 

ability as an Admiral (without all the political attachments), but with slightly less time in grade; the 

ground forces version would be a 3-star General (usually Lieutenant General). The standard span of 

command of a Vice Admiral is 17 to 32 starships or starship equivalents. A ground force Lieutenant 

General’s span of command is 97 to 192 hull size points of ground units, 129 to 256 OAC’s or aircraft, 

or 17 to 32 wet naval ships. 

Rear Admiral - Usually a fleet assignment rank in charge of a single task force or fleet of ships; has 

much the same ability as a Vice Admiral (without all the political attachments), but with slightly less 

time in grade; the ground forces version would be a 2-star General (usually Brigadier General). The 

standard span of command of a Rear Admiral is 9 to 16 starships or starship equivalents. A ground force 

Brigadier General’s span of command is 49 to 96 hull size points of ground units, 65 to 128 OAC’s or 

aircraft, or 9 to 16 wet naval ships. 

Commodore - Usually a task force assignment rank in charge of a small task force or group of ships; has 

much the same ability as a Captain, but with slightly more time in grade (Commodore is often an 

"honorary rank given any visiting Captain onboard a ship as there can be only one Captain of a ship); the 

ground forces version would be a regimental commander, usually a Colonel. The standard span of 

command of a Commodore is 5 to 8 starships or starship equivalents. A ground force Colonel’s span of 

command is 25 to 48 hull size points of ground units, 33 to 64 OAC’s or aircraft, or 5 to 8 wet naval 

ships. 



 

 

Captain - Usually a ship assignment rank in charge of a single ship; the ground forces version would be 

a regimental or battalion commander (usually a Colonel). The standard span of command of a Captain is 

3 to 4 starships or starship equivalents. (Captains will often occupy posts one span below the game-

mechanical standard.) A ground force Lt. Colonel’s span of command is 13 to 24 hull size points of 

ground units, 17 to 32 OAC’s or aircraft, or 3 to 4 wet naval ships. 

Commander - Usually a ship assignment rank in charge of a single light ship such as a destroyer or light 

cruiser; the ground forces version would be a regimental or battalion commanders subordinate (usually a 

Major). The standard span of command of a Commander is 1 to 2 starships or starship equivalents. A 

ground force Major’s span of command is 4 to 12 hull size points of ground units, 5 to 16 OAC’s or 

aircraft, or 1 to 2 wet naval ships. 

Lieutenant Commander - Usually a ship assignment rank in charge of a single gunboat or fighter 

squadron; the ground forces version would be a company commander (usually a Captain). The standard 

span of command of a Lieutenant Commander is 0 to .5 starships or starship equivalents. A ground force 

Captain’s span of command is 0 to 3 hull size points of ground units or 0 to 4 OAC’s or aircraft. 

 Flag officers are "purchased" in much the same manner as ground forces are purchased. The cost 

of a flag officer represents his training, experience, background, and ability to a certain extent – 

specifically the range of units which he is optimally able to command. The GM also applies a random 

roll to determine the actual ability of a flag officer. Span of command and skill vary independently; there 

will be great and good Fleet Admirals, great and good Lt. Commanders, and everything in between. No 

graded officer will be without some benefit to his command.  

9.17.1.2 Graded officers spans of command and costs  

The costs and command spans for flag officers are as follows: 

Rank:   Cost:  Command Span*: 

Fleet Admiral  128 RP's 65+ starships 

Admiral  64 RP's 33-64 starships 

Vice Admiral  32 RP's 17-32 starships 

Rear Admiral  16 RP's 9-16 starships 

Commodore  8 RP's  5-8 starships 

Captain  4 RP's  3-4 starships 

Commander  2 RP's  1-2 starships 

Lt. Commander 1 RP  0-.5 starships 

* Bases and wet naval units count as starships. Every 6 base hull points of boarding party, IWU, or 

standard ground unit counts as 1 starship equivalent. Every 2 gunboats (or equivalent) or 8 fighters, 

OAC's, aircraft, or equivalent count as 1 starship equivalent. 

 STL small craft or battle riders are included free of command requirements over and above their 

carrier or battle tender. STL starships other than battle riders still count as starships for command span. 

Units under another officer’s span of command that would not require an officer - e.g., STL fighters 

operating from a carrier - may still have officers assigned to command them, so long as the commanding 

officer is lower in rank than the officer commanding the next higher rung on the span of command. For 

example, a flight of 4 STL fighters may be under a Lt. Commander, in a squadron of 16 under a 

Commander, flying from a carrier with a Captain in command, possibly with several such squadrons 

commanded by Commanders including flights commanded by Lt. Commanders. 

 Officers are normally assigned a billet within their command span. They suffer no skill penalties 

with a command in the rank just below them, but professional upset is possible. Professional upset is also 

possible if billets are available appropriate to the officer's rank that are unfilled. Repercussions of 

professional upset are at GM's discretion. 

 Officers offer no bonuses assigned to any other billet more than one rank below normal or any 

above. For example, a Captain may be assigned to a Commander’s billet of 1-2 ships or the standard 3-4 

ships of the Captain’s billet, but not less than 1 starship equivalent or more than 4. 



 

 

9.17.1.3 Graded officer bonuses  

 Graded officers have various abilities and effects based upon their rank and cost as follows. First, 

any graded officer may issue orders independent of imperial command. Second, each grded officer will 

also have a skill ranking from 1-10. Based upon this skill ranking, his abilities are as follows, 

1) +1% targeting, Cloaks are +1% effective, 1 point bonus to break off value in case of ground troops 

2) +2% targeting, Cloaks are +2% effective, 2 point bonus to break off value in case of ground troops 

3) +3% targeting, Cloaks are +3% effective, 3 point bonus to break off value in case of ground troops 

4) +4% targeting, Cloaks are +4% effective, 4 point bonus to break off value in case of ground troops 

5) +5% targeting, Cloaks are +5% effective, 5 point bonus to break off value in case of ground troops 

6) +6% targeting, Cloaks are +6% effective, 6 point bonus to break off value in case of ground troops 

7) +7% targeting, Cloaks are +7% effective, 7 point bonus to break off value in case of ground troops 

8) +8% targeting, Cloaks are +8% effective, 8 point bonus to break off value in case of ground troops 

9) +9% targeting, Cloaks are +9% effective, 9 point bonus to break off value in case of ground troops 

10) +10% targeting, Cloaks are +10% effective, 10 point bonus to break off value in case of ground 

troops 

 Skill level is determined for an officer by a d10 roll when raised. Skill level can increase with 

experience. Skill level increases by one with two turns spent in command in an appropriate billet. Skill 

level increases by one more with four more turns spent in command in an appropriate billet and at least 

one battle survived. Skill level increases by a third point total with another 8 turns in command in an 

appropriate billet and at least two more battles survived. 

9.17.1.4 Other graded officer notes  

 Ground officers are used to command ground units, including boarding parties. They may not 

command spacecraft, and naval officers may not command ground units.  Graded officers commanding 

boarding parties provide them a bonus to AR equal to their targeting bonus, rounded mathematically. For 

instance, a boarding party commanded by an officer with a skill level 8 would receive an 8% bonus to 

AR. 

 Officers may be promoted to higher ranks, by one rank per turn. This is normally to get those 

with higher skill levels into greater spans of command. The full cost of the new rank must be paid, and 

the officer retains his previous skill roll. Officer promotion in this manner requires that the officer see 

combat that turn, or be at an appropriate training academy. 

 Officer bonuses stack, so long as the officers are of different ranks and each with a span of 

command entirely within that of the next highest officer. For instance, in case of a Lt. Commander 

commanding a gunboat in a squadron commanded by a Commodore in a fleet commanded by an 

Admiral, that gunboat could receive a target bonus equal to the total of those three officers' bonus. Target 

bonuses from command alone may not exceed 40 points without additional research. 

 Officers commanding a single unit require a CIC for full effect; bonus is halved otherwise. 

Officers serving in a billet above that of Captain and commanding multiple units require a flag bridge for 

full effect; bonus is halved otherwise.  

9.17.2 Crew Grade 
 Crews can be "trained" to perform better under combat conditions. The grades to which a crew 

can be trained are as follows, 

Regular/Average 

Crack 

Elite 

Guard 

 All crews begin as "green". Green crews must be drilled to become regular. It requires 1 turn of 

drilling (usually accomplished during a ship's "shakedown" cruise) for a Green crew to become regular. 

 It requires 2 more turns of drilling for a Regular crew to become Crack. 



 

 

  It requires 4 more turns of drilling and at least one battle survived for a crew to become Elite. 

 It requires 8 more turns of drilling and at least 2 battles survived for a crew to become Guard. 

Thus, for a Green crew to become a Guard crew requires 15 turns of drilling and the survival of at least 3 

battles. 

 Crew grade affects the performance of a ship in combat as follows, 

Green  -10% targeting 

Regular No effect upon targeting 

Crack  +5% targeting 

Elite  +10% targeting 

Guard  +20% targeting 

 As can be seen, losing a ship with a Guard crew can be a devastating loss considering their 

potential value in combat and the slim chances of getting a crew to such a status. 

 Grade based targeting bonuses provide the same percentage bonus to boarding party Attack 

Rating (AR), rounding mathematically. For instance, an Elite BP would enjoy a 10% increase in AR. 

  

 



 

 

Psionics 
 

Races in games of FOTS may be psionic. While this may refer to some spectacular mental abilities (such 

as hiding a ship from view), it will more commonly refer to obscure quirks of neurobiology and 

physiology.  

   

The monsters known as Thought Eaters, for example, subsist by feeding on the neurotransmitter 

chemicals of a variety of sentient species. While not strictly a psionic ability, their “intellivore” 

physiology is considered to be a Level III Telepathy/Empathy skill, which is simply called Eating. 

   

Some psionic abilities appear to ignore the laws of physics. For example, Cloaking, a Level II 

Telepathy/Empathy skill, can affect people reading LR scan displays dozens of light years away, even if 

the psion performing the Cloaking is unaware of their presence. Also, the Unspeakable Ones' intrusion 

into our reality (FOTS Game 3) caused sensitives across Known Space to collapse all at once, in 

complete defiance of the lightspeed limit to natural communication. It is possible these abilities are 

keyed through higher-dimensional space, in which every point in the universe can be said to coexist in a 

single 1-dimensional point. 

  

In order to build a psionic race under the Design rules, you must first spend 10 Attribute Points (AP) on 

the Racial Trait of Psionic Ability. This is required for any psionic discipline, and allows the player to 

choose a single Level I Telepathic/Empathic, Level II, or Extrasensory Perception Skill. Additional 

Level I or ESP skills, after a psionic discipline paid for with 10 AP, cost 5 AP a piece. Level II 

Telepathic/Empathic skills cost 10 AP each, whether or not other disciplines have been purchased. Level 

III Telepathic/Empathic skills may not be purchased as part of a Designer Race, and may not be 

researched until a psionic monster or NPR race has been encountered which possesses that ability. 

   

In standard FOTS sufficient psions are assumed either naturally to occur in the population of a psionic 

race or to be trainable out of that population. 

   

Building a Psionic race is not without disadvantages. The GM may rule that certain non-psionic races 

cause severe and inadvertent psionic interference among your people (see the effects of Shrieking, 

below). Machine races will be entirely unaffected by the offensive Telepathy/-Empathy powers they 

have no fallible subjective perceptions to muddle. (Your defensive Extrasensory Perception disciplines 

will work against them, though.) You will be more vulnerable to certain types of monster, and will 

indeed tend to attract such creatures. Also, you may not choose Hyperspace Drive as your method of 

FTL travel; the physics of that domain drive Psions mad. 

   

Research into Psionics should not generally be construed as technology, but as a process of learning to 

expand existing skills. It does not produce new equipment per se, but allows a race's Psions to learn the 

newly developed method/skill. All new areas of Psionics being researched begin at the discovery stage of 

research; any pre-existing disciplines require a research plus development to improve the effect of the 

discipline.  

   

A non-psionic race may bioengineer Psions by pursuing research into both Psionic and Biological tech, 

although this will require access to members of a psionic race or monster. Any research into psionics is 

very expensive, and will require multiple successes. 

 A non-psionic race may develop technological means of countering particular psi abilities. This 

will also require access to members of a psionic race or monster, but might be cheaper than conventional 



 

 

psionic research. Note that research subjects need not be willing volunteers. POWs or beings collected 

through intel operations will suffice. 

   

Psionic abilities, for game purposes, are divided into three categories for in-game purchase and use. The 

psionic abilities may be societal, unit-based, or cabal-based. Societal psionic abilities are those that are a 

part of the society as a whole; there aren’t any specific units that have them. Harmonizing is a classic 

example of this, as is Dreaming. Unit-based psionic abilities are those that tend to affect the functioning 

of whole FOTS units, and cause the unit to pay an increased cost for their use. While there might be 

groups of individuals involved who constitute a cabal, this doesn’t show up at the level of game 

mechanics. Cloaking is an example of a unit-based psionic ability; if you want a ship to have psionic 

Cloaking, you need to pay a +15% unit surcharge on it (in addition to needing the Cloaking ability in the 

first place). The cost of Cloaking will depend on the base cost of the unit. Unit-based abilities have no 

effect on the construction time of most units built with them. Ground units with psionic abilities, 

however, require a second turn of training. Cabal-based abilities are built around cabal, discrete teams of 

psionically adept individuals. A cabal is treated as a 0,0,0,1 ground unit, but as it consists of far fewer 

individuals, it can function in any flag bridge or barracks space, including one being put to other uses. 

The base cost of a cabal is 10 RP’s. However, it takes a +15% unit surcharge for each psionic ability it 

carries. The cabal can be trained in one turn if it has only one psionic ability. Finding and Illuminating 

are two examples of cabal-based psionic abilities. A Finding cabal will cost 12 RP’s, and is normally 

assigned to one sector or another to foil espionage in their zone. An Illuminating cabal attached to a fleet 

(typically working from the flagship and its flag bridge) will negate enemy psionic Cloaking for the 

entire immediate fleet. Cabal-based abilities may also be treated as unit-based abilities for ground units; 

one could, for instance, build an Illuminating space marine division, for a second turn of training time 

and a +15% surcharge for the unit. 

   

Many psionic abilities may be combined in the same cabal or other unit. For example, it is possible 

(though expensive) to create a Burner/Dancer Powered Armor unit. Players are encouraged to suggest 

different combinations, and entirely new disciplines. Remember that in all cases, the GM’s ruling on 

feasibility is final. 

  

Machine races may never develop psi abilities, although they may develop their own equivalents through 

nanotechnology and other exotic means



 

 

Telepathy / Empathy 

Level I – Listening 

 The 10 AP Racial Trait Psionic Ability grants any one, or an ESP discipline. Each additional 

costs 5 AP. 

Translating: To reflect the ability to work in the native language of the scientific texts, Translating 

races get a 25% bonus to RP’s spent on R&D from each free communication bonus rather than 20%, and 

enjoy a base cost of 200 RP’s for tech transfers rather than 250 RPs. Transfers are completed at the end 

of a turn and are ready to be used the following turn. 

Linking: Allows perfect synchronicity between two minds on different ships or in different ground 

combat units. This emulates the effects of Datalinking in the Battle Engine. Linking is a unit-based 

ability; however, it, like Datalink and unlike most psionic unit-based abilities, is free. 

Calling: Caller Cabals supercede FTL Communications rules. A TF/TG with one aboard always 

responds to orders, regardless of distance. This also increases the chance of tactical surprise, as such 

ships can maintain communications silence. Note there must be a Caller Cabal at your homeworld for 

this to work. Calling is a cabal-based ability. 

Intercepting: Interceptor Cabals possess the ability to “listen in” on another race’s psionic 

communication, possibly catching fleet orders being transmitted by Callers or other sensitive 

information. A psionic Traffic Analysis unit, if you will. Intercepting is a cabal-based ability. 

Level II  Interfering  

 Each enhanced ability costs 10 AP, requires Psionic Ability. 

Shrieking: General psionic “white noise” broadcast interference, causing headaches, loss of 

concentration, and possibly temporary madness in unshielded individuals. The end result is similar to 

ECM Tech. This can be developed as a general, low strength counter to any race, or a powerful counter 

designed for use against a specific race, and useless against all others. Certain non-psionic races may 

have this effect on psionic ones, such as the particularly strong feedback human minds cause in close 

proximity to Q’Tez. The general, low-strength counter variety of Shrieking is a cabal-based ability; the 

race-specific variety is a societal one. 

Cloaking: A unit with Cloaking is one trained to make even relatively distant observers pay it no 

attention. It broadcasts “ignore me” psionic suggestions all about. A unit with functioning Cloaking is 

invisible to psi-susceptible units more distant than tactical combat range and less distant than the current 

range of cloaking devices, the system used to project psionic impulses over astronomical distances. Units 

entering tactical range are in sufficient instinctive danger that the “ignore me” suggestions simply 

become unacceptable. Units beyond the influence distance are not sufficiently “hit” with the suggestion 

to ignore the Cloaked units. The initial range for Cloaking is 0 sections; only units inside that section and 

outside tactical combat range are incapable of noticing the Cloaked units. This remains a very handy 

effect, however, in that enemy interception forces need to cover that range between being too distant for 

the effect and being too close for it, during which time they can’t notice the Cloaked unit and can’t really 

get over the mental blocks to locate the Cloaked units within the section. Range may be increased by one 

section per Development success. Nothing done by the Cloaked unit but altering the range or voluntarily 

ceasing to be Cloaked will void the effect. Psi-shielding and Illuminating are examples of effects on the 

observer’s part that can void the effect. 

  Cloaked units will ordinarily enjoy a surprise effect. They do not otherwise enjoy a 

tactical benefit to Cloaking; once you notice them at all, there’s nothing but the shock to impede locking 

weapons on them. Minefields will not be surprised by Cloaked units. 

  Cloaking is a unit-based ability and carries a 15% unit surcharge. 

Masking: The ability to make others to perceive you as someone other than you are. Adds a 10% bonus 

to intelligence and counterintelligence rolls. Failed intelligence operations have a 25% chance of being 

attributed to a random third party. Also allows units to be trained with Masking, allowing them to 



 

 

appear, at least on the face of it, as units of a third power or something totally unknown. Masking is a 

unit-based ability for this application. 

Casting: Units with Casting create illusory duplicates in the minds of the enemy, causing many shots to 

land harmlessly on targets that don’t actually exist. A unit with Casting carries a FLICKER 50 tag; when 

an attack is “blocked” by the flicker effect, it has been aimed at the duplicate and so does no damage. 

Casting is a unit-based ability. 

Burning: A crippling/incapacitating directed version of Shrieking, strong enough to cause 

hallucinations, delirium, or permanent psychosis. Any ground unit type can be built as a Burner unit, and 

receives a 50% boost to damage ratings and a 10 point DEFENSE bonus. Psionic combat units tend to be 

disproportionately expensive, and slow to train. Burning is a unit-based ability. 

Hushing: A psionic “ECCM” ability which counters Shrieking. Hushing is a cabal-based ability. 

Illuminating: Counters Cloaking and attempts to Mask ships as another race’s. Illuminating is a cabal-

based ability. 

Reading: Actually tracing the pattern of another’s thoughts, and browsing the accrued contents of their 

mind. The ultimate lie detector; counters the Masking bonus to intelligence and counterintelligence rolls. 

If a race possesses both Masking and Reading, it may spy on non-psionic enemies virtually at will, with 

minimal chance of detection. Reading is cabal-based ability. 

Scattering: Counters and dispels the mental illusions created by Caster Cabals. Scattering is a cabal-

based ability. 

Quenching: Quencher Cabals counter the psionic abilities of enemy Burner units, reducing them to just 

another ground unit. Quenching is a cabal-based ability. 

Level III – Controlling  

 These disciplines are only available to monsters and NPR’s, the “bad guys.” 

Eating: Eaters strip neurotransmitters from a brain immediately upon direct physical contact, usually for 

the purposes of nourishment. Every organic enemy ground unit’s Hl rating is reduced to one in 

ground/boarding combat – once defenses are breached by Eaters, the troops are quickly “devoured.” 

Death of the mindless body is quite swift. Treatment as a unit-based, cabal-based, or societal psionic 

ability is at GM discretion. 

Chilling: Chillers cause irrational fear in enemy forces, drastically lowering their break off level. 

Treatment as a unit-based, cabal-based, or societal psionic ability is at GM discretion. 

Twisting: Twisters subtly alter the electrical activity and chemical balance of a brain, allowing memory 

and personality reconstruction. Useful in creating deep cover agents, double agents, loyal servant races, 

or in taking over a world without a fight. Think pod people. Treatment as a unit-based, cabal-based, or 

societal psionic ability is at GM discretion. 

Flaying: Flayers are capable of quickly and brutally ripping the personality and will from a being, 

effectively taking control of their body. At the start of ground/boarding combat, a roll is made for each 

enemy unit present - each success brings one of them to your side for the duration of the battle. Unlike 

the victims of Eaters, after combat is concluded the flayed units survive, and continue to serve as your 

loyal soldiers. Future attempts to exert any form of psionic control over flayed units will be fruitless; 

there is no mind left to effect. Players may flay their own units to combat psionic races. While morally 

reprehensible, such troops ignore the combat effects of all psionic disciplines. Just pray this doesn’t 

make it on to GNN. Treatment as a unit-based, cabal-based, or societal psionic ability is at GM 

discretion. 

Breeding: Breeders are a nasty variant of Flayers, which alter the neurochemistry of their victims such 

that they become new Flayer-type monsters upon the conclusion of combat. Breeder infestations are best 

left unmolested, or annihilated from orbit. Treatment as a unit-based, cabal-based, or societal psionic 

ability is at GM discretion. 

 



 

 

Extrasensory Perception 
 The 10 AP Racial Trait Psionic Ability grants any one, or a Level 1 Tel/Emp discipline. Each 

additional costs 5 AP. 

Dancing: A “danger sense” and acute 3D situational awareness. This provides ships of any size a 10 

point DEFENSE bonus, or a 30 point DEFENSE bonuse on any ship of Hl 14 or smaller. Larger vessels 

are too cumbersome and unmaneuverable to benefit to that degree from the few seconds of warning this 

skill would provide their helmsmen. Any ground unit may also be built as a Dancer Cabal. Dancing is a 

unit-based ability. 

Finding: Finder Cabals are Security and Secret Police units par excellence. All non-psionic enemy intel 

operations in their sector automatically fail, usually in the most disastrous way possible. Finding is a 

cabal-based ability. 

Seeking: Seeker Cabals are inexplicably drawn to psionic ruptures, spatial anomalies, 

paleotechnological artifacts, undiscovered sentient races, and monsters. You’ll never know which until 

you get there. Seeking is a cabal-based ability.  

Echoing: This ability is hard to make practical use of, but creative players will find innumerable 

applications. This is the ability to recover knowledge about the history of any object merely by physical 

contact and meditation. One application of Echoing may be assigned mechanics as follows: An Echoing 

cabal at work on a recovered derelict or archaeological ruins provides a 50% bonus to RP’s spent on 

reverse-engineering or dig efforts. Echoing is a cabal-based ability. 

Dreaming: The ability to gain impressions or glimpses of the future. This is the most unreliable of the 

ESP disciplines, and you will be unable to use it on demand. Rather, this is a device for the GM to use to 

move the plot along, with hints and suggestions of what will occur. If you believe that forewarned is 

forearmed, you will want this discipline. Dreaming is a societal ability.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

The Battle Manual 
 

The Battle Engine (BE) is a remarkably flexible number cruncher for abstract combat. Through the use 

of its tag system, a wide variety of units and battlefield conditions can be simulated. 

  

Formats 
 

The current incarnation of the BE reads in two CSV (plain text comma separated values) files that 

describe two fleets, armies, mobs, etc. and pits them against each other.  The format includes group 

information and unit information.  The BE can handle 9,999 units per side; a unit can range in size from 

a nano missile on up to city-sized space stations. 

 

The first line of a CSV describes the fleet. The values (in order) are RaceName, FleetName, Break off, 

ShipsTotal, FleetStrength, ShipsLeft, TargetBonus, TargetPriority, Reserve.  All fields are required, the 

first are strings of characters and should be in quotes so that punctuation or numbers will not confuse the 

program. 

"G'runge Empire","2nd Strike" 

 

The next six numbers control various fleet-wide attributes.  Break off  is a percentage value that 

represents the minimum break off point of the whole fleet.  A value of 20 is 20%, ShipsTotal is the 

number of ships in the fleet.  FleetStrength is the total hull points of the fleet. ShipsLeft is normally the 

same number as ShipsTotal.  TargetBonus is a fleet wide modifier to combat that can be set to a non-zero 

value for a number of reasons: fleet control units, exceptional admirals and commanders, general 

technological advantages, etc.  TargetPriority is similar to fleet wide hull targeting without the ability to 

set the scope of the hull search.  Reserve used to be a fleet wide reserve trigger, but it is now replaced 

with per unit RESERVE tags, leave it set to zero. 

  

Assuming three ships with a hull of 10 each, we can have a fleet data line like this: 

 "G'runge Empire","2nd Strike",20,3,30,3,0,0,0 

The unit data lines take up the remainder of the CSV file.  The fields are all numbers with the exception 

of the first and the last which are strings of characters.  As before, all strings should be in quotes to 

prevent the program from tripping on numbers or punctuation.  The fields are ShipStr, MaxBeam, 

CurBeam, MaxShield, CurShield, MaxTorp, CurTorp, MaxHull, CurHull, CurDam, Status, Ammo, and 

Special.  The reason for maximum and current ratings is to allow for damaged ships in a fleet.  Status 

and Ammo are no longer used since TAGs in the special string of characters allow for better design and 

control.  They should be set to zero. 

 Our generic G'runge cruiser has a 10 hull with 20 equipment spaces.  This allows room for six 

beams, seven shields, six torps, and one space for whatever specialty equipment is desired at design time. 

"G'runge cruiser A",6,6,7,7,6,6,10,10,0,0,0,"" 

Note that the Special field is present even if there is nothing there.  All data lines much end in a carriage 

return or the program can not read it.  This is especially important for the last line of the file.  If this were 

a missile-launching unit, the unit data line might look this: 

"G'runge cruiser A" 6,6,7,7,6,6,10,10,0,0,0,"MIS0011 AMMO 10" 

The full CSV file would be: 

"G'runge Empire","2nd Strike",20,3,30,3,0,0,0 

"G'runge cruiser A",6,6,7,7,6,6,10,10,0,0,0,"MIS0011 AMMO 10" 

"G'runge cruiser B",6,6,7,7,6,6,10,10,0,0,0,"MIS0011 AMMO 10" 

"G'runge cruiser C",6,6,7,7,6,6,10,10,0,0,0,"MIS0011 AMMO 10" 



 

 

In the battle report, it would show up as: 

Battle Round 1 

Attackers are the G'runge Empire, 2nd Strike Fleet. 

Current group Break-off level is 20% 

The Ships are currently listed as: 

G'runge cruiser A Bm=6 Sh=7 Tp=6 Hl=10 "MIS0011 AMMO 10 " 

G'runge cruiser B Bm=6 Sh=7 Tp=6 Hl=10 "MIS0011 AMMO 10 " 

G'runge cruiser C Bm=6 Sh=7 Tp=6 Hl=10 "MIS0011 AMMO 10 " 

While I used ships and fleets in these examples, I could have easily used cowboys and indians, 

dinosaurs, or WWI dreadnoughts.  Some of you may have noticed the references to 'Fleet' and 'Ships' in 

the report.  You can use whatever you want.  There is a pick list of the most common choices or you can 

make your own.  [I recently typed in "Flarg/Snorgats" and it worked just fine.] 

Current Unit Tags as of version 4.2: 

AF #        anti-fighter only targeting    1=beam, 2=torp, 3=both 

The AF tag is similar to the SCAN tag except that it searches for presence of the FIGHTER or MINE tag 

and if it fails to find such a tag if does not fire.  This allows the BE to model fighter scale point defense 

and mine sweeping systems.  AF can be used in brackets, it is all lower case and there is no need for the 

scope field since it only applies to that attack. 

AMMO ##     unit can only use torps/batteries for X rounds 

The AMMO tag only affects the torp rating.  It represents the number of salvoes that a unit can fire.  If a 

ship is surprised or disabled, it will not expend ammunition needlessly.  In brackets, AMMO is used for 

any type of attack beam/torp/energy melee weapon, whatever.  

AR #        resistant armor of X strength 

Resistant armor is the uber defense of the BE.  It stops all forms of damage up to its rating per attack.  It 

is never depleted.  Its one weakness is critical hits.  HEAT, VIBRO, DIS and other special effects can 

'work around' heavy resistant defenses. Resistant armor is usually reserved for advance races or 

supernaturally tough units. AR is not used in brackets. 

ARTILLERY # unit can fire from reserve    1=beam, 2=torp, 3=both 

The ARTILLERY tag allows units to fire from the back of the group. Units with the RESERVE tag can 

not normally fire until activated. The tag does not affect normal attacks and has none of the properties 

that are associated with the LONG tag.  Think of the difference between pack howitzers and full blown 

artillery units. ARTILLERY can be used in brackets, it is all lower case and there is no need for the 

scope (beam/torp/both) field since it only applies to that attack. 

BIO         use the bio-ship crit table 

This is not the 'critter' tag.  BIO units are large enough to be boarded by marines and generally react to 

damage as a starship does. 

BP ## ##    Boarding party of X attack strength and Y defense value 

Boarding parties range from wicked spores to marines in power armor.  Their attack strength in 

compared against the defender’s hull and defensive BP value.  If they can overwhelm the defense, they 

roll on a special 'critical hit' table and can possibly capture an enemy unit.  BPs can not attack targets 

with the FIGHTER, SOLID, MINE, or GROUND tags. 

If the unit is using brackets, weapons can be turned into 'bp' attacks.  Bracketed boarding party attacks 

can take advantage of special tags such as pen. 

  "Sample CA",10,12,8,15,"BP 0 6 [10][10][3 bp][3 bp]" 

BREAK ##    break off percentage 

The morale of the fleet can be determined by its break off percentage.  The lower the number the less 

damage the fleet or army as a whole can take before fleeing.  So, a break off percentage of 100 means 

fight to the death and a break off of 1% means flee after being scratched. 

BUILDING    use the ground facility crit table 



 

 

When the 20/40/60/80/100 percent break points are reached the unit takes a critical hit as normal, but 

they are rolled on the building table instead of the default starship table. 

CAPTURED    ship captured 

Similar to being crippled, the unit is generally protected from attack by both sides.  Actual ownership of 

the unit after the battle is determined by the game master.   

CARRIER     ship is vulnerable to hanger hits 

When the 20/40/60/80/100 percent break points are reached the unit takes a critical hit as normal, but 

they are rolled on the carrier table instead of the default starship table.  Some crit tables can be nested, 

for example a bio-ship carrier would have the BIO and the CARRIER tag. 

CLOAK       unit is cloaked 

This can be psionic, magical, or electromagnetic cloaking.  Being invisible in a buffalo herd is different 

from the whole herd being invisible.  For a unit to gain tactical surprise (a free round of fire) the whole 

fleet must be cloaked.  If the fleet consists of mixed units, cloaked units become very difficult to lock on 

to, but this does not mean that they are immune to attack.  The effect only lasts for one combat round. 

CRACK #     shield cracker weapons  1=beam, 2=torp, 3=both 

Also known as shield disruptors, CRACK attacks inflict double damage to shields and zero damage to 

hulls.  Ships with shield cracking weapons usually have some back up weapons to inflict hull or bodily 

damage.  CRACK can be used with brackets, the tag is all lower case with no scope field. 

CREW ##     determines crew levels  default is 100 

Ships are assumed to have 100% of their needed crew onboard. Due to critical hits and special weapon 

attacks, this level can be reduced significantly.  If the level reaches zero, the crew is incapacitated and 

the ship is crippled.  Units with SOLID, FIGHTER, MINE, or GROUND tags are immune to crew 

levels. CREW 100 tags are not required.  The BE will generate a crew tag, if one is needed.  In theory, a 

ship can be over-staffed and have a CREW level higher than 100%. 

CRIT ##     selects a specific critcal hit table to use 

 The default for any unit that can take a critical hit is table five.  Tables 6 through 11 correspond 

to the building, carrier, orbital, volatile, bioship, and vehicle tags.  Custom critical hit tables allow for 

unique units and abilities.  For example, if you have a race that can live in a vacuum, you can add a 

custom critical hit table will all the hull breech flags set to zero. 

CRIPPLE     unit is crippled, no weapons fire 

Bad news.  Can't shoot.  Can't move.  And, unlike the CAPTURED tag, the enemy can still attack you.  

This effect lasts for the remainder of the battle or until the unit's destruction. 

DAMAGE ##   this is a unit's personal break off percentage 

Unlike the break off percentage where low is cowardly, the DAMAGE tag checks against the hull or 

shield remaining.  This value can be higher than 100%.  So, a value of 1 means fight until you are 99% 

damage.  A value of 100 means fight until your shield rating is reduced to zero.  And, a value of 150 

means fight until you have lost half of your shields. 

DEFENSE ##  defensive bonus a miss is a clean miss 

Used for ECM, magic spells, psionic defense, or agility, each point directly subtracts from the enemy's 

chance to hit you.  In a base 50% system, a DEFENSE of 49 or greater means that only 1% of attacks 

might hit, baring other modifiers.  [The BE has a minimum chance to hit of 1%.] 

DELAY ##    reserve unit for specified number of rounds 

DELAY is used as an additional trigger for the RESERVE tag.  It can used to form multiple waves of 

fighters.   A delay of one will activate units on round two and remove them from the reserve. DELAY 

does nothing without the presence of a RESERVE tag. 

DIS #       disabling weapons  1=beam, 2=torp, 3=both 

 DIS is part of the family of weapons that can generate spontaneous crit hits on the enemy.  DIS 

stands for disabling and disruption. It can be used in weapon brackets; the tag is all lower case with no 

scope field. 

DL A        Data Link to group 'A', values range from A-Z & a-z 



 

 

Data links allow units to slave their weapons together and attack a single target, each attack is treated 

individually.  Currently, data links can not be used with attacks in brackets. 

DRIFTING    unit's engines are temporarily disabled 

 The DRIFTING tag prevents a unit from fleeing for one combat round.  This can be the result of 

shell shock, a blow to the head, or the engines being taken off line.  The unit can still fight if it has any 

functional weapons. 

FEARLESS    unit is too brave (or too stupid) to flee 

 Normally, when a unit loses any chance to be combat effective, it immediately tries to flee.  But, 

some units are too stubborn to let go that easily and are willing to take a bullet for a friend that can still 

fight.  Robots, insect hordes, and orc berserkers could all take advantage of the FEARLESS tag.  This tag 

is also helpful in creating special units such as a ship loaded with boarding party attacks or a decoy. 

  Note:  A FEARLESS unit will still follow orders and obey break off and damage thresholds, if they are 

set. 

FIELD #     field effect attacks  1=beam, 2=torp, 3=both 

 The FIELD tag creates a form of attack that strikes every unit on the enemy's side of battle.  Field 

effect attacks can be very unbalanced and are usually reserved for GM usage.  They represent hostile 

environments such as gravitic and ion storms, radiation pulses from a star, or the killing chill of a 

blizzard.  It can appear as part of an alien artifact boobytrap or an invulnerable 'storm generator' placed 

on each CSV file.  FIELD attacks are usually combined with the LOW tag or the AF tag to localize or 

minimize the kinds of units that are affected.  The FIELD tag can be used with weapon brackets.  In such 

a case, the scope field is not required and the tag is in lowercase. 

FIELD attacks can be very complex and actually have several sub tags to help the BE decide what to do 

in a given situation. Currently, there is one sub-tag accessible: 

FCAPTURE tells the BE to attack even captured units.   

  As more capabilities are added, additional sub tag will created. 

FIGHTER     unit is fragile (looks like a misprint ?) 

Fighters are units that are killed when they take one point of damage.  They can not be boarded by BPs.  

While one generally thinks of space fighters, this tag can be applied to other units such as flying knives 

or insect hordes. 

FLAK #      flak weapons  1=beam, 2=torp, 3=both 

Certain weapons can have dual firing modes.  An example would be Green Lantern's ring which can fire 

multiple zaps at a horde of mini-bots (with the FIGHTER tag) or switch to a single big zap when the 

threat is gone.  The presence of a FIGHTER tag in the enemy squad will trigger a 'MULTI 1' effect until 

all the enemy FIGHTERs are gone.  Since there is not specific targeting of fighter sized units, FLAK is 

more of a scatter beam effect.  The FLAK tag can be used in weapon brackets, the tag is all lower case 

with no scope field. 

[Green Lantern is the copyright and trademark of DC Comics.  Its usage here is for illustrative purposes.  

No challenge is intended or implied.] 

FLED        unit has disengaged (if it has survived) 

Normally used by the Battle Engine internally, FLED units are using hard evasive maneuvers and 

maximum speed to leave the battle. 

FLEE        unit is running (this is FLED with a one round delay) 

Normally used by the Battle Engine internally, FLEE units have lost their weapons or have reached their 

breaking point and will leave the battle after the next turn (if they survive.) 

FLICKER ##  flicker shields that are impenetrable X% of the time 

Only works if a unit's shields are still up.  FLICKER shields represent some form of impervious defense 

(like a flickering stasis field.)  A value such as 40 indicates that any single attack will be completely 

ignored 40% of the time. 

GLOBAL #    fire without regard to reserve status of enemy 



 

 

 This tag is usually reserved for fast medium to long range weapons that can strike anywhere with 

the enemy formation. Jump torpedoes would be a good example of this kind of weapon.The GLOBAL 

tag can be used in weapon brackets, the tag is all lower case with no scope field. 

GROUND      unit can take 'hull' damage, but no crits 

 GROUND units can range from individual troops and critters to whole battalions.  They are 

immune to critical hits and cannot be attacked by boarding parties. 

HEAT #      thermal weapons  1=beam, 2=torp, 3=both 

 HEAT is part of the family of weapons that can generate spontaneous crit hits on the enemy.  

HEAT weapons are so powerful and so hot that they can possibly inflict damage even if the shields of a 

target are not breached.  Examples would be plasma flame throwers or enveloping fusion bombs, 

explosive shells and lasers would not normally qualify since they only attack one spot and not the whole 

unit.  It can be used in weapon brackets, the tag is all lower case with no scope field. 

HULL ## ##  hull target value, 2nd value is the scope of the search 

 HULL targeting can represent mission orders or weapon effects. Units hunting for the Bismarck 

might be temporarily given Hull 15 0 orders so that if they see a unit that is exactly hull 15 they will 

target it.  This tag can also be used to give weapons a 'favorite' target.  For example, "[2 hull 2 1]" would 

favor hull 1, 2 or 3 units.  As indicated by the previous example, the second value in the HULL tag acts 

as a modifier to the base hull target value. The larger the second value, the wider the range of acceptable 

targets. Like most targeting schemes, if a unit within the target range is not found, the attack will accept 

whatever target shows up within range.  The HULL tag can be used in batteries if it is lower case.  The 

second value is not removed. 

LONG #      long range/first strike  1=beam, 2=torp, 3=both 

 LONG range weapons get to strike first, if the unit firing them is not surprised due to tactical 

situation or enemy cloaking.  After that, it functions as a normal weapon.  If both sides have LONG 

range attacks, a LONG range only duel ensues and then combat begins as normal.  On a 14th century 

battlefield, a company of archers could have the LONG tag to model their ability to fire before being 

over-run. The tag can be used in weapon brackets, it is all lower case with no scope field. 

  "Helm's Bowmen",18,0,0,12,"GROUND [18 MULTI 3 AMMO 1][6 offline]" 

Here they are modeled as having a powerful, but scattered ranged attack backed up by a more focused 

but weaker hand-to-hand combat attack. 

LOW #       low intensity weapons  1=beam, 2=torp, 3=both 

LOW intensity weapons can not penetrate shields, but otherwise can damage units normally.  Examples 

of such attacks would be wide angle particle beams, high velocity sand/gravel, etc.  In normal FOTS, a 

one point LOW attack is a good example of a fighter scale weapon that can tear apart other fighters and 

gnaw on shieldless targets.  The tag can be used in weapon brackets, it is all lower case with no scope 

field. 

MESON #     meson weapons 1=beam, 2=torp, 3=both 

 MESON is part of the family of weapons that can generate crit hits on the enemy.  MESON 

weapons are radiation-based attacks that can possibly pierce shields and inflict damage to electronics and 

the crew.  It can be used in weapon brackets, the tag is all lower case with no scope field. 

MINE        unit is a mine 

 MINEs are small units that can not be boarded.  Later editions of the BE will introduce mine 

sweeping units that are designed primarily to hunt and kill mines.  Currently, minesweeping is done prior 

to battle either as a strategic action or part of a  pre-battle conflict. 

MIS####     spawn missiles with BSTH attributes, values zero to Z 

 Missiles use trihexadecimal codes to determine their warhead type and strength.  In TriHex, 0 to 

9 are numbers and A to Z represent the numbers 10 to 35.  They inherit appropriate tags from their 

bracketed attack or main UDL depending on if 'MIS' or 'mis' is used.  Currently, shield and hull rating do 

not affect missile survivability, but a minimum of one hull is required.  Larger warheads may require 



 

 

larger hull values and thus reduce the number of missiles carried on a ship.  Missiles follow their own 

rules for targeting so the tend to scatter.  The can inherit 

  HULL and SCAN tags from the launcher. 

  "Ragnor",5,9,12,13,"[5][6 mis0021 ammo 7][6 mis1001 vibro ammo 7]" 

The Ragnor is this example has a 5 point primary beam, and two 6 point missile batteries.  One battery is 

loaded with 2 point torp warheads and the other has a gravity distortion beam that might cause structural 

damage to the target.  The second battery is also an example of a missile inheriting a tag from the 

launcher.  The first bank of missiles will not have vibrational warheads since they are separated by 

brackets. 

MSL         this is the 'I am a missile and can be shot down' tag 

Used by the point defense tag to find missiles and intercept them before they can inflict damage on the 

target.  Units with the MSL tag are also considered suicide units and are removed from play before the 

next round. 

MULTI # #   break fire up into X sized chunks 

 The multi fire tag breaks up large attacks into small independently targeted packages.  The first 

value represents the packet size for beams and the second value is for torps.  When used in brackets, 

multi is lower case and just one value is needed since the scope of the multi-fire is within the brackets 

only. 

NOBEAM      no attack for one round 

 Not used for bracketed weapons, this tag forces a one turn delay on beam weapon fire.  It is not 

stackable like the offline tag. 

NOMOVE      unit can not move until repaired 

 The unit can not flee the battle.  It is often used for immobile units such as artillery, sentry 

daemons, star bases, or castles. 

NOTORP      no attack for one round 

 Not used for bracketed weapons, this tag forces a one turn delay on torp weapon fire.  It is not 

stackable like the offline tag. 

OFFLINE     used to deactivate a weapon battery for one round 

 Used only in weapon batteries (and is thus always lower case).  Multiple uses of the OFFLINE 

tag can be done in order to model short ranged weapons or weapons that require a warm up time before 

firing. 

  "Cheap defsat",3,0,0,1,"[1][1 offline][1 offline offline]" 

On turn one, the cheap defense satellite has a 1 point attack.  On round two, it has two 1 point attacks, 

and if it survives, it will have three 1 point attacks. 

The ONLINE tag is also used to model internal damage to units such as weapon shorts or fire computer 

malfunctions. 

ORBITAL     use the orbital base crit table 

 Used by orbital bases and defense satellites as an alternate list of critical hits.  It can be used in 

conjunction with tags such as CARRIER or VOLATILE. 

PD ##       point defense accuracy rating of X percent 

Currently, point defense is a rapid firing 360 degree suite of weapons designed to intercept missiles 

before they damage the ship.  They can not engage fighters, run out of ammo, or get swamped by large 

waves of missiles.  Any hit by a PD system will destroy the incoming missile.  There are plans to 

upgrade the PD system to make it match the proposed mine sweeper weapons suite. (SWEEPERs can 

only attack MINEs and PD will be able to attack MSLs and perhaps FIGHTERs.  PD will become 

cheaper, but will not be the unlimited shots/ammo 'missile shield' that it is now.) 

PEN #       penetrating weapons  1=beam, 2=torp, 3=both 

 Penetrating weapons are unusually intense attacks such as needle beams or phasing/tachyon 

weapons that partially skip through a ship's shields.  Against unshielded units they act as normal 



 

 

weapons.  But against an active shield, the first point of damage in the attack leaks through and strikes 

the hull directly.  When used in brackets, PEN is lower case and no scope value is used. 

REGEN # #   regenerating rate for shields and for hull 

 If a unit with this tag survives a round of combat, it will automatically heal itself up to its 

maximum shield and/or hull rating.  Such units can still be affected by critical units and no regenerating 

unit can come back from the dead.  High values of this tag can be used to simulate magical or energy 

creatures that can only be destroyed and not wounded permanently. 

RESERVE ##  reserve activation percentage, unit is in reserve 

 Units with the RESERVE tag are sitting in the second wave or the back of the fleet.  The 

RESERVE value is a percentage trigger similar to the break off percentage that determines when a unit 

joins the battle front.  Sitting in the back of the fleet is not a perfect defense, if the main fighter or other 

unit screen is too thin, stray shots can strike the reserves.  Also, if the screen is destroyed, reserved units 

will be thrown out of reserve status and into the main battle.  RESERVE is normally used to set up a 

second wave of fighter/missile attacks. 

Note:  If Reserve percentage is greater than the Break off value, the reserve units will NEVER engage.  

Handy when you're trying to protect something like a badly damaged capital ship or freighters and the 

GM says they're vulnerable to attack. 

RESIST ##   subtract this number from the damage roll 

 Resistance is an alternate tag for supernatural toughness (see AR and FLICKER.)  Many units 

such as werewolves or neutronium armored battle cruisers have the ability to shrug off damage.  The 

method is straightforward.  The RESIST value is used as a percent deduction from the weapon damage 

roll.  For example, if a 10 point attack rolls an 80%, the target normally takes 8 points of damage. With a 

RESIST of 20, the roll would become 60% and the target would only take 6 points of damage.  If the 

original damage roll had been 20%, the target would have taken no damage. 

ROF # #     rate of fire 

 The first value is the reload delay and the second is the first shot delay for staggered volleys.  For 

example, ROF 2 0 fires every other round and starts firing on round 1.  ROF 2 1 is the same but starts 

firing on round two.  The ROF tag does not support rapid fire weapons.  To model that simply multiply 

the damage done or break it up into packets, such as [10 multi 2] for five 2 point attacks.  ROF can be 

used in tags, it will be lower case with two values for rate of fire and start delay. 

SCAN ## ##   100% hull searching 

 Identical to HULL targeting, except that instead of random looking for a hull, it chooses a 

random starting point in the fleet and searches from there for an appropriate match.  The first value is the 

targeting value, the second value reflects the scope of the search.  SCAN can be used in brackets, it is 

lower case with no values removed. 

SHOTS ##    unit can only use beams for X rounds 

Similar to the AMMO tag but only for beam weapons.  It can be used as a replacement for the ammo tag 

in a bracketed attack.  So, [10 ammo 5] and [10 shots 5] are identical in usage. 

SOLID       unit can not be boarded 

 Commonly used by large units that can not be boarded by troops. Cyber tanks and other AI units 

can be SOLID at the GM's call. Energy based creatures and constructs might be considered SOLID as 

well.  SOLID is different from GROUND in that the unit can still suffer critical hits.  Crew hits against a 

SOLID unit are usually construed as a decrease in vitality and may require prolonged healing or a ready 

reserve of energy in order to recover. 

SPECIAL # ##  special weapons  1=beam, 2=torp, 3=both 

 Special weapons activate 20% of the time when they strike a target. Values 1 to 4 correspond to 

the dis, heat, meson, and vibro crit tables.  As a example, I've added table 12 to the be_crit.txt file. Using 

"SPECIAL 1 12" or "[5 special 12]" would create a psionic beam weapon that has a chance of causing 

additional crew casualties or disrupting operations on the target vessel. 

SPLIT       split fire mode (separate beam and torp into two attacks) 



 

 

 Not usable for weapons brackets, SPLIT is the precursor to MULTI. The assumption is that the 

fire control systems of the unit can fire on two target, if it uses two different classes of weapons. 

SR #        resistant shields of X strength 

 Similar to resistant armor (AR), resistant shields are very tough shields that can shrug off minor 

blows.  However, once the shield collapses (due to overwhelming damage or critical hit) the shield loses 

its ability to ignore minor damage. 

STASIS      stasis snap shields 

 Stasis snap shields are the ultimate defense, but they have some serious limitations in their use.  

When the shields on a ship fall, the stasis shield kicks in and all additional damage is ignored.  However, 

the effects lasts only for that combat round and if the shields are dropped exactly to zero, the snap shield 

dissipates before the next turn.  STASIS is a powerful tag for hit and run units as they can take a 

tremendous beating and then run for the hills. 

 SUICIDE     unit is suicidal (random increase to yield) 

 

SUICIDE attackers gain a +1d100% to their targeting roll at the expense of not being able to dodge 

enemy defensive fire.  SUICIDE units automatically take a single point of damage from these defenses.  

Thus, suicidal fighters always die and suicidal ships are quickly whittled down.  AR and SR do not 

negate this damage although hull regeneration can recover from this damage. 

SURPRISE    unit is surprised 

 Surprised units can not attack for one combat round.  Total surprise (where the targets do not 

even get shields) requires manipulation for the CSV data and is extremely rare. 

TARGET ##   targeting bonus counters ECM and may increase the yield 

 A fixed bonus to a unit's targeting roll.  Like all exceptional hits, and modified roll that is greater 

than 100% adds a small YIELD bonus to the attack.  Like the yield tag, this bonus can not exceed the 

maximum damage of the attack. 

TIME ##     unit flees after X number of rounds have elapsed. 

 A fixed trigger for disengagement that is not based on fleet or unit damage.  Frequently used by 

missile heavy units that want to flee after they have burned up all their ammunition.  Can also be used to 

simulate ships that want to flee, but have an engine warm up delay.  The TIME tag can be used in 

conjunction with other tags such as RESERVE. 

VEHICLE     take crits on the ground vehicle table 

 Depending on the scale, normal vehicles are considered GROUND units and do not take critical 

hits.  Some vehicles are so huge, they are considered starship grade units (Ogres, CSUs, and Bolos to 

name a few.)  These megatanks (as they are referred to in NTV4) can take multiple hits from nuvlear-

grade weapons and keep on fighting. 

VIBRO #     vibrational weapons  1=beam, 2=torp, 3=both 

 VIBRO weapons cause structural damage through intense shaking and can stress internal 

structures to the point that they can fail even if the shields are not breached.  Tractor repulsion beams, 

gravity warps, and temporal disruptors can all cause these effects. When used in brackets, VIBRO is 

lower case and no scope value is used. 

VOLATILE    unit is explosive in nature and is vulnerable to damage 

 Commonly assigned to tankers and missile colliers.  Air sharks and other gas bag creatures can 

also be considered VOLATILE. 

YIELD ##    add this number to the damage roll minimum 

 The math can get complicated, but the concept is simple.  YIELD increases the minimum damage 

that an attack can do.  It does not increase the maximum, so values greater than 99 are treated as 100% 

damage.  Ships can gain a temporary YIELD bonus for rolling greater than 100% on their attack rolls.  

Certain weapons can be given a high YIELD value to represent all or nothing weapons that either smash 

the target or are a clean miss.   

 



 

 

The current TO-DO list or the future of the BE: 

 

Of course, the list is not written in stone and is frequently subject to change.  Greg usually gets into 

some weird battle situation and needs a new feature quickly added to solve the problem.  When that's not 

the case and I have time to add stuff to the Battle Engine, this is the list I refer to. 

 

Add Command/Leader tag, grants attack/defense bonus to ships and fleets but it is lost when the 

bridge/CIC is hit or the ship flees. 

 

   Add an AEGIS tag, used for real area effect point defense that is lost when the AEGIS unit is knocked 

out. 

 

Add the SQUADRON tag, used to simulate a flight of fighters on a single UDL while still keeping its 

normal properties like fractional damage as units are destroyed, or representing a large target for 

screening purposes. 

 

Add the MINE tag, needed for in-combat mine sweeping.  Version one is already in place and prevents 

BPs from attacking a MINE just like the SOLID tag. 

 

Add the AA/aa tag, AA are weapons that can not penetrate shields and might add search for unshielded 

targets such as damaged ships, fighters, squadrons, space monsters, mines, etc. 

 

Target load balancing, makes it so that 18 fighters in a SQUADRON are just as big of a target as 18 

fighters in a loose formation. 

 

   Add HOT and SINK tags for BTech or steam punk support. 

 

   Add BALANCE tag that causes break offs depending on the enemy to friendly hull point total ratio. 

 

   Add TENACIOUS for single minded attacks and attackers. 

 

   Add a BE summary report: 

 

     # of Ships on Side A Break off % 

     # of Ships on Side B Break off % 

     Total Ships Engaged Total Hull Pts Engaged 

     # of Ships on Side A Destroyed 

     # of Ships on Side B Destroyed 

     # of Ships on Side A Fled 

     # of Ships on Side B Fled 

     # of Hull Pts on Side A Destroyed % of Total Engaged 

     # of Hull Pts on Side B Destroyed % of Total Engaged 

 

     Summary Post-Battle Ship Listing for Side A 

     Summary Post-Battle Ship Listing for Side B 

      (list crits on surviving ships) 

 

-- 

Version History 

 



 

 

   4.2 - added low intensity weapons and fighter/mine only targeting added the field effect weapons tag 

and the fearless tag 

 

   4.1 - assorted bug fixes and added support for larger battles added the ability to select the combat 

duration 

 

   4.0 - added datalinks for weapons batteries 

      added boarding parties to weapon batteries and changed their logic to make them more weapon-

like 

         added the DELAY tag to allow for more control over the timing of waves of fighters and other 

units 

added SPECIAL and CRIT tags for custom weapons and criticals see the Battle Engine manual and 

be_crit.txt for details 

         added the CREW tag to track casualties, a ship with no crew is marked as a CRIPPLE 

 

   3.9 - fixed toothless units logic 

         fixed ammo not last in bracketed weapon bug 

         add ROF tag for weapon batteries 

 

   3.8 - fixed two stupid typos that had partially messed up 

           defense data links and attacker RESERVE logic 

           added debug logic for file IO errors 

 

           added the MINE tag, similar to SOLID - it will also allow for future use of the SWEEPER tag 

 

           changed CRACK into a shield disruptor 

 

           renamed MOVE and CAP tags to NOMOVE and CAPTURED 

 

           Added DRIFTING as a temporary movement penalty 

 

           Fixed a bug in the missile spawning code where it would get confused if a malformed weapon tag 

existed. 

 

   3.7 - a few bug fixes and a new process for cloaked combat 

           For a unit to gain tactical surprise the whole fleet must be cloaked.  If the fleet consists of mixed 

units, cloaked units become very difficult to lock on to. This does not mean that they are immune to 

attack and the effect lasts for one combat round. 

 

           In the name of space opera, I've added a 1% chance of always hitting and a 1% chance of always 

missing. 

 

           Added an option to always inflict maximum damage. 

 

   3.6 - added the SOLID tag, and weapon batteries 

Weapon Batteries are like arrays of custom weapons that are built into a hull at design time.  The format 

for weapon batteries is [damage weapon tags]... 

           The three dots means that you can repeat the pattern. 

           The current maximum number of weapon batteries is 200. 

 



 

 

           Only certain tags will appear as weapon tags.  They are all lower case.  Those tags are ammo, 

artillery, bp, 

           crack, dis, dl, flak, global, heat, hull, long, meson, mis, multi, offline, pen, rof, scan, special, 

target, vibro, and 

           yield.  Since each weapon tag only applies to a specific battery, there is no need for scope fields. 

 

   3.5 - Battle Report reform, queue attacks so that they can be processed in batch mode, added the TIME 

tag. 

 

   3.4 - added the ARTILLERY tag, user configurable group and unit names, fixed friendlies latching on 

to a LONG tag, made changes so that stand off missiles can use the MSL tag,and fixed a bug in the 

FLEE logic. 

 

   3.3 - added the RESIST and YIELD tags in support of the new random damage model (because 

massive combat modifiers were skewing the damage results too much.)  Maximum upped to 5,000 total 

ships, units, and missiles. 

 

   3.2 - more bug fixes 

 

   3.1 - added FLEE and DAMAGE, fixed a few bugs 

 

   3.0 - added armor, point defense, missile spawning, splitting, multi, disabling, vibro, meson, heat 

weapons, 

           split fire, special crit tables, and resistant defenses 

 

   2.8 - add penetrating damage and suicide attacks 

 

   2.7 - added data links 

 

   2.6 - added boarding parties 

 

   2.5 - added reserve attack percentage and stasis snap shields 

 

   2.4 - added static fleet header data to the status page 

 

   2.3 - added an interactive status page so you can see the status codes in English and tweak their values 

 

   2.2 - added status code interface for the Shield Cracker 

 

   2.1 - added assorted status codes 

 

   2.0 - converted to Visual Basic 



 

 

Critical Hits 
Critical hits occur at 20% damage increments. Certain types of weapons with special effects (MESON, 

HEAT, VIBRO, etc.) may also gain critical hits on targets. 

 The following is the current listing of what critical hits are possible with what weapons. 

 

Critical Hit Tables 
 

Standard Critical Hit Table (all weapons at 20% damage increments): 

Die Roll 

1 Reactor Core Breach (Ship explodes) 

2-3 Structural Collapse (+15% damage)  

4-5 Explosion Amidships (+10% damage) 

6-7         Superstructure Hit (+5% damage)  

8-9 Inertial Dampers Down (+5% damage; Ship can accelerate or decelerate by only 1 hex per turn. If 

the ship exceeds this on any given turn; it automatically suffers +5% crew casualties and +5% additional 

damage immediately. If the ship decelerates due to damage (as in the Normal Space Engines Down 

critical hit), it suffers the penalty next turn when the deceleration occurs.) 

10-11      Beam Weapons Out (Bm=0 until Repaired) 

12-13     Torpedo/Missile Weapons Out (Tp=0 until Repaired) 

14-15 Radiation Leak (+5% crew casualties) 

16-17 Coolant leak (+5% crew casualties) 

18-19 Hull Breach (+5% crew casualties) 

20-21 Main Fusion Reactors Down (+5% damage) 

22-23 Auxiliary Fusion Reactors Down (+5% damage) 

24-25 Port Power Couplings Down (-25% Bm/Tp value) 

26-27 Starboard Power Couplings Down (-25% Bm/Tp value) 

28-29 Forward Power Couplings Down (-25% Bm/Tp value) 

30-31 Aft Power Couplings Down (-25% Bm/Tp value) 

32-33 Shuttle/Fighter Bay Hit (if Carrier, see separate Carrier Disaster Table) 

34-35 Main Fire Control Out (Bm/Tp=0 for 1 turn) 

36-37 Main Scanners Out (Bm/Tp=0 for 1 turn) 

38-39 Tractor beams Down 

40-41 Main Bridge Hit (Bridge Crew Killed, Bm/Tp=0 for 1 turn) 

42-43 Main Engineering Hit (Bm/Tp=0 for 1 turn) 

44-45 Port/Upper Warp Engine hit (No warp movement until repaired) 

46-47 Starboard/Lower Warp Engine Hit (No warp movement until repaired) 

48-49 Barracks/Cargo Hold Breached (+5% crew casualties) 

50-51 Warp Drive Down (No warp movement until repaired) 

52-53 Crew Quarters Breached (+5% crew casualties) 

54-55 Normal Space Engines Down (No tactical movement until repaired; Ship immediately decelerates 

to 0 speed.) 

56-57 Auxiliary Scanners Out 

58-59 Weapon Power Couplings Down (Bm/Tp=0 until repaired) 

60-61 Emergency Power Out 

62-63 Primary Life Support Out (+10% crew casualties) 

64-65 Navigational Shields Out (No warp movement until repaired) 

66-67 Internal Damage (+10% crew casualties) 

68-69 Main Computer Down (Bm/Tp=0 for 1 turn) 

70-71 Internal Damage (+5% crew casualties) 



 

 

72-73 Emergency Life Support Out (+5 % crew casualties) 

74-75 Auxiliary Computer Down 

76-77 Auxiliary Fire Control Out 

78-79 Fire: Level 1 (+5% damage) 

80-81 Explosion Amidships (+5% damage) 

82-83 ECM/Cloaking Systems Out 

84-85 Fire: Level 2 

 (+10% damage) 

86-87 Explosion Amidships (+10% damage) 

88-89 Ammunition Bay/Magazine Explosion (Add ship’s Tp rating/Hl as additional damage %) 

90-91 Fire: Level 3 (+15% damage) 

92-93 Auxiliary bridge Hit 

94-95 Explosion Amidships (+20% damage) 

96-97 All Sensors Out (Bm/Tp=0, No movement until repaired) 

98-99 Shield Power Couplings Down (Sh=0 until repaired) 

100        Reactor Containment Failure (ship explodes) 

Carrier Disaster Table 

Ship Rearming Fighters? (Yes – Table A; No – Table B) 

Carrier Disaster Table A 

Die Roll 

1-20          No additional damage 

21-60       All fighters in hangar destroyed, +5% damage  to carrier 

61-80          All fighters in hangar destroyed, +10% damage to carrier 

81-90          All fighters in hangar destroyed, +20% damage to carrier, Carrier out of action 

91-95          All fighters in hangar destroyed, Catastrophic damage to carrier, Captain orders abandon 

ship 

96-98          All fighters in hangar destroyed, Catastrophic damage to carrier, +25% crew casualties, 

Captain orders abandon ship 

99-100       Carrier lost with all hands in catastrophic explosion 

Carrier Disaster Table B 

Die Roll 

1-40         No additional damage 

41-80       All fighters in hangar destroyed, +5% damage to carrier 

81-90       All fighters in hangar destroyed, +10% damage to carrier 

91-95  All fighters in hangar destroyed, +20% damage to carrier, Carrier out of action 

96-98   All fighters in hangar destroyed, Catastrophic damage to carrier, Captain orders abandon ship 

99   All fighters in hangar destroyed, Catastrophic damage to carrier, +25% crew casualties, Captain 

orders abandon ship 

100         Carrier lost with all hands in catastrophic explosion 

Monster/Bioweapon/Bioship Critical Hit Table: 

Die Roll 

01 Autonomic Systems Destroyed (creature dies instantly) 

02-03 Structural Collapse (+15% damage) 

04-05 Internal Organ Bursts (+10% damage) 

06-07 Vitals Hit (+5% damage) 

08-09 Structural Integrity Compromised (+5% damage; Ship can accelerate or decelerate by only 1 hex 

per turn. If the ship exceeds this on any given turn, it automatically suffers +5% additional damage 

immediately. If the ship decelerates due to damage (as in the Normal Space Engines Down critical hit), it 

suffers the penalty next turn when the deceleration occurs.) 

10-11 Beam Weapons Out (Bm=0 until Repaired) 



 

 

12-13 Torpedo/Missile Weapons Out (Tp=0 until Repaired) 

14-15 Bio-energy Leak (life signs down 5%) 

16-17 Toxins Leak (life signs down 5%) 

18-19 Carapace breach (life signs down 5%) 

20-21 Main Bio-Energy Generator Down (+5% damage) 

22-23 Auxiliary Bio-Energy Generator Down (+5% damage) 

24-25 Port Weapons Hit (-25% Bm/Tp value) 

26-27 Starboard Weapons Hit (-25% Bm/Tp value) 

28-29 Forward Weapons Hit (-50% Bm/Tp value) 

30-31 Aft Weapons Hit (-25% Bm/Tp value) 

32-33 Brood/Swarmer Bay Hit (if Carrier, see separate Carrier Disaster Table) 

34-35 Weapons Control Seizure (Bm/Tp=0 for 1 turn) 

36-37 Blinded (Bm/Tp=0 for 1 turn. If moving, roll for drift.) 

38-39 Grappling Systems Hit 

40-41 Main Control Center Hit ('Bridge Crew' Killed, Bm/Tp=0 for 1 turn) 

42-43 Vitals Hit (Bm/Tp=0 for 1 turn) 

44-47 FTL Propulsion Hit (No warp movement until repaired) 

48-49 Hive/Cargo Pod Beached (life signs down 5%) 

50-51 FTL Propulsion Down (No warp movement until repaired) 

52-53 Vitals Hit (life signs down 5%) 

54-53 Normal Space propulsion Down (No tactical movement until repaired; Next turn, the ship begins 

to decelerate to 0 speed as it travels in a straight line.) 

56-57 Auxiliary Senses Lost 

58-59 Weapon Feeds Hit (Bm/Tp=0 until repaired) 

60-61 Energy Reserves Destroyed 

62-63 Vitals Hit (life signs down 10%) 

64-65 FTL Navigation Control Damage (No warp movement until repaired) 

66-67 Internal Damage (life signs down 10%) 

68-69 Vitals Hit (Bm/Tp=0 for 1 turn) 

70-71 Internal Damage (+5% damage) 

72-73 Vitals Hit (life signs down 5%) 

74-75 Auxiliary Neural Network Down 

76-77 Auxiliary Fire Control Out 

78-79 Fire: Level 1 (+5% damage) 

80-81 Internal Organ Bursts (+5% damage) 

82-83 Electro-magnetic Jamming/Cloak Disabled 

84-85 Fire: Level 2 (+10% damage) 

86-87 Internal Organ Bursts (+10% damage) 

88-89 Ammunition Pod/Sack Explosion (Add ship's Tp rating/Hl as additional damage %) 

90-91 Fire: Level 3 (+15% damage) 

92-93 Auxiliary Control Center Hit 

94-95 Internal Organ Bursts (+20% damage) 

96-97 Blinded (Bm/Tp=0 until repaired; Roll a 1d6 for drift during movement phase to determine the 

actual destination hex.) 

98-99 Shield Generators Down (Sh=0 until repaired) 

100 Brain Shot (creature dies instantly) 

Disabling Weapons Critical Hit Table (DIS tagged weapons) 

Die Roll 

1-40 Impulse Engines Down (No tactical movement until repaired) 

41-70 Warp Drive Down (No warp movement until repaired) 



 

 

71-90 Shield Generator Offline (Sh=0 until repaired) 

91-100 Main Computer Down (Bm/Tp=0 for 1 turn) 

Thermal Weapons Critical Hit Table (HEAT-tagged weapons) 

Die Roll 

1-40 Coolant Leak (+5% crew casualties) 

41-70 Fire: Level 1 (+1 damage) 

71-90 Fire: Level 2 (+2 damage) 

91-100 Fire: Level 3 (+3 damage) 

Meson Weapons Critical Hit Table (MESON-tagged weapons) 

Die Roll 

1-40 Barracks/Cargo Holds Breached (+5% crew casualties) 

41-70 Crew Quarters Breached (+5% crew casualties) 

71-90 Explosion Amidships (+2 damage) 

91-100 Explosive Chain Reaction (+4 damage) 

Vibrational Weapons Critical Hit Table (VIBRO-tagged weapons) 

Die Roll 

1-40 Hull Breach (+5% crew casualties) 

41-70 Inertial Dampeners Down (+1 damage) 

71-90 Superstructure Hit (+1 damage) 

91-100 Structural Collapse (+3 damage) 

Volatile Hull Critical Hit Table (VOLATILE-tagged hulls) 

Die Roll 

1-30 Cargo explodes (+1 damage) 

31-50 Cargo explodes (+2 damage) 

51-70 Cargo explodes (+4 damage, crippled) 

71-90 Cargo explodes and burns (crippled, destruction imminent) 

91-95 Cargo explodes and burns (+25% crew casualties, crippled, destruction imminent) 

96-100 Vessel lost with all hands in catastrophic explosion 

 

There are also specialized critical hits for orbital constructions such as bases and vehicles, but these are 

more or less just variations in the nomenclature used for the standard critical hit table and are not worth 

repeating herein. 

 

 

Custom Critical Hits 
# Battle Engine Custom Crit table version  2002.12.06 

# 

# Lines beginning with a '#' are comments and are ignored by the program. 

# 

# This file contains all the tables used for regular and custom critical 

# hits.  This includes unit crits (normal ships, buildings, etc.) and 

# special effects weapons (dis, heat, etc.) 

# 

# Each table is broken up into four comma delimited fields: 

# 

# table_ID   All tables with the same ID number are lumped together. 

#            Currently, the BE supports up to 99 tables. 

# 

# weight     The total weight of a table determines the number of faces 



 

 

#            that the die has.  If there are six entries with a weight 

#            of one each, this is the same as a six sided die with labels 

#            on each face.  The BE supports unusual dice types and bell 

#            curves as well.  A table with a total weight of 7 will use 

#            a 7 sided 'die' internally.  Variable weights can be used 

#            to create weighted results. 

# 

#            Example of a 2d6 bell curve for table 13: 

# 

#            13,1,0,"You rolled a 2." 

#            13,2,0,"You rolled a 3." 

#            13,3,0,"You rolled a 4." 

#            13,4,0,"You rolled a 5." 

#            13,5,0,"You rolled a 6." 

#            13,6,0,"You rolled a 7." 

#            13,5,0,"You rolled a 8." 

#            13,4,0,"You rolled a 9." 

#            13,3,0,"You rolled a 10." 

#            13,2,0,"You rolled a 11." 

#            13,1,0,"You rolled a 12." 

# 

# crit_ID    Some entries have special effects on a unit.  A value of 

#            zero means no special effect.  One to ten causes additional 

#            damage.  Eleven to 99 are flags used to trigger special 

#            code in the battle engine.  One hundred is for unit kills. 

# 

# text       The actual message that is displayed.  If you're adding 

#            special weapons, the current style is to preface the 

#            damage description with a weapon 'tag'. 

# 

# Current values used by the Battle Engine: 

# 

# Table ID   Table Name 

#     1      dis 

#     2      heat 

#     3      meson 

#     4      vibro 

#     5      normal    (default crit table) 

#     6      building 

#     7      carrier 

#     8      orbital 

#     9      volatile 

#    10      bioship 

#    11      vehicle 

#    12      psi 

# 

# Crit type       Crit ID   Crit ID Desription 

# 

# Non-critical hit    0   ' no exceptional in-game damage 

# Critical damage  1-10   ' additional damage 



 

 

# CRIT_WEAPON_ONE    11   ' Weapons Offline for 1 turn 

# CRIT_WEAPON_HALF   12   ' Half Weapons Offline until repaired 

# CRIT_WEAPON_ALL    13   ' All Weapons Offline until repaired 

# CRIT_DRIFTING      14   ' No movement for 1 turn 

# CRIT_NOMOVE        15   ' No movement until repaired 

# CRIT_CRIPPLE       16   ' Crippled 

# CRIT_SHIELDS       17   ' Shields Offline 

# CRIT_AMMO          18   ' Ammo explosion 

# CRIT_CREW1         19   ' Crew casualties 5% 

# CRIT_CREW2         20   ' Crew casualties 10% 

# CRIT_CREW3         21   ' Crew casualties 25% and Crippled 

# Critical damage   100   ' fatal damage 

# 

# dis 

1,1,14,"DIS: Primary Drive Offline (No movement for 1 turn)" 

1,1,15,"DIS: Primary Drive Down (No movement until repaired)" 

1,1,17,"DIS: Shield Generators Down (Sh=0 until repaired)" 

1,1,11,"DIS: Main Computer Offline (Offline for 1 turn)" 

 

# heat 

2,1,19,"HEAT: Coolant Leak (+5% crew casualties)" 

2,1, 1,"HEAT: Fire: Level 1 (+1 damage)" 

2,1, 2,"HEAT: Fire: Level 2 (+2 damage)" 

2,1, 3,"HEAT: Fire: Level 3 (+3 damage)" 

 

# meson 

3,1,19,"MESON: Hull Breached (+5% crew casualties)" 

3,1,19,"MESON: Crew Quarters Breached (+5% crew casualties)" 

3,1, 2,"MESON: Explosion Amidships (+2 damage)" 

3,1, 4,"MESON: Explosive Chain Reaction (+4 damage)" 

 

# vibro 

4,1,19,"VIBRO: Hull Breached (+5% crew casualties)" 

4,1, 1,"VIBRO: Inertial Dampeners Down (+1 damage)" 

4,1, 1,"VIBRO: Superstructure Hit (+1 damage)" 

4,1, 3,"VIBRO: Structural Collapse (+3 damage)" 

 

# normal ships 

5,1,100,"Reactor Core Breach (Ship explodes)" 

5,2, 3,"Structural Collapse (+3 damage)" 

5,2, 2,"Explosion Amidships (+2 damage)" 

5,2, 1,"Superstructure Hit (+1 damage)" 

5,2, 1,"Inertial Dampeners Down (+1 damage)" 

5,4,13,"Weapons Damaged (Offline until repaired)" 

5,2,19,"Radiation Leak (+5% crew casualties)" 

5,2,19,"Coolant Leak (+5% crew casualties)" 

5,2,19,"Hull Breach (+5% crew casualties)" 

5,2, 1,"Main Fusion Reactors Down (+1 damage)" 

5,2, 1,"Auxiliary Fusion Reactors Down (+1 damage)" 

5,4,12,"Weapon Power Short (Some offline until repaired)" 



 

 

5,4,14,"Engine Power Short (Drifting for 1 turn)" 

5,2, 0,"Shuttle/Fighter Bay Hit" 

5,2,11,"Main Fire Control Out (Offline for 1 turn)" 

5,2,11,"Main Scanners Out (Offline for 1 turn)" 

5,2, 0,"Maglock/Tractor Beams Down" 

5,2,11,"Main Bridge Hit (Bridge crew killed, Offline for 1 turn)" 

5,2,14,"Main Engineering Hit (Drifting for 1 turn)" 

5,4,15,"Warp Engine Hit (No warp movement until repaired)" 

5,2,19,"Barracks/Cargo Holds Breached (+5% crew casualties)" 

5,2,19,"Warp Drive Down (No warp movement until repaired)" 

5,2,19,"Crew Quarters Breached (+5% crew casualties)" 

5,2,14,"Impulse Engines Down (Drifting for 1 turn)" 

5,2, 0,"Auxiliary Scanners Out" 

5,2,13,"Weapon Power Couplings Down (Offline until repaired)" 

5,2, 0,"Emergency Power Out" 

5,2,20,"Primary Life Support Out (+10% crew casualties)" 

5,2,15,"Navigational Deflectors Out (No warp movement until repaired)" 

5,2,20,"Internal Damage (+10% crew casualties)" 

5,2,11,"Main Computer Down (Offline for 1 turn)" 

5,2,19,"Internal Damage (+5% crew casualties)" 

5,2,19,"Emergency Life Support Out (+5% crew casualties)" 

5,2, 0,"Auxiliary Computer Down" 

5,2, 0,"Auxiliary Fire Control Out" 

5,2, 1,"Fire: Level 1 (+1 damage)" 

5,2, 1,"Explosion Amidships (+1 damage)" 

5,2, 0,"ECM/Cloaking Systems Out" 

5,2, 2,"Fire: Level 2 (+2 damage)" 

5,2, 2,"Explosion Amidships (+2 damage)" 

5,2,18,"Ammunition Bay/Magazine Explosion (+Tp damage)" 

5,2, 3,"Fire: Level 3 (+3 damage)" 

5,2, 0,"Auxiliary Bridge Hit" 

5,2, 4,"Explosive Chain Reaction (+4 damage)" 

5,2,16,"All Sensors Out (Offline and no movement until repaired)" 

5,2,17,"Shield Power Couplings Down (Sh=0 until repaired)" 

5,1,100,"Reactor Containment Failure (Ship explodes)" 

 

# building 

6,1,100,"Reactor Core Breach (Unit explodes)" 

6,2, 3,"Structural Collapse (+3 damage)" 

6,2, 2,"Explosion mid level (+2 damage)" 

6,2, 1,"Superstructure Hit (+1 damage)" 

6,2,18,"Ammunition Bay/Magazine Explosion (+Tp damage)" 

6,4,13,"Weapons Out (Offline until repaired)" 

6,2,19,"Radiation Leak (+5% crew casualties)" 

6,2,19,"Coolant Leak (+5% crew casualties)" 

6,4, 1,"Main Fusion Reactors Down (+1 damage)" 

6,2, 1,"Auxiliary Fusion Reactors Down (+1 damage)" 

6,8,12,"Power Couplings Down (Some offline until repaired)" 

6,2, 0,"Launch Facilities Hit" 

6,2,11,"Main Fire Control Out (Offline for 1 turn)" 



 

 

6,2,11,"Main Scanners Out (Offline for 1 turn)" 

6,2, 0,"Tractor Beams Down" 

6,2,11,"Main Command Hit (Command staff killed, Offline for 1 turn)" 

6,2,11,"Main Engineering Hit (Offline for 1 turn)" 

6,2, 2,"Powerplant Hit (+2 damage)" 

6,2,19,"Cargo Area Breached (+5% crew casualties)" 

6,6,19,"Barracks Breached (+5% crew casualties)" 

6,2, 0,"Backup Reactor Down" 

6,2, 0,"Auxiliary Scanners Out" 

6,2,13,"Weapon Power Couplings Down (Offline until repaired)" 

6,2, 0,"Emergency Power Out" 

6,2,20,"Primary Life Support Out (+10% crew casualties)" 

6,2, 0,"Satellite Uplink Destroyed" 

6,2,20,"Internal Damage (+10% crew casualties)" 

6,2,11,"Main Computer Down (Offline for 1 turn)" 

6,2,19,"Internal Damage (+5% crew casualties)" 

6,2,19,"Emergency Life Support Out (+5% crew casualties)" 

6,2, 0,"Auxiliary Computer Down" 

6,2, 0,"Auxiliary Fire Control Out" 

6,2, 1,"Fire: Level 1 (+1 damage)" 

6,2, 1,"Explosion mid level (+1 damage)" 

6,2, 0,"ECM/Cloaking Systems Out" 

6,2, 2,"Fire: Level 2 (+2 damage)" 

6,2, 2,"Explosion mid level (+2 damage)" 

6,2,18,"Ammunition Bay/Magazine Explosion (+Tp damage)" 

6,2, 3,"Fire: Level 3 (+3 damage)" 

6,2, 0,"Auxiliary Command Hit" 

6,2, 4,"Explosive Chain Reaction (+4 damage)" 

6,2,13,"All Sensors Out (Offline until repaired)" 

6,2,17,"Shield Power Couplings Down (Sh=0 until repaired)" 

6,1,100,"Reactor Containment Failure (Unit explodes)" 

 

# carrier 

7,1,100,"Reactor Core Breach (Ship explodes)" 

7,2, 3,"Structural Collapse (+3 damage)" 

7,2, 2,"Explosion Amidships (+2 damage)" 

7,2, 1,"Superstructure Hit (+1 damage)" 

7,2, 1,"Inertial Dampeners Down (+1 damage)" 

7,4,13,"Weapons Damaged (Offline until repaired)" 

7,2,19,"Radiation Leak (+5% crew casualties)" 

7,2,19,"Coolant Leak (+5% crew casualties)" 

7,2,19,"Hull Breach (+5% crew casualties)" 

7,2, 1,"Main Fusion Reactors Down (+1 damage)" 

7,2, 1,"Auxiliary Fusion Reactors Down (+1 damage)" 

7,4,12,"Weapon Power Short (Some offline until repaired)" 

7,4,14,"Engine Power Short (Drifting for 1 turn)" 

7,2, 0,"Shuttle/Fighter Bay Hit" 

7,2,11,"Main Fire Control Out (Offline for 1 turn)" 

7,2,11,"Main Scanners Out (Offline for 1 turn)" 

7,2, 0,"Maglock/Tractor Beams Down" 



 

 

7,2,11,"Main Bridge Hit (Bridge crew killed, Offline for 1 turn)" 

7,2,14,"Main Engineering Hit (Drifting for 1 turn)" 

7,4,15,"Warp Engine Hit (No warp movement until repaired)" 

7,2,19,"Barracks/Cargo Holds Breached (+5% crew casualties)" 

7,2,19,"Warp Drive Down (No warp movement until repaired)" 

7,2,19,"Crew Quarters Breached (+5% crew casualties)" 

7,2,14,"Impulse Engines Down (Drifting for 1 turn)" 

7,2, 0,"Auxiliary Scanners Out" 

7,2,13,"Weapon Power Couplings Down (Offline until repaired)" 

7,2, 0,"Emergency Power Out" 

7,2,20,"Primary Life Support Out (+10% crew casualties)" 

7,2,15,"Navigational Deflectors Out (No warp movement until repaired)" 

7,2,20,"Internal Damage (+10% crew casualties)" 

7,2,11,"Main Computer Down (Offline for 1 turn)" 

7,2,19,"Internal Damage (+5% crew casualties)" 

7,2,19,"Emergency Life Support Out (+5% crew casualties)" 

7,2, 0,"Auxiliary Computer Down" 

7,2, 0,"Auxiliary Fire Control Out" 

7,2, 1,"Fire: Level 1 (+1 damage)" 

7,6, 1,"All fighters in hangar destroyed (+1 damage)" 

7,2, 0,"ECM/Cloaking Systems Out" 

7,2, 2,"Fire: Level 2 (+2 damage)" 

7,4, 2,"All fighters in hangar destroyed (+2 damage)" 

7,2,18,"Ammunition Bay/Magazine Explosion (+Tp damage)" 

7,2, 3,"Fire: Level 3 (+3 damage)" 

7,2, 0,"Auxiliary Bridge Hit" 

7,4, 4,"All fighters in hangar destroyed (+4 damage)" 

7,4,16,"All fighters in hangar destroyed (crippled, destruction imminent)" 

7,1,21,"All fighters in hangar destroyed (+25% crew casualties, crippled, destruction imminent)" 

7,1,100,"Carrier lost with all hands in catastrophic explosion" 

7,2,16,"All Sensors Out (Offline and no movement until repaired)" 

7,2,17,"Shield Power Couplings Down (Sh=0 until repaired)" 

7,1,100,"Reactor Containment Failure (Ship explodes)" 

 

# oribital 

8,1,100,"Reactor Core Breach (Unit explodes)" 

8,2, 3,"Structural Collapse (+3 damage)" 

8,2, 2,"Explosion mid deck (+2 damage)" 

8,2, 1,"Superstructure Hit (+1 damage)" 

8,2, 1,"Artificial Gravity Out (+1 damage)" 

8,4,13,"Weapons Out (Offline until repaired)" 

8,2,19,"Radiation Leak (+5% crew casualties)" 

8,2,19,"Coolant Leak (+5% crew casualties)" 

8,2,19,"Hull Breach (+5% crew casualties)" 

8,2, 1,"Main Fusion Reactors Down (+1 damage)" 

8,2, 1,"Auxiliary Fusion Reactors Down (+1 damage)" 

8,8,12,"Weapon Power Couplings Down (Some offline until repaired)" 

8,2, 0,"Shuttle/Fighter Bay Hit" 

8,2,11,"Main Fire Control Out (Offline for 1 turn)" 

8,2,11,"Main Scanners Out (Offline for 1 turn)" 



 

 

8,2, 0,"Tractor Beams Down" 

8,2,11,"Main Bridge Hit (Bridge crew killed, Offline for 1 turn)" 

8,2,11,"Main Engineering Hit (Offline for 1 turn)" 

8,4,11,"Main Power Hit (offline for 1 turn)" 

8,2,19,"Barracks/Cargo Holds Breached (+5% crew casualties)" 

8,2, 0,"Station Keeping Engines Offline (orbit will decay)" 

8,2,19,"Crew Quarters Breached (+5% crew casualties)" 

8,2, 0,"Observation Deck Destroyed" 

8,2, 0,"Auxiliary Scanners Out" 

8,2,13,"Weapon Power Couplings Down (Offline until repaired)" 

8,2, 0,"Emergency Power Out" 

8,2,20,"Primary Life Support Out (+10% crew casualties)" 

8,2, 0,"Navigational Control Out (No docking until repaired)" 

8,2,20,"Internal Damage (+10% crew casualties)" 

8,2,11,"Main Computer Down (Offline for 1 turn)" 

8,2,19,"Internal Damage (+5% crew casualties)" 

8,2,19,"Emergency Life Support Out (+5% crew casualties)" 

8,2, 0,"Auxiliary Computer Down" 

8,2, 0,"Auxiliary Fire Control Out" 

8,2, 1,"Fire: Level 1 (+1 damage)" 

8,2, 1,"Explosion mid deck (+1 damage)" 

8,2, 0,"ECM/Cloaking Systems Out" 

8,2, 2,"Fire: Level 2 (+2 damage)" 

8,2, 2,"Explosion Amidships (+2 damage)" 

8,2,18,"Ammunition Bay/Magazine Explosion (+Tp damage)" 

8,2, 3,"Fire: Level 3 (+3 damage)" 

8,2, 0,"Auxiliary Bridge Hit" 

8,2, 4,"Explosive Chain Reaction (+4 damage)" 

8,2,13,"All Sensors Out (Offline until repaired)" 

8,2,17,"Shield Power Couplings Down (Sh=0 until repaired)" 

8,1,100,"Reactor Containment Failure (Unit explodes)" 

 

# volatile 

9,1,100,"Reactor Core Breach (Ship explodes)" 

9,2, 3,"Structural Collapse (+3 damage)" 

9,2, 2,"Explosion Amidships (+2 damage)" 

9,2, 1,"Superstructure Hit (+1 damage)" 

9,2, 1,"Inertial Dampeners Down (+1 damage)" 

9,4,13,"Weapons Damaged (Offline until repaired)" 

9,2,19,"Radiation Leak (+5% crew casualties)" 

9,2,19,"Coolant Leak (+5% crew casualties)" 

9,2,19,"Hull Breach (+5% crew casualties)" 

9,2, 1,"Main Fusion Reactors Down (+1 damage)" 

9,2, 1,"Auxiliary Fusion Reactors Down (+1 damage)" 

9,4,12,"Weapon Power Short (Some offline until repaired)" 

9,4,14,"Engine Power Short (Drifting for 1 turn)" 

9,2, 0,"Shuttle/Fighter Bay Hit" 

9,2,11,"Main Fire Control Out (Offline for 1 turn)" 

9,2,11,"Main Scanners Out (Offline for 1 turn)" 

9,2, 0,"Maglock/Tractor Beams Down" 



 

 

9,2,11,"Main Bridge Hit (Bridge crew killed, Offline for 1 turn)" 

9,2,14,"Main Engineering Hit (Drifting for 1 turn)" 

9,4,15,"Warp Engine Hit (No warp movement until repaired)" 

9,2,19,"Barracks/Cargo Holds Breached (+5% crew casualties)" 

9,2,19,"Warp Drive Down (No warp movement until repaired)" 

9,2,19,"Crew Quarters Breached (+5% crew casualties)" 

9,2,14,"Impulse Engines Down (Drifting for 1 turn)" 

9,2, 0,"Auxiliary Scanners Out" 

9,2,13,"Weapon Power Couplings Down (Offline until repaired)" 

9,2, 0,"Emergency Power Out" 

9,2,20,"Primary Life Support Out (+10% crew casualties)" 

9,2,15,"Navigational Deflectors Out (No warp movement until repaired)" 

9,2,20,"Internal Damage (+10% crew casualties)" 

9,2,11,"Main Computer Down (Offline for 1 turn)" 

9,2,19,"Internal Damage (+5% crew casualties)" 

9,2,19,"Emergency Life Support Out (+5% crew casualties)" 

9,2, 0,"Auxiliary Computer Down" 

9,2, 0,"Auxiliary Fire Control Out" 

9,2, 1,"Fire: Level 1 (+1 damage)" 

9,6, 1,"Cargo explodes (+1 damage)" 

9,2, 0,"ECM/Cloaking Systems Out" 

9,2, 2,"Fire: Level 2 (+2 damage)" 

9,4, 2,"Cargo explodes (+2 damage)" 

9,2,18,"Ammunition Bay/Magazine Explosion (+Tp damage)" 

9,2, 3,"Fire: Level 3 (+3 damage)" 

9,2, 0,"Auxiliary Bridge Hit" 

9,4, 4,"Cargo explodes (+4 damage)" 

9,4,16,"Cargo explodes and burns (crippled, destruction imminent)" 

9,1,21,"Cargo explodes and burns (+25% crew casualties, crippled, destruction imminent)" 

9,1,100,"Unit lost with all hands in catastrophic explosion" 

9,2,16,"All Sensors Out (Offline and no movement until repaired)" 

9,2,17,"Shield Power Couplings Down (Sh=0 until repaired)" 

9,1,100,"Reactor Containment Failure (Ship explodes)" 

 

# bioship 

10,1,100,"Autonomic Systems Destroyed (creature dies instantly)" 

10,2, 3,"Structural Collapse (+3 damage)" 

10,2, 2,"Internal Organ Bursts (+2 damage)" 

10,2, 1,"Vitals Hit (+1 damage)" 

10,2, 1,"Structural Integrity Compromised (+1 damage)" 

10,4,13,"Weapons Out (Offline until healed)" 

10,2,19,"Bio-energy Leak (life signs down 5%)" 

10,2,19,"Toxins Leak (life signs down 5%)" 

10,2,19,"Carapace breach (life signs down 5%)" 

10,2, 1,"Main Bio-Energy Generator Down (+1 damage)" 

10,2, 1,"Auxiliary Bio-Energy Generator Down (+1 damage)" 

10,8,14,"Stunned (Drifting for 1 turn)" 

10,2, 0,"Brood/Swarmer Bay Hit" 

10,2,11,"Weapons Control Seizure (Offline for 1 turn)" 

10,2,11,"Blinded (Offline for 1 turn)" 



 

 

10,2, 0,"Grappling Systems Hit" 

10,2,11,"Main Control Center Hit ('Bridge Crew' Killed, Offline for 1 turn)" 

10,2,11,"Vitals Hit (Offline for 1 turn)" 

10,4,15,"FTL Propulsion Hit (No warp movement until repaired)" 

10,2,19,"Hive/Cargo Pod Beached (life signs down 5%)" 

10,2,15,"FTL Propulsion Down (No warp movement until repaired)" 

10,2,19,"Vitals Hit (life signs down 5%)" 

10,2,14,"Normal Space propulsion Down (Drifting for 1 turn)" 

10,2, 0,"Auxiliary Senses Lost" 

10,2,13,"Weapon Feeds Hit (Offline until healed)" 

10,2, 0,"Energy Reserves Destroyed" 

10,2,20,"Vitals Hit (life signs down 10%)" 

10,2,15,"FTL Navigation Control Damage (No warp movement until healed)" 

10,2,20,"Internal Damage (life signs down 10%)" 

10,2,11,"Vitals Hit (Offline for 1 turn)" 

10,2,19,"Internal Damage (life signs down 5%)" 

10,2,19,"Vitals Hit (life signs down 5%)" 

10,2, 0,"Auxiliary Neural Network Down" 

10,2, 0,"Auxiliary Fire Control Out" 

10,2, 1,"Fire: Level 1 (+1 damage)" 

10,2, 1,"Internal Organ Bursts (+1 damage)" 

10,2, 0,"Electro-magnetic Jamming/Cloak Disabled" 

10,2, 2,"Fire: Level 2 (+2 damage)" 

10,2, 2,"Internal Organ Bursts (+2 damage)" 

10,2,18,"Ammunition Pod/Sack Explosion (+Tp damage)" 

10,2, 3,"Fire: Level 3 (+3 damage)" 

10,2, 0,"Auxiliary Control Center Hit" 

10,2, 4,"Internal Organ Bursts (+4 damage)" 

10,2,16,"Blinded (Offline and No movement until healed)" 

10,2,17,"Shield Generators Down (Sh=0 until healed)" 

10,1,100,"Brain Shot (creature dies instantly)" 

 

# vehicle  

11,1,100,"Reactor Core Breach (Vehicle explodes)" 

11,2, 3,"Structural Collapse (+3 damage)" 

11,2, 2,"Internal Explosion (+2 damage)" 

11,2, 1,"Superstructure Hit (+1 damage)" 

11,2, 1,"Suspension Broken (+1 damage)" 

11,4,13,"Weapons Out (Offline until repaired)" 

11,2,19,"Radiation Leak (+5% crew casualties)" 

11,2,19,"Coolant Leak (+5% crew casualties)" 

11,2,19,"Hull Breach (+5% crew casualties)" 

11,2, 1,"Main Fusion Reactors Down (+1 damage)" 

11,2, 1,"Auxiliary Fusion Reactors Down (+1 damage)" 

11,8,12,"Weapon Power Couplings Down (Some offline until repaired)" 

11,2, 0,"Drone Bay Hit" 

11,2,11,"Main Fire Control Out (Offline for 1 turn)" 

11,2,11,"Main Scanners Out (Offline for 1 turn)" 

11,2, 0,"Towing Gear Wrecked" 

11,2,11,"Command Section Hit (Command crew killed, Offline for 1 turn)" 



 

 

11,2,14,"Main Engineering Hit (Drifting for 1 turn)" 

11,4,15,"Drive Systems Hit (No movement until repaired)" 

11,2,19,"Storage Bins Breached (+5% crew casualties)" 

11,2,15,"Main Drive Down (No movement until repaired)" 

11,2,19,"Crew Compartment Breached (+5% crew casualties)" 

11,2,15,"Main Drive Down (No movement until repaired)" 

11,2, 0,"Auxiliary Scanners Out" 

11,2,13,"Weapon Power Couplings Down (Offline until repaired)" 

11,2, 0,"Emergency Power Out" 

11,2,20,"Primary Life Support Out (+10% crew casualties)" 

11,2,15,"Navigational Control Out (No movement until repaired)" 

11,2,20,"Internal Damage (+10% crew casualties)" 

11,2,11,"Main Computer Down (Offline for 1 turn)" 

11,2,19,"Internal Damage (+5% crew casualties)" 

11,2,19,"Emergency Life Support Out (+5% crew casualties)" 

11,2, 0,"Auxiliary Computer Down" 

11,2, 0,"Auxiliary Fire Control Out" 

11,2, 1,"Fire: Level 1 (+1 damage)" 

11,2, 1,"Internal Explosion (+1 damage)" 

11,2, 0,"ECM/Cloaking Systems Out" 

11,2, 2,"Fire: Level 2 (+2 damage)" 

11,2, 2,"Internal Explosion(+2 damage)" 

11,2,18,"Ammunition Bay/Magazine Explosion (+Tp damage)" 

11,2, 3,"Fire: Level 3 (+3 damage)" 

11,2, 0,"Communications Equipment Destroyed" 

11,2, 4,"Explosive Chain Reaction (+4 damage)" 

11,2,16,"All Sensors Out (Offline and No movement until repaired)" 

11,2,17,"Shield Power Couplings Down (Sh=0 until repaired)" 

11,1,100,"Reactor Containment Failure (Vehicle explodes)" 

 

# psi 

12,1,19,"PSI: Psionic Assault (+5% crew casualties)" 

12,1,20,"PSI: Psionic Assault (+10% crew casualties)" 

12,1,14,"PSI: Navigation crew disrupted (No movement for 1 turn)" 

12,1,11,"PSI: Weapons crew disrupted (Offline for 1 turn)"



 

 

The Rules for Being Sneaky 
 

Being sneaky is an art and not a science. It involves perception, deception, and the ability to project 

positive and negative traits as needed.  

 First rule of sneaky. Always be truthful. That way when you have to pull off the big lie, they'll 

buy it hook, line, and sinker. Of course, you might get more mileage out of half truths. While two half 

truths do not equal the whole truth, they are more than a lie.  

 Second rule of sneaky. Compulsive liars and braggarts will never be trusted. Without trust, you 

have nothing to betray. Without trust, your future enemies will always be on guard. Your battles and 

intel ops will suffer as a result.  

 Third rule of sneaky. Appeal to the baser instincts. Different players have different motivations. 

Find out what the player wants and leverage that information by proving or denying those resources.  

 Fourth rule of sneaky. Red herrings are your friends. Cast suspicions, spread rumors, send press 

releases to GNN or ISN, maintain a public face and a private face in your diplomatic communications.  

 Fifth rule of sneaky. Intel operations and black ops can topple governments faster than a war 

fleet. Analyze an enemy's weaknesses and exploit them. The right message at the wrong time can turn 

allies into enemies. Look for ways for put the blame on the other guy.  

 Sixth rule of sneaky. Read Sun Tzu's the Art of War. It's not to be taken literally, but if you apply 

the lessons as metaphors you too can be as wise as the ancient one. Fight where there is no defense, spare 

the horse to save the army, learn to create and capitalize on the momentum of battle (info-war can 

generate more casualties then you can imagine.)  

 Seventh rule of sneaky. For every sneak there is a counter. Learn to defend against subversion. 

Build anti-terrorist and counter-intelligence units. Loyal units are worth their weight in gold. Your spare 

change in RPs is worth millions. Happy troops and citizens are less likely to betray their government. A 

balanced budget shows the people that you're in control. Deficit spending sends the opposite message.  

 Last rule of sneaky. I am the great and powerful OZ. Ignore the man behind the curtain. 

 

 

Fighters & Casualties 
 

The History Channel had a special on the Battle of Leyte Gulf (1944, Pacific theater, WWII). At one 

point in the conflict, a tiny carrier group including three CVE's and a handful of destroyer escorts was all 

that came between Admiral Kurita's large force of battleships and screening units and a vital beachhead. 

Admiral Halsey's TF 34 was 400 miles to the north pursuing a fleeing larger Japanese force and was well 

out of position to do more than listen to Admiral Kincaid's pleas for help. 

 The CVE's sent fighters off to stop those battleships with whatever they could be armed with, and 

some fighters either remained in the fight over the battleships or even arrived there with no ordnance at 

all, doing nothing but drawing attention from the antiaircraft weaponry away from their armed fellows. 

Meanwhile, the destroyer escorts for Taffy 3 charged deep inside the range of Japanese battleship guns to 

deliver torpedoes. Ironically, one thing that kept them from vanishing in the face of fire of those heavy 

guns was that their armor was too thin, causing many armor-piercing shells to plow right on through 

rather than explode. As it happened, Taffy 3 did cause Kurita's force to retreat on the verge of total 

victory over mere tin-cans and escort carriers, in part due to the considerable damage the desperate 

fighters and destroyers had done but also in part because, historians suggest, Kurita thought he was 

actually engaging Halsey's far larger force. Against that, Kurita simply hadn't the strength to carry on. 

 I bring this up only in part because it's a really cool bit of military history. It got me thinking 

about the role of fighters in FOTS and their pilots. A lot is often made here about the horrific loss rate of 

fighters in FOTS, and there's wonderment about how you can get anyone to fly one voluntarily. Fighter 



 

 

pilots over Leyte Gulf were flying right into serious fire even without weapons, and often without 

effective ones. I don't think any of them were forced into cockpits at gunpoint, either. On the other side, 

the first kamikaze attacks were launched, sinking one of the CVE's. Those pilots weren't forced at 

gunpoint either into their cockpits, and their very mission profile called for them to die. I'm sure a lot of 

them weren't eager to die - even those kamikaze pilots - but I doubt there were many railing against a 

country that would deploy them in such hazardous duty. I also don't think that the pilots of FOTS fighters 

are any less willing to die for their country. That they are willing to do so makes them no more stupid or 

suicidal and no less heroic than the pilots at Leyte Gulf. 

 The amount of personnel lost in almost any FOTS battle is negligible relative to the risks to 

billions of people their actions minimize or eliminate. In that sort of calculus, it would be simply 

unconscionable not to put those brave young men, women, bugs, or kitties into war's meat grinder, so 

long as every effort is made to ensure that they're ground out in operations planned and executed to 

maximize the benefits gained through that sacrifice. And as it happens, I think that the use of fighters and 

gunboats radically reduces military personnel casualties. If your fleet rules out the use of fighters or 

gunboats because of qualms about putting you in such fragile units, and thereby reduces its effectiveness 

or success-to-death ratio, it has betrayed you and your comrades in arms despicably. 

 600 fighters call for 600 pilots, at 1 person per hull point. At 40 people per hull point, a Hl 15 

cruiser calls for 600 crew. Put 600 fighters into combat. Chances are pretty good that the enemy is going 

to have to be pretty big or pretty well-equipped to take them all out, and chances are, before they do, 

those 600 fighters will have destroyed a lot of them so as to keep those enemy ships from ever again 

hurting your people. Put one Hl 15 cruiser into combat, and chances are far, far higher overall that it will 

be lost with all hands for considerably less gain. Would you really, just as a matter of personal safety, 

feel better being one of the cruiser's 600 crew instead of one of the 600 fighter pilots? If so, you're either 

envisioning special circumstances or you're being irrational. 

 The best defense in FOTS is to minimize time under fire. There are two ways to do this: leave 

combat early or make it end soon. The first is usually achieved with low break offs, ideally combined 

with first-shot effects. The second is achieved through overwhelming early firepower that doesn't leave 

the enemy alive to shoot at you for long. With their large numbers of inexpensive XO racks, fighters are 

very well suited to this form of defense - they unload large missile salvoes into an enemy over a short 

period of time. Gunboats share this property, albeit to a lesser degree. The next best defense is flooding 

the enemy's target environment. With many, many targets, each of strictly limited individual firepower, 

enemy fire will do relatively little to reduce your firepower, which in turn leads to a quicker end to 

combat in your favour. If an entire cruiser’s beam volley of 30 points incinerates a single fighter, it's the 

end for that pilot, but it's one more turn to fire back at that cruiser for that pilot's hundreds of surviving 

fellows. 30 points of damage to a friendly cruiser, however, can mean a giant step toward its destruction, 

and that much less time it has to carry on the business of killing the enemy.  

 Fighters and gunboats minimize the numbers of personnel put at risk. That would be enough to 

make them very attractive platforms from the humane point of view of FOTS military planning. But the 

more humane view in the long run is the one that guides your FOTS nation to survival and victory, 

without which billions will be gone or enslaved. From there, the critical question isn't about how fragile 

fighters or gunboats are, or how their crews do not enjoy all the perceived safety of big thick cruiser 

hulls, but whether or not they are effective units in winning wars. 

Gunboats as Combat Units 
 

From the point of view of personnel put in danger per unit of combat capability, gunboats are a worse 

deal than are fighters. One hull of gunboat requires five people and provides 1.5 equipment spaces and 

up to one full-price XO rack; one hull of fighter provides 1 equipment space and up to eight half-price 

XO racks while endangering one individual. Also, for purposes of just putting something out to give the 

enemy something to shoot at - not the most glorious of missions, but it was good enough for pilots at 



 

 

Leyte Gulf - you fork over considerably more RP's, hangar usage, construction resources, and personnel 

flinging gunboats into the fray than you do fighters. 

 What gunboats enjoy, however, are two main advantages over fighters: they're naturally FTL-

capable for 2nd gen sorts, and they're bigger than fighters. Those are the same advantages ships have 

over fighters too; for this purpose, gunboats are probably better thought of as small ships rather than 

large fighters. What gunboats have over ships of central interest in this context, is a far lower personnel 

requirement - 5 per hull point as opposed to 40. The result, for those who are inclined to be concerned 

about personnel losses, is to make the gunboat potentially a far more attractive platform than a ship for 

carrying the non-fighter burden of battle. 

The fact that gunboats are FTL capable, with no small amount of range in comparison to FTL fighters, 

and that they're bigger than fighters is what makes them potential rivals to real ships. Unfortunately, they 

still are very small relative to a lot of ships, which means that they have some difficulty competing 

across the board. They don't have much defensive depth, so damage to gunboats will be more often past 

shields, past armor, or past the hull entirely (i.e., total destruction) than it would be to proper ships. If 

you get bigger gunboats, more shields per space, and high-powered weaponry enough to make gunboats 

worthwhile places to put expensive per-unit defense items like AR, SR, or PD, you get gunboats that can 

act like (and be paid for like) other people's cruisers. If you do pull that off, you inherit some nice 

gunboat advantages over conventional cruisers: 1/8th the personnel requirement, double the cruising 

speed, ¼ the supply requirements, and far more effective repair facilities. A Hl 8 gunboat requires 1 

single space of gunboat hangar for repairs; a Hl 8 destroyer requires 8 spaces of repair bay for repairs. 

Something to point out explicitly before the end - Gunboats enjoy over fighters the ability, at least 

nominally, to take Hl damage and survive. That means that beefing them up - through bigger hulls, 

armor, hull durability mods, shields, all that - really might be one viable way to address their defensive 

needs, just as they are for ships. However, their small size limits the utility of the approach, in that you 

might end up just paying RP's and spaces in order to make your gunboat something that still gets pasted 

by a typical enemy fire packet. That's not a concern for, say, planetoid class ships with advanced shields 

and the like. So gunboat design will tend to fall more starkly into these categories: 

1)       things that you don't expect to live if they come under fire; 

2)       things that you expect to live in combat if and only if DEFENSE mods keep them from getting hit; 

3)       things you expect to survive combat without a great amount of hope, but at least they're not 

casually wiped out; 

4)       things you manage to give serious ablative and/or resistant defense sufficient to take it. 

 The first category represents plain non-combat gunboats, gunboats you expect to expend in 

combat after they deliver their firepower, and gunboats expected to make first-strike attacks that either 

totally wipe out the enemy or are followed by immediate 0% break offs. The first represents one of the 

best uses of gunboats, the third is delicious if you can pull it off, the second tends to be pretty dumb - use 

fighters for that, they're a lot better in the role! 

 The second category includes gunboats you're presumably not expecting to break off immediately 

or utterly destroy the enemy before getting shot back at. It's not a category I expect to see filled often. 

The third category represents the typical combat gunboat. You give it maybe some shields, you give it 

all the armor you can, you make it Hl 3 or Hl 4 if you have the standard baseline 2nd gen options, and 

you cross your fingers. If you haven't got any relevant advanced techs, this is going to be the best combat 

use of gunboats, and it's not that bad. It is, however, good incentive to get relevant advanced techs. 

The final category is what you get when you've got the techs to build those cruisers-trapped-in-a 

gunboat-hull gunboats. If you have it, enjoy it. 

 

 

 



 

 

Pickets, Scouting & Blitzkrieg: Detachments in 

FOTS 
 

In any given war in FOTS between two powers, a player has a 50/50 chance of having an inferior main 

battle fleet. Over time in combat, small advantages in firepower and/or defense generate an increasing 

disparity between the condition of the advantaged fleet and the disadvantaged fleet. Thus, a fleet with a 

small starting advantage over an enemy fleet may be practically intact after sustained combat that sees its 

slight inferior destroyed. But had that slightly inferior fleet only had a small advantage in numbers, 

accuracy, firepower, or defense over what it in fact had, the situation would have been reversed. Had the 

inferior force known it was inferior before engaging, it may have stayed away from the slightly more 

powerful force and survived to pick up a countervailing advantage, such as the fixed defenses of a nearby 

base or minefield. 

 Information is a precious commodity for a fleet, one that should be purchased, at some cost, 

preferably as little as possible for as much information as is needed. This is a role for picket or scouting 

units detached from main battle fleets. The detached units provide additional detection chances, but more 

importantly they provide platforms that can get as much information, or nearly so, as could the main 

force in a given position (e.g., in weapons range of a target fleet) without the risk of endangering a main 

battle fleet, or of providing the enemy that information on your main battle fleet. 

 A picket vessel that you expect to expend if it closes to weapon range of a significant enemy 

force is extremely inexpensive it only needs one LRS, no shields, no armour, no weapons. However, it 

can be countered by an enemy anti-picket screen with minimal weapons, one LRS, no shields, no 

armour, also detached from the main enemy force. (Such a design is also good for blockading enemy 

colonies or commerce raiding, as it is close to the minimum required for either.) This anti-scouting unit 

can in turn be trumped by a slightly more dangerous scout, perhaps a tiny carrier and cheap fighters, and 

so on. Somewhere diminishing returns come into play and anything more spent on scouting, anti-

scouting, anti-anti-scouting, and so on would take too many RP’s away from the main battle fleet to be 

worthwhile. While information is a precious commodity, so is simple combat power. 

Detachments play another role in information warfare. Initial information on sensor contacts is very 

limited. A VLRS of long-range sensor at the edge of its range reveals nothing but speed about the 

contact. If the enemy keeps his fleet all together, you can flood his comm/scan grid with many sensor 

contacts, most of which represent single very cheap, not very capable units, with your main battle fleet(s) 

lost somewhere in there. Small anti-scouting forces in adequate number can be used to sort out the large 

fleets from the tiny ones. If you can prevent an engagement with a force powerful enough to stop yours, 

you can rampage through enemy territory and pick off inferior forces, enemy fleets outside fixed 

defenses, fixed defenses without mobile force backup, shipyards, and so on. A single powerful enemy 

main battle fleet may be superior to anything you can muster, but that superiority means little if that fleet 

cannot catch yours while you can hurt that enemy elsewhere. 

 

Strategies of Annihilation & Exhaustion 
 

The distinction goes back to Hans Delbruck, although Delbruck picked it up from Clausewitz, who died 

before he could develop it himself. The notion is that there are two strategic traditions, concentrating on 

victory through the annihilation of the enemy or victory through the exhaustion or displacement from 

vital positions of the enemy. The former - the strategy of annihilation - was thought to be virtually the 

only one in 19th century military thought, in the long, long shadow of Napoleon, particularly as 

interpreted by Jomini and (how people read) Clausewitz. That shadow stretched far past the 19th century, 



 

 

into the incredibly persistent obsession with the climactic battle that made WWI's western front nothing 

more than a great big field exercise in pointless butchery. 

 The strategy of exhaustion, by contrast, doesn't aim at the annihilation of the enemy, but at 

whatever short of it that might lead to a satisfactory conclusion of a presumably limited war. Delbruck 

listed among masters of the strategy of exhaustion Pericles, Gustavus Adolphus, and (though it got him 

in a lot of polemics in Germany!) Frederick the Great. Pericles, for instance, proposed to win the 

Peloponnesian War by withdrawing the Athenian population inside its walls, with a secure walled harbor 

in the Piraeus, and letting the Spartans come and campaign there season after season until they either 

suffered Helot revolts at home, or finally granted Athens recognition as another Greek power out of 

simple exhaustion with the war effort. It sounds really crazy, and I'm sure our instincts for go-for-the-

throat warfare make it sound all the more perverse, but the Athenian situation - those walls, that secure 

harbor, wealth, and massive naval superiority, combined with massive land military inferiority - would 

have made it possibly successful had the Athenians been able to stick to the diplomatic posture Periclean 

strategy required (standing firm by previous Spartan treaty agreements, to establish Athens as that power 

to respect). 

 I've been thinking that the strategy of exhaustion gets even less attention at sea than on land, and 

less still in space or FOTS than at sea. The American military tradition has largely forgotten the strategy 

of exhaustion, given our typical material superiority and/or strategic naivete. Any other power would 

have been structurally better suited to understand the role of the strategy of exhaustion in a limited war 

like Korea, and its absolute necessity in Vietnam. It's really sad when you realize that Delbruck could 

have very fairly included George Washington in that list of masters of the strategy of exhaustion - North 

Vietnamese leaders were more his students than US leaders (or "leaders" - they merit scare quotes). No 

climactic battles for him, no plans to secure independence by the annihilation of British military power - 

no, he was aiming at wearing them out while preserving an army in being and picking off detachments. 

But instead, we've had the tradition of Grant and Sherman of victory through the destruction of the 

enemy at least, and often beyond their military to their entire ability to support a military. We got 

frustrated for not having that as a conclusion to the First World War, and carried it through with gusto in 

the Second. Since then, we've had a very hard time managing without that hunger for annihilation; the 

Cold War was fought (or thought) in large part as a matter of the sustained threat of annihilation; there 

was no plan to speak of for Vietnam; and we've been unsettled by the fact that the Gulf War was in the 

end a limited one that "only" restored the status quo antebellum (minus huge portions of the Iraqi 

military!). 

 But at least on land we've had that tradition of the strategy of exhaustion, whether or not it's been 

an arrow in the quiver of American strategic thinking. At sea, we've had as a sustained idea that of a 

great battle of capital ship to capital ship, with victory at sea coming from being the clear victor in such a 

conflict, from Jutland to Pearl Harbor to Midway. Jomini's shadow stretched out over the water through 

Mahan, and I don't believe Fisher, Halsey, Nimitz, or Yamamoto quite escaped that tradition. 

 However, while I don't think it's been a powerful influence over strategic thought at sea, at least 

in the Anglo-American tradition, I think the strategy of exhaustion has been a very powerful influence in 

its practice. The French guerre de course, its American cousin in the War of 1812, and the commerce 

raiding (submerged usually, surface occasionally) practiced against Britain, Britain again, and Japan in 

the world wars certainly fall into that tradition. In each case, they were carried on against opponents 

when a plain annihilation victory wasn't practical - the French couldn't challenge the British directly at 

sea, the Americans certainly couldn't, the High Seas Fleet was never more than a threat fleet to the Royal 

Navy, the German navy in WW2 even less so, and the key waters of Japan's Pacific holdings weren't 

subject to American surface domination until much later in the Pacific war. 

 Coming around to FOTS, I don't think that the strategy of exhaustion has had much of a role 

there. I don't know if that's a matter of it being more subtle than most gamers care to be, or if it's a matter 

of the skewed American strategic tradition, but there you go. I suppose some of it might be that it's hard 

to target hearts and minds in a wargame, which is often a part of the strategy of exhaustion, as are 



 

 

economic vulnerable points which the abstract FOTS economy conceals. But it occurred to me that 

commerce raiding just might open up that possibility. You can practice it without an ability to meet an 

enemy fleet in stand-up combat, and you can practice it without an ability to take on even smaller 

squadrons or local defenses, although that will make it more difficult. Part of being able to pull it off as a 

large-scale strategy is an ability to survive what the enemy fleet can do to you in the meantime. But that's 

consistent with distinct fleet inferiority, if you've got effective local defenses (gunboat fleets, for 

instance, like the one FOTS B5 has in Minbari hands, or what web technology tends to give you) or if 

you've got the drives to fight an enemy at a greater distance than he can fight you effectively (akin to the 

Rrowlk'aa against the Swarm). (I had a strategy of exhaustion in mind at times; I just had less application 

for it than I'd thought, compelling reason for the strategy of annihilation in a hurry, and an ability to aim 

for that due to material success that surprised me.) 

 

 

The Blind Watchmaker 
 

In some ways, FOTS unit design mirrors evolution - I mean, in some ways detailed enough to be 

interesting. You've got basic building blocks from which designs are derived. The number of possible 

designs is much, much larger than good designs. For example, I don't know of many that have a use for a 

single repair bay. You don't have many hull 1 starships to repair, a single shipyard could repair them and 

build small things; a single hangar could repair or refit small craft in much greater quantity and carry 

them too. 

Which possible designs are made actual are the result (1) of prior designs and (2) of selection pressures. 

Prior designs are an influence because they'll determine the player's mindset, what he's got to refit, and 

what he's built the yards and/or factories to build. If you've got a lot of hull 12 ships, you're going to be 

interested in hull 12 designs, since that's what you can get out of a refit and you might well have a lot of 

little 12 or 24 capacity shipyards. This might even be the case, if, starting from scratch with the techs and 

situation and design doctrine you've now got, you wouldn't build a single hull 12 unit. (Or at least, that 

was the case with the Rrowlk'aa, over massive changes in the techs available and considerable changes in 

fighter rules - John Dolan seemed to just scrap and rebuild every time he had a reason.) 

Selection pressures keep you from seeing those 1 repair bay designs, for instance, or 5 LRS designs. But 

they're a lot more organic and less static than those. You want to build a fleet that can survive and 

compete against other fleets, and that's usually other specific fleets, built with their own design 

philosophies. Those design philosophies, even for the very same techs, don't reduce to obvious strict 

optima at any given time, and the collective wisdom of FOTS ship designers - to the extent there's a 

consensus, which isn't very - changes over time. Your own fleet design is a selection pressure on the 

other guy's - if he's a specific threat for you, chances are you are for him - and this introduces a 

continuous cycle. 

New technologies can be read as mutations, increasing the part pool. There's a lot to be said for that 

reading, especially if you follow a policy of frequent tech trades and a large number of modestly funded 

projects, since either will get you a somewhat more random bunch of techs available. But that still puts 

you at one end a continuum from some choice to total choice over your techs available. In practice, what 

techs you get have some relationship to what techs you pursue, and what techs you pursue are influenced 

by what techs would work well with your existing unit and tech mix. They're not ahistorical resources, 

but more a part of the same process. 

What you get is a fleet that's built from modifications to prior designs in obedience to the dictates of 

environmental pressures and combinations of existing components and abilities - ship genes - along with 

the occasional new one, with environmental pressures largely consisting of rival fleets/species. 

 



 

 

'Oceans' In FOTS-Trade & Maritime Powers 
 

One of the points at which FOTS hasn't seemed to me to match a maritime game model is that you don't 

have much in the way of unclaimed space that remains of vital interest for use. Oceans are that on Earth, 

and control of them - defined by an ability to use them safely and to deny their safe use to an enemy - is 

a chief and probably most distinctive purpose of navies. In FOTS, we've got claimed space - inside 

comm/scan grids - and unclaimed space, in which not much happens and in which you don't find 

commerce. Nations' interests fall off dramatically outside their comm/scan grids and those of their allies, 

which are generally adjacent to friendly pace or trace connections through it. (Another difference is the 

use of navies to control chokepoints, which space generally doesn’t have.) 

 In fact, we do in fact have relatively unclaimed space in which distant powers have vital interests 

that might be served by expeditionary military operations. Trade commerce raiding goes through the 

portion of comm/scan grids from the very edge to the colony furthest out. There you can raid the 

commerce of all trade going through that zone. If you've got far-off trade partners, you've got trade that 

goes through far-off outer comm/scan grids. It's very possible that the immediate owners of those 

comm/scan grids can't patrol them adequately for your purposes, or don't care all that much - after all, it's 

by definition on the periphery of their comm/scan grid. A huge amount of trade in G5 was going on 

between various Rrowlk'aa states and the Federation, Saurians, and Ssleeth through the outer portions of 

Machine space. The ME certainly wouldn't be able to patrol it the way that massive wealth merits – and 

wouldn’t care -and it'd be space centrally important to the trade-driven Rrowlk'aa Alliance economy.  

 The comm/scan grid can be extended without the use of colonies, which will extend the zone for 

trade commerce raiding and of course the zone through which trade routes may be traced, without 

carrying the sense of claimed space actual colonies will. If you're out to establish a trade empire, friendly 

trade partners should be willing to have you set up comm/scan bases around the periphery of their 

territory that they can use too, in support of your trade routes. (You might well find yourself defining 

friendly powers partly in terms of their willingness to support your commerce protection.) 

 These should have a role and feel very much like distant ports and coaling stations for oceanic 

maritime empires. They're going to be bases as well for whatever units are out there to patrol and to 

protect commerce moving through that area.  

 This might also bring out a new form of international conflict, in that you might have vital 

interests in seeing that your commerce running through other folks' comm/scan grids is protected, you're 

likely to want to do the protection yourself to make sure it's done right (I would), and that's likely to tick 

off some people. This is a natural place for an imperial outlook and a de facto empire to develop. 

 For that matter, you can have multiple not-especially-friendly powers with trade to protect in the 

same outer comm/scan grids of a third nation, regularly moving warships around space scanned but not 

claimed by either looking for other moving warships which might accost commerce. It's an incident 

waiting to happen, and waiting impatiently. 

 



 

 

Appendix 1 - Technology Definitions 
 In all cases, when stats are being cited for any technology or facility, these stats are defined as 

follows - beam rating, shield rating, torpedo/missile rating, hull rating. Example: Training Camps (TC) 

cost 120 RPs and have stats of 0,0,0,24. This means that a TC has a beam rating of 0-pts, a shield rating 

of 0-pts, a torpedo/missile rating of 0-pts, and a hull size of 24-pts. 

 Techs in Appendix 1 are generally available as baseline capabilities. 

Aerospace fighters: These are aircraft used for atmospheric combat. They are transported in bays like 

those of space fighters and built according to the same rules, with a cost multiplier of 50% instead of 

75% due to their inability to engage in space combat. 

Agricultural stations: Agricultural Stations increase the base SRP output of a world that produces the 

SRP Food/Agricultural Products by 10%. Agricultural Stations cost 400 RPs. Agricultural Stations can 

only be constructed on previously colonized worlds. 

Aircraft factories: Aerospace forces are built in aerospace factories, with a flat cost of 40 RPs. An 

aerospace/aircraft factory produces 200 Hl of aircraft per turn as a 2nd generation baseline; this may be 

increased through R&D. 

Asteroid Bases: Bases may also be constructed using asteroids of any size up through and including 100 

hull points in size (objects above this size are called planets).  Asteroid bases will automatically possess 

the size of the asteroid chosen in hull spaces (e.g. if a player chooses to build a Hl 24 asteroid base, that 

base automatically has a base Hl 24). Base hull points for an asteroid base are at one half cost, since the 

materials and general structure are already there. Asteroid bases automatically have an additional amount 

of armor (rock) equal to ½ their base Hl in additional Hl points free of any RP cost. Thus, that Hl 24 

asteroid would pay for 12 Hl but end up with a Hl rating of 36, including rock armor. Asteroid bases 

cannot, however, benefit from any additional ablative armor or any technological advances the empire 

has or develops in ablative armor technology. Asteroid bases may not be dissassembled and reassembled 

for transport in cargo bays, but can be built as mobile bases. Asteroid bases are much harder to repair 

than standard bases: any hull or armor damage is repaired at the full build rate, not a faster repair rate, 

and costs 3.33 RP's per Hl point to repair, as convenient original rock is essentially being replaced 

inconveniently with processed, specially fitted metal. 

Automated Fire Platforms (AFP's): Automated fire platforms are a form of mine used for repeated 

energy weapon fire. Each is a hull 1 unit, with equipment spaces at 75% of the starship rate. AFP's may 

be equipped only with internal weaponry and, if the technology for XO racks on bases is known, one XO 

rack. Automated fire platforms carry a MINE tag, and can be swept by minesweepers. Cost per 

automated fire platform is based on BSTH values times 3.33, with a 50% cost multiplier for immobility. 

Thus, a typical 2nd gen automated fire platform with 1 1 point beam would cost (2x3.33x.5), or 3 RP’s 

rounding mathematically. The ship data line for this unit mine would be: 

 

Automated fire platform,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,”FIGHTER NOMOVE” 

 

MINE may replace FIGHTER, depending on BE version in use. 

Automated Missile Platforms (AMP's): Automated missile platforms are immobile, fighter-scale 

automated platforms used for delivering a load of missiles once. After use in combat, an AMP is 

considered destroyed, or at any rate, damaged beyond economical recovery. AMP's are hull 1 units, with 

no equipment spaces, and up to 4 external ordnance racks purchased at fighter rates. These XO racks are 

exclusively for use with missiles.  A typical 4 missile AMP costs 3 RP's, and appear in the BE as 

(assuming baseline missiles): 

 

Automated missile platform,0,0,0,0,4,4,1,1,0,0,0,”NOMOVE AMMO 1 MIS0011 FIGHTER” 

 

MINE may replace FIGHTER, depending on BE version in use.



 

 

Armor: Armor is an ablative substance plated to the hull of a starship for the purpose of absorbing 

damage. In some cases, armor is also part of the internal reinforcing of a starship hull. Armor is a size-0 

system which functions exactly like shields, but has its point value added to the ship's hull rather than to 

its Sh rating, costs 1.67 RPs per point, and can be improved in a similar manner (i.e. armor technology 

can increase to the point where a single point of armor provides, 2, 3, or 4 pts of protection, etc.). Armor 

of this type is "ablative" in nature. Resistant armor is discussed elsewhere and is not available as a 

starting technology under normal circumstances. At the start of the standard game, a ship may only have 

up to 50% of its hull size added on as armor (e.g., a Hl 15 ship could have no more than 7.5 (8) pts of 

armor added to it, bringing its Hl rating up to 23 pts for combat purposes). Armor does not add to a ship's 

hull size in terms of constructing that particular hull (e.g., a Hl 15 ship with 8 pts of armor would still be 

constructed as a Hl 15 ship, not a Hl 23 ship). 

Barracks: A troop barracks is a size-1 system costing 3.33 RPs which is designed to house, transport, 

and care for the personnel of a ground unit force and/or boarding parties. A barracks suffices for the 

transport of 2 base hull point of combat-ready standard ground unit.  Gunboat tenders require one 

barracks space to provide the gunboat crews temporary quarters more extensive than those aboard their 

gunboats. 

Bases: Bases are massive, immobile facilities. Being immobile, they derive no defense from mobility; in 

fact, they suffer a base DEFENSE penalty of -30. Bases may be built with improved signature masking, 

for a price. For a 5% surcharge per level, bases may lose 10 points of DEFENSE penalty, up to no 

penalty for a 15% surcharge. After that, the masking effect may be increased for +5 DEFENSE per 5% 

unit surcharge paid, up to 3 levels, but research may increase the allowed levels by one per Development 

success. Base construction and other details may be found in section 6.2.1.4. 

Basic university: This is a facility used to train graded scientists. It costs 40 RP’s and can train 20 

graded scientists a turn. 

Battlewagons: Ships with a base hull size of 17 or more may be built as battlewagons. These are large, 

powerful, but relatively slow vessels. A battlewagon has a maximum speed fixed no higher than its 

cruising speed. In return, it receives an extra .25 equipment spaces per hull point. This is a baseline 

technical capacity available to anyone capable of building FTL ships of Hl 17 or higher. 

Beam Weapons: All beam weapons are rated according to the number of points of damage that each 

beam emitter/projector is capable of putting out (i.e., 1, 2, 3 pts of damage per emitter per shot, etc.). 

Most emitters are size-1 systems and are paid for "by rating" (i.e., a ship equipped with 10x3-pt beam 

emitters would have a beam rating of 10x3= 30 pts which would cost30/3=10x10=100 RPs) plus the 

addition of any "special effects". 

Boarding Parties: The boarding party is platoon-scale ground unit, typically of 30-50 soldiers, trained 

and equipped to launch raids from the unit carrying them on enemy units in combat. All raids are 

considered hit and run unless the ship is actually captured. Boarding party actions are always conducted 

prior to any other fire during the turn so the troops have a chance to capture things before they get blown 

up. Ammunition limits are not a factor in boarding party combat. BP is a much more intense squad level 

combat than ground actions. 

The Attack Rating (AR) of a ship has more to do with what type of troopers and how many can be 

shoved out the airlock, sent via assault sleds, or delivered by transcaster. Boarding actions can result in 

failure, draws, random critical hits, or a successful capture. Attack strength is determined by number, 

type of units, and delivery method. The AR rating equals the total AR of all units available to serve as 

boarding parties; for each unit, this is determined by their total beam and torpedo ratings of the boarding 

parties deployed multiplied by the modifier for means of boarding the target. AR can be split among 

different boarding parties, down to the level of a single BP per attack. 

 Defensive strength is a factor of hull size plus any defensively assigned boarding parties that it 

has on board. The DR assigned to a ship on the ship data line is equal to twice the AR of defending BP’s 

aboard; the BE adds the unit’s hull value for DR computations. A successfully captured ship is taken out 

of the fight as if it’s destroyed. On a successful raid (rolling 25% or less), the ship is captured. 



 

 

Otherwise, a random critical hit is scored. Captured ships are rendered dead in space as their normal 

space drives power down. Monsters or biotech ships can be captured; they are literally knocked 

unconscious for the duration of the battle. 

 Boarding parties are built as if they were hull 1 non-mechanized or powered armor units. They 

differ in two respects. First, the personnel requirement for a boarding party is 30-50 individuals, rather 

than 900-4500. As such, their training camp or transport requirements are vastly reduced; 30 boarding 

parties can be carried in a single barracks space aboard ship. Second, they have no role as standard 

ground units in garrisons or invasions. Their beam and torpedo ratings are used solely for boarding 

actions. 

  The Attack Rating of a boarding party has a base value equal to the BP’s total beam and torpedo 

rating, and is modified by delivery means as shown below:  

EVA (Extra Vehicular Assault) AR x 1 

Breaching pod    AR x 1.5 

Ramships/Assault Shuttles  AR x 2 

Transcaster Assault   AR x 3 

 Boarding parties may also be assigned to defense. In this case, they contribute twice their AR to 

DR instead. 

 Boarding parties may be raised as untrained, but cannot be used before reaching Average grade. 

Non-mechanized boarding parties must purchase EVA capability to launch EVA attacks, at an additional 

cost of 15%. Boarding parties can be used in ground combat, though planetary combat usually includes 

fewer likely targets for boarding action. BP attacks in planetary combat are identical in treatment to those 

in space, with the unlikely-target caveat above and with drop capability taking the place of EVA 

capability for unassisted BP attacks. 

 Boarding Parties as such are available without research. However, assault shuttles/ramships and 

transcasters require research before they can be used as delivery systems, and EVA-based and breaching 

pod BP attacks are usable only by a limited variety of unit types and can have disappointing odds of 

success. Assault shuttle and transcaster capability have RP and space requirements.  

Breaching pods: This system is also known as boarding pods. They are simple, not especially 

maneuverable, nearly unarmed, short-ranged spacecraft used to deliver boarding parties a relatively short 

distance from a launching unit onto a target. The armament of the pod is limited to that carried by the 

troops aboard and directional explosive packs used to blow open the target’s hull at the point where the 

pod is secured by grapple systems to it. A breaching pod is built as a fighter-scale unit. It has no XO 

capability, no spacecraft-scale weaponry, no defenses, and only barracks spaces inside. One barracks 

space is sufficient for one boarding party. A typical breaching pod design will be hull 1 with one 

barracks space and a cost of 5 RP’s. Any ground unit capable of boarding party action is capable of 

launching them by breaching pod; this is the chief advantage of using breaching pods at all rather than 

solely EVA attacks. (In TCOM1, they also enjoy a slight range advantage over EVA attacks.)  

Bridges: This is a baseline technology, available without research to anyone able to build ships at all. 

Starships can be assumed to have bridges without including this system; what this system represents is 

simply a bridge that lets certain personnel use their skills to their maximum. A bridge costs 3.33 RP’s 

base and occupies one equipment space. The bonuses provided by graded officers assigned to the ship, 

not including the commander or any providing any fleet-wide or similar bonus, are doubled. Note 

specifically that the bonuses provided to officers by flag bridges and CIC’s in particular are offered only 

to officers who are not eligible for bonuses from bridges. A CIC helps out the commander, who can’t 

benefit from a bridge; and a flag bridge helps out the admiral and other officers providing fleet-wide or 

similar bonuses, who also therefore cannot benefit from a bridge. This is not cumulative with any bonus 

from an advanced damage control center or advanced engineering station. It deserves mention that, while 

a bridge is a baseline capability, it is only useful in combination with some non-baseline graded officer 

types. 



 

 

Bureaus: A Bureau is a governmental organization for routine performance of Specified operations of a 

particular sort: Counter-intelligence/conversion; Military; Political; Economic; Diplomatic; Research; or 

Cryptographic. Each turn, the Bureau produces Operations Points (OP’s) equal to the number of RP’s 

invested in it to date for Specified operations of its type. A Bureau is established with a minimum of 50 

RP’s. Additional details on the use and function of Bureaus are in rules section 16.0.0.  

Cargo Bays: Each cargo bay is a size-1 "box" designed to hold cargo of various types. Each starship 

cargo bay can carry one of the following: 

20 RP's of colonization project, repair parts, etc. (Colonization RP’s may be carried only by freighter.) 

20 RP’s of foreign aid 

8 Hl in uncrated (i.e., suitable for immediate transfer to a hangar for near-future operation) fighters or 

fighter equivalents (e.g. mines) (2.5 RP equivalent per Hl) 

12 Hl in crated fighters or fighter equivalent units (1.67 RP equivalent per Hl) 

3 Hl in crated gunboats (6.67 RP equivalent per Hl) 

2 Hl in uncrated gunboats (10 RP equivalent per Hl) 

.5 Hl in starship component (40 RP equivalent per Hl) 

.25 Hl in base component (80 RP equivalent per Hl) 

160 standard size missiles or comparable munitions (.125 RP equivalent per standard munition space) 

80 heavy missiles or comparable munitions (.25 RP equivalent per heavy missile) 

160 spaces of required launcher of capital missiles (e.g., if they're capital missiles for 4 space launchers, 

it can carry 40 of them) or comparable munitions (.125 RP equivalent per standard munition space) 

1 starship-turn of supplies (20 RP equivalent per turn per starship) 

4 gunboat-turns of supplies (2 for 1st gen gunboats) (5 RP equivalent per turn per gunboat) (2.5 for 1
st
 

gen) 

8 fighter-turns of supplies (4 for 1st gen fighters) (2.5 RP equivalent per turn per fighter) (1.25 for 1
st
 

gen) 

2 base hull of trained ground units, not combat ready (20 RP equivalent per Hl) 

 Cargo bays onboard gunboats are capable of handling exactly 50% of what starship cargo bays 

can carry. Cargo bays on fighters are capable of handling 12.5% of a starship's capacity. XO rack cargo 

pods cannot be ganged together to carry larger cargoes, and unit components cannot be broken down into 

sizes less than 1 Hl. Cargo bays are one of a very few "free" systems in the game (i.e., while they occupy 

1 equipment space, they are free and have a cost of 0 RPs). Cargo bays typically require four days for 

each loading or unloading operation. 

Civil service academy: This facility is used for the training of graded administrators. It costs 40 RP’s 

and can put out 20 graded administrators each turn. 

Collier magazines: Collier magazines are magazines designed for the carriage and dispensing of 

ammunition to other ships, as opposed to firing them from the ship itself. A collier magazine occupies 

one equipment space, costs 3.33 RP’s, and carries ammunition at cargo bay rates. A unit may count its 

collier magazines as if they were cargo bays to determine eligibility for slow freighter discounts or other 

freighter status. The advantages to moving ammunition in collier magazines are the following. First, a 

ship receives no VOLATILE or CARGO tag for ammunition in collier magazines as opposed to cargo 

bays. Second, time to load and unload ammunition from collier magazines to other units’ inherent or 

standard magazines is virtually negligible, as opposed to the normal four days per loading operation for 

cargo. Collier magazines may not be used as standard magazines by the unit with them, but the unit can 

reload any inherent or standard magazines immediately after a battle from any collier magazines it might 

have. Collier magazines are a baseline technical capability for any state with ammunition-based 

weapons. 

Command Information Centers (CICs)/flag bridges: Combat Information Centers (CIC’s) and flag 

bridges are specialized systems for ship and fleet command respectively. CIC’s occupy 2 equipment 

spaces and cost 5 points (16.67 RP’s base). In addition to use for graded officers, a CIC provides the unit 



 

 

a 5 point target and DEFENSE bonus. Flag bridges occupy one space and cost 1 point (3.33 RP’s base), 

and offer no bonus beyond graded officer support. 

Communications centers: Communications centers are devices that allow for an extension of 

communication ranges and, when coupled with a VLRS, supply range. The basic communications center 

costs 20 points (66.7 RP’s), requires 10 equipment spaces aboard a ship or base, can only be used while 

the unit is not in motion, and requires 1 week to deploy and 1 week to pack back up for travel. Tech 

advances from there can, 

a)        reduce the cost to 10 points (1st advance) and then to 1 (2nd advance) 

b)       reduce deployment/repacking times to 4 days (1st advance) and then to capable of working while 

underway without any deployment/repacking at all (2nd advance) 

c)     reduce equipment space requirements by 3 equipment spaces per advance, to 7, 4, and 1, the 

minimum. 

 The rules governing communications can be found in section 13. 

Computer Systems Tech: Computer Systems Tech is a baseline measurement of a state’s facility with 

computer security and infiltration, as a function of general computer aptitude. CST is measured by 

generation, with the base level fixed by the technical generation of a state pregame. For example, 2nd 

gen states will, absent further research or additional levels due to other technologies, have 2nd gen CST. 

CST levels are advanced one half a generation per Research plus Development advance, just as Power 

Systems Tech is. In addition, every two computer-related technology levels Researched and Developed 

count for one additional research stage success in CST. For example, that 2nd gen state, with one level of 

battlecomputers and artificial intelligence tech would have the Development stage toward late 2nd gen 

CST as a spinoff. What counts as a computer-related technology is ultimately a decision for the GM, but 

battlecomputers, ECM, datalink, ECM generators, AI, and augments are a handful of common examples. 

CST tech levels determine a state’s vulnerability to interstellar computer virus attacks. These attacks are 

harmless against a higher CST state, have normal effects versus an equivalent CST, and are 

exceptionally dangerous against a lower CST state.  

Construction/Build rate: This is rated in hull points per turn, and governs the speed at which an 

empire’s shipyards and repair yards function. A build rate of 6 hull per turn, for example, will mean that 

a Hl 6 ship will require one turn to build, a Hl 12 ship will require two, as would a Hl 7 ship. Additional 

details may be found in the rules sections governing the construction of various unit types. Build rate 

requires only Development stages to improve. 

Core Taps: Core Taps increase the base RP output of a world by 10% reflecting expensive and massive, 

deep-crust mining methods that increase the amount of ore recovered during a turn. Core Taps cost 400 

RPs each. Core Taps can only be constructed on previously colonized worlds. Core Taps may not be 

used to enhance the output of the SRP’s Oil/Plastics, Power Focusing/Generation Crystals, 

Food/Agricultural Products, Drugs/Medicinals, Fuel/Energy Sources, or Antimatter. 

Early Warning Stations: An early warning station is a form of extremely specialized colony. It costs a 

flat 80 RP’s, produces no income, and may be set up on any body that could support a colony of that 

species. An early warning station may be set up by any unit with the cargo bay space it requires; 

freighters are specifically not required, if non-freighters have the requisite 80 RP’s of cargo capacity. An 

early warning station may be picked back up off a planet as quickly as it is put down and relocated 

without any additional RP expenditure. It can carry on all its functions immediately, within the turn on 

which it is founded. An early warning station provides the same link in the military’s communication, 

scanning, and supply network a standard colony does. It can also provide this for establishing trade 

routes and the extent of the civilian infrastructure if it is not operating under stealth protocols. Its ability 

to operate under stealth protocols is one of the chief military benefits of an early warning station. An 

early warning station working under stealth protocols does not use active sensors but still enjoys the sort 

of discriminatory sensor capability of active sensors, and it cannot be detected normally from outside the 

system it occupies. 



 

 

Energy Torpedo Launchers: ETL's are offensive weapon systems which generate "packets" of energy 

which are then launched in a direct fire mode at a target. Each ETL is paid for "by rating" of the total 

firepower of the system (e.g., a ship equipped with 10x3-pt ETL's would have a Tp rating of 30 pts 

which would have a cost of 30/3=10x10=100 RPs). ETL's have neither ammunition limitations nor 

magazine requirements. 

External Ordnance Racks: XO racks are specialized "hard points" attached/built into spacecraft hull 

that allow it to carry certain types of ordnance outside of its hull. Units may mount XO racks at a cost of 

one point (3.33 RP’s base) per 2 racks, up to the base hull value in XO racks. Fighters, unlike gunboats, 

ships, or bases, purchase XO racks at half cost and may mount up to 8 times their base hull value in XO 

racks. Many fighters will be designed around this capacity. An XO rack is capable of carrying a cargo 

pod or one missile into combat at no additional charge. (Of course, you still have to pay for the cargo or 

the missile itself.) Some other items, such as long-range sensors, may also occupy an XO rack, with one 

equipment space items taking one XO rack each. These items require purchase as if they were standard, 

internally-mounted systems. XO racks are a size-0 item. XO racks are available as a baseline capability 

only for fighters and gunboats.  

 Unlike larger units, fighters are limited to two times their hull size in XO rack missiles fire per 

combat round. For example, a typical hull 1 fighter may only fire 2 missiles per round from XO racks. 

This cap may be increased by one times hull size per Development success. 

Fieldworks: Fieldworks are relatively light fortifications for use by ground troops defending a planet. 

They provide the ground unit additional Hl points as armor. Every 3 Hl points of fieldworks costs 5 

RP’s. There is no limit but expense and practicality on the amount of Hl points from fieldworks a unit 

may receive. Any unit benefiting from fieldworks receives a NOMOVE tag, as they are not suitably 

mobile for an effective retreat from combat. Fieldworks are a baseline technology. 

Fighters: Fighters are the smallest class of regular space vehicle in FOTS. They are normally slower-

than-light (STL), and rarely operate far in space or cruising time from their carriers. Fighters must be 

built STL for the regular 25% cost discount; their equipment space ratio assumes the STL space bonus 

already. Fighters may not  use ablative armor - they carry a FIGHTER tag in the BattleEngine, which 

will have them destroyed by a single point of hull damage in any case. Fighters may buy XO racks to 8x 

base hull at .25 points (.83 RP's base) each, but they are limited to twice their Hl rating in XO missiles 

fired per combat round. They use 10% the starship capacity for cargo bays, may not carry troops, mines, 

other fighters, etc., and are operable away from a carrier for no more than 6 hours. Fighters receive up to 

3 levels of improved maneuverability free (minus 1 per hull size over 1, minus 1 in case of ground attack 

bombing runs). With additional research, fighters may use shields, gain FTL capability, gain longer 

range from the carrier, and fire more XO missiles per round. Fighters are not a baseline technology for 0 

or 1
st
 gen states, and require Research and Development or Development stages respectively for such 

states. Fighters are described in rules section 6.2.1.3. 

Fighter factories: These facilities are used to produce fighters. A fighter factory costs 40 RP’s and can 

build 100 Hl of fighters per turn at 1
st
 Gen (after developing fighter technology) and 200 Hl of fighter per 

turn (at the 2nd generation factory build rate). 

Fighter hangars: Each fighter hangar bay is a size-1 system designed to house, launch, and recover 

fighter craft. Each 2nd gen starship fighter hangar bay is capable of handling up to 8 fighter Hl points at 

one time (the rest of the space being taken up by fighter launch/recovery/maintenance systems). A 

hangar bay onboard a gunboat could can handle 50% of this amount. Fighters may not mount hangar 

bays of any kind. Hangar bays cost 3.33 RPs each. 

Flagships: A flagship is a specifically-designated ship within a fleet containing that fleet’s commanding 

officer and much of the fleet’s command and control facilities. Once battle is joined, the destruction of a 

flagship and the loss of these facilities have little effect since communications during battle tends to 

break down anyway. Flagships are mainly a method of designating which ship an empire’s 

“personalities” are aboard for combat purposes. In FOTS: AGA, a flagship also contributes a certain 



 

 

amount of “global” ComP to units under its command. Cost: In standard FOTS, none (aside from the 

addition of a flag bridge and/or CIC); In FOTS: AGA, +15% of ship’s base cost. 

Fortifications: Fortifications are bases built on a planetary surface specifically to support ground units 

operating inside of them. The fortification is built as any other base, but it pays a 15% unit surcharge. 

The fortification is another unit in planetary invasion combat, with all its normal beam, shield, torpedo, 

hull, and other ratings, and a BUILDING tag. Unlike any other base that happens to be on the ground, 

fortifications’ barracks are built to allow combat function from within the fortification for the ground 

troops stationed within them. The ground units’ weapon ratings are added to those of the fortification (if 

any); the units can fire normally from within the fortification. (The ground troops are not including in the 

defense fleet data file independently.) Weapon rating points due to natural weaponry or other melee do 

not carry over, as the troopers are hardly in a position to charge in and mix it up. Fortifications are a 

baseline technology. 

Freighters: Freighter technology makes available a fundamental variety of starship. A freighter is a unit 

built specifically for transport of cargo. As such, it must be built with a large quantity of cargo holds, 

50% or more of its equipment spaces. The following features distinguish a freighter from a warship that 

happens to have a lot of cargo holds is. First, the freighter may not be refitted to have fewer than 50% of 

its equipment spaces in cargo holds, while that cargo-heavy warship can lose them in a refit. Second, the 

freighter is eligible for a 25% cost break if it is built with engines capable of no speed higher than cruise. 

Freighters that take this option are known as slow freighters; freighters built without it are fast freighters. 

However, it should be remembered that the cruising speed of fast and slow freighters is no lower than 

that of the other or of standard warships; the difference is in the maximum speeds only. Third, the basic 

design of a freighter, quite apart from how its equipment spaces are filled, is considerably different. The 

provisions for passengers (or similar cargo such as farm animals) are far more ample on a freighter. As a 

result, a freighter may be used for colonization. While the cargo bays carry the RP’s of a colonization 

effort, the passenger facilities not otherwise represented in equipment spaces carry the passengers not 

otherwise represented as a game-mechanical component of the colonization effort. Gunboats may be 

built as freighters, but no gunboat freighter will have the passenger capacity for a colonization effort. 

You simply get a gunboat eligible for a cost break if its maximum speed is limited, and one with a 

massive cargo hold commitment. 

 Freighters are a baseline capability for any star-faring nation. 

Graded administrators: These are individuals (or, for some species/cultures, teams, cabals, families, or 

more abstract social entities) who are particularly able leaders of sub-national governments and/or 

bureaucracies. They are civilian (or semi-civilian) equivalents of graded officers and provide the districts 

under their administration benefits somewhat analogous to those graded officers provide their ships, 

fleets, divisions, or armies. Graded administrators are assigned a seniority level, and the cost of the 

graded administrator depends on it. This determines the scope of colonies over which they may provide a 

production bonus. Players are strongly encouraged to come up with “rank” titles for their administrators 

for game color purposes.  

Rank:     Span:    RP cost:  

Administrator Grade 1  1 colony    16 RP's  

Administrator Grade 2  1 inhabited star system  32 RP's  

Administrator Grade 3  1 sector    128 RP's  

Administrator Grade 4  1 nation   500 RP’s 

 Admin-4's are not baseline technology, and any admin-4 must be an admin-3 trained up to that 

grade.  

  Administrators have a 1d10 skill roll, and add that percentage to the base RP production under 

their administration. Administration bonus income is capped at 20% baseline; this cap may be increased 

with research. Administrators may be trained up to a higher grade with the skill roll retained with 1 turn 

training, 1 turn spent in current rank working, and the cost of the new grade. The training turn is waived 

in case of successful participation in a non-routine event, e.g., encouraging a successful bit of military 



 

 

initiative in case of enemy incursion, assimilation of an administered colony with an occupied 

population, etc. Skill roll may be improved with a turn spent training and the base cost paid again; 

another skill roll is made and the new skill roll is used if and only if it is better than the previous skill 

roll. 

 In addition to bonus income, any graded administrator can give commands to forces over a 

colony or within a sector or state under his or her administration independent of imperial command. We 

make the optimistic assumption that they’re either basically militarily competent to take this sort of 

initiative, or, more likely, just able to encourage and to order the nameless officers around to do whatever 

they think is best but haven’t got the gumption to do on their own. There is nothing equivalent to a flag 

bridge or CIC for a graded administrator; their work environments are just their colonies or some site in 

their systems.  

  Graded administrators may run covert operations Bureaus and Spy Networks exactly as a graded 

spymaster of equivalent skill level and grade. 

 Graded administrators are a baseline technological capability, immediately available without the 

need for research, for any culture with almost any history at all of interstellar colonies. This includes at 

least most any FOTS player race of 1st or 2nd gen starting tech, and probably several 0 gen states. 

Graded scientists: These are individuals (or, for some species/cultures, teams, cabals, families, or more 

abstract social entities) who are particularly able leaders of research projects. They are civilian (or semi-

civilian) equivalents of graded officers and provide the projects under their supervision benefits 

somewhat analogous to those graded officers provide their ships, fleets, divisions, or armies. Graded 

scientists are assigned a seniority level, and the cost of the graded scientist depends on it. This 

determines the scope of projects over which they may provide a R&D bonus. Players are strongly 

encouraged to come up with “rank” titles for their scientists for game color purposes.  

Rank:    Span:    RP cost:  

Scientist Grade 1  1 R&D project   16 RP's  

Scientist Grade 2  2-4 related R&D projects  32 RP's  

Scientist Grade 3  5-16 R&D projects, related or not 

       128 RP's  

Scientist Grade 4  17 or more R&D projects, related or not 

       500 RP's 

  Scientist-4's are not baseline technology, and any scientist-4 must be an scientist-3 trained up to 

that grade.  

 Scientists have a 1d10 skill roll, and add that percentage to the effective funding of the project(s) 

to which the scientist is assigned. Scientist R&D bonus is capped at 20% baseline; this cap may be 

increased with research. Scientists may be trained up to a higher grade with the skill roll retained with 1 

new successful project, 1 turn spent in current rank working, and the cost of the new grade. The time in 

new grade requirement may be waived in case of a miraculous R&D success; in that case, a scientist-1 

might be bumped right up to scientist-3 with the expenditure of 128 RP's. Skill roll may be improved 

with a turn spent training and the base cost paid again; another skill roll is made and the new skill roll is 

used if and only if it is better than the previous skill roll.  

  Graded scientists are a baseline technological capability, immediately available without the need 

for research, for any culture at or above Industrial Age in technology.  

Graded spymasters: These are individuals (or, for some species/cultures, teams, cabals, families, or 

more abstract social entities) who are particularly able leaders of espionage, intelligence, and/or counter-

intelligence projects. They are the covert ops equivalents of graded officers and provide the projects 

under their leadership benefits somewhat analogous to those graded officers provide their ships, fleets, 

battalions, or armies. Graded spymasters are assigned a seniority (sneakiness?) level, and the cost of the 

graded spymaster depends on it. This determines the scope of operations over which they may provide a 

bonus. Players are strongly encouraged to come up with “rank” titles for their spymasters for game color 

purposes.  



 

 

Rank:    Span of administration:   RP cost:  

Spymaster Grade 1      1 covert operation   16 RP's  

Spymaster Grade 2  2-4 operations of the same type or target    

       32 RP's  

Spymaster Grade 3  5-16 operations, related or not  

                                                                         128 RP's  

Spymaster Grade 4  17 or more operations, related or not 

       500 RP's  

 Spymaster-4's are not baseline technology, and any spymaster-4 must be an spymaster-3 trained 

up to that grade. 

 Graded spymasters have a 1d10 skill roll, and add that percentage to the effective funding of the 

operations to which the spymaster is assigned. Spymaster operation bonus is capped at 20% baseline; 

this cap may be increased with research. Spymasters may be trained up to a higher grade with the skill 

roll retained with 1 new successful operation, 1 turn spent in current rank working, and the cost of the 

new grade. The time in new grade requirement may be waived in case of an especially dramatic 

operation success; in that case, a spymaster-1 might be bumped right up to spymaster-3 with the 

expenditure of 128 RP's. Skill roll may be improved with a turn spent training and the base cost paid 

again; another skill roll is made and the new skill roll is used if and only if it is better than the previous 

skill roll. 

 Graded spymasters may also be assigned to run one or more Bureaus or Spy Networks. Each 

Bureau or Spy Network counts as one operation in determining how many or which Networks or 

Bureaus a given spymaster may oversee. For purposes of being a related “operation”, Bureaus are related 

to Bureaus and Networks are related to Networks. For example, a Spymaster Grade 2 could run 4 

Bureaus or 4 Networks, but not 2 Bureaus and 2 Networks. A graded spymaster running a Bureau or Spy 

Network increases the OP’s per turn the Bureau or Network generates by a percentage equal to skill roll. 

Graded admins can function as graded spymasters of the same rank for running Bureaus. 

Ground attack bomb bays: Ground attack bomb bays are a baseline capability. Ground attack bomb 

bays are internal fighter or gunboat systems. A fighter ground attack bomb bay carries four bombs; a 

gunboat ground attack bomb bay carries ten bombs. Ground attack bombs are built, paid for, and treated 

in ground combat as one point missiles. However, any ground attack bomb bay may unload bombs at any 

fire rate, and it can be used exclusively for ground combat. Bombing attacks are possible only in the 

third or later stage of an invasion, and only when no enemy aircraft, fighters, or gunboats are operating. 

Ground forces: These are units used to take and hold colonies or other ground assets, and occasionally 

for boarding party combat. Ground forces are described in detail in rules section 6.6.0; ground combat is 

described in rules section 9.2.0. 

Ground force academies: These are facilities used for the training of graded officers for ground combat 

duty. Each academy costs 40 RP's and can graduate up to 20 officers per turn. 

Gunboats: Gunboats are a form of spacecraft intermediary between the smaller fighter and the larger 

starship. FTL gunboats (available as a baseline capability at 2nd gen tech levels but requires a 

Development from1st gen baseline) enjoy a 1 WF cruising speed advantage over starships. Any gunboat 

is tied to tending facilities. Gunboats are described in detail in rules section 6.2.1.2; gunboat movement 

details and tending requirements can be found in section 4.2.0. 

Gunboat factories: These facilities are used to produce gunboats. A gunboat factory costs 40 RP’s and 

can build 100 Hl of gunboat per turn at 1
st
 Gen (at the 1sr generation factory build rate) and 200 Hl of 

gunboat per turn (at the 2nd generation factory build rate). 

Gunboat hangars: Each gunboat hangar bay is a size-1 system designed to house, launch, and recover 

gunboats. Each 2nd gen starship gunboat hangar bay is capable of handling up to 8 gunboat Hl points at 

one time (the rest of the space being taken up by gunboat launch/recovery/maintenance systems). 

Naturally, gunboat hangar bays may not be mounted on fighters or gunboats. Hangar bays cost 3.33 RPs 

each. 



 

 

Hangars: Hangars are built to carry and service gunboats, fighters, aircraft, oceanic attack craft, and 

comparable small craft. Any given hangar is built to carry just one such unit type. Hangar capacity is 

Researched and Developed, however, as a single line of research, from 2 to 4 to 8 Hl capacity for 

starship or base hangars at 0, 1
st
, and 2

nd
 and later generations respectively. (The 2

nd
 gen capacity is the 

mature stage of the technology.) Hangars on gunboats are half the capacity of those on starships, and 

cannot themselves be gunboat hangars. 

Heavy industry: Heavy Industry facilities are required before a planet can begin producing any actual 

physical constructions such as bases, shipyards, starships, etc. Heavy Industry consists of factories, 

machine shops, power plants, and the personnel to operate these facilities. Heavy Industry supplies the 

steel, plastics, computer chips, cable, and all the actual physical materials needed to build things. Players 

homeworlds are assumed to have heavy industry complexes to start. Heavy Industry costs 400 RP’s to 

place on any world. 

Improved/decreased tactical maneuverability: This is a baseline capability for any space-faring state, 

but it can be increased with additional research. A tactically mobile unit i.e., typically, one without a NO 

MOVE tag may be built with increased maneuverability. In FOTS each such level provides the unit one 

additional point of thrust or speed and a 5 point DEFENSE bonus. Each level carries a 5% unit 

surcharge. This is limited to three levels, but research may increase the allowed levels by one per 

Development success. A unit may also be built with decreased maneuverability. Each such level carries 

with it a 5 point DEFENSE penalty in FOTS and a loss of one point of speed or thrust. The unit gets a 

5% unit discount per level. This is limited to three levels, but each Development success can increase 

this by one level. The point of such research would be to create ever cheaper units with ever less 

mobility, which might be handy for (e.g.) units you never plan to see come under fire, or survive it 

anyway if they do. Tactical maneuverability describes movement in real space, not FTL movement. 

Baseline 2nd and 3rd Gen thrust is 6 for all starships, 9 for gunboats, and 12 for fighters. Base thrust 

improves by +2 pts at each successive technological generation above 3rd and decreases for each 

successive technological generation below 2nd. 

Improved/decreased tactical FTL mobility:  This is a baseline capability for any space-faring state, 

but it can be increased with additional research. A tactically mobile unit (i.e., any unit capable of FTL 

flight) may be built with increased ability to drop out of FTL flight deeper into or farther out from a star 

system’s primary star. Baseline 2nd and 3rd Gen capability begins at 3 light hours (ie, 3 light hours from 

a primary star any baseline 2nd or 3rd Gen FTL-capable unit must drop out of FTL flight to sublight 

speed into real space). Each level of improved tactical FTL mobility allows the unit to drop out of FTL 

flight 1 light hour deeper into a system (i.e., at 2 light hours from the primary star for the first level, at 1 

hour for the 2nd level, and at 30 minutes for the third level). Each level carries a 5% unit surcharge. This 

is limited to three levels, but research may increase the allowed levels by one per Development success. 

A unit may also be built with decreased tactical FTL mobility. Each such level provides a 5% unit 

discount. This is limited to 3 levels, but each Development success can increase this by 1 level. Each 

level of decreased tactical FTL mobility at 2nd and 3rd Gen levels increases the point at which a unit 

must drop out of FTL flight by 1 light hour (i.e., to 4 light hours for the first level, to 5 light hours for the 

2nd level, etc.). Tactical FTL mobility describes where in real space, in relation to the system’s primary 

star, a unit must drop out of FTL flight. 

Improved fire control: Improved fire control provides weapons a target bonus in exchange for a large 

increase in cost. Weapons may receive up to a 20 point target bonus from improved fire control. The cost 

of the weapons is increased by triple the target bonus as a percentage. For example, weapons with the 

full 20 point bonus would cost 60% more than they would normally. Improved fire control is a baseline 

technology. Non-baseline technologies, such as battlecomputers, will provide similar bonuses at lower or 

no cost. Missiles may use IFC, with the surcharge applied to their warhead cost (effectively to the whole 

missile cost); IFC is not used on the launcher end. 

Increased firing arcs: Increased firing arcs provide weapons a target bonus in the the BE and sheer 

increased firing arc in TCOM in exchange for an increase in cost. Weapons may receive up to a 15 point 



 

 

target bonus from increased firing arcs. The first level of IFA increases target by 5 and expands the firing 

arc from 60 to 120 degrees. The second and third add 5 target and 120 degrees each. Each level increases 

the cost of the weapon by 10%. No additional levels of IFA beyond the third are available, since 3 levels 

already mean a 360 degree arc. Increased firing arcs are a baseline technology. Non-baseline 

technologies, such as collimator rings or battlecomputers, will provide similar bonuses at lower or no 

cost in space or RP’s. 

Intel academy: This facility costs 40 RP’s and may train up to 20 graded spymasters per turn. 

Laboratory Bays: Lab bays are specialized compartments assisting scientific research and 

development. The computer systems are specialized to handle large amounts of data being processed by 

up to several dozen scientists simultaneously. Laboratory bays function to increase the number of RP’s 

spent on R&D by 1% each for the specific project to which they are assigned. Each laboratory bay is a 

size-1 system with a cost of 3.33 RP’s. 

Light industry: Light industry is a baseline technology for space-faring cultures. Light industry costs 

200 RP’s and functions as heavy industry, with the following exceptions. The RP potential of the colony 

acts as a cap on the amount of construction a light industry complex can support per turn. For example, a 

250 RP colony with light industry can use it to build no more than 250 RP’s of spacecraft, bases, etc. 

each turn. In addition, light industry cannot support the construction of mobile units requiring more than 

one turn to build, or bases requiring more than two turns to build. 

Listening Post: A listening post is a form of extremely specialized colony. It costs a flat 40 RP’s, 

produces no income, and may be set up on any body that could support a colony of that species. A 

listening post may be set up by any unit with the cargo bay space it requires; freighters are specifically 

not required, if non-freighters have the requisite 40 RP’s of cargo capacity. A listening post may be 

picked back up off a planet as quickly as it is put down and relocated without any additional RP 

expenditure. It can carry on all its functions immediately, within the turn on which it is founded. A 

listening post provides the same link in the communication, scanning, and supply network a standard 

colony does. It can also provide this for establishing trade routes and the extent of the civilian 

infrastructure. Listening posts are as visible as any colony. A “stealth” listening post is an early warning 

station, described elsewhere. 

Long-range Scanner: Also known as long-range sensors, LR scanners are devices that improve 

detection range and permit system surveys (see Survey Rules). Each LR scanner is a size-1 system and 

costs 3.33 RP’s. 

Magazines: A magazine is a size-1 automated system used to increase the ammunition capacity of a 

unit's missile launchers or other ammunition based systems. Each magazine costs 3.33 RPs and increases 

the number of combat rounds of ammunition available to a starship's missile launchers by its base hull 

size. For example, a Hl 10 ship normally has 10 rounds of ammunition for its missile launchers, but 

adding a single magazine doubles this to 20 combat rounds worth of fire. 

Maglocks: A maglock (or maglink) is a mechanical magnetic hookup for attaching something to a 

starship (such as a gunboat or cargo pod). Each maglink is a size-1 system with a cost of 3.33 RPs. A 

starship's maglink has a tow capacity of 5 hull pts (i.e. each maglink can have up to 5 hull pts of starship 

hull attached to it). Maglinks are most commonly found on tugs, and gunboat tenders. A maglock can 

tow twice the gunboat Hull as it can starship hull, i.e., up to the hull 10 gunboat hull cap, and gunboat 

carriage does not reduce the starship's speed. A maglock can serve for gunboat tending and rearming 

needs. It can also suffice for repairs, but not while the ship is moving. It is not usable for gunboat refits at 

all. Maglinks can be "ganged" to handle larger capacities. 

Medical Centers: Medical Centers increase the base SRP output of a world that produces the SRP 

Drugs/-Medicinals by 10%. Medical Centers cost 400 RPs each. Medical Centers can only be 

constructed on previously colonized worlds. 

Mines: Mines are immobile, fighter-scale automated platforms. Baseline mine types include automated 

fire platforms and automated missile platforms. Mines are carried in minelayers. A mine receives a 50% 

cost break as an immobile unit, and no DEFENSE penalty or bonus is required or available. Mines in 



 

 

place when a minesweeping unit approaches them are subject to minesweeping. Mines that are launched 

immediately prior to combat or in it – not a baseline capability – are not subject to minesweeping at that 

time. Mines use a FIGHTER tag, or a MINE tag if available. 

Minelayers: A minelayer is a size-1 system capable of storing, deploying, and retrieving mines. Each 

minelayer costs 3.33 RP’s and has a capacity of 12 Hl of mines (6 in case of gunboat minelayers). A 

minelayer can deploy  mines in a few minutes and retrieve them in an hour: too long for most combats in 

meeting or otherwise mobile engagements, but a negligible period operationally. Units carrying mines in 

cargo bays suffer a VOLATILE tag; units carrying them in minelayers do not. 

Minesweepers: A unit built as a minesweeper has fire control systems optimized for the quick discovery 

and rapid elimination of hostile minefields. A minesweeper pays a 15% unit surcharge for the capability, 

and loses its first normal round of fire when using it in combat. Instead of normal fire, these weapons are 

assumed to be blasting away at mines, with exquisite selectivity, precision, and speed. One hostile mine 

or automated fire platform is simply removed from the fleet file before it is entered into the BE per fire 

packet of minesweeping weaponry. For example, a minesweeper using 20 missile launchers and one 

main volley of 5 points of beam weaponry will sweep 21 mines prior to standard combat. The GM may 

select these randomly, perhaps with a single round of BE combat with nothing but those mines in the 

enemy fleet. Weapons used for minesweeping must be long range or standard range, since the 

minesweeping effect occurs just prior to normal fire. Minesweepers will be most effective when their fire 

is divided into many packets, even though this is not a strict technical requirement. Weapons with flak 

targeting may be counted as firing in flak mode for minesweeping purposes, even though there may be 

nothing with a FIGHTER tag in the enemy fleet file after minesweeping. Minesweepers are a baseline 

technology for 2nd gen states. 

Mining Stations: Mining Stations increase the base RP output of a world by 10% reflecting massive 

strip-mining operations. Mining Stations cost 400 RPs each. Mining Stations may be positioned on any 

type or class of planet (exception: only Mining Stations belonging to gas giant natives may be placed on 

gas giants, at least initially) regardless of whether or not that planet has been colonized. Mining Stations 

may not be used to enhance the output of the SRP Oil/Plastics, Food/Agricultural Products, 

Drugs/Medicinals, Fuel/-Energy Sources, or Antimatter. 

Missiles: Missiles are expendable offensive weapon systems which carry warheads. Each missile is a 1-

time use only system (i.e., a missile launcher fires 1 missile which cannot be re-used after it has been 

fired). Each missile is rated according to the number of damage points its warhead can cause to a target; 

a player might be able to build missiles which have 1, 2, or 3-pt warheads. Missiles are constructed by 

Missile Factories (a 40 RP facility) or built in shipyards as a .25 Hl unit. Each missile's cost is calculated 

as follows, 

 0.125 RPs per 1-pt of warhead strength 

Thus, a missile with a warhead yield of 3-pts would cost 0.125x3 =0.375 = 0.38 RPs each. 

 Damage specials such as MESON, VIBRO, DIS, or HEAT increase missile cost by 100% each. 

Each level of improved fire control increases cost by 15%  and TARGET value by 5. 

Missile factories: These are facilities used in missile production. Each missile factory can produce 100 

RP’s of missile per turn at 1
st
 Gen and 200 RP’s of missile per turn as a 2nd gen baseline capability. 

Missile Launchers: Missile launchers are offensive weapon systems which fire missiles. Each missile 

launcher is a size-1 system. Missile launchers are paid for according to the number of launchers carried, 

not by the rating of the warheads (which are paid for separately). Thus, a ship which carries 10 missile 

launchers firing missiles with 3-pt warheads would have a Tp rating of 10 which would have a cost of 

10x3.33 =33.33 =33 RPs. Each missile launcher has a rate of fire of 1 missile per combat round per 

missile launcher. Starships carry a number of rounds of fire for each of their launchers equivalent to their 

hull size (e.g., a Hl 10 ship would carry 10 combat rounds of ammunition for its missile launchers). 

Ammunition capacity can be increased by adding a Magazine system to a starship. 

Mobile bases: This is a baseline technology for starfaring nations. A mobile base is one built to be 

towed and put back into service rapidly thereafter. A mobile base pays a 15% unit surcharge for the 



 

 

capability. The base can be towed. After towing, it can be made ready for normal functioning in 2 weeks 

per turn of normal build time. For example, with 6 hull per turn build rate, a 12 hull mobile base would 

be ready to operate 4 weeks after release from towing. 

Naval academies: These are facilities used for the training of graded officers for shipboard duty. Each 

academy costs 40 RP's and can produce 20 officers per turn. 

Passenger liners: These are ships specifically designed to move private citizens about, for business or 

pleasure. A fleet of passenger liners can contribute to the simple happiness of a nation with the 

interstellar travel they encourage, and can serve to give people a more tangible sense of national unity. 

Passenger liners are built around liner quarters. Liner quarters occupy two equipment spaces each and 

cost 6.67 RP’s base. In wartime, passenger liners may be pressed into military service; in this case, each 

liner quarters may serve as one barracks. In normal peacetime use, the number of liner quarters on 

passenger liners a nation operates determines whether or not the passenger liners provide an SR bonus. If 

a minimum of one liner quarters per 500 RP’s of base RP production is operated by an empire, that 

empire gets a +5 SR bonus. The movements of the passenger liners are pretty much under GM control; 

they are unlikely to go through uncontrolled space or near war zones (although Kahs vacationers might 

positively like that sort of thing), and they normally will visit nearby nations with which you have trade 

agreements and decent (public) diplomatic relations. Movements of passenger liners can create 

opportunities for various covert operations, and the destruction of a passenger liner should be considered 

a serious diplomatic incident. Passenger liners may take advantage of dedicated transport architecture if 

it is a known technology. 

Power Systems Tech: Each advance in PST makes for an increase in equipment spaces per hull size. 

The way to go up from 1st generation 1.5 equipment spaces per hull size to 2nd generation 2 equipment 

space per hull size is to advance up the Power Systems Tech branch. This represents the smaller space 

requirements of various power systems for the drive and for the other systems (shields, weapons, 

scanners) that come with power tech advance. Each Discovery-Research-Development effort in Power 

Systems Tech gets you an advance in your equipment space per hull size ratio of +.25. So, 

0 Gen Power Systems Tech - 1.25 equipment spaces per hull size (starship rate) 

1st Gen PST - 1.5 equipment spaces per hull size (starship rate) 

Late 1st Gen PST - 1.75 equipment spaces per hull size (starship rate) 

2nd Gen PST - 2.0 equipment spaces per hull size (starship rate) 

Late 2nd Gen PST - 2.25 equipment spaces per hull size (starship rate) 

3rd Gen PST - 2.5 equipment spaces per hull size (starship rate) 

Late 3rd Gen PST - 2.75 equipment spaces per hull size (starship rate) 

4th Gen PST - 3.0 equipment spaces per hull size (starship rate) 

Late 4th Gen PST - 3.25 equipment spaces per hull size (starship rate) 

5th Gen PST - 3.5 equipment spaces per hull size (starship rate) and so in principle on. 

Gunboat rates for equipment spaces are as per starship rates times .75. Fighter rates for equipment 

spaces are as per starship rates times .5. Base rates for equipment spaces are as per starship rates times 

1.5. 

Power Systems Tech also establishes the maximum amount of energy-based systems a unit can 

effectively power. With 1st gen power systems, a unit may power beams, shields, and torpedoes with 

ratings up to 8 times its hull size. This increases by 2 per PST advance, or by 4 per whole generation, up 

to 4th gen PST. After that, power limits are at GM discretion. 

Railguns: Railguns are weapons that function through the use of very high velocity shells that slam into 

a target and do damage through the release of kinetic energy, essentially like bullets. Each railgun takes 

one equipment space and costs 1 pt (3.33 RP’s base). The damage done per railgun depends on the 

damage rating of its shells. Railgun shells are priced exactly as missiles are. The initial rating of railgun 

shells is 1 pt. Railgun shells are built in railgun shell factories, or in shipyards as a .25 Hl unit. A ship 

using railguns stores one complete round of fire per base Hl point; this may be increased through the use 

of magazines as for missiles.  



 

 

Railgun shell factories: These are facilities used in railgun shell production. Each railgun shell factory 

can produce 200 RP’s of railgun shell per turn as a 2nd gen baseline capability. 

Refineries: Refineries increase the base SRP or SSRP output of a world that produces Unrefined Fuels, 

Power Generation/-Focusing Crystals, Explosive Materials, Abrasive Materials, Lubricant Materials, 

Acids/Acidic Materials, Volatiles, Organics, Oil/Plastics Sources, Fuel/Energy Sources, or Gasses/Life 

Support Materials SRP's, or Special Gasses, Synthetic Materials Sources, Naturally Explosive Materials, 

Special Abrasive Materials, Special Lubricant Materials, Special Acidic Materials, Naturally Refined 

Fuel/Energy Sources, or certain Extraordinaries SSRP's, by 10%. Refineries cost 400 RP’s. Refineries 

can only be constructed on previously colonized worlds. 

Repair bays: Repair bays function in a similar manner to shipyard bays, but are specialized to handle 

the repair of battle damage to ships. They may not be used for starship construction except under 

extremely special circumstances (judged by the GM on a case-by-case basis). Each repair bay is a size-1 

system with a cost of 3.33 RP’s. 

Reserve fleets: Reserve fleets are ones that are not kept fully available for duty all the time. These fleets 

are typically mothballed, with their crews serving off-ship or as reserve military personnel. Reserve 

fleets are not able to move or fight without one turn spent mobilizing when called to service. While they 

are not mobilized, reserve fleets do not count when determining the size of navies for SR purposes. 

Mobilization of reserve fleets outside of wartime may cause an additional SR penalty, as the populace 

normally expects reserve fleets to be reserved for that sort of emergency; reserve fleets aren’t something 

intended for “police actions”, exploration, or simply showing the flag. Reserve fleets have no relation to 

RESERVE tags in the BE. 

Reserve ground forces: Reserve ground forces are ones that are not kept fully available for military 

duty all the time. Reservists maintain military careers only part-time, at least outside wartime. Reserve 

ground forces are not available for transport off the planet to which they are assigned without one turn 

spent mobilizing when called to service. They are available for defending the planet, although the GM 

may rule that they aren’t available in time in case of especially sudden attacks. While they are not 

mobilized, reserve ground forces do not count when determining the size of ground forces for SR 

purposes. Mobilization of reserve ground forces outside of wartime may cause an additional SR penalty, 

as the populace normally expects the reservists to be left to their peacetime lives barring that kind of 

national emergency. Reserve ground forces have no relation to RESERVE tags in the BE. 

Sensor quality: Sensor quality tech level is used to counter deception systems such as sensor ghosts, 

cloaking stealth systems, and chaff. It is rated by generation, and any culture starts with a sensor quality 

tech level of their general tech generation. For example, 2nd gen states start with 2nd gen sensor quality 

tech. Sensor quality advances in half generational increments, each requiring a Development stage of 

research. For example, that 2nd gen state will have late 2nd gen sensor quality tech after one 

Development stage, 3rd gen sensor quality after two Development stages, and so on. 

Shields: All shield systems are rated according to the amount of damage that they can "absorb" before 

flaring. Shields are electromagnetic systems that require projectors in order to function. Each shield 

projector is a size-1 system capable of absorbing a specific amount of damage. Shields are paid for "by 

rating" (e.g., a ship equipped with 10x1-pt shield projectors would have a shield rating of 10 pts which 

would cost 10/3=3.33x10=33 RP’s). Shields of this type are "ablative" in nature. Resistant shields are 

discussed elsewhere. 

Ships: Starships are the standard interstellar vehicle in FOTS. They are described in detail in rules 

section 6.2.1.1. 

Shipyard Bays: Shipyard bays allow for the construction of starship, gunboat, and fighter hulls. 

Shipyard bays can be "ganged" to handle many different sizes of hulls (e.g., 10 shipyard bays could be 

ganged together to handle the construction of a single Hl 10 ship, 2 Hl 5 ships, 3 Hl 3 ships, 10 fighters, 

etc.). Each shipyard bay is a size-1 system with a cost of 3.33 RP’s. Free-standing shipyard capacity may 

also be purchased independently or added to an existing independent shipyard or base, at 5 RP’s and 1 

hull point of build time per 1 hull additional capacity.  



 

 

Simulator craft: Crew grade bonuses earned by crews of simulator craft can be carried over to other 

craft, to which the former crew of the simulator craft move at the end of training. As a result, ships can 

have the benefit of a shakedown cruise on their first turn in action, if the crew spent the turn(s) of 

construction training on simulator craft. A ship to be used as a simulator craft must have all but one or 

two equipment spaces occupied by military systems including at least weapons, hangars, sensors, not 

including barracks or cargo bays. These systems needn’t be the latest and most expensive systems, and 

many training vessels are likely to be built (or taken out of active service) with old-fashioned one point 

per space weapons after newer ones become available. A simulator craft provides trained crews for ships 

equal to their total hull ratings. Bases can also be used for simulator craft, but the otherwise unneeded 

systems for ship crew training force the base to take a 15% unit surcharge. However, given the larger 

crews bases have, every 2 hull of simulator-equipped base provides training for 5 hull points of ship. 

Whenever a crew is shipped off the simulator craft, the simulator craft is reset to Green crew grade itself. 

Spaceports: A spaceport is a ground facility used to facilitate transfer of cargoes from surface to orbit or 

vice versa. They come in two varieties: the military spaceport and the commercial spaceport. A military 

spaceport costs 20 RP’s and is used for basic spacecraft supply functions. A planet with a military 

spaceport counts as a supply node without requiring a colony present. In addition, a supply depot 

associated with the military spaceport may be assumed to have some degree of security greater than one, 

say, stored in any convenient stretch of flat ground. A commercial spaceport costs 80 RP’s and is used 

for orbit-surface traffic generally. In addition to the effect of a military spaceport, cargo transfers from 

orbit to a commercial spaceport, or from the spaceport to orbit, require one day rather than the standard 

four. Neither variety of spaceport requires heavy industry to operate, though either requires heavy 

industry for construction. Either is operational at the end of a turn in which it is emplaced.  

Spy Networks: A Spy Network is an organization set up by a government for Specified covert 

operations of whatever type against a particular foreign state. Each turn the Spy Network generates 

Operation Points (OP’s) equal to the amount of RP’s invested in the Network to date for Specified 

operations against that target state. Spy Networks require a minimum 100 RP investment. Additional 

details on the use of Spy Networks are in rules section 17.0.0.  

Strong Points: This is a ground-based base fitted with barracks and troops; also known as a 

fortification. 

Structural reinforcements: Structural reinforcements are size-1 systems that cost 3.33 RP’s each. They 

act to add 1-pt to a starship's hull rating, but do not increase hull size (e.g., a size-15 hull with 3 structural 

reinforcements would have a hull rating of 18 pts in combat and for armouring purposes, but would have 

remaining equipment spaces reduced by 3 pts as well). Structural reinforcements are also sometimes 

known as bulkheads, though this can be misleading, as the reinforcements do not normally consist of 

heavy steel doors. 

Subassembly plants: A Subassembly Plant is a specialized facility for boosting a shipyard's building 

rate. Subassembly Plants are attached directly to shipyards and function by assembling subsystems and 

modules for bulk installation on starships. Each Subassembly Plant costs 200 RP’s. A maximum of 1 

Subassembly Plant can be attached to any base or shipyard. Subassembly Plants can be constructed 

according to the rules for heavy industrial facilities in 5.1.0. 

Submersible wet naval units: This is a baseline technology for any FOTS state. Submersible wet naval 

units pay a 15% unit surcharge for the ability. They receive a first strike effect in ground combat, except 

during the initial attack to secure a planethead. In addition, a submersible unit not involved in the initial 

phases of defense of its world may remain undetected underwater until either (1) it attacks, (2) the colony 

has a standard garrison occupying it at the beginning of the turn, or (3) the colony is assimilated. Other 

submersible units may detect and engage submerged units normally. 

Survey bays: Survey bays are systems that optimize a ship’s survey capabilities. They include dedicated 

survey data processors, facilities for landing teams, laboratories for analysis of atmospheric and soil 

samples, and other equipment for similar purposes. A survey bay costs 2 pts (6.67 RPs) and occupies 



 

 

either 2 spaces aboard a ship or 4 internal spaces aboard a gunboat. Survey information can be found in 

rules section 12. 

Tractor beams: A tractor beam is a ranged magnetic "beam" that functions in a similar manner to 

maglinks, but without the actual mechanical connection. Tractor beams are size-1 systems with a cost of 

3.33 RPs per 5 hull pts of capacity (e.g., a single tractor beam could be constructed to handle 15 hull pts, 

for example, for a cost of 3.33x3=9.99 (10) RPs - this tractor beam would still be a size-1 system). 

Training camps: The facilities for building ground forces and space forces are called Training Camps. 

One Training Camp may train or house 1 base hull point of standard ground unit, boarding party, or 

irregular warfare unit per hull point. Training Camps cost 120 RP’s and have stats of 0, 0,0,24. Training 

Camps also require time to build and are constructed as industrial facilities are. The homeworld of all 

players is considered to possess a single size-48 Training Camp on it. Training Camps may be 

constructed on planetary surfaces or in space. 

Tug modifications: A tug is made a tug by getting special engine reinforcements for heavier loads. This 

takes a 25% surcharge on the tug’s cost. A tug may also get additional reinforcements, for one equipment 

space and 3.33 RP’s each. A tug is capable of towing a greater amount of hull points than a non-tug 

towing other units, and unlike non-tugs is capable of towing at maximum warp speed. Tug 

reinforcements increase towing capacity by 5 Hl each. 

Very Long Range Sensor (VLRS): A VLRS provides ship detection and space monitoring capabilities 

out to the range of an empire’s comm/scan range. The comm/scan network is defined by an empire’s 

comm/scan range and the locations of its colonies and any units that deploy both a communications 

center and a VLRS. A VLRS costs 1 pt (3.33 RPs base) on a base and occupies one equipment space 

there. On a ship or gunboat, less suitable platforms for extending the regular comm/scan network, a 

VLRS costs 5 pts (16.67 RPs base) and occupies 5 equipment spaces. Additional Research and 

Development can reduce the size of starship/gunboat VLRS to 3 spaces then finally to 1; cost is 

unaffected. Relevant rules sections for supply, communication, and ship detection rules include sections 

4.4.1, 14.0.0, 14.4.0, and 14.5.0. 

Warp Drive: The standard faster-than-light (FTL) drive system in FOTS. Warp drive functions by 

generating a bubble of warped space/time around the generating ship. This bubble allows the ship to slip 

through normal space at rates which, to an outside observer, appears to be several multiples of the speed 

of light, but which has no relativistic effects upon the crew or the way they view the rest of the universe. 

A similar system is used for realspace drives. In the FOTS system, FTL and realspace drives are already 

taken into consideration when determining hull sizes and equipment spaces available. Standard 

movement rates in the game are a cruiser speed of warp factor (WF) 5 and maximum of WF 7. These are 

384 times and 1536 times the speed of light, respectively. Its use is described in rules section 4.0.0. 

Weapon batteries: This is a 0 gen, baseline capability, the spacecraft descendent of the turret. Weapons 

in a battery constitute a fire packet distinct from all other fire packets of that unit, and use some 

combination of battery tags to reflect this. For example, a ship with 10 2 point beams might organize 

them into a standard 16 point volley, and 2 2 point batteries. Typically, this would mean weapon tags of 

[16][2][2], assuming no other tags for these weapons. The cost for putting weapons into a battery equals 

the cost of the weapons themselves. In the example above, the ship would pay 4 points - 2 batteries of 2 

points of weapon rating each - for this battery arrangement. 

Wet naval forces: These are planetary combat forces for use on water. They are not generally suitable 

for invasions dropping an aircraft carrier from orbit is more of an expensive and eccentric form of orbital 

bombardment than planetary invasion and receive a 25% cost break as a result. Wet naval units are 

described in additional detail in rules section 6.6.0. 

Wet naval yards: Wet navy forces must be raised in a wet navy yard, which costs 5 RP’s per ship Hl 

capacity. The build rate at wet naval yards is identical for that of space shipyards. The homeworld of all 

players is considered to possess a single size-40 wet naval yard on it.  

 



 

 

Appendix 2 - Additional Technology Definitions 
Antifighter Missiles: Anti-fighter missiles are built with homing systems that strongly prefer fighter-

sized targets. An anti-fighter missile can and must carry a seek tag to select hull 1-3 targets. Anti-fighter 

missiles are otherwise priced and built as any other missile. Flak capability would be handy but is not 

required or necessarily available at the same time; larger warhead values without flak capability are 

generally wasted but not prohibited.  

Assault shuttles: This system is also known as ramships. An assault shuttle is essentially an advanced 

breaching pod, with improved maneuverability, better internal weapon facilities, short-range scanners to 

assist the would-be boarding to find a good spot to penetrate and some idea of the layout of the 

immediate target area, and more powerful explosive bolts for penetration. Overall, it’s much more like a 

sleek, mean military marine machine and less like a limpet mine with angry armed people trapped inside 

until it goes off. Assault shuttles are otherwise treated just like breaching pods, with the following 

exceptions. First, the AR of troops going in by assault shuttle is multiplied by 2. Second, the range of 

assault shuttle based boarding attacks in TCOM is five hexes rather than 1. Breaching pods are a 

technical prerequisite of assault shuttles. 

Automated Repair Drones: This is a drone fitted with repair bays; enough of them may be able to act 

as a repair ship for the carrying unit or others if the number of repair bays total equal or exceed the hull 

size of craft to be repaired. 

Autonomous Combat Vehicles: ACVs were designed as replacements for fighters by the Saurians who, 

though capable of enduring enormous gravitational punishment, are not comfortable with single-pilot 

vessels. An ACV is treated as any other fighter but does not have a pilot aboard. Cost is as per a normal 

fighter. Surviving ACVs may be recovered and reused following combat just like fighters. 

Barrage Barges: Also known as Remotely Operated Mass Delivery System, Suicide (ROMDSS), the 

barrage barge carries a very large number of modified standard missile weapons, launching them 

together in one massive volley. Barrage barges must be towed into position by another ship and are built 

as STL ships, with a 50% discount and 25% increase in available equipment spaces. The barge takes a 

VOLATILE tag for being essentially nothing but missile launchers and an AMMO 1 tag. It is tactically 

immobile, and therefore suffers a -30 DEFENSE and a NOMOVE tag as well. Barges that survive 

combat may be recovered and reused. Barrage barges are built exclusively around barrage launchers 

internally. A barrage launcher fires 2 missiles, occupies one equipment space, and costs 1/2 point (1.667 

RP's base). A barrage barge may purchase XO racks for more missiles even if this technology is not 

otherwise available for starships. Barrage barges may not buy ablative armor. A typical barrage barge 

may be: 

Barrage Barge - Hull: 5; Equipment: 13 (13 barrage launchers, STL, immobile, -30 DEFENSE, 

VOLATILE, NOMOVE); Stats: 0,0,31,5; Cost: 19 RP's 

Battlecomputers: A Battlecomputer is a sophisticated fire control system that allows better targeting of 

enemy ships. Battlecomputers are size-0 systems that are also "free" as they consist primarily of fire 

control software. Battlecomputers provide a 10 point target bonus initially. This increases by 5 points for 

each Research plus Development stage thereafter. 

Battlecomputer Scrambler Systems: In response to being whacked by the TFR a couple of times the 

Pyronians developed a computer virus which could be broadcast on a widebeam communications 

systems and which would inevitably be picked up by an enemy’s battle computers. The virus then 

temporarily scrambles the battle computer’s systems, locking down all firing control. This effectively 

gives the ships using the Scrambler a 1st-shot effect in combat. There is no unit cost for this technology, 

but it is a wildcard technology. As such, it will be automatically and routinely be countered by an enemy 

following an encounter with it. 

Battle Riders: Battle riders are STL starships designed for carriage on battle rider racks. 

Battle Rider Racks: These are ship-based facilities for the carriage and repair of battle riders. Only 

ships built specifically as battle riders may take advantage of them. Any ship built as a battle rider can 



 

 

never be refitted as anything other than a battle rider, and no non-battle-rider can be refitted as a battle 

rider. 

 Each battle rider rack can carry 2 Hl of battle rider. A ship must have enough battle rider racks to 

carry its full complement of battle riders; no battle rider hull may "hang out" in excess of available racks. 

Battle riders on the racks are tight enough in to benefit from the tender's cloaking device, if any, and are 

carried without speed loss without the need for any tug modifications for the tender. Lastly, battle rider 

racks serve as repair facilities for the battle riders. 

Biocomps: These are living individuals merged with a ship and its systems intimately and permanently 

enough to constitute a sort of brain for it. They are treated for game-mechanical purposes as cybercomps, 

except for being both vulnerable to psionics and capable of using them (assuming the biocomp came 

from a race capable of using them). The potential psychological problems and loyalty issues of the 

biocomp are not identical to those of the cybercomp but they aren’t to be taken lightly either. Pilot from 

Farscape can be regarded as an instance of a biocomp. 

Biosensors: A specialized LR scanning system designed to detect and nullify the effects of the 

chameleon skin stealth coating. Cost is the same as a standard LR scanner (i.e., size-1, 1-pt (3.33 RPs)). 

A unit equipped with biosensors would receive a TARGET 15 tag against units equipped with 

chameleon skin stealth coating. 

Burrowing Ground Units: A burrowing ground unit is capable of rapid and extensive underground 

movement. This might be due to tunneling equipment, mole-like claws for digging, an earthworm-like 

ability to eat soil to create tunnels, or other means. A burrowing ground unit pays a +15% surcharge. 

Burrowing units defending a planet enjoy surprise during invasion combats, and burrowing units that 

break off successfully from combat remain available to support any uprising on the planet however many 

turns after the invasion it takes place, at least until the planet is assimilated. 

Chameleon Skin Stealth Coating: An ECM system which can be applied to the hulls of starships 

making them more difficult to detect by EWS and LR scanners. As a byproduct, the coating also gives a 

DEFENSE 15 tag to any ship equipped with the coating. Cost: 15% of ship’s base cost. 

Cloaking Stealth System: This is also known as tech-based cloaking, by contrast with psionic varieties. 

A cloaking stealth system prevents detection of an appropriately quiet unit by others using broadly 

conventional detection systems. A unit with a cloaking stealth system pays a 15% unit surcharge for it. In 

exchange, under the right conditions, it is invisible. This will allow it to take hostile forces by surprise 

tactically, for early initial combat advantage.  Under less ideal circumstances, it will offer if not surprise 

then at least early combat difficulties firing on the decloaking unit. Lastly, it will allow the unit to travel 

unknown and unmolested through sections of space in which it would otherwise be detected.  

The conditions which will void the cloaking effect are, unfortunately, not few. First, high profile drive 

emissions will reveal the cloaked unit. WF 5 or faster travel under warp drive, or any similar real-space 

drive, will void the cloak. Second, active sensors will void the cloak. Third, weapons fire will generally 

void it as well, although stealth weapons that wouldn’t that could be fired using passive sensors might 

form a hypothetical exception. Fourth, launching units that aren’t otherwise as stealthy will at least let an 

enemy know that something’s there, unless fighters suddenly sprout out of hard vacuum. Fifth, entering 

weapons range with almost anything will void the effect, as will extended periods near that range. Lastly, 

sheer general sensor or electronic warfare superiority will void it. Cloaking systems have a deceptive 

quality equal to the starting baseline tech level of the state that developed them, plus one half generation 

per Development effort into improving it. Sensor quality of a higher generation will void cloaking 

effects. While they do not void the cloaking effect, drives that do things to the sensor profile of large 

areas of space, such as jump drives, hyperdrive-B, or tesseract drives, for instance, will point out to an 

aware enemy that, despite not seeing anything there, chances are there’s a cloaked unit somewhere in 

that area. These effects will likely ruin surprise effects or the ability to hide one’s presence in a section, 

but are less likely to upset the first round defensive virtue difficulty being hit while decloaking. 

Close-In Defense Packs: CIDPs were developed in conjunction with SDSs as a means of enhancing the 

protection available to a starship inherent in spreading an enemy’s firepower. Each CIDP is a series of 



 

 

small blister-like “packs” attached to the outer hull of a starship. Filled with high-velocity, explosive, 

sensor-reflective material, each pack provides a cloud of explosive chaff which has the effect in combat 

of adding to the fleet file to the fleet file a 1 Hl unit with a [x multi 1 ammo 1] tag, where x is twice the 

mounting unit’s base hull value. For example, a ship with Hl=7 could deploy a 0,0,14,1 [14 multi 1 

ammo 1] pack. A set of CIDP racks costs one half the base hull rating of the unit. To continue the 

previous example, that hull 7 ship would pay 3.5 points (11.67 RP’s base) for its CIDP capability. Each 

CIDP also has an ammo limitation of one shot. Once used, the CIDP must be replaced. A CIDP 

replacement pack costs .25 RP’s per point of mounting unit base hull value. For example, that Hl 7 ship 

with CIDP’s would pay 1.75 RP’s for a reload. 

Communications Headquarters (AGA): ComHQ are very large ground facilities intended for tying 

ComNH and DSCR together in a gigantic command and control network. ComHQ are generally located 

at Starbase and Fortress locations, at Sector Capitols, and especially on an empire’s homeworld. Cost: 

+15% to the standard cost of the Starbase.  

Communications Network Hubs (AGA): ComNH are ground facilities which are used to relay signals 

between DSCRs and Communications Headquarters and individual ships or fleets. Each ComNH also 

generates a number of ComP for use by the empire in activating various units and transferring orders and 

commands to an empire’s various commanders, ships, fleets, and ground forces. Cost: As per a standard 

ground base. 

Continental Siege Units: Continental Siege Units, or CSU’s, are starship-scale vehicles used for 

planetary combat. A CSU is built as an STL starship, with a 25% cost discount. No weapons or sensors 

on a CSU may be used in space. However, unlike starships, CSU’s may participate in ground combat. A 

combat-drop-capable CSU can be used in the first stage of an invasion, securing a planethead. This 

capability requires a +15% surcharge. Any CSU may participate in an invasion after a planethead is 

secured. A combat-drop-capable CSU may also serve as a dropship for any ground troops stationed 

within it. On garrison duty, a CSU can serve two functions. First, if it has a headquarters unit (a flag 

bridge for ground combat), the player may count its base hull for garrison purposes, when paired with an 

equal or greater garrison value of standard ground units. Second, if it has at least 1 LRS per 50 RP’s of 

the colony’s RP potential and a headquarters unit, it can provide the benefits of an orbital surveillance 

system. 

Control Leeches: These creatures are implanted into the nervous systems (or equivalent) of populations 

to make them mindless slaves. A population to be implanted with control leeches requires a full standard 

garrison during a turn in which no uprising occurs. After implantation, the colony produces 75% of 

standard production at all times, regardless of tax rate or SR. SR is simply not relevant to the population 

with control leeches implanted, and rebellion of any sort is no longer possible there. Use of control 

leeches might have negative political and diplomatic fallout, at least among populations that themselves 

do not yet have them. 

Cryptographic Units: A specialized Intelligence unit which costs 100 RPs (and 4 PopPs in FOTS: 

AGA, which introduces the concept of Population and Population Points (PopPs) which are only 

abstractly represented in FOTS), but which supplies an additional 250 RPs worth per turn towards 

Intelligence Operations designed to intercept an enemy’s Diplomatic or Military communications (i.e., 

the enemy’s internal communications). Cryptographic units may be ordered to intercept one or the other 

type of message, but not both during the same turn. Alternatively, a Cryptographic Unit may on any turn 

provide 400 OP’s to Cryptographic Specified operations. 

Cybercomps: These advanced computer systems are capable of operating spacecraft without the need 

for a crew. The cybercomp installation requires one equipment space and costs 10 points (33.33 RP’s 

base). A unit run by a cybercomp installation cannot use psionics and is not affected by psionics. Crew 

casualties may be ignored, unless simple passengers are aboard. No bonuses or penalties for crew grade 

or graded officers in command are given to the cybercomp-controlled unit, although it may still enjoy the 

bonus provided by an overall fleet commander. Any special tech-based targeting systems enjoy doubled 

effect when used by a cybercomp unit. While a cybercomp installation is normally going to be both 



 

 

reasonably flexible and loyal to the empire that built it, players should realize that it is subject to 

subversion in ways that live crews are not and may not have the full common sense and open-ended 

capacity of judgment that live officers (the good ones anyway) provide. If you ever wondered where all 

those hostile Von Neumann Devices came from, you may now attribute many or most of them to 

cybercomp accidents”. 

Datalink: A datalink is a specialized set of equipment that allows several ships to tie in together and 

concentrate their firepower against one particular target. Datalink equipment is primarily software 

oriented and has no additional costs. Datalink may initially be used to tie the firepower of only 2 ships 

together. Further refinements allow increasingly larger numbers of ships to be tied together in massive 

firepower “platforms”. This system can be tied together with multitargeting and flak systems to provide 

massive barriers to fighter, missile, or swarm attacks.  

Deep Space Communications Relay (AGA): In FOTS:AGA, communications are significantly slowed 

from standard FOTS. Thus, specialized communication equipment is necessary for the far-flung regions 

of an empire to remain in touch with the central government. DSCRs are actually satellites with 

specialized precise station keeping drive systems that allow them to be tied into an empire’s 

communications net. Each DSCR also contributes a number of Communications Points (ComP) towards 

an empire’s overall communications. Each DSCR is actually a separate Signals Unit which ties into 

Communications Network Hubs. Cost: As per a standard Space Station. 

Drones: A drone is a very small, automatically piloted spacecraft. Typical uses for drones include recon 

and remote attack roles, though these are hardly exhaustive. Many drone roles require various research 

beyond the initial Development of drones. It shares a Research stage with fighters. 

 A drone has the building requirements of a Hull 1 unit. They are launched from, recovered into, 

and serviced in drone bays. A drone bay takes one equipment space and costs 3.33 RP’s; 20 drones may 

occupy a drone bay. Any drone has Hl 1 and 2 equipment spaces. These equipment spaces can be put to 

very limited uses; in fact, there are only three initial uses for them. A drone equipment space may carry a 

long-range sensor, a cargo bay with very little capacity (1/10
th

 the starship rate) or a warhead. Additional 

possible applications of those equipment spaces generally require specific research.  

 Drone warheads do up to 10 points of damage per equipment space. Note that this makes the 

drone a big, powerful missile that won’t come back after use, and that the drone does not enjoy the big 

cost savings of a missile. The cost of the warhead is treated as a standard, pay-by-rating system. Using 

drones for firepower may well call for research into armed drones before it is all that practical. 

 Initially, drones are slower-than-light, with fairly limited endurance, modest stealth capability 

(mostly by virtual of being small and capable of very good emissions control), and without the “brains” 

to control weapons, navigate faster-than-light, operate active stealth systems, or exercise the least degree 

of flexibility in carrying out instructions. Various tech advances unlock better drone capabilities. 

 Drones with the intelligence to operate most systems and respond flexibly - called smart drones - 

require a successful Research stage in artificial intelligence; the Development stage for the smart drones 

is effectively covered in the initial drone Development. Fully Developed artificial intelligence may offer 

still more clever drones, but it is not necessary for advanced systems operation and at least common-

sensical carrying out of orders. Smart drones pay a 25% surcharge for the capability. 

 Faster-than-light drones require smart drones as a practical prerequisite (that is, any FTL drone 

must be a smart drone) and use fighter-scale FTL drives. FTL drones have speeds as per fighters, but 

much longer ranges on account of no need to cater to pilot needs. 

 Drones that are not operating any active systems have a base 0% chance to be detected, rather 

than a 50% one. This is of no help to a drone using a typical noisy FTL drive, but a smart drone can use 

cloaking stealth systems, and a Development stage of them specific to drones allows them to use their 

full FTL speeds without voiding the cloak. Basic drone stealthiness has no cost and cannot be bought off 

for a discount. 

 Drones have much greater endurance than fighters. Initially, a drone can go 32 days outside a 

drone bay at a time. A Development effort brings it up to gunboat endurance requirements, with a drone 



 

 

bay serving the tending needs. A second Development effort brings drone endurance to starship scale. 

Beyond that, Development efforts each give drones one turn of additional innate supply needs before 

supply effects apply, and double the turns of supply a drone-sized cargo bay provide them. 

Some example drones: 

Recon drone – Hull: 1; Equipment: 2 (1 LRS, 1 cargo bay, STL); Stats: 0,0,0,1; Cost: 5 RPs 

(This drone can be used to gather information passively for 32 days in an area between drop-off and 

recovery by a starship, or to pass on final information from a lost ship should someone friendly come 

looking soon enough.) 

Target drone – Hull: 1; Equipment: 2 (2 cargo bays, STL); Stats: 0,0,0,1; Cost: 2 RPs 

(While this could be used for cargo transfer under exotic circumstances, the primary use is to be a cheap, 

expendable target for an enemy to shoot instead of something less cheap or expendable.) 

Bombardment drone – Hull: 1; Equipment: 2 (2 10 pt warheads, STL); Stats: 0,0,20,1 (uses MSL tag); 

Cost: 53 RPs 

(The bombardment drone would operate close to a control unit to provide massive damage as a sort of 

super-missile. The cost makes it a weapon of dubious worth despite the damage capability. [An SFB 

suicide shuttle may operate with similar rules, albeit most likely with a smaller, cheaper warhead.]) 

Repair drone – Hull: 1; Equipment: 2 (2 repair bays, STL); Stats: 0,0,0,1; Cost: 8 RPs 

(This is an example of a drone that can be developed with further research. A ship may use them to 

enjoy a “portable”, integral repair facility, if enough drones are available to provide a total number of 

repair bays equal to or greater than the hull size of the unit to be repaired. Stealth systems could be used 

to keep the unit hidden if it’s stealth-capable itself, and FTL repair drones could be used by ships 

underway.) 

ECM Drones: An ECM drone is fitted with ECM gear and is used for the defense of the ship deploying 

the drones, or designated accompanying friendly units. Each space of ECM gear gives the defended unit 

+5 DEFENSE. Multiple ECM drones may defend a given unit only up to the maximum datagroup size. 

For example, without datalink technology, only one ECM drone may defend a unit; two drones may add 

up their effects defending a unit when two-unit datalink is available, and so on.  

Electronic Counter-Measures: ECM (and its sister system ECCM) is an offensive/defensive system 

that can modify friendly and enemy targeting and fire control systems. ECM is usually used in the 

defensive role while ECCM is usually used in the offensive role. ECM/ECCM systems are size-0 

systems that do not add to the cost of a ship. Initially, 10 points of ECM/ECCM are available. This 

increases by 5 per additional Research plus Development effort. ECM/ECCM points are divided between 

ECM and ECCM in any given battles. ECM points add to units’ DEFENSE value. ECCM points counter 

enemy ECM on a one-to-one basis and have no application in case the enemy is not using ECM. 

Empathic Amplifiers: These systems are designed to increase basic empathic abilities to spread what 

may as well be called good vibes through a population. Empathic amplifiers are one equipment space, 

3.33 RPs base systems installed in mechanized ground units. Each amplifier provides +5 SR for up to 

100 RP’s of friendly colony. Empathic amplifiers can also be used on captured colonies in an attempt to 

bring them into the fold more easily. Each amplifier increases the chance of assimilation by 5% per 100 

RP’s of captured colony, up to a maximum of double the chance before empathic amplifier effect. A unit 

using empathic amplifiers is not available for combat or for conventional garrison duties; as a result, 

units with empathic amplifiers will tend to be specialized units with little other than the amplifiers. 

Empathic amplifiers will normally require psionics as a prerequisite for research. 

Expense Management Tech: Each level of Expense Management Tech decreases all RP costs by 5%. 

EMT is limited to 5 levels. 

External Ordnance (XO) Missiles: XO missiles are mounted on XO racks at a 1 missile per 1 rack 

ratio. XO missiles are launched at the beginning of battle and serve to enhance the “throw weight” of a 

fleet. 

Fanatics: These are individuals driven to extreme zealotry in the name of an ideology or religion. Any 

ground unit may be trained as a fanatic unit. Fanatic ground units have a 100% break off level and 



 

 

cannot be assigned one any lower. Untrained units may not be made fanatic units; they haven’t had the 

time for proper indoctrination. Fanatic units may not be fully loyal to the state if the state appears to be 

violating or straying from the ideology that binds and drives the fanatics. This can cause problems if the 

player needs to be politically flexible. Also, fanatic units will tend to behave somewhat differently at 

very low SR levels. They may remain fully loyal to an ideologically pure but unpopular leadership and 

so give the player a solid core of supporters in case of insurrection. However, they may take low SR’s as 

an opportunity for a revolution to install a purer, fundamentalist regime. (Just what “fundamentalist” 

amounts to is entirely circumstantial. Fanatic believers in secular political liberalism aren’t quite 

impossible, for instance.) Players raise fanatic units at their own risk. Fanatics may be taken as a 

background ability in race design for 5 AP. For 0 AP, a player may choose to have fanatics as the only 

available option in ground units. The race in ineligible for the fanatical society disadvantage in this case. 

Untrained fanatic troops have the same political baggage but suffer normal break offs on account not of 

broken morale but from combat confusion. Appropriate societies may research a culturally specific, non-

transferrable form of fanatics with only a Development phase. Players should expect fanatics to occur 

most often and most naturally as a background ability or option rather than as a transferrable technology. 

Fighter-scale FTL drives: This technology allows a state to build fighters (or other mobile fighter-scale 

units, such as mecha or drones, if they can be built otherwise) with faster than light drives. It does not 

increase fighter endurance, and so is of limited use without that some other technology to improve that.  

 

An FTL fighter receives no STL cost break and normally loses 25% of its normal equipment spaces. (A 

spatial compression drive FTL fighter may be the only exception, since spatial compression drives are 

trivial in volume.)  

 

Speed of FTL fighters is that of the maximum speed of the drive with which they are built. For example, 

an FTL warp fighter built with 2nd gen warp drives would have a speed of WF 6, or 16 sections per turn. 

This would allow it to move one half section under its own power, for a round trip strike distance of ¼ of 

a section, in case of a fighter with improved endurance to 2 days. Advances in FTL fighter speed consist 

simply of general advances in the drive speed of whatever drive they use.  

 

Fighter-scale FTL drives are researched for each drive type separately and requires a Research and 

Development stage following the Development of FTL gunboats. (From a Discovery stage, they can be 

researched without FTL gunboats or even gunboats at all.) It is possible that some drives may work 

differently or not at all for fighters; subspace diffusion drive, for instance, simply cannot be used by 

fighters. It is also possible that some drives, or variants on them, might work for FTL fighters but not 

other spacecraft. For example, wormhole drive fighters use a drive based on wormhole missiles rather 

than that of wormhole drive ships. 

 

Alterspace drives allow STL fighters to move at faster than light velocities if they can get into alterspace 

through some other means. No research (beyond that for alterspace drives and the fighters themselves) is 

required for this application. Spatial compression drive fighters are possible without special research, 

though they still will be of strictly limited use without longer endurance.   

 

FTL mecha use the same rules as FTL fighters. 

Fighter Standoff Missiles: These are LR missiles used by fighters. 

Flak Systems: Flak Systems are a special modification to a ship’s weapon systems that allow the ship’s 

total firepower to be broken down into 1-pt. blocks. Units with flak systems get a FLAK tag, which will 

divide fire into 1 point packets whenever an enemy unit is present with a FIGHTER tag. Cost: 1 point 

(3.33 RPs) per point of weaponry with flak fire control. 

Flagstations: A ground facility equipped with LRCom which contributes a certain amount of “global” 

ComP to units under its command plus allows a modification to the die roll for LR communications with 



 

 

the rest of a player’s empire. Cost: In standard FOTS, none (aside from the addition of a flag bridge and 

CIC); In FOTS: AGA, +15% to cost of ground facility. 

Floater Mines: Minefields which possess their own small station keeping drives, these weapons are 

designed to be deployed in the atmosphere of a gas giant to deny its use to gas giant natives or to 

imprison them on a particular world. Cost: As per minefields. Stats: As per minefields. 

Gas Giant Igniter Mines: A weapon system designed to collapse and compress gravitically the material 

of a gas giant to ignition temperatures. The resulting explosion completely destroys the gas giant and 

disrupts the orbits of any satellites nearby turning them into asteroids. Ships and bases in orbit of an 

ignited gas giant are also destroyed in the explosion. Designed as a means of dealing with gas giant 

natives. Cost: 4000 RPs. Stats: 4000,0,0,1 

Gravitic Asteroid Deflectors: A specialized shield system designed to deflect asteroids from impacting 

any planet or installation. Designed specifically to protect planets against the effects of Warp-Capable 

Mass Drivers. Naturally, the installation required to deflect such asteroids is approximately the same size 

and cost as the device needed to toss them around the galaxy – the system takes a number of equipment 

spaces aboard a base equal the Hl size of the largest asteroid it can deflect. Cost: 1 pt (3.33 RPs) per 

equipment space. 

Gravitic Implosion Bomb: An enormously powerful warhead which temporarily generates an artificial 

singularity in a small area of space. The effects are similar to generating a blackhole which lasts for 1 

combat round, but has the full effects of a standard blackhole as described in Fire On The Suns: Tactical 

Command. The device is approximately as dangerous to its users as it is to the users enemies as anything 

in the vicinity of the device is instantly destroyed, ripped apart, and plated across the surface of the 

singularity which then collapses into nothingness. It is also enormously expensive at 1553 RPs per bomb. 

Stats: 600,0,0,1,0,0,0,MULTI 3 PEN 1 

Ground Minefields: These are systems placed around a static position that can, in the course of combat 

around that location, go off and attack besieging units. Each minefield is a 1 point, one shot per combat 

system with a cost of 1 RP. A base with 20 minefields based on it would have a [20 multi 1 ammo 1] tag 

for them, assuming all are to fire off within the first round of combat. Following a single firing, that 

minefield is located well enough that the attackers can avoid it thereafter, or to have fired off all the 

rounds in position to have a role in that battle. Minefields may not normally be placed where an attacker 

has to drop to establish a planethead in a planetary invasion, since the attacker after all has the choice of 

most of the planet and minefields can’t be everywhere. Minefields are also not usable in case of orbit-to-

ground combat. 

Gunboat Warp Booster Packs: A specialized high-speed drive system only usable by races that can 

endure several weeks of multiple gravities. A warp booster pack allows a gunboat to accelerate and 

maintain speeds of up to +2 warp factors above the standard cruise/maximum speeds for that race. For 

example, a 2nd gen warp drive gunboat with warp booster packs would go from a cruising and maximum 

speed of WF 6 to a cruising and maximum speed of WF 8. Usable only on gunboats as the drive stresses 

will tear larger ships apart. Each booster pack is specifically tuned to a single gunboat and raises the cost 

of the gunboat by +25%. Booster packs can be jettisoned by their crews, but cannot be recovered 

thereafter as the process of jettisoning the pack destroys it. 

Hypermines: These are minefields that can be deployed in hyperspace (presumably by minelaying units 

with hyperdrive) and function there. 

Hyperspace Torpedoes: A specialized missile system which, if linked with Hyperwave Sensors, can 

lock onto and track objects moving in hyperspace, follow them, and then popup into hyperspace and 

conduct a surprise attack against those objects. Cost: As per a standard missile +25% (for mounting a 

short-range hyperdrive). 

Hypervelocity Asteroid Invasion Packs: These are asteroids fired by a warp-capable mass driver put to 

a different use. The asteroid is fitted with spaces for ground troops to ride along on it. The asteroid may 

be fired to approach the target but not hit it, or to go and attack the target normally. In the first instance, 

drop-capable ground troops launch off the asteroid and attack the target as per a normal planetary 



 

 

invasion. In the second instance, the target suffers the normal asteroid attack of the warp-capable mass 

driver and the troops proceed to launch the invasion on whatever is left. However, the troops suffer 50% 

casualties before they launch, given the dangers of landing on a planet on a massive shell. The troops are 

killed if the asteroid is destroyed before reaching the planet. An asteroid may carry 1 base Hl of standard 

ground unit per Hl. Troops will suffer for lack of supplies if the asteroid takes multiple turns to reach the 

target. 

Hypervelocity Asteroids: These are the asteroids used by warp-capable mass drivers; the asteroids 

themselves are nothing special. 

Hyperwave Sensors: An LR scanning system capable of scanning hyperspace for any detectable ships 

or fleets. Cost: As per other LR scanners. 

Improved fighter endurance: Manned fighters have life support and pilot endurance of 6 hours out of 

every 24. Improved fighter endurance increases this, as a hardware refit without cost or space 

requirements. The first level increases endurance to up to 2 days, with 1 day required in the hangar 

afterward after a sortie of over 6 hours, for a Development effort in-game or 5 AP pregame. Additional 

levels double sortie length per Development, up to a 64 day maximum. Fighter endurance may be limited 

by other factors in specific cases; support-intensive fighters, for instance, have their own endurance 

limitations in addition to standard pilot endurance. 

Increased fire rates: Weapons are normally fired once per turn. This fire rate may be increased, with 

proportionate increases in the weapon rating and cost. 

Industrial colonies: This technology allows a state to make certain colonies truly and massively 

industrialized, built specifically for heavy construction projects. To be made an industrial colony, a 

colony must have a heavy industry complex and an additional 400 RP’s must be paid. The colony may 

be made an industrial colony in the same turn a heavy industry complex is put down there. An industrial 

colony differs from any other colony only in the following respects. First, if it at any time loses its heavy 

industry, it produces no RP’s until one is rebuilt there. Second, there is no limit on the number of 

facilities that can be built on an industrial colony at a time. Third, the cost of any mining station, other 

facility that increases RP production for a colony, subassembly plant, automated construction line, 

factory, or similar facility with a clear industrial focus is halved on an industrial colony. Fourth, any 

spacecraft built over an industrial colony receive a 10% cost discount; this is included in the 25% cap for 

Expense Management Tech. There is no limit to the number of industrial colonies a state may have, 

although it is unlikely that most states will have a real need to shell out 400 RP’s and a heavy industry 

complex for most or all of their colonies. A colony may be made an industrial colony no longer by 

spending 200 RP’s, or by simple declaration on the part of the player if the heavy industry complex is 

lost or destroyed.) 

Industrial Tech: Each level of Industrial Tech increases RP production 5%. 

Intruder Defense Systems: This technology allows a unit to get a DR bonus against boarding party 

attacks equal to its base hull rating for a +15% unit surcharge. These systems include anti-personnel gas 

systems, automatic weapons, passageway surveillance, selective decompression, and internal force 

fields, among many other possible devices.  

Ion Storm Generators/Ion Bombships: Apparently, this is also a weapon system, but one which is 

designed to deny other races the use of their smaller ships, fighters and gunboats over a very large area of 

space. The weapon is known to be able to generate up to Force 2 storms and can probably generate larger 

storms than those so far demonstrated. The bombship involves the use of a capital ship-sized vessel 

(Hull=12+) which carries a device specifically designed to generate massive ion interference waves. 

Detonation of the device automatically destroys the carrying vessel. For one tactical combat turn, the 

detonation results in a massive outpouring of energy which takes the form of a 600 pt. beam attack 

coupled with multitargetting capability. The result is up to 200 3-pt. attacks which can result in 

widescale damage to an enemy fleet, in particular against an enemy’s fighters and gunboats. Cost: 4040 

RPs (for a 600,0,0,12,MULTI 3 bombship). 



 

 

Jump Gate: (Note: this system bears no relationship to ‘jump gates’ associated with hyperdrive or 

alterspace drives beyond somewhat accidental sameness of name.) 

 Jump gates are devices that allow virtually instantaneous travel between one jump gate and 

another regardless of distance between. A jump gate is generated and defined by jump gate generators. 

Jump gate generators are 1 space, 1 point (3.33 RP’s base) base systems; jump gates have a minimum 

size of 3. A jump gate allows the entry or exit of ships no larger in hull size than the number of jump 

gate generators used to generate that gate. For example, a base with 16 jump gate generators could 

generate a gate usable by Hull 16 cruisers or two Hull 8 destroyers at a time but not by a Hull 18 

battlecruiser. A unit attempting to enter a jump gate too small for it fails, as does a unit attempting to 

move from one large-enough gate to one that is too small for it. 

 Any jump gate of one nation may be used to reach any other jump gate of that nation. Sections 

linked by jump gates are effectively adjacent for tracing lines of communication or trade. One state may 

grant the use of some or all of its jump gates to another; this amounts to special clause in treaty terms 

extending rights of passage and refueling. Additional research may allow the (hazardous) use of enemy 

jump gates as exit points from friendly jump gates. 

Long Range Communications Gear (AGA): LRCom allows a ship or fleet to tie into the empire’s 

communications network. The cost for a ship to mount LRCom is +15% of the ship’s original cost. Ships 

without LRCom must have orders or other communications transmitted through DSCR, if one is in 

range, and then through ComNH and then to ComHQ and back resulting in potential delays in the 

reception of orders, making reports, sending survey data, transmitting alerts, etc. 

Long-Range Missiles: This system allows ships to launch a “standoff” attack with their missile 

weapons. LR Capable missiles allow a “1st Strike” effect with a ship’s Tp rating during the first combat. 

Only cloaking will negate this effect (since you can’t shoot what you can’t see). Cost: Double standard 

launcher price. 

LR Rapid Mine Deployment Systems: These are minelayers installed on an FTL drone to allow for 

minelaying by cheap, uncrewed, and expendable stealth units. 

LR Scanner Buoys: These systems are bought and deployed as mines, with one LRS each instead of a 

warhead. Each buoy detects units as per its LRS capability, and communicates detection information at 

appropriate communications speed back to designated units. 

Mecha: FOTS mecha are treated as a sort of hybrid of fighter and ground unit. They might be best 

thought of as space-deployed artillery. A mech unit has a Hl rating within the range of an empire's fighter 

hulls - e.g., Hl 1 or Hl 2 for starting races. They are transported in mecha bays with a capacity of 8 Hl per 

equipment space for 2nd gen races and above, or 4 Hl per equipment space for 1st gen races. It has, at 

2nd gen, 3.0 x Hl in equipment spaces and an ability to purchase one set of XO racks like a gunboat. 

Equipment spaces are figured at 50% more than the current starship rate. A mecha unit takes a FIGHTER 

tag - while mecha are tough, they're just not up to shrugging off nukes individually any more than an 

unshielded fighter is. Mecha may get shields when and only when fighter shields are available. As a sort 

of ground unit, mecha operate just as fighters would in a ground attack role (as far as game mechanics 

go), with the following addition: mecha may be used to help constitute the garrison of a conquered 

planet. However, they can only do this when there is at least 1 base Hl of standard garrison troops paired 

with each mecha. While they provide terrific fire support, they just can't be in hundreds of places at once 

like an infantry unit can and so can't fill out all garrison duties. Mecha may also be used for defense 

against boarders in space combat. They don't make good boarders themselves - they, like fighters, are 

still too darn big to fight it out in the passageways of an enemy vessel. (GM's may allow them to function 

as boarders under exotic circumstances, such as in attacks on a Hl 100 base consisting mostly of hangar 

bays.) But a ship can designate some or all of its mecha as performing fire support against boarders on 

the outer hull. Such mecha contribute their AR (note: AR, not DR) to the ship’s DR, to represent fire on 

EVA or ramship based boarders. They have no effect on boarders delivered by transporter, and any 

mecha so used is not an independent unit in the BE in that battle. Like ground troop units and unlike 

fighters, mecha receive no cost break for being STL. FTL mecha, if they are developed at all, would take 



 

 

a 15% unit surcharge. The cost for mecha is determined using the standard formula, with one hull point 

free, without the STL cost break multiplier of .75. Mecha development takes a successful Research phase 

and Development phase; empires that do not possess both heavy powered armor and fighters must do a 

Discovery phase too. Mecha were inspired by various Japanese anime features) 

Modular construction: Modular ship construction technology allows a ship to be built from parts, 

modules, that are built separately, and can be added to and/or removed from a ship to alter its 

performance envelope. The end result is a degree of ship flexibility and increased construction 

efficiency. 

Modules: 

Each module is built as a small individual unit. However, no single module or collection of modules can 

move or fire or be anything in combat but a target without including an engine module. Furthermore, no 

module or collection of modules can operate if the total hull size of the modular ship is smaller or larger 

than the range of hull sizes the owning empire can currently build. (However, a modular ship may have 

modules added to it as larger hull types become available, allowing a modular ship to in effect be refitted 

to a larger hull.) Each module has a hull size value, typically 1 or 2, and an equipment space value based 

on it. If the figured equipment space value for a module is not a whole number (as for 1 Hl 1st generation 

modules, with 1.5 equipment spaces), then the module can be built with the next higher value of 

equipment spaces. However, the total modular ship cannot function if the total equipment spaces of its 

modules are larger than that possible for the ship as a whole; some other module(s) will have to be 

smaller than they could be if some take up the round-up equipment spaces. 

 All modular ships require an engine module. An engine module has a minimum size of Hl 2. If the 

building empire has any technologies that provide additional free equipment spaces of beams, torpedoes, 

shields, or whatever else (for example, +2 Tp per unit) on a per unit basis, the engine module is the only 

module that gets that bonus and no more than one engine module per completed functional modular ship 

may have such a bonus. Any flat per-unit surcharge for special weapons (HEAT, PEN, etc.) is paid for 

with an engine module; any other additional special weapon charge is paid with the module containing 

the weapons. Furthermore, no engine module may carry any additional beam or torpedo equipment 

spaces; the interfaces with other modules don’t allow for it. 

Construction: 

Each module is constructed as a tiny unit. This allows for very rapid completion of the modules, and for 

the parts of a larger ship to be built at several smaller shipyards. The assembly of the modules into a 

modular ship is treated as a repair: all the modules are assembled at a shipyard or repair facility, and the 

time it takes to put them all together is figured as it would be to repair a ship of that size: half the build 

time of a standard ship of that size. Shipyards, for this purpose, work at the same rate as a repair yard 

would; in effect, shipyards can treat putting a modular ship together as a “refit” of the modules into a full 

ship. Modules can be removed from or added to a ship at the same rate; multiple modules may be added 

to or removed from an existing ship only one at a time. Thus, to add 6 Hl 1 modules to a Hl 6 modular 

ship and get a Hl 12 ship in the end with a build rate of 6 hull per turn, a shipyard would require 1/12 of 

the turn to add each module, and an available yard capacity equal to the growing size of the vessel at any 

given stage of the addition. 

 Example of initial construction: 

A player would like a modular ship with these ratings: 6,6,6,12, 2 cargo bays, 1 LRS, 3 hangar bays. The 

modules that will comprise the ship are: 

3 2,0,0,1 beam modules, for 10 RP’s each 

3 0,0,2,1 torpedo modules, for 10 RP’s each 

1 0,4,0,2 engine module, for 20 RP’s 

1 0,2,0,1 shielding module, for 10 RP’s 

1 0,0,0,1 cargo module with 2 cargo bays, for 3 RP’s 

1 0,0,0,1 mixed function module with 1 LRS and 1 hangar bay, for 10 RP’s 

and 1 0,0,0,1 hangar module with 2 hangar bays, for 10 RP’s. 



 

 

 The empire has a build rate of 6 hull per turn. The construction is going on at a shipyard of 

capacity 40. First the modules are built. This requires 7 of the yard’s spaces for 2/6ths of the turn. (2 of 

the slips for 2/6ths of the turn for the engine module, 5 more for 2 Hl 1 modules each, at 1/6th of the turn 

per module or 2/6ths of it per pair.) Then the modules are put together, requiring 12 of the yard’s spaces 

for another 6/6ths of a turn (12 Hl of ship, at the 6 hull per turn rate, halved because it’s only modules 

being attached to one another. The modular ship is completed 1/3 rd of the way into the turn after work 

began on its modules, freeing up the shipyard’s bays for the remainder of that turn for other construction 

projects. 

Multiple Independent Remote Torpedo Systems: MIRTs – also known as missile pods - are 

independently deployable torpedo launchers which can be carried on board ships to increase its missile 

firepower. An MIRT is a form of mine much like an automated missile platform. It differs in three 

respects. First, an MIRT can be fired from a minelayer for use in a meeting engagement. Recovery still 

takes possession of the battlefield for some hours. Second, an MIRT survives firing missiles, though 

combat itself remains a keen danger. Third, an MIRT may purchase up to 8 XO racks per Hl point. 

Multitargeting Systems: Multitargeting technology enhances the targeting options of units 

tremendously. Once multitargeting technology is available, any unit using weapon batteries may 

combine the batteries into single fire packets in any combination between battles. However, any “virtual 

batteries” so formed must still consist only of the same sort of weapon, they inherit all the penalties of 

any of the component batteries, and they inherit no bonuses that do not apply to all the component 

batteries. This capability is available as a software refit. 

Nanoswarms: This system was developed to launch swarms of nanites, extremely small robotic devices 

programmed for a specific function, against an enemy ship during combat. The nanite swarms are 

programmed to disassemble an enemy’s shields and hull, thus having a destructive effect in combat. The 

nanites are purposefully constructed with extremely limited lifespans so as not to present a post-combat 

danger. The nanoswarm itself is a reusable delivery system, which is purchased, built, carried, and 

deployed much like a missile pod (MIRT) – specifically, it is a kind of mine. The nanoswarm requires its 

own form of minelayer, usable only for nanoswarms. Also, the nanoswarm is not immobile like a missile 

pod is, but the only movement it performs is one steady run to deliver the nanites into attack range of the 

target(s); it still takes a NOMOVE tag, as this doesn’t represent the sort of movement that would allow 

flight from battle. The nanite loads are priced and built as though they were missiles deployed on the 

nanoswarms “racks”. However, the nanoswarm does not use a MIS tag but instead uses a MULTI 0 3 

tag, to deploy the nanites in 3 point packets. Nanites are not vulnerable to point defense. Nanite loads 

cannot normally be deployed directly from units other than a nanoswarm, as firing “live” nanites clear 

across a battlefield is too unlikely to hit the targets and too likely to hit friendly units, in addition to being 

a hazard just to fire. 

Example:  

A standard Hee'Dra nanoswarm carries 8 nanite loads. It is a 0,0,24,1 unit when carrying the standard 3 

point nanite load in 4 racks, and costs 5 RPs. (This cost is figured as a mine with 8 XO racks.) One 

combat load of nanites costs 3 RP's (3 pts "warhead strength" times .125 is .375 per nanite load; 8 loads 

at .375 RP’s each is 3 RP’s). The ship data line for the nanoswarm would be: 

"Nanoswarm",0,0,0,0,24,24,1,1,0,0,0,"NOMOVE FIGHTER MULTI 0 3 AMMO 1" 

Neural Scramblers: These weapons are based on research on thought eater monsters. The neural 

scramblers target an enemy crew directly, destroying their minds and so their ability to support ship 

functions. This can be achieved by using BE crit table 12 (special) which specifically targets crew. 

Point Defense (PD): PD systems are defensive weapons systems designed to shoot down incoming 

missiles, but can also be used on incoming suicide fighters, etc. PD's are size-0 systems which cost 3.33 

RPs each. Each PD gives a ship a 5% chance of shooting down an incoming missile or kamikaze. A 

maximum rating of 90% PD may be applied to any ship (i.e., a ship may have a maximum of 18 PD 

systems onboard it). 



 

 

Quantum Torpedoes: A weapon system doing incredible 32-points of damage, with the stats of 

MIS00W1 and a cost of 4 RPs each. The technology used to construct the warhead is 6th Gen Warp and 

the warhead is so massive that only one can be carried by a fighter at any time. The detonation of the 

weapon is so violent that it temporarily rips a hole in the fabric of spacetime. Fortunately, the weapons 

so far deployed by the Unspeakable Ones have all been sublight. 

Ramships: Ramships are small, shuttle-like craft specially designed to penetrate an enemy ship's hull 

and deliver boarding parties to an unshielded enemy vessel. Ramships are also known as assault shuttles 

and are elsewhere described as such. 

Reconnaissance Drones: This is a drone used for reconnaissance. The drone is fitted with at least one 

LRS and programmed to search a certain area and either return with the report or broadcast messages 

back. Drones in general are covered under their own heading. 

Regenerating Hulls: Regenerating hulls allow for the recovery of Hl points in combat. Prerequisites for 

research into regenerating hulls are hull durability tech, some other armor advance, or backup systems. 

Regenerating hulls cost 33.33 RP's base per 1 point per turn of regeneration of Hl rating in combat, and a 

15% surcharge in addition for needing very few repairs between battles. Research increases the amount 

allowable from 1 point per turn base to 1 additional point a turn per advance. Bioship and conventional 

ship regenerating hulls are different techs. However, bioship using races get the Discovery of 

regenerating bioship hulls free, and the Discovery phase is waived for the one sort of regenerating hull 

for any race with the tech for the other sort of regenerating hull. 

Regenerating Shields: Regenerating shields allow for the recovery of Sh points in combat. Prerequisites 

for research into regenerating shields are some other shield advance, such as two or more shield points 

per space. Regenerating shields cost 33.33 RP's base per 1 point per turn of regeneration of Sh rating in 

combat, and a 15% surcharge in addition for needing very few repairs between battles. Research 

increases the amount allowable from 1 point per turn base to 1 additional point a turn per advance. There 

is no space requirement above those for the basic shields themselves. 

Resistant Armor: AR systems are non-ablative defensive systems that stop or deflect a certain specific 

number of points of damage. AR is usable with resistant shields, standard ablative shields, and standard 

ablative armor. Each AR system is a size-1 system capable of stopping or deflecting 1 or more points of 

damage. For each level of resistant armor development, a unit may mount 1 point of AR per 20 points of 

Hl, rounding mathematically. For example, a hull 6 starship with 1 structural reinforcement and 4 points 

of armor has 11 points of Hl rating, and so can support AR 1 (.55 rounding mathematically). AR costs 1 

point (3.33 RP’s base) per point per 5 Hl. To continue the example, the unit above would pay 2 points 

(6.67 RP’s base) for its AR 1 – 11/5, rounding to 2, times AR 1. Resistant armor survives as long as the 

unit does.  

Resistant Shields: SR systems are non-ablative defensive systems that stop or deflect a certain specific 

number of points of damage. SR is usable with resistant armor, standard ablative shields, and standard 

ablative armor. Each SR system is a size-1 system capable of stopping or deflecting 1 or more points of 

damage. For each level of resistant shield development, a unit may mount 1 point of SR per 20 points of 

Sh, rounding mathematically. For example, a starship with 15 shield points can support SR 1 (.75 

rounding mathematically). SR costs 1 point (3.33 RP’s base) per point per 5 Sh. To continue the 

example, the unit above would pay 3 points (10 RP’s base) for its SR 1 – 15/5, time SR 1. SR is lost only 

when a ship loses shields. Resistant shields are not available as starting technologies under normal 

circumstances. 

Satellite Defense Systems: The SDS is a small, autonomous combat vehicle that orbits its parent ship 

and is more or less specifically designed to be targeted and destroyed by enemy fire thus drawing that 

fire away from the parent vessel. They are armed with a single light energy weapon and lightly-shielded, 

and do contribute somewhat to a fleet’s firepower, but their primary value remains the spreading of 

enemy firepower over a larger number of targets, acting in much the same way as ancient barrage 

balloons. SDS attach to the outer hulls of their parent vessels via magnetic slings or other non-

specialized attachment methods (although, if XO racks are used, SDS block them on a one for one basis). 



 

 

Ships can carry a number of SDS equal to their size in hull points with no cost for ship modifications or 

to the vessel’s weapons load. SDS's are built as Hl 1 units with the starship equipment space ratio and a 

50% cost break for being (on their own) immobile. SDS equipment spaces are limited to use for shields 

and energy weapons, and any SDS must have at least one space of shields (which double for use as their 

magnetic slings) and one of weaponry (the targeting systems of which are used to keep them noted as 

targets by enemy units). A typical SDS using 2
nd

 gen baseline systems is a 1,1,0,1 unit costing 5 RP's. 

SDS's have FIGHTER  and NOMOVE tags and have a net 0 DEFENSE bonus/penalty. SDS's require no 

supplies other than those the parent vessel does, and suffer maintenance issues (or not) as it does. 

Security Forces/Secret Police: SecPs are specialized ground force units with training and gear used for 

intercepting and interfering with hostile espionage and sabotage operations. A ground unit with security 

force training pays a 15% unit surcharge for it. Average or better grade is also required for security force 

function, though a unit could be raised at Green with security force training and simply not be able to use 

that function til drilled to Average grade. When assigned to a friendly or occupied world, a security force 

ground unit generates 3 OP per base hull point, up to 200% of the RP production of the world the units 

are on, per turn for General Security Specified counter-intelligence operations. This total increases by 

50% per unit grade over Average. For example, a Crack hull 6 security force unit would generate 6 x 1.5 

x 3, or 27 OP, per turn while on a qualifying colony. 

Shieldbreaker: Shieldbreakers are weapons used specifically and exclusively to neutralize shields. A 

shieldbreaker occupies one equipment space, costs one point (3.33 RP’s base), and does two points of 

damage to target shields but none to target hull. This is implemented through a CRACK or crack tag. 

Shieldbreakers cannot be combined in a battery with conventional weapons for technical reasons. They 

do not receive any discount on the regular weapon battery surcharge, even though they will typically be 

organized into one or more batteries independent of the unit’s conventional weapons. Shieldbreaker rates 

of fire, rating per space, range, and other values may be improved through research as normal for 

standard weapons. 

Snapshields: A snapshield system is actually a combination of a large, expensive computer, and 

equipment to deform locally the electromagnetic shields of the unit. The computer tracks incoming 

missile strikes. The system then concentrates the unit’s shields in precisely the direction from which the 

missile’s blast will reach the ship at precisely the split second to nullify its damage value. The system is 

not by any means perfect, but the end result is nevertheless a PD 50 value for the unit. A snapshield 

system occupies two equipment spaces and costs 5 points (16.67 RP’s base). No unit may use a 

snapshield system without at least beginning the battle with operable shields. 

Special Weapons Attack & Control Platforms: An SWAC is a small craft using ECM Generators. 

Each ECM generator gives a +1 DEFENSE and +1 TARGET bonus to all friendly craft in a battle. Only 

one unit per side may provide this benefit. 

Spinal Mount Weapons Systems: A spinal mount weapon system is simply an extremely large 

standard beam or energy torpedo system built along the spine of the ship or gunboat. The larger size of 

the weapon allows the ship to fire a double-strength Bm or Tp rating. Only one weapon system may be 

doubled as hull stresses limit the amount of firepower a ship can generate. A spinal mount cannot be 

refitted into or out of a unit and must use 50% or more of available equipment spaces. Improved firing 

arcs are not directly available for spinal mount weapons, but the weapon receives up to 15 points of 

target bonus as if it had improved firing arcs from bonuses for improved maneuverability; the unit 

swings around to line up on the target. Cost: 2xWeapon pt value (e.g. a size-5 spinal mount generates a 

10 pt beam for purposes of figuring costs). 

Standoff Antifighter Missiles: These are simply long-range FLAK missiles. 

Standoff Antiminefield Torpedoes: These are synonymous with long-range antiminefield torpedoes. 

Starlance Warp Torpedoes: Starlance Warp Torpedoes are armed FTL drones with LRS and artificial 

intelligence sufficient to guide them to a target and attack. See Drones for the details of developing and 

building them. 



 

 

Stasis Shields: This technology can only be developed following the discovery of a Stasis Field artifact 

and following a successful R&D program to determine how the system works. The initial success allows 

the development of a Stasis Snapshield, a last-ditch defensive system which drains a ship’s power, but 

effectively surrounds a ship with an impenetrable bubble of spacetime. This also cuts the ship off from 

any interaction with normal space or other objects until after a battle has been completed (i.e. it cannot 

move or fire in any fashion). Stasis Snapshields cost 25% additional to a ship’s base cost. Improved 

versions can be developed, but require equally enormous power requirements. 

Targeting Priority: Targeting priority technology allows a player’s fleet to specifically target a 

particular hull size of the enemy (for example a fleet, or specific units within it, could target ships of 

Hl=10 in the enemy fleet). Once fleet target priorities have been set, the Battle Engine makes five passes 

through the enemy fleet looking for an enemy ship of the proper hull size or range. If it does not target an 

enemy ship of the proper size after five such passes, it targets the next randomly selected target. Once 

developed using the R&D rules, ships may use targeting priority at no additional cost. 

Thought Eater Antiboarding Weapons: These systems are based on experiments done on thought 

eaters. Boarding parties are subjected to horrible attacks on their very minds; prolonged exposure can 

make them mindless vegetables. A unit with thought eater antiboarding weapons takes a +15% unit 

surcharge, and a BP tag that gives it an additional DR equal to its base hull size. This does not apply 

against enemies that are psi-immune. 

Thought Eater Antipersonnel Weapons: These provide nastier weaponry for ground units based on 

thought eater attacks. The unit takes a +15% surcharge and gets a 50% increase in weapon ratings; this 

does not apply to psi-immune targets.  

Tug Pods: Tug pods are STL starship or gunboat scale units built specifically and exclusively for 

mating with a tug of the same scale to form a single larger unit for BE purposes. The tug pod is built as 

an STL unit of its type, with the usual STL cost and space benefits. Unlike other such STL units, it 

cannot function independently, but can be mated with a tug to form a larger unit. The tug and tug pod 

combination combines the total weapon, shield, and hull values of the two units. It inherits surcharge 

abilities that would apply to the whole unit from the tug, and uses the worst of the two unit's discount-

generating maneuver or crew type penalties if they are not the same. For example, a tug with improved 

FTL maneuverability and improved maneuverability would keep them mated with a pod without either 

of them, but would default to the reduced values if the pod were built with reduced maneuverability 

and/or FTL maneuverability, and a fanatic crew on either would lead to fanatic crew penalties for the 

combined unit. The combined unit does retain one battery-surcharge-free “main” volley from each unit, 

so a tug-pod combination could have several fire packets at reduced cost compared to having to pay for 

them as batteries. The tug carrying pods does tie up tractor beams and/or maglocks to carry the pods, and 

is reduced in speed by them (if at all) just as if they were towed normally. A gunboat tug-pod 

combination may not exceed Hl 10 total, and requires tending as one gunboat of its combined size, 

though detaching the pod from the gunboat tug and reattaching it as necessary may occasionally be a 

convenient alternative. 

Transcasters: These systems are used to transport cargo, people, and even combat units around a star 

system at faster-than-light speeds, specifically at the maximum warp speed enjoyed by an empire at the 

time they are built. The system requires a transmission center and a reception unit. Each transcaster 

station requires one equipment space and costs 3.33 RP’s. Every three transcasters can transport at a time 

one cargo bay’s worth of cargo (20 RP’s), or units based on their cargo bay requirement as cargo: 12 Hl 

of crated fighter; 8 Hl of ready fighter; 3 Hl of crated gunboat; 2 Hl of ready gunboat; .5 Hl of starship; 

.25 Hl of base; or one hull point of ground unit. If sufficient transcaster capacity is not available to move 

a whole unit at once, it must be dissembled and transported as cargo. (Ground units form an exception to 

this requirement, as they are composed of many smaller individuals.) Reception units can generally be 

assumed to be present at various places in the system, permitting one-way transcasting to them. Two-

way transport will require another transcaster station to transport units back. A network of transcasters 



 

 

through a star system can allow defending units to whip about far faster than attackers. A temporary 

network could allow attackers to outmaneuver defenders. 

 A single transcaster is capable of transporting to a target vessel in combat one boarding party. 

Boarding parties come equipped free with remote pods that allow them to transcast back to the home 

ship after attacks; the supply of remote pods is unlimited for most practical purposes. 

 Transcaster research can increase capacity per transcaster in 100% increments and decrease 

transcaster size per equipment space. Cost increases proportionately. 

Transporters: A non-existent, theoretically possible technological system that would scan a lifeform at 

the subquantum level, store the information in a particle buffer and then disassemble that lifeform, move 

the particles associeted with that lifeform to another location, and then reassemble that lifeform. A 

Beyond Warp or Clark Culture technology requiring extremely sophisticated computers, scanners, and 

assembly equipment in addition to an understanding of subquantum structure and assembly of lifeforms. 

Warp-Capable Mass Driver: An extremely powerful mass driver capable of accelerating asteroid-sized 

masses to warp speed and then propelling them through space to a designated target, usually a planet. 

Naturally, the power supply required is enormous as is the device itself and its rate of fire is limited by 

the available ammunition supply. It is also difficult and time-consuming to shift targets making it 

valuable in the strategic sense only (which also makes it a high strategic target as well).  

 A given mass driver may fire twice per turn. This fire rate assumes that it is being fired in an 

uncontested system containing an asteroid belt to supply fresh ammunition. The mass driver may be 

mounted only in bases and requires equipment spaces equal to the maximum asteroid Hl size. (The 

asteroid will have a Hl value in the BE equal to half this; an asteroid’s bulk is not normally as resistant to 

damage as any warship hull is designed to be.) Asteroids projected from it travel at the standard warp 

drive cruising speed of the empire. They can be aimed only at planets or bases. The damage done by the 

asteroid is equal to 100 pts per Hl of asteroid. Thus, a 20 equipment space mass driver might fire an 

asteroid of size 20 (Hl value 10 in the BE) that might do 2000 points of damage to a base (almost 

certainly destroying it handily), or 2000 pts of planetary bombardment damage, which will often suffice 

to devastate the planet. One should note that the asteroid is comparatively vulnerable, being destroyed by 

10 points of damage. Cost: 1 point (3.33 RP’s base) per equipment space. They may also be built as a 

standalone system at 5 RP’s per hull point of asteroid fired. 

Warp Engine Boosters: These systems allow a ship to enjoy the speed benefits of a gunboat, although 

they require a significantly greater amount of tending afterward. Warp engine boosters come with a 

+15% unit surcharge. The ship with warp engine boosters may cruise safely at +1 WF over its normal 

cruising speed. However, it may do this no longer than one turn, and after any period of such increased 

speed, it requires that much time in a repair facility without using its drives for maintenance on the 

engines. If the ship exceeds one turn of engine booster use before getting the needed dock time, it has the 

normal breakdown chance at any warp speed at all. 

Warp Mines: Warp mines are used to disrupt enemy warp (or similar FTL) drives. Warp mines are built 

as automated fire platforms, but instead of conventional energy weapons have 1 space, 2 point (6.67 RP) 

warp disruption bomb systems. A typical warp mine thus costs 5 RP's. A warp mine fires its warp 

disruption bomb when it encounters a hostile vessel using a vulnerable FTL drive in that combat area and 

is destroyed doing so. It is not entered on the BE, but is subject to minesweeping. Each warp mine has a 

5% chance of destroying the FTL drive on one target. For simplicity's sake, GM's may give a warp 

minefield one successful attack on a random target per 20 mines, rounded mathematically, but may opt 

out of simplicity in case of (e.g.) 10 warp mines in place to get one target and maximum abuse of that 

rounding. Warp mines are harmless if no vulnerable, hostile FTL drive is used within 30 light seconds, 

so a wary enemy may avoid approaching likely places for a warp minefield under FTL drive, or leaving 

them with it, but that avoidance itself may limit the opponent's maneuver usefully. The target is not 

normally significantly damaged by the warp mine beyond the loss of the drive until repaired as any other 

critical hit, but that itself may be a very bad thing if the warp mine is in a dangerous area. 

 



 

 

Web Mines: An Arachnid invention similar in nature to terrestrial CAPTOR mines from 20th Century 

wet navies on Earth. A webmine is an advanced form of automated fire platform, using a single space 2 

point HEAT energy weapon, with an additional warp drive disruption capability. Webmines can deploy 

from minelayers in meeting and surprise engagements much as fighters and possess a limited tactical 

movement ability (in the BE, webmines come with the NOMOVE tag enabled; in FOTS TCOM1, 

webmines would be capable of no more than 6 turns movement at a top speed of 10 hexes per turn, 60-

hexes total). Webmines also generate a low-level realspace inversion field which limits tactical retreat 

from webmined areas by enemy craft. The result is that enemy craft subjected to attack by webmines are 

essentially "stuck" in the minefield until/if they can fight their way out of the field (gaining the enemy 

fleet the NOMOVE tag as well). Web mines generate this effect if and only if they are present in equal or 

greater numbers than enemy FTL units. How this inversion field is set up and operates is unknown to the 

rest of the galaxy and is a closely guarded Arachnid military secret. Arachnid vessels do not appear to 

suffer any effect from the inversion field. Hull: 1; Equipment: 2 (2 plasma beams (HEAT); Stats: 

2001,HEAT; Cost: 8 RPs. 

World Killer Computer Virus: The World Killer Computer Virus is introduced to a specific target 

colony with a successful Military or Economic Specified operation. It requires at least equal Computer 

Systems Tech with the target; higher CST will generate worse effects. First, the colony suffers a 50% 

(plus 10% per CST step of advantage the attacker has) RP production penalty, which can be fixed by 

paying RP's equal to the total RP's, SRP's, and SSRP's of the colony for repairs. Second, every shipyard, 

repair yard, lab bay, or variant thereof on bases in that star system is inoperable, until the bases have a 

critical hit repaired at normal cost and repair time. Units inside the shipyards and repair bays are 

unaffected, apart from having their repairs, refits or construction stalled. Third, every factory on the 

colony is inoperable for one turn. Fourth, all military units in the star system suffer 10 point DEFENSE 

and target penalties, plus 5 per CST advantage the attack has, for one turn. World Killer Computer 

Viruses used against the same or allied target suffer a 40% cumulative penalty to effective funding on the 

project to launch them for each use after the first, until a new version is Developed. WKCV share a 

Research stage with interstellar computer viruses. 

Wormhole Collapsing Chaos Bombs: This is a weapon capable of collapsing any artificially generated 

or naturally occurring wormhole, or units operating or keeping on stand-by readiness jump gates or 

wormhole drives. The WCCB is built as a Hull 6 gunboat-scale unit, and is carried in cargo bays as 20 

RP's of cargo. It must be unloaded before use, effectively requiring control of the tactical area already. 

When detonated, it will do considerable and indiscriminate damage, in addition to the destruction of 

wormholes, jump gates, and units with related drives or systems. The WCCB costs 1500 RP's Stats: 

600,0,0,1,0,0,0,MULTI 3 PEN 1



 

 

 


